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INTRODUCTIOX 

Had Alaric Watts been born a century later and 

lived on into the middle of the twentieth, his faith in 

advertising could have made him rich. He woiild not then 

have been content with "puffing" books and authors, but 

could have gone out for bigger game, and played a success

ful part in the intricacies of modern business. Huckster 

that he was, he deserved a better fate than to have enjoy

ed a mediocre existence, climaxed by bankruptcy after he 

was well past fifty. And to one of such high courage and 

promise in his youth, the experience of eking out his late 

years dependent upon a government pension could but have 

smacked of irony. 

For the story of Alaric Alexander Watts from the 

time of his birth in 1797 until he first became a corres

pondent of William Blackwood in 1821, one is forced to rely 

upon a biography by his son, Alaric Alfred Watts, published 

in 188̂ -. Whereas it must be granted that Alaric Alfred 

Watts presents a fair picture of his father, it must also 

be admitted that as an editor he is at times not entirely 

dependable. This may be occasioned by the fact that the 

younger Watts, when preparing the biography of his father, 

worked from inadequate notes and memoranda left by his 



subject some twenty years before the biography was begun. 

A few examples of the discrepancies to be noted in the 

editing of this work will suffice to put the reader on 

guard. 

In reporting the facts of his father's life, the 

younger Watts writes, 

The poem from which these stanzas were extracted, 
"To Octavia, the infant daughter of John Larking, 
Esq.," was published in the Month of June, I8l8, 
in the Edinburgh Magazine^ which a month or two 
afterwards ... / became^/ Blackwood's Magazine. 
The lines attracted considerable attention, and 
were extensively quoted in the newspapers of the 
day, having been attributed very generally to 
Lord Byron.•*• 

As a matter of fact this poem does not occur in Blackwood's 

Magazine, but was printed in the New Monthly Magazine of 

July, I8l8, and in the Gentleman's Magazine, as supplement 

to the first volume of I8l8, and perhaps elsewhere. And it 

is not until April, I823, that we find in Blackwood's 

Magazine this passage: 

Mr. Watts has lately printed ... a small volume 
of poems, full of enlightened and amiable senti
ments, pleasing imagery, and refined feelings. 
He possesses very considerable poetic genius, 
and the following little Poem, which we recol
lect reading with much admiration in periodical 
publications some years ago, has much of the 
power and pathos of Byron: — To Octavia.^ 

^Alaric Alfred Watts, Alaric Watts. A Narrative of 
His Life (2 vols.; London: Richard Bentley & Son. 1884), 
I, 55• /"This work is hereafter referred to as the BiograDhy._7 

Blackwood's Magazine. ADPII I823, XIII, ̂ ^0. 



An additional discrepancy in the handling of factual 

material may be charged against young V/atts. He cites a 

letter from Gerald "Griffen," supposedly written to his sister 

in 1830.-̂  A careful check will indicate that the letter 

was written by Gerald "Griffin," not in I83O, but in 1829.^ 

This fact, though it may in itself be considered not worthy 

of consideration, is of interest in that it conveys a good 

idea of the general factual unreliability of the work under 

discussion. Two other examples may be appropriately cited 

here to illustrate the careless editing of Alaric Alfred 

Watts. 

In quoting from a letter which Alaric Alexander 

Watts had written to his wife on June m-, I823, the son 

writes. 

It distresses me very imich, but I will not leave 
town till it is done.5 

Then some ninety pages further on in the same volume appears 

the letter in its entirety, the sentence previously quoted 

reading, 

It distresses me very much; but I will not leave 
town on any account without doing so.^ 

3watts, OP. c i t . . I I , ^-9. 

S/ i l l iam Bates, The !!aclise For tra i t -Gal lery of 
"I l lus tr ious Literary Characters" (Lcmdon: Chatto & VfIndus, 
18B5), p. 32^. 

^ a t t s , OP. c i t . y I , 138. 

^Ib id . , p. 228. 



And in qxioting from two letters which Samuel Taylor 
7 

Coleridge had written the elder '/atts, the son misdates 

one letter and only quotes in part and incorrectly from 
8 

the ot'-or. 

The history of Alaric Watts's business and lit

erary career from 1821 imtil I8h5 (with one or two letters 

dated later than that) is well delineated in his letters 

to William Blackwood until 183^, when the latter died, and 

in those to Blackwood's sons thereafter. The correspondence 

after 1827 is, however, noticeably spotty, and there are no 

letters between the years 18Jl and 1864. The fact that the 

correspondence is intermittent and fitful, and the fact 

that there are only Watts's letters to Blackwood, \7lthout 

the latter's to Watts, makes it difficult at times to under

stand the allusions with which the letters abound. Since in 

this study we are primarily concerned with Alaric Watts and 

his relation to William Blackwood and his Magazine^ it will 

not be amiss to review briefly his early years and his pro

fessional career, inasmuch as the key to the character of 

the man himself may be found there. 

Born in London on March 16, 1797» Watts lived his 

life in and around the metropolis, leaving for only a short 

'̂ Ibid.. p. 194, 291-293. 

^Earl Leslie Griggs (ed.). Unpublished Letters 
of Samuel Taylor Coleridge (2 vols.; London: Constable & Co., 
1932)7 II, 319, M.12. 

file:///7lthout


time to be schooled and, at the age of twenty-two, to edit 

papers in Leeds and Manchester. His parents were not con

genial, and their differences no doubt left their mark 

upon y^ung v/atts. In 1808 he was placed at Wye College 

Grammar School, and the days spent there were no doubt the 

happiest he remembered through life. Speaking of this 

period his son suggests that 

They were, indeed, the only happy days of his 
childhood of which he greatly cared to speak, 
and were probably, therefore, the happiest of 
these days." 

In 1810 he was removed from Wye College to an academy at 

Ashford, kept by the Reverend Alexander Power. It was here 

that Watts was first introduced to the study of French, a 

langiiage for which he had a natural aptitude, but a know

ledge of which he did not turn to literary account later. 

At this academy there existed a condition which, added to 

the fact that V/atts's parents had been estranged, and that 

he had been brought up in near poverty, gives a clue to the 

character of the man himself. This bit of information ap

pears in some scanty notes which Watts left, and which his 

son made use of in preparing the biography of his father: 

At Mr. Power's I suffered much from the tyranny of 
older boys, so much so that I even ran away and 
got as far as Canterbury before my feelings were 
sufficiently composed to enable me to perceive 
that that was not the road out of my difficulties. 

9watts, op, cit.t I» 25. 



I returned in better heart, and my persecutions 
continuing, I tackled the most terrible of my 
oppressors •.. I was fortunate enough to thrash 
hla» This success elevated me into a fOrt of 
champion of oppressed innocence. . . .^^ 

And, indeed, there is seen throughout the story of Watts's 

life a reflection of his concern for the downtrodden, and 

a desire to alleviate their condition. This is very well 

Illustrated when he unwittingly almost sacrificed the Leeds 

Intelligencer many years later in the interest of factory 

reform. 

After two years with Power, I'atts decided that he 

was ready to face the world. Thus at the age of fifteen he 

had completed pretty nearly all the education for which he 

was to be indebted to others than himself. With no know

ledge of the world— an ignorance that was to dog his steps 

all his life— save that important experience derived from 

witnessing early in life the cares of others; with an ed

ucation scarcely more than rudimentary, and directed to no 

special ends; without connections, and almost without frienc's, 

he determined to apply himself to that occupation for which 

his limited training had best fitted him. He felt, perhaps, 

that in addition to present independence teaching might 

afford him an opportunity of continuing his studies and ac

quiring that further mental cultivation which he knew must 

be the only capital on which he could depend. 

10 
I M d M P* 32 



He accepted an engagement as usher in a school at 

Fulham, conducted by the Reverend George Crabb, the editor 

of a Technological Dictionary, Dictionary of Synonyms, and 

other useful compilations. It was here, while struggling 

against the disadvsintages of having to prepare each even

ing the lessons that he v/as to impart to others the next 

day, that Watts "strengthened his character and developed 

power and independence." After he had added to the know

ledge acquired at Power's a fair acquaintance with the 

classics, a slight knowledge of Italian, and a taste for 

music, he was offered a private tutorship in the family 

of a Mr, Ruspini, dentist to his Royal Highness the Prince 

Regent. It was here that Watts's life really began, for 

according to his son, 

Mr. Ruspini was a hospitable man and of a 
generous spirit, and in his house my father en
joyed the opportunity of seeing a great deal of 
society. He visited at this time, out of the 
circle of friends made at Mr. Ruspini's. Dr. 
v/alcot, the celebrated "Peter Pindar," in his 
squalid lodgings in Somers Town; Mrs. Inchbald, 
in her apartments over a public-house in 
Kensington; CoIton, the author of Lacon^ in the 
very extraordinary abiding place which he af
fected over a rag-shop in Pimlico; Lady Hamilton, 
in the King's Bench Prison; and Lord Byron, in 
the Albany. To some of the personages my father 
was introduced by a man as interesting in his 
way as most of them, T2P. John Taylor, oculist 
to the Prince Regent, but better known as an 
author, from his humorous poem, "Monsieur Tonson." 
John Taylor later became editor of the Morning 
Posty and later proprietor and editor of the 
Sun, was much connected with the stage, having 
married a sister-in-lavr of Stephen Kemble. By 
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Taylor, my father was introduced to Charles 
Young. Inclendon, the singer, and many other 
acquaintances in the dramatic and literary 
circles of the day.-̂ -̂  

Apart from the lively literary circle, there was 

the little coterie of gentlemen holding appointments in 

the Prince's establishment of the same nature as those of 

Ruspini and Taylor. Among them were Astley Cooper, after

wards the ffionous surgeon Sir Astley Cooper, then holding 

the modest appointment of Sergeant-Surgeon of the House

hold; and Marrable, afterwards Sir Thomas Marrable, and 

Privy Purse, or his deputy, to the Prince. Here also it 

was that Watts made the acquaintance of the painter George 

Cruikshank. 

So it was that at the age of seventeen Alaric 

Watts enjoyed an introduction to the world under rather 

favorable circumstances with a little brightness and color 

cast upon a life that had up until that time had in it too 

little of the cheerful and exhilarating element. He now 

took lessons on the flute from the celebrated Nicholson, 

in Panton Street, and made his first and only appearance 

at a masquerade at the Opera Hoiise. In short, he partook 

of all the diversions going on around him, being supplied 

with money and treated generally by his kind employer and 

his wife more like a son thgm a dependent. He did not. 

1 

^^Ibid.^ pp. ̂ 3 - ^ . 



however, confine himself in his leisure moments Just to 

amusements. He had long been a student of poetry, and he 

now began to make some attempts at original composition. 

It was, in fact, while residing in Pall Mall that Watts 

addressed a short complimentary poem to Lord Byron, of 

whose writings he was a devoted and enthusiastic admirer 

(though later he was to task Byron severely for his plagi-

arismsl). Lord Byron at once acknowledged the compliment, 

and requested Watts to call on him at his home. This he 

did, and the author presented him with an inscribed copy 

of Childe Harold.-^ 

In 1816 V/atts left Ruspini*s and took a clerk-

ship in the Office of the Controller of Army Accounts, 

under Colonel Drinkwater, brother to the historian of the 

Siege of Gibraltar. On the reduction of the army, as a 

result of the peace, this office collapsed. So it was 

that after a very brief sojourn here Watts moved on and 

took a position in a Mr. (keen's Boarding Academy for Young 

Gentlemen, in the port of Runcorn, in Cheshire. Green 

soon thereafter sold the academy, and Watts moved on to 

an engagement of more suitable nattcre. He became tutor 

to the son of Mr. Shaw, a Manchester manufacturer, in 

whose family he was treated with kindness and affection. 

^Slbid>. pp. h8^9. 
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He here had time and leisure to pursue those studies, ex

ercises, and recreations to which he was more and more 

inclined to devote himself, if he could thereby secure a 

livelihood, as the main objective of his life. Of this 

period his son writes, 

"The Poet's Corner" of the Chester and Manchester 
newspapers no longer satisfied his ambition. He 
now attempted to find an opening in the magazines 
of the day. With this view he kept up a pretty 
active fire of contributions, poetical and crit
ical, upon the leading periodicals of this 
description. Finally he settled down(by what 
intermediary measure it is now known) as sub
editor under Dr. Watkins of the New Monthly 
Magazine.^3 

Thus at the age of twenty-two we find Watts working hard 

at his nev/ job, gaining some valuable experience, the es

sential results of which he later planned to stimmarize in 

a magazine article to be called "Reminiscences of a 

Magazine Editor." This idea, however, like so many of 

Watt's later projects, came to naught. 

Watt's connection with the New Monthly Magazine 

came to an end early in the year 1819> according to his 

son. 'i 

. . . in consequence of some difference with the 
publisher jPoXbwc^^ arising out of the publica
tion of Dr. Polidori's well-known mystification, 
• The Vampyrei A Tale, by Lord Byron,' which 
first saw the light in the number of that pub
lication /"the New Monthly Magazine 7 for 
April, 1819. I should be well pleased to find 

13Ibid., pp. 56-57. 
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myself in the position to affirm that this 
breach was attributable to my father's disap
probation of this piece of literary qoiackery 
and determination to give it no countenance. 
I have searched his papers in the hope of war
ranting myself in this conviction, but not 
with success. He v/as always rather reticent 
on the subject of this 'Vampyre' business, 
and I incline, on the whole, to follow his 
example, having indeed nothing certain or defi
nite to record about it. ^^ 

It was about this time that Watts made the ac

quaintance of the Reverend Charles Robert Maturin, the 

author of the tragedy Fredolpho. Î aturin persuaded young 

Watts to superintend the production of the play, and, al

though it failed miserably, it afforded ''atts his only 

experience in the capacity of dramatic director. 

Watts's work on the New Monthly Magazine^ though 

of brief duration, was not to him v^oUy barren. In search 

after poetic novelty his attention had been attracted to 

some verses introduced into the preface of a Life of Howard 

the Philanthropist, by James Baldwin Brown, a yoxing lawyer. 

These lines, with which the author said he had been favored 

by a young Friend, Jeremiah H. Wiffen, residing at V/oburn, 

in Bedfordshire, impressed Watts and made him wish to know 

more of the writer. It may be quickly added that he made 

the acquaintance of Wiffen and his brother, mother, and 

sister Prlscilla. The latter Watts married on September 16, 

l^lbid., p. 61. 
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1821, and with his "Zillah" took up residence at No. ̂ , 

Beaufort Terrace, Chelsea. 

Of his mother at the time of her marriage, Alaric 

Alfred Watts wrotet 

Prlscilla Maden Wiffen had jtist completed 
her twentieth year. She was rather above than 
under the middle height, and of a comely and 
gracious figure. . . . A forehead full and oval, 
a complexion of exquisite purity and delicacy 
of colour, large liquid blue eyes, light-brown 
hair, looking almost golden in the sunlight, as 
it escaped in little tendrils from the narrow 
frill of the Quaker cap, combined to give almost 
a Madonna-like expression to the face. It was, 
perhaps, that circumstance, rather than mere 
affectation, which led her young husband a little 
later, to transform her second name of Maden to 
Madonna, an euphemism whereat, in later days, 
when he had made unto himself unfriends, as will 
be disclosed hereafter, the profane mock. 

Extreme tenderness of sensibility had 
taught her. as necessary to her protection, a 
reserve and caution not naturally a part of her 
character, and of which nothing appeaired on the 
surface. . . . 

She had already fathomed the faith of her 
sect, probing it out for herself silently and 
solitarily, for she was of a more self-sustained 
nature than her elder sisters, and, though, she 
had scaracely as yet owned It to herself, had 
found it wanting.— wanting for her. She ac
cepted the spirit of It with her whole being, 
and never deviated from her regard for it; but 
of the forms and formulas of its formalism her 
soiil wearied as of a chain which she wondered 
should sit so lightly on those around her,— 
whose needs were different.^5 

The description of the father, Alaric Alexander 

Watts, given in conjunction with that of the mother. 

15 Ibid.y pp. 8V-87. 
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affords one of the best sketches to be had of himt 

He was in his twenty-third year; in stature 
rather above the middle height, and of slender 
figure. The forehead large and well-developed, 
with strongly marked eyebrows overhanging very 
expressive eyes; the hair profuse and silky, of 
a dark brown hue approaching black. The features 
strongly marked and very distinct in individual-
ityj the mouth rather large, but well cut, and 
full of expression; the complexion somewhat 
pallid, not to say sallow, and the face generally 
of a Southern character, as though he might 
have in his veins Spanish or French blood. 

The features were of extreme mobility, 
yielding up Immediately and irresistibly the 
secrets of the life within, in the most trans
parent manner, and which, v;hatever might be his 
other defects, rendered hypocrisy impossible to 
him. The temperament nervo-bllious, with how
ever, an intense virility and muscularity of 
nature lying underneath, to be developed and 
come to the surface later. He dressed with a 
soiaewhat carefiil indifference, and was certainly 
an Interesting and prepossessing young man, 
especially to women, whose society he preferred 
to that of men, and whom he always treated with 
genuine deference and respect.l^ 

Although the following two tributes relate to a 

some^at later period of Watts's life, it seems in order 

to introduce them here as a corroborant to the younger 

Watts's estimate of his father* The quotations form parts 

of letters ( undated ) from Maria Jewsbury and Emerson 

Tennent to Alaric Alexander Watts* Miss Jewsbury wrote in 

part: 

If I were called into a cotart of justice . . , 
and asked my opinion of you^ I should say you 

^^Ibid.. pp. 87-88. 
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have the rashest temper and the kindest heart 
of any man I ever knew. The former makes it 
difficult to transact business with you; the 
latter makes you delightful in domestic life. 
To retain anger and be in the same house with 
you is impossible.17 

And from Tennent: 

If I were called upon to point out one lead
ing foible in your character. I should say 
that it lay in an active manifestation of 
sympathy with art and literature, which, when 
confined within rational limits, may be called 
generosity, but which in your case has amoimted 
to extravagance. No baser act of ingratitude 
could be committed than by those who, being 
connected with literature or art, would seek 
to assail you. You have, to my knowledge, done 
more for the strugglgrs than half the titled 
patrons of England.-*-̂  

On severing his connection v/ith the New Monthly 

Magazine. Watts associated himself with William Jerdan, 

the editor and part-proprietor, with Longman, of the 

Literary Gazette^ for which he wrote during the following 

three years. Of Jerdan's intercourse with v/atts, the 

former, writing some thirty-five years afterwards in his 

i^utobiography. says: 

Among my earlier coadjutors and friends in the 
Literary Gazette was Mr. Alaric A. Watts, from 
whom I received many valuable contributions in 
prose and verse. With my friend, Alaric Watts, 
I carried on, during many years an intimate 
literary intercoturse, always benefited by his 
assistance, and occasionally still more obliged 
to him for acting in the early days of the 
Literary Gazette as my lieutenant when tempo
rarily absent. He was exceedingly well read. 

17lbid.y II, 101. 

Ifilbid., 101-102. 
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cultivated in taste, superior in talent, and 
laborious in application. In everything I 
foiand him straightforward and honourable. If 
a little warm sometimes when we happened to 
differ in opinion. I \d.ll venture to record it 
to the credit of Doth that beyond asserting 
our own convictions of what was due to truth 
in criticism, we never contravened each other 
for an hour. In the retrospect of life, there | 
are too often changes to regret more distres- | 
sing to the mind than the most sif fee ting 
losses. The latter are inevitable, the condi
tions of existence; the former are caused by 
ourselves. Between Alaric Watts and myself 
no such event ever occurred to be lamented now. 19 

Among the contributions to which Jerdan referred 

was a series of articles pointing out the plagiarisms of 

Lord Byron, which created a sensation at the time. In 

justice to Watts, however, it should be noted that 

. . . among the hosts of insignificant persons, 
forming by a certain independence and individu
ality of character centers of little circles 
of their own, Lord Byron had had up to this 
time no more enthusiastic devotee and partizan 
than this young man who was now presuming to 
assail his poetical reputation.^^ 

About this time ( something like a year after 

his marriage) Watts numbered among his friends and liter

ary acquaintances Miss Benger, Brockedon, the painter; 

Colton, the author of Lacon; Mr. and Mrs. Croly; Mr. and 

Mrs. Jerdan; Dr. Kltchiner, Barry St. Leger, Mr. and Mrs. 

Basil Montagu; Nbrthcote, R.A.; Procter, and Shee, R.A. 

^^illiam Jerdan, The Autobiography of ( h vols.; 
London: Arthur Hall, Virtue & Co., 1853), IV, 5, 9. 

2CWatt8, OP. cit.^ I, 112. 
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The most interesting literary friend, however, that Watts 

enjoyed association with at this time was the Reverend 

V/illiam Lisle Bowles, the poet. 

By 1823 "the torch kindled at the great fire-

fountain of Imagination" by such men as Byron, Campbell, 

Coleridge, Keats, Moore, Scott, Southey, and Wordsworth 

had begun "to be divided and subdivided." Alaric Watts 

sought a place among the lesser lights represented by 

Bowles, Croly, Allan Cunningham, Mrs. Hemans, James Hogg, 

Miss Landon, David Moir, Procter, John ̂ 'ilson, and the 

Etonians, Moultrie, Thomas Love Peacock, Praed, Pringle, 

Horace "^ith, and Sidney Walker. And it was in the year 

1823 that Watts collected into a little volume of some 

hiindred and fifty pages, the poems which he had contribu

ted to various periodicals during the preceding five years, 

under the modest title of "Poetical Sketches." An edition il 

of five hundred copies was sold out before the end of | 

the year.^ Some idea of the nature of the volume may be 

drawn from the younger Watts's description of it. 

I do not know that the prevailing sentiment • 
of that day can be better illustrated than in the \ 
sale, in two years, of a thousand copies of 
this unpretending little volume. . . • 

Animated by the general spirit of the poetry \ 
of its time, sensibility and taste, what, it 
may be asked, were the qualities which gave to 

^llbid.. p. m-8. 
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this little book a distinctness and individu
ality of its owni They were, I think, a nicely 
delicate discrimination in the perception of 
tender shades of feeling, and an ingenuous 
frankness in displaying them, vitalized by an 
underHsurrent of passion allowed to approach 
the surface, and yet always kept under and in 
reserve, which gave to the whole a glow and 
Spirit as of subdued fire* In the former, it 
had affinity with the sonnets of Bowles; in 
the latter, if I may permit myself to say so, 
with the lyrics of Byron. . . .22 

Of interest in this connection also are two letters 

of this period addressed to Alaric Alexander Watts, one 

from Charles Lamb and the other from Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 

both of which furnish interesting bits of criticism of 

Watts^s "Poetical Sketches." Lamb wrote in part: 

I beg you to accept my thanks for a copy of 
your poems, which I have found very elegant and 
full of fancy. I had seen and admired one of 
thea attributed to Lord Byron* The volume is 
extextially haivisome, and the poetry of a kind, 
I shoiild judge, to have taken. But you have 
described feelings too ini/ard, perhaps, to be 
exposed to odious criticism. • « .23 

And from Coleridge: 

As some proof that you have been in my 
thoughts, I send you some observations and 
criticunculae suggested by your volume of 
poems. 

••The Broken Heart" is a poem of great and 
powerful interest* . . • 

"I Think of Thee" is impassioned and elo
quent with the eloquence of lyric poetry* 

22ibid*. pp. Iif9-150* 

23jiia., p. 151. 
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"A Sketch from Real Life" reminds me of 
the best verses of the first James's and 
Charles's reigns. It is between Chapiaan and 
Cartwright, and partakes of both. . • . 

I have no objection, be assured, to your 
spiritual cranium containing both the taste 
exquisite and the faculty divine, — this one 
hemisphere, and that another, . . but let the 
poet keep at a distance from the connoisseur. 
Music and imagery he must have; but imagery 
acting more as music tlian as painting. 

Altogether I have received great pleasure 
from thfiĵ volume; and I thank you for it sin
cerely. ^ 

The returns from his poetical venture were neces-

arlly limited, and Watts, finding that a very inadequate 

livelihood was to be realized from rather miscellaneous 

literary \andertakings, turned to the routine of the news

paper press. His actual decision to make this change 

resulted from the fact that at this time Mr. Joseph Ogle 

Robinson and Mr. John Plernaman, proprietors of the Leeds 

Intelligencer, offered Watts the editorship of their organ. 

So began a career which led Alexander Andrews some thirty-

six years later to write, 

V/atts was so wholesale a manufacturer of news
papers that he calls for notice in any work 
which gives their history.25 

^^Ibid.. pp. 153-15^. 
25 
Alexander Andrews, The History of British 

Journalism (2 vols.; London: Richard Bentley, 1859), 
p. 169. 

file:///ander
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Watts was not destined to be happy for long in 

Leeds. Although the city was at that time quite in advance 

of the other large towns in the province in its capacity 

to enjoy and understand works of art— having organized in 

the year 1823 a Public Loan Exhibition of Pictures— many 

of the inhabitants of that manufactiirlng city, as repre

sented by the subscribers to the Intelligencer, did not 

prove equally progressive In another direction. On Watts's 

first trip to visit the local Infirmary with Michael Thomas 

Sadler, M.P., one of the earliest reformers, the former was 

much shocked and sTirprised at the number of women and 

children under treatment for injuries, some of the most 

serious character, caused by the negligence of the manufac

turers to "box their machinery." Unaccustomed to the sight 

of personal oppression, and considerably jarred by such 

sights. Watts proceeded in his next week's newspaper to 

comment in strong language on the inhumanity of the mill 

ov/ners in perpetuating such a condition of things. On the 

following Monday— the Intelligencer was a weekly paper— 

he received so many letters discontinuing subscription to 

it that he was decidedly shocked. However by his activity 

and enterprise he soon regained for his newspaper the sub

scribers which he had lost by his too enthusiastic efforts 

in the cause of factory reform, and many more. When this 

was accomplished, and the paper placed in a condition to 
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hold its own. Watts began to weary of the work and the 

place— he hated the smoke and dirt of the factory town— 

and to wish to get away. Seeing an opening for a Tory 

organ at Manchester, where there was on the whole a fuller 

literary and intellectual life than at Leeds, and where 

he had more intimate friends, he in the year 1825 removed 

to that town, and established there the Manchester Courier. 

This change on Watts's part was indicative of his entire 

subsequent career; not ever was he to be satisfied to 

direct his energies Indefinitely to a given pursuit, but 

like a youth who tires quickly of the new, incessantly he 

sought greener pastures. This tendency on his part, what

ever may have been the soxirce of its origin, presaged per

petual defeat and disappointament for Watts even from the 

incipiency of his career. It was, indeed, this inability 

to come to terms with life and meet issues in a mature and 

studied fashion— a fact that is illustrated in the let

ters— that resulted in his developing a form of persecu

tion complex, >^ich placed him ever on the defensive and 

stymied the natural ebullience of the man himself. 

Long before Watts took over the Courier he had 

been approached by Hurst and Robinson on the matter of get- | 

ting out an "annirnl." This, then, was one of the literary 1 

projects fermenting in his mind when he moved to I'tonchester 

in 1825* This annual was to be a literary and artistic 

i 
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miscellany, in which a variety of short tales, sketches 

and poems, by popular authors, should be associated with 

carefully executed line engravings from good pictures. This 

new work was to compete with many annuals already on the 

market—Croly»s The Graces. Ackermann's The Forget-Me-Not, 

and others that are mentioned in Watts's correspondence to 

William Blackwood. Tiiis project became a reality, and in 

1826 appeared the first of Vatts's offerings in this form, 

the Literary Souvenir. This annual Watts published each 

year from then on until 1835» when the name was changed from 

the Literary Souvenir to that of the Literary Souvenir and 

Cabinet of Modern Art. This new appellation endured for 

only one year, for in I836 the original title Literary 

Souvenir was abandoned, leaving the title simply the Cabinet 

of Modern Art. With that name, in the year I837, the work 

closed a more or less successful career of twelve years. 

It may be added that the publication of this work illustrat

ed the most continuous application of Watts to any of his 

literary endeavors—not of cotirse that during this time 

he was not busy at other things as well; but no one of his 

other "projects" did he nurse through so long an existence. 

Interestingly enough, it may be pointed out that 

from 1829 until 1835 Mrs. Watts published an annual also, 

the New Year*s Gift and Juvenile Souvenir, Little, how

ever, may be learned of this publication; for Watts himself 

it 

ft 

I 

I 
I 

ft 
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mentions it only once in his letters to Blackwood— as his 

wife^s "Maga."— and Alaric Alfred Watts refers to it only 

twice, in passing, in the Biography. It may be assumed, 

however, that the tone and content of Mrs. V/atts's book 

was similar to that of the other annuals of the day, ex

cept that hers was designed for young people. 

Another item of interest with reference to the 

annuals of the day is Tliomas Hood's "The Battle of the 

Annuals," which indicated not only the competition which 

had arisen among the annuals, but the salient characteris-
26 

tics of each* This bit of drollery may well serve as a 

kind of climax to the period of sumuals which had now been 

in existence as a class for some ten yesa:s, and toward 

which the public had displayed imusual constancy* They 

had appealed in the first instance to its taste, and sec

ondly to its sentiment* But as this type of publication 

became more niamerous, and some editors less careful and 

discriminative, anomalies from this cause began to obtrude 

themselves, and the whole class of these works suffered in 

consequence * 

To Alaric Watts the failure of Hurst and Robinson 

in January, 1826,— illustrative of the many business 

failures during the panic of 1825 and 1826— was a serious 

26watts, OP. cit.. II, 15V.156. 
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blow, the more discouraging, coming as it did when he had 

reason to hope that his struggles were over, and that he 

had finally secured for himself an assured position. 

Since the failure of his publishers meant that all their 

mutual projects were doomed, it was well for Watts that 

he had his Literary Souvenir to see him through this 

period of financial stress. 

In 1827 Watts was invited by the Messrs. Baldwin, 

the proprietors of the St. James Chronicle newspaper, to 

associate himself with them in a new evening journal, which 

was established by them in that year. Thus began Watts's 

association with those publishers. Dr. Stanley Lees 

Qiffard, and the Standard. His connection with that paper } 

was either not congenial, or he found that it took too much ^ 
i 

of his time from his annual. In any case he was shortly ) 

succeeded by Dr. Maglnn. Watts, then, during the next 

several years employed himself chiefly upon the Souvenir 

until its demise in 1835« Fortunately, at this juncture, 

he met a "Capitalist." His next few years were to be great

ly influenced by this man— unnamed in the correspondence 

from Watts to Blackwood, and also referred to by V/atts's 

son only as the "Capitalist." 

No doubt in Alaric V/atts the Capitalist had dis

covered the right man for conducting the initiation of an 

extensive newspaper enterprise in the interests of "The 

't 

^ 
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Throne and the Altar." Watts possessed not only great 

energy and experience, but considerable powers of con

struction and organization, the result of a lively prac

tical imagination. He would, moreover, put his heart into 

the enterprise, for he was from conviction, or more cor

rectly speaking, from instinctive sympathy, a good Tory. 

That Conservative opinions stood in some need 
of sustainment in that day, immediately suc
ceeding the passing of the Reform Bill, cannot 
be doubted. 'The Battle of the Constitution' 
had to be fought at the fireside and in the 
reading room. . . . Iftider these favorable \ 
auspices Conservative newspapers began to crop 1 
up in localities where the necessity for them ' 
was more apparent than the demand.2/ 

Watts no doubt felt that not a great deal was 

to be done in the way of keeping alive the papers already 5 

f established— for instance, the Alfred and the Old England 

were in a moribund condition— before his entry on the 

scene of action. It was easier to reoriginate than to re-

invigorate, and the effect of Watts's vigorous initiative J 

to that end was soon apparent. An extensive crop of Con- ,̂ 

servative papers sprang up in all directions: the Surrey 

standard, the Sussex Agricultural Express, and many others. 

Many of Watts's contemporaries in the newspaper business 

were eager to adopt as their own his literary and political 

articles, and this suggested to him a plan for providing 

27lbid.. p. 177. 
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the newspapers in the process of establishment by him, at 

all events during their nonage, with suitable matter of 

this description from headquarters. He arranged, there

fore, that the newspaper, with the title and leading 

articles set up, should be printed at a printing office, 

established for that purpose in London, and that the local 

intelligence and local politics should be added in the 

country by the local bookseller and printer by whom the 

paper v̂ as published, and who was, titularly, its proprie

tor. This, claimed Alaric Alfred v:atts, was the origin 

of what, in the printing trade, is designated as "partly-

printed newspapers"; and the credit of having originated 

this method of newspaper issue, for whatever it may be 

28 
worth, he assigned to his father. 

As a summary to this brief resume' of Watts's 

newspaper activities (which a reading of the correspondence 

to Blackwood will make much more intelligible) it may be 

well here to quote again from his son's Biography of the 

father: 

An allusion to my father in relation to his news
paper work, in Mjp. James Grant's History of the 
Newspaper Press, may here find a place. . . . 
•I was^ays Mr. Grant/ for several years inti
mately acquainted with Mr. Watts, and found him 
a most gentlemanly and agreeable man, remarkable 
for the aimount of his newspaper, as well as 

28ibid.. p. 182. 
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general literary information. Indeed, it would 
have been passing strange if he had been sur
passed for the amount he possessed of the for
mer, for I unhesitatingly affirm that no one 
editor, before or since his day, has been the 
means of starting more newspapers than he. I 
will not undertake to say what the number was. 
but it could not have been less than twenty.29 

The only newspaper of those established by Watts 

at this season in which he had any personal interest was 

the United Service Gazette^ a newspaper addressed to the 

special interests of the arn̂ r and navy. This newspaper, 

one of the earliest of its class, he edited from its 

establishment by him in I833, until the dissolution of 

his partnership in it with the Capitalist, under a decree 

of the Court of Chancery in 18^1. A brief description of 

this paper will make more intelligible the references to 

it in the correspondence to which this section serves as 

an introduction. 

The United Service Gazette made . . . the 
first serious attempt at dealing with the abuses 
and anomalies which deformed, in that day. in 
so many directions the administration of the 
army and the navy. . . . 

The scape-goat of the services of the day 
. . . was that honourable corps the Royal 
Marines, whose motto, per mare, perterram, 
represented truly a perpetual and laborious 
service, vdth no well-defined position. . . 

Of the claims of the Royal Marines to the 
same fair dealing as the sister services, the 
United Service Gazette v/as an unwearying advo-
cate. The officers of this corps at a later 

29ibld*, pp. 182-183* 
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period presented my father with a piece of 
plate, in testimony of their regard for him 
personally and Uieir gratitude for his exer
tions to obtain justice for it. 

The construction of ships was as fruitful 
a source of controversy then as it has been 
ever since. The principles of security euid 
speed, instead of being in alliance, as would 
seem desirable, were at war, then, as they 
have been ever since. . . . 

The same elaborate discussions as to the 
most effectual and scientific methods of 
destroying human life, occupied the columns 
of the United Service Gazette then, as they 
occupy them no doubt now. . . . 

The judgn^nts of courts-martial, too, 
especially in the navy, were a pregnant source 
of controversy in those days. . . . To the 
critical examination of these decisions did 
the United Service Gazette, under my father's 
editorship, always seriously inclinei sometimes, 
I have no doubt, to the ultimate rectification 
of injustice, now and then, I fear, to the 
manufacture of spurious martyrs. . . . 

These and other subjects arising from time 
to time afforded abundant exercise for all the 
zeal, energy, and public spirit, and party 
spirit too. It must be confessed, which am 
editor could throw into them; and little spar
ing was he /Slavic Watts7 of all these quali
ties. His reputation a's a writer and man of 
taste, which he took care that the portion of 
his journal at disposal for literary and 
artistic criticism should not discredit^ gave 
a weight, perhaps, to his newspaper, which, 
like everything he ever wrote, was published 
in his own name. It procured for him tho Trank 
correspondence of many members of both services, 
and of both branches of the legislature, of 
rank and attainments, which might probaoly not 
have been so readily accorded to an editor less 
known and respected as an able and trustworthy 
public writer.^^ 

« 

I > 

30 '^bid.. pp. 212-219. 
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Watts's connection with the United Service Gazette 

ended in great disappointment for him, as well as in great 

embarrassment. As has been suggested before nowhere is 

the "Capitalist" spoken of by name. Who he \ras remains 

a mystery. Also of the court proceedings which signaled 

the end of the United Service Gazette there is no complete 

and reliable record available. In the correspondence from 

Watts to William Blackwood the matters of litigation are 

nebulously suggested. In the Biography of his father, 

Alaric Alfred Watts dismisses the Capitalist by saying, 

"Of this gentleman, as I am not writing his biography, I 

31 desire to say no more than is indispensable to mine." 

31ibid.y p. 176. 

32ibid.. p. 220. 

It is to be regretted that he was not more anticipatory < 
i 

of the interest of his mid-twentieth century readers I It ^ 

should be noted, however, that even the scanty record we •» 
it 

have of Watts's work with the United Service Gazette (as -
f 

editor over a period of eight years) suggests 

that there are few of the more important reforms ^ 
which have taken place in the administration 
of the army and navy in later years, of which 
some adumbration may not be discovered in it.32 

After the United Service Gazette came to an 

end, Alaric Watts knew few happy days. At no period in his 

life, during which he enjoyed entire control of his own 
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actions, was he wholly free from debt. The unusual suc

cess of his earlier volumes of the Literary Souvenir 

would have enabled him, had he fully availed himself of 

it, to set himself straight with the world. To some ex

tent, no doubt, this he had done. After the failure of 

Hurst and Robinson, the enterprise of the Literary 

Souvenir began to be less profitable, perhaps a result of 

its being placed entirely in Watts's hands. Thus it was 

that his debts tended to accumulate rather than diminish. 

The expenses of one year's publication were probably left 

to be defrayed from the profits of that of the year fol

lowing; so that when the work ceased altogether in I83? 

there was a balance against Watts, and he was without 
J" 

funds for meeting it. ^ 
A 

Having persuaded himself that £ 1,500 would set 2 

his affairs at rights. Watts proposed to his creditors to 

pay that sum, in satisfaction of their claims, by annual 

payments of fc 500, insuring his life for L 1,500 as a 

security. This proposal was readily accepted. His debts, 

for the most part, were to persons who had largely bene

fited by their transactions with him, and none were un

friendly. His own solicitor, who was also the solicitor 

to the Capitalist, prepared the deed; the latter was the 

principal trustee. When the first annual payment became 

due, the Capitalist made exorbitant demands upon v/atts. 

A 
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Of this matter the latter's biographer says. 

This claim upon his estate my father in
dignantly reptidiated, probably not without 
some superfluous heat of language. He had 
never, he averred, received from this gentle
man any moneys which, upon any possible com
putation, cotild amount to any such sum. . . • 

Between claims and averments so contra
dictory, advanced by persons beginning to 
feel emoittered one against the other, and 
both men of strong will, there seemed little 
mean for agreement. . . . The Capitalist 
responded to my father's objections to his 
claim in a highly practical spirit, by seiz
ing control of the partnership property, the 
tfnitgd S^ryjoe Qaaettgy by a COUP de main, 
leaving his partner to his remedy in the Court 
of Chancery; while at the same moment, the 
friendly solicitor, who had his own election 
to make between his two clients, threw in his 
lot. like a prudent man, with that of the 
most powerful, and commenced an action for ^ 
his own bill, challenging the deed which he J 
had himself drawn and executed on the grounds t. 
that the insurance provided by it to be ef
fected by way of collateral security had been 
taken out for h 1,000 instead of ii 1,500. ^ 

Ity father, in whom resolution and stomach 
for fighting were never lacking, joined issue i 
with both of his antagonists, challenging, in J 
his turn, the account of the Capitalist, to ij 
qualify himself for which he had to purchase. i 
in the name of a friend, some of his own debts; 
and carrying the attorney from Court to Court 
until the Lord Chancellor of the day. Lord 
Cottenham, relieved him from further contention 
by a judgment in his favor, the terms of which, 
as they affected his former confidential ad
viser, and then antagonist, I have no desire 
now to revive. . . . 

Into the details of these lawsuits, ex
tending over and wasting the energies and 
resources of some seven years, I have little 
heart to enter; nor, could I render a record 
of them of the smallest interest or utility 
to any human being. They resolve themselves 
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practically into a nightmare.— a shifting 
picture, as it were, of painful and profit
less vicissitude; of alternate expectation 
and disappointment; of endless iteration and 
reiteration; of delay and postponement (for 
everybody's convenience except that of the 
parties concerned): of wearing suspense and 
realization without result; of reverses that 
seemed to do no mischief, and of triumphs 
which seemed to do no good. . . . 

How long this condition of things might 
have lasted— it continued seven years, prac
tically advancing matters in no respect-
would, if no fateful interposition had arisen, 
have depended, we may assume, upon the qtxantity 
of Equity capable of being purchased for the 
amount of moneys in Court. Fortunately for 
everybody concerned— except the solicitors— 
my father's private affairs, much conftased and 
conglomerated in and "by all these mystifica
tions, collapsed altogether . . . precipitating 
my father into the only Court capable apparent
ly of adjusting his affairs— the Court of 
Bankruptcy. Thence emerging, endowed by way of 
viaticum with a certificate of the first-class, 
and kindly expressions of respect and sympathy 
from a presiding judge, he recommended life, 
denuded of everything, and in that respect very 
much in the condition in which he had originally 
entered it, but happily restored to a waking 
condition out of a dreary dream. 33 

In the thick of these perplexities. Watts's pub

lishers, the Messrs. Longmans, who had expended large sums 

on the illustrated edition of his poems which had been ad

vertised but not actually completed for publication for 

some years, becan^ rather pressing on the subject of its 

publication. But as a result of his long-lived tribula

tions. Watts had lost the spirit of poetry, and it was not jj| 

to be wooed back simply by the asking. But by degrees, 

33ibid.* pp. 2^-3-250. 
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through the solicitude of his publishers, Vatts regained 

the poetic urge. Thus it v/as that at Christmas time, 

1850, was published the collective edition of his poems. 

Lyrics of the Heartland Other Poems, ./ith forty engravings 

on steel. It had a large ssuLe in England and America. 

Inasmuch as this work constituted the crowning achievement 

of V/atts's career, his son's evaluation of the former's 
'I 

best remembered single volume seems here in order. î 

It /~the poetry of Lyrics of the H^art 7 
was the poetry of experience rather than the 
poetry of imagination. In this respect it has 
a certain affinity with pre-Raphaelite art, 
owing its origin to the weariness in the public 
mind, of the vagueness of abstract personations, 
and a desire for simple truth. It had its 
defects in the temptation which it afforded the 
writer to delineate himself, rather as he might 
desire to appear, than as he actually was, and 
to introduce into poetry an artificiality more 
reeuL than that from which it had emancipated 
itself5 but in its essential qualities, apart 
from these accidental accretions, it was emi
nently purifying and invigorating. . . . 

i 
Ity father's poetry divides itself into J 

three classes, representing pretty accurately « 
the divisions of human life and its experiences jj^ 
in self-acting, healthy natures. In the poem 
written in the first period, or in happier 
retrospective moments in the second. . . it 
seeks to express the tender emotions of an in
genuous and sensitive nature, of love in its 
spring and summer seasons, or youth and younger 
manhood. . . and the tender feelings arising in 
the relations of husband and wife, parent and 
child. 

In the second period it portrays the sensi
bilities wounded in the turmoil of life, the 
pangs of mortified pride or disappointed antici
pations, the resentments inspired by active 
enmities or Ixikewarm friendships. . . . 
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The few poems written in the third period 
indicate that the great lesson of experience 
has been learned by the writer, and that the 
inner being has surely entered, or is entering, 
the region in which resignation and practical 
trust in Divine Providence are readjusting the, 
burdens and elucidating the problems of life.34-

To this should be added the tribute with which Alaric 

Alfred Watts closes the chapter devoted to Lyrics of the 

Heart; 

He /"Alaric Alexander Watts 7 may, I ven
ture to affirm, be regarded as entitled to the 
honourable designation of a poet, who, by the 
harmonious and rhythmical employment of language, 
has awakened or quickened the sensibilities of 
an age, or developed its human sympathies; who 
has given voice, and therefore relief, to the 
complaints of its unrest, a language to any of 
the many tender varieties of emotions; \fho has 
dared to express himself that others might no ^ 
longer be ashamed of feelings which they had J 
not possessed the courage to avow, or the nice ^ 
discrimination to formulate; who has thus given /» 
eyes to the blind and articulate expression to A 
the dumb; and whose heart, if I may be permitted 1} 
the analogy, has been pierced that 'the thoughts t 
of many hearts may be revealed.'35 

Although Alaric Alfred V/atts devotes an entire 

chapter to his father's LyylQS Qf the Heart» and Other 
36 

Poemsy which the biographer considered to be quite good, 

the modern reader will find but little in the elder V/atts's 

poetry to detain him long. For the most part the poems that 

make up this collection are over-sentimental in tone. 

3^bid.y pp. 258-261. 

3?Ibid.. p. 269. 

36lbid.. pp. 259-269. 
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monotonous, and lacking in poetic fire. They brand V/atts 

a man of no poetic genius, a product of the "age of 

sentiment,"— a versifier. 

There is no satisfactory record available of the 

manner in which Watts employed himself following the pub

lication of his volume in 1851« It may be assumed that 

. . . dixring the next dozen years he did a con
siderable amount of that description of lit
erary labor, useful, but involving no particular 
individuality, always open to men of literary 
experience and reputation willing to engage in 
it, which his varied reading and industry and 
knowledge of his craft rendered both easy and 
agreeable to him.37 

One bit of concrete evidence of Watts's activity 

during this period is suggested by Henry Curwen: M 

. . . the Bookseller was started in 1857 by p 
!4r. Whitaker, and among its earliest contribu- ^ 
tors were many men of note, especially Alaric 
Watts. 38 :\ 

t 
In the year 1853 it was suggested to Watts that ;; 

he offer himself for the post of the secretaryship to the ?, 

Trustees of the National Gallery, a position then vacant. < 

Unfortunately for him, however, just then it was determin

ed to reorganize the constitution of the National Gallery, 

its administration by trustees was abolished, and the vacant j 

37ibid.. p. 271. 

3SHenry Curwen, A History of Book Sellers, the 
Old and the New (London: Chatto & Windus, 1875, p. ^ 3 . 
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post thus disappeared. At this juncture an opportunity for 

public employment happened to arise in the office with which 

Watts's son was connected. The elder V/atts accepted the po

sition and found himself, after an interval of forty years, 

once more practically a temporary clerk in a public office. 

Simultaneously with Watts's acceptance of the 

clerkship referred to—no available record Indicates ^at ; 

kind of office he was to be employed in—he was advised by I 

some of his friends to allow an application to be made on 

his behalf to the Prime Minister, Lord Aberdeen, to recom- j 
> 

mend him to the Queen for a pension on the Civil List. 

This application was favorably received, and on January 7^ 

185^, Watts was honored by the receipt from Lord Aberdeen 

of a warrant under the Royal sign-manual, conferring upon 

Alaric Watts was not a great man. He was a 

third-rate poet, a bustling, officious literary contribu

tor and newspaper editor. His contributions, the number 

of which is uncertain and vague, endow him with no partic

ular claim to be remembered. It is true that Watts's hints 

and suggestions to Blackwood were actually used in the 

Magazine—to how great an extent, unfortunately, it is not 

•i 
him, "in consideration of his services to literature and « 

art," a pension of one hundred pounds. This pension he 

drew until his death on April 5> 186^. 
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possible to establish. Mrs. Oli^hant, in describing the 

sources of the Noctes. \/rites in part: 

We quote these only half-comprehensible allu
sions to show how the materials for 'Noctes' 
came in from every side. Alaric was, of 
course, Alaric Watts, whom we now know £^1^91J 
only as a gentle minor poet, but who vras then"" 
a bustling and ever-active newspaper-man, pull
ing the strlnf:s of a multitude of jo-urnals. . • 
there has never been any other man of literature 
with so alarming a name; and thus the tribute 
of both Goth and Vandal was taken by the lively 
commentntors /"of the Noctes 7. Nothing was 
amiss that came to their net.""39 

It was not, however, as a contributor that V/atts best 

deserves to be remembered, but as the instigator of what 

may be called a system of "chain advertising" of the 

periodicals with which he had to do, and for the part he 

played in the development of the newspapers of his day. 
r 

In a letter dated November 8, 1822, Watts began ^ 

his siiggestions to Blackwood regarding the advertising of ^ 

his Magazine. These timely bits of advice he continued j 

as late as 1835. Illustrative of his keen interest in J 

pushing the Magazine, and his proposals for advertising, 

are the parts of letters which follow: 

(Leeds, November 8, 1822) 

. . . All I could do was to write off and get 
a few extracts into several of the Provincial 
Papers. The Corixwall Chester Devonshire 

39Mrs. Margaret Oliphant, William Blackwood and His 
Sons (2 vols.; Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons, 1897), 
I, 209. 

K 
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Stfiiffordshire Liverpool Manchester and several 
of the Yorkshire journals. This I did, and 
shall now have an opportunity of accomplishing 
regularly. If you will take the trouble to 
have 10 or a dozen Magazines addressed to 
various Newspapers which I will point out and 
send them to their places of destination thro' 
Longman's Magazine Parties I will engage that 
you shall be quoted largely every month by up
wards of 20. of the best Provincials. This 
will be of great service in making Maga known. 
I shall of course give her an extended notice 
myself every month, and profit by every possible 
opportunity of mentioning her in other ways. 
In order to further my object with respect to 
Newspaper quotation you must have one or two 
brief articles in each number. If this were 
the case at least 10 Papers would copy volun
tarily from the 20 I shall have in training, 
but unless you give them something perfect in 
itself of a reasonable length for quotation 
there will be no chance of our accomplishing 
o\xr aim. I could command 12 papers within 60 
miles of this place all well circulated. Turn 
this over in your mind. 

(Leeds, November 20, 1822) h, 

. . . I shall commence with the forthcoming ^ 
Magazine and publish a notice of it every month g 
in succession besides allusions, small extracts ^', 
&c. every week. All this I should do from î  
choice had £lJ7 ^^ connexion with it. I wish f 
as I before remarked you would get a short 
quotable paper or two in each number such for 
instance as the "man in the Bell" the "buried 
alive" Ac. . . . 

Of course I shall notice your books from 
time to time and as we exchange with all the 
best Tory papers in the country the notices 
must frequently be copied into papers not direc
tly connected. Ity notice of the Liberal for 
instance has made the tour of most of the 
Provincial Papers. These people who are for the 
most part printers and have other business to 
attend to are glad to seize upon a literary 
notice ready to their hands. 
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(Leeds, December 18, 1822) 

. . . You have been copiously quoted in this 
neighborhood this month. Indeed in most of the 
Provincials with which we exchange. I am 
convinced that one or two short papers in each 
number referring to some matter of temporary 
interest would be of great service to your 
sale. They would be so much more generally 
quoted than any literary article however meri
torious: and blockheads who have not the brains 
to distinguish talent from dtillness would have 
their attention attracted to them by their 
subjects. . • • 

I wish you would let your clerk send me a 
list of the Papers you see regularly as I could 
then send you such as contained extracts of 
which you were not aware. 

(Leeds, March 8, 1823) 

I am glad to see that the example of the ^ 
Intelligencer is beginning to be followed in p 
various parts of the country, as it respects 
Maga. The Brighton Gazette Sheffield Mercury, 
Liverpool Coxirier, Yorkshire Gazette . . . are J; 
all in the habit now of occasionally noticing 
as well as extracting from its pages. . . . 

It is much to be wished that our friend ; 
Christopher would give us an article composed ij 
of short light pieces for the purpose of s 
inducing quotations. Something after the 
manner of D'Israeli classed under a general 
head you would soon find your account in this. 

(Leeds, October 12, 1823) 

. . . You will have seen by my paper that I 
paid prompt attention to the last nimber of 
Maga as have also several of my neighbors and 
friends. . . . All those who quoted so well 
No 79 have also lent us their aid for the 
present number. I have succeeded and am every 

.̂ 
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day adding fresh recruits to my list in raise 
yf^lc 7 a pretty zealous band to stand up in 
behalf^of Maga—honesty and Toryism. I shall 
not relax. You may rely upon it. 

(London, Inarch £'1^2'^J ) 

Your plan of giving papers on subjects of 
vital interest to large classes of individuals 
has done you great service and will, if you go 
on giving us such essays as those contained in 
your last few numbers procure you a prodigious 
increase in circulation. By making your 
Magazine as it were locally interesting to var
ious large and important bodies of persons you 
obtain a degree of notice which nothing else 
could be the means of procuring for you from 
them. As a proof the tradesmen who do not buy 
books generally are beginning to buy Maga. 

(London, December 3, I833) 

. . . I find that a short notice, with a few 
carefully selected paragraphs (I mean selected 
with a view of being copied again) is far more 
useful than an elaborate review. Thus for 
example a few lines and some eight or ten para
graphic abridgments from Captain Hamilton's 
Book on America made the complete tour of the ^ 
press and at length returned to London and was % 
copied into John Bull and other weeklies. < 

(London, Saturday. /"1833J7) 

The Proprietors of the Old England and my
self are about to unite the Alfred & that paper 
next week. The latter paper is little known, 
but as it is connected with no less than four 
provincial journals with an alteration of two 
of its pages the notice of books are not with
out their effect. In the course of three weeks 
we expect to have seven or eight additional 
branches of this kind. 

1 

i 

\ 
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(London, vSeptember 18, l83^) 

V/e have now Seven Provincial Journals con
nected with the O.E. £: US G. and hope soon to 
have 20. I need not remind you that we never 
lose sight of the interests of our old friend 
Maga. 

(London, November 28, 183̂ -) 

. . . I believe that a little aid from head 
quarters will soon enable us to start some twenty 
additional branches of the Old England, when we 
may be of more use to Maga than we have ever 
been yet. 

In addition to advertising the Magazine^ Watts 

served Blackwood as a source of petty, personal and lit- Hij 

erary gossip. In this capacity he was hardly more dill-

gent than in looking after his own affairs, for the cor

respondence that forms the biilk of this study will show 

that he was not perservering In his communications to 

Blackwood; and as dilatory as he was in submitting his 

gleanings, he had the still worse fault of thrusting him

self forward, employing often an entire letter to bemoan 

his personal woes. He was a man of many "projects," most 

of which never came to fruition. He had no modesty where 

his own interests were concerned, but insisted, rather, 

that he be given every consideration. 

As a boy V/atts had known no security; near-

poverty had dogged his steps; and long before he was 
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ready to cope with the vicissitudes of life, he was forc

ed out into the world to make his own way. The result 

was that he never developed a stable, matxare emotional 

nature. Life had been hard for him from the first, and 

he was ever on the defensive, expecting the worst. Thus 

he was emotionally, and, basically, intellectually unable 

to take his place as a mature adult, and to pursue as

siduously the career of poet, contributor, newspaper 

editor, or man of letters. 

H^atts's politics present an enigma. In his 

thinking (as mirrored in the correspondence), in his at

titude toward those more successful than he, and, in 

fact, in all things dealing with his fellow men he re- k 

fleeted little of the Conservative pattern of thought and 

action. Rather, he was Radical by nature, militant and 

apprehensive—fearful always that he would not receive 

/» 

his just dues. Despite all this, however, he called him- P 

self a Tory. A study of his correspondence to Blackwood, ^ 

and a weighing of the evidence adduced by the Biography of 

Alaric Alfred watts, strongly suggest that the elder v'atts 

was either too lackadaisical to become an overt Radical, 

or his ego led him to align himself with the well-educated, 

well-dressed, well-behaved, well-housed, and socially-

acceptable Tory group, v'lth them he lelt himself success

ful; in their company and association he basked in the 
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reflected glow of financial security; throiô l:. them he iiet 

the great and near-great; his pride derasinded these things. 

As a reformer Watts was not persistently active. 

His greatest efforts in behalf of his fellow human beings 

have been referred to above— his work in Leeds and that 

done throuigh the United Service gazette. Even though he 

lived in the "age of reform," no available record exists 

of his having actively aligned himself with any group that 

had as its aim the alleviation of social, economic, or 

political stress. And because there is only the evidence 

of his son's word to substantiate the fact that Watts did 

anything in the way of reform, it is rot possible to make 

out a case for him as a champion of the downtrodden. 

V/atts was acquainted v/ith many of the leading 

literary figures of his age— Wordsworth, Coleridge, Sir 

Walter Scott, and many others. In the Biography prepared 

by his son appear many miscellaneous letters, and among P 

them are communications from many of the outstanding ', 

writers of the late eighteenth century and early nine-

teenth. However, the host of lesser literary lights with j 

whom Watts was intimate, greatly outnumbers those of first i 

rank whom he knew. If Watts himself is to be classed or 

ranked, surely it would be with Bowles, Mrs. Hemans, and 

others of their calibre. Perhaps in justice to them, 

and throtigh charity to Watts, it were better to class him 
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as an editor, "a manufacturer of newspapers," and leave 

the "poets' comer" to those who more studiously pursued 

the muse. 

Without the correspondence from Blackwood to 

Watts, to some of which Watts's letters were replies, it 

is difficult to ascertain just how important Watts was 

to Blackwood, and whether or not, in the one-sided view 

we receive from reading just Watts's letters, the latter 

did not magnify his contributions and his usefulness to 

Blackwood and his Magazine. It will be observed that 

many times in the correspondence Watts asked that certain 

of his works be given a special sort of notice. As often 

as not Blackwood's Magazine ignored his request. He was y, 

full of suggestions for the betterment of the Mageizlne. 

'^^ Magazine went on its way, sans the reforms in its pro

cedure that '̂̂ tts had petitioned for. No doubt, however. 

Watts's prime contribution was made in his suggestions 

relative to making the Magazine more popular by advertis

ing, and by the insertion of "Quotable articles" that 

other periodicals would copy, and thus advertise Blackwood's 

Magazine. 

So it is that '̂atts may not be ranked with the 

literary contributors to Blackwood's Magazine^ but he oc

cupied along with George Croly, David Robinson, and William 

Maglnn the position of London "correspondent," a piu'veyor 

'I 
a 
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of tidbits of literary information, a register of the 

literary piase of the day outside Edinburgh. In this 

capacity— whatever may be our opinion of him today— 

he filled his little niche, and in his small way was 

indispensable to William Blackwood and his Magazine. 

In the preparation of this manuscript I have 

studiously avoided changing the punctuation, the spel

ling, and the form of the letters that follow. Only 

v/here it has seemed indispensable to the meaning have 

I invoked the prerogative of editor. Inasmuch as the 

form of the letters, the spelling, the language, and 

even the punctuation, furnish a key to the personality 

of Alaric Alexander V/atts, it has seemed wise to set 

the correspondence before the reader in its original 

form. VThere discrepancies appear, the photostats from 

which the letters were transcribed have been carefully 

checked to render the content intelligible. Even then, 

the reader will find himself at times perplexed. V/atts 

was not a man easily followed and understood. 

Two of the letters that are included in the 

correspondence are inccanplete. Miss Margaret Knox, of 

the Department of Manuscripts, National Library of 

Scotland, has graciously searched for the missing pages 

and asstires me that they are not present in the original 

correspondence. 
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In the preparation of this work I have been 

greatly aided by several persons. To Dr. ix. L. Strout 

I am indebted for the use of his unpublished Bibliography 

of Contributors to "Blackwood's Magazine" from 1817-1825. 

All of the assigning of authorship of articles in the 

Magazine during these dates is based upon his v/ork. To 

Mrs. Lois Baber Wimberley and her unpublished thesis. 

Miscellaneous Letters of Murray to Croker in Iowa State 

Library, and Bibliography of Known Contributors to 

'̂Blackwood's Magazine" from 1826 through 1870 (Texas Tech

nological College, 19^9)» I am indebted for the authorship 

of all articles referred to that appeared in Blackwood's 

Magazine after 1825. To Hill and Helen Chadwick Shine 5 

and their The Quarterly Review Uhder Gifford (Chapel, ^ 

Hill, 19^9) I am indebted for the authorship of articles 

referred to in the Qrxarterly Review. My thanks are due ;J 

to Dr. Truman VJ. Camp and Dr. Roy R. Male for their read

ing of the manuscript and their helpful suggestions. To 

Miss Kathryn Bridges, Assistant Reference Librarian, Texas 

Technological College, I am particularly grateful for her | 

long hours of patient searching for the identity of pub

lishers, authors, editors, and miscellsmeous persons "of 

whom we know little." 

4 

I 
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Letter 1 

Alaric A. Watts to William Blackwood."^ 

/"in order to understand the full import of 

this letter, the reader must know that the publishers 

William Blackwood and Archibald Constable had long been 

most aggressive rivals in business as well as in politics. 

Thus in September, 1817» when Blackwood dispensed with 

the services of Cleghorn and Pringle after they had acted 

as editors for the first six issues of his Magazine, 

Constable was doubtless delighted to have their help. 

Constable's personal enmity appears also in his changing 

the name of his publication from the Scots ?'lagazine to g 

the Edinburgh Magazine y a name so similar to that of 

Blackwood's that one is led to believe that he hoped to 

thwart the latter's ambitions. Further light is shed on 

the intensity of this rivalry in A. L. Strout's The Life g 

^nd Letters of James Hogg (19^)j pages 125-126; and in ] 

Andrew Lang's The Life of John Gibson Lockhart (1897)> I, 

128, 1^5, 1^9• 

Part of the following letter has been incorpo

rated by MPS. Oliphant into her study, William Blackwood 

ISee Appendix II. In the letters that follow, 
unless otherwise indicated, William Blackwood is the 
addressee. 
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and His Soî g^ I , If96*if97. That portion of the l e t t e r so 

used appears in i t a l i c s . _7 

Markham Place King's Road 

Brompton 17 Deer. 1821. 

S i r , 
2 

In a conversation with my friend Mr Croly two 

or three weeks ago he mentioned having written to you 

respecting a personal attack which some one of your cor

respondents had thought proper to make upon me in your 

Magazine,-' under the pretence of noticing a stupid letter 
h addressed to Lord Byron. He mentioned also having 

^George Croly. See Appendix II, 

See Blackwood's Magazine (1817- ) /"hereafter H 
referred to as B.M. /̂  July. Ib21^ IX, ̂21-^-26. In this S 
review of Letter to lord Byron (see note h below) Villiam t 
Maglnn or Ĵ ohn Wilson quotes Lockhart's severe chastisement 
of Watts for accusing Byron of plagiarism. That part of i^ 
the attack which V/atts particularly resented reads: "There S 
is, for example, a most lumbering Goth /"Alaric Watts J in f 
the Literary Gazette, who has been trying /"in his "Plagia- s 
risms of Lord Byron" (see note 21 below) 7 to prove that 
you Z^^yronJ^ are the most extensive and "Bie most impudent 
of pTaglari*sts. . . . Your Lordship writes for the Literary 
World and he writes for the Literary Gazette. . • . V/hat 
would the man have? Is he not satisfied with his elevation? 
• . • OhI most insatiable and irrational of appetites thy 
name is ambition." 

k 
^Letter to the Right Honorable Lord Byron: by 

John Bull (London: V/right, 1821). The actual author of 
this contribution was John Gibson Lockhart. See A. L. Strout, 
John Bull's Letter to Lord Byron (Norman: University of 
•(Oklahoma h-ess, I W ) , PP* 37, ̂ 9-56. 



received a reply from you in which you seemed to think 

that these were circumstances which had created in your 

mind unfavorable impressions towards me; in short, that 

I had provoked the coarse ridicule with which I was as

sailed a few months ago. If this be the case I can only 

say that I am perfectly unconscious of it. It has since 

occ\3rred to me, however, that you must have meant to al-
5 

lude to my connection with Colburn's Magazine, and the 

foolish and malignant attempt on the part of that paltry 

6 
person to excuse his own unprincipled quackery by impli
cating me in his miserable system of deception and 

7 
chicanery. 

^The New Monthly Magazine and Universal Register 
(181^188^) /"hereafter referred to as N.M.M. /y known 
after 1820 as the New Monthly Magazine and LlTerary Joiirnal. 
It was edited successively by Henry Colburn, Thomas 
Campbell, Edward Bulwer-Lytton, Theodore Edward Hook, 
Peter George Patmore, Thomas Hood, William Ainsworth, and 
William Francis Ainsworth. Alaric Watts, about I8l8, was 
employed as sub-editor of the N,M.M. See V/alter Graham, 
English Literary Periodicals (TIewYork: Thomas Nelson & 
Sons, 1930), pp. 285-286; see also Cambridge Bibliography 
of English Literature /^hereafter referred to as CBEL /^ 
IIl7o82t also V/atts. on. cit.. I, 57-61. 

Henry Colburn. See Appendix II. 

^This and the succeeding paragraph refer to a 
series of petty differences between Watts and Colburn 
which eventually resulted in V/atts's severing his 
relationship with the N.M.M. 
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I thought when I had the pleasure of seeing 

you two or three years ago that I had explained myself 

to your satisfaction. At least you expressed as much 

at the time. If I mistake not I showed you a letter of 

Colburn's which if his impudent statements had not borne 

the lie upon the face of them, would have set the ques

tion entirely at rest. 

In the compass of a letter I can only briefly 

/sayJ7 that soon after the establishment of your Magazine 
8 

I corresponded with Pringle and contributed on one or 
9 

two occasions, trifling papers. I used to direct my 

letters to Arthur's place. I have some of his corres

pondence still by me. On his secession and after his ar

rangement with Constable, upon his representation, I 

continued occasionally tho' unfrequently to communicate 

with him. I used casually to adopt the signature of 

ff 

*< 

Z { as Rfingle's letters will shew ) before the appearance jJ 

i 
*Thomas Pringle. See Appendix II. 

9l have found no contributions by Watts printed 
in B.M. under Pringle's editorship, which covered the peri
od of the first six issues of B.M., April - September, 
1817. 

•^^ee introductory note to letter. 

TEXAS TECHNOLOGICAL COLLEGE UBRART 
LUBBOCK, TEXAS 
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of the Papers on Hunt in your ?!agazlne; end .-ul;sequent• 
12 

ly in Constable'3 Magazine. In Jiiiie 1818 a friend of 

Mr Colburn's suggested a connection witli his I!agazlne 

which I accepted. It was not until the publication of 
13 

those 'f/.Tetched irdtations that I had any thing to do 

with the Editorship of the N M M. Until January 1820 I 

was living nearly 200 miles from Iiondon, and of course 

had no control over the papers intended for insertion. 
Ik 

Dr. Watkins was the responsible person. The papers 
This refers to Leigh Hunt and the criticism 

on his poem "Rimini.*' Lockhart coined the term "Cockney 
School" in his violent attack on Hunt's "Rimini" in 
B.M. of October, 1817, and continued the attacks in later 
niambers. See B.M. ̂  October, 1817, II, 38-^1; November 
18171 II, 19^201. See also "Letters from Z /"signature 
used by Lockhart / to Hunt," B.M.^ January, 1818, II, 
and May, I8l8, ill, 196-201. 

12 
This refers to the Scots Magazine (1739-1817), 

which became, in a new series, the Edinburgh Magazine and 
Literary Miscellany (1817-1826). Prior to the date of 
the letter under consideration (December, 1821) only one 
article had appeared under the signature of "Z." This was 
"On the Employment of Watson's and Thomson's Charitable 
Funds, In Reply to the Inquiries of 'Amicus Pauperius, 
Junior'." See the Scots Magazine, February, I8l8, LXXXI, 
121-122. 

13 
This refers to a series of three articles en

titled "On the Cockney School of Prose Writers. Hazlitt's 
Lectures," which appeared in the N.M.M. for October and 
November, I8l8, and January, 1819. and which were signed Z. 
They were bitter diatribes against Hazlitt. See N.M.M.. 
monthly issues mentioned. 

^^John Watkins. See Appendix II. 

X 

^ 
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signed Z and those entitled "Memoirs of Gale Faoax"'*-̂  

were written by the same person, a man some of whose 

writings have been popular and who had received compli

ments from even the Quarterly Review. He died about a 

year ago. I shewed you the letter wherein Colburn him

self recommended that the papers should be signed Z. and 

designated in imitation of your Essays on the Cockney 

Poetry. When Mr Colburn found that he had provoked your 

indignation he endeavored by a skilful manoeuvre to shift 

•̂ T̂his was a series of articles entitled "Memoirs 
of the Late Peter Gale Paux, Stenographer and Patriot, 
written by His Friend Agathompsonides Mumps," which ran 
from March to May, I8l9> in the N.M.M. These were char
acterized by a Shandyean quality of humor. See N.M.M.. 
issues mentioned. 

-^A search of the contents of the Quarterly .̂  
Review from the time it was founded (1809) down to the n 
date of the letter under consideration here (December , 
1821) reveals no "compliment" to the author of "Memoirs 
of Gale Faux," no hint as to who the author may have been, 
and indeed, makes no mention of the work itself. Z, whom 
Watts claims to be the author of the "Memoirs" is not 
alluded to. Mr, John Heide. who is at present engaged on a 
doctoral dissertation at Ohio State University upon the 
N>M<M.^ makes this suggestiont "I can't help noticing that 
these / the "Memoirs£/ appeared— all of them— during 
Watts*connection with the author." (See personal letter 
from John Heide to Estus Polk, dated October 29| 1951.) 
The statement with reference to the death of the author 
of the "Memoirs." "He died about a year ago," would 
have to be construed to sxiggest Watts's severing his 
relation with the N^M.M. ( This occurred early in 
1819. however, and does not bear out Watts's "He died 
about a year ago.") 

5 
r 
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the burthen of your contempt to other shoulders* I only 

superintended four numbers of the Magazine froai Janv. 

^o May 1819. These were wretched enough I willingly 

admitf but a youth under 20 could not be supposed to know 

much of the aanageaent of a periodical* Moreover there 

was not one single individual connected with Mr Colburn 

capable of preparing a decent article, and as he paid 

nothing for contribations the colioans of the N :!. were 

necessarily occupied with suoh trash as its "Constant 

Readers" happened voltmtarily to furnish* — I am tired 

of this disgusting subject* I will only add that I could 

not obtain a considerable sum due from Mr Colburn without 

the aid of the law* His miserable excuse was rejected 

with the contempt it deserved and he was obliged to pay 

me to the last farthing, with expences* v/hen I happen 

to see you in London I will yet more fully explain what 

I have now only briefly totKshed on* 

I have accused you in my own mind, and nerhans 

with justice of some want of courtesy to lae* On the 

establishment of Baldwin<s Magazlne^^ in consequence of 

^^The London Magazine (1820-1829) of Baldwin, 
Cradock & Joy, a London rival of B.M*. was purchased by 
Taylor and Hessey in 1821* The aagazine ran a jerky 
course, with Taylor trying to act as editor after John 
Scott's death in 1821* In 182̂ - Henry Southern beeane 
editor, and was succeeded hy Charles Khight in 1828* Xhight jf 
continued his editorship until the aagazine became defunct ^ 
in 1B29. See CBEL. Ill, 825-826; see also Graham, on. cit.. 
pp* 281-28^. 

I 
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my knowledge of and frequent intercourse with most of the 

literary men in and about London as well as with the 

principal booksellers. I had frequent opportunities of 

becoming acquainted with literary news &c long before there 

was a likelihood of their reaching Edinburgh in the regu

lar course. Croly suggested that an occasional communica

tion even if it consisted only of the small talk of London 

literary coteries would be very acceptable to you. Ac

cordingly on the publication of the first of these scur-

18 
rilous papers In Baldwin's Magazine I enclosed a variety 

of literary memoranda and among others a list of all 

19 
B's contributors^ and an account of the infamous tricks 

l8The scurrilous papers to which Vatts here 
refers are John Scott's (?) critical attacks on BJLMJL S 
"Lord Byron; his French Critics, the Newspapers, the 
Magazines," May, 1820; "Blackwood's Magazine," November, 
1820; "The Mohock Magazine," December, 1820; and "Town 
Conversation," January, 1821. See Graham, pp, cit,, p. 281. 

Baldwin's. This list might have included such 
names as Richard Ayton, Bernard Barton, Philip Bliss. John 
Bowring, Thomas Carlyle, Henry Francis Carey, John Clare, 
Hartley Coleridge, John Payne Collier, William Crowe, 
Allan Cunningham, George Barley, Thomas DeQuincey, Charles 
Wentworth Dilke, Charles Abraham Elton, Barron Field. Ugo 
Foscolo. William Hazlitt, Thomas Hood, Thomas Griffiths 
Wainewright, Charles Lamb. Walter Savage Landor, James 
Montgomery. John Poole, Wlnthrop Praed, Bryan Waller Procter, 
John Hamilton Reynolds, Horatio Smith, Charles Strong, Barry 
St. Leger, Thomas Noon Talfourd. and Henry Stol Van Dyck, 
See Graham, OP. cit.y pp. 281-2W-; see also CBEL, III, 826: 
see also London Times Literary Supplement of March 16, 195i, 
in which Mr. C. A. Prance and Mr. J. S. L. Gilmour, engaged 
upon an "Analysis and History of the London Magazine", re
quested information relating to the list referred to above. 
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resorted to by a certain set to prejudice the sale of 

your work. I mentioned in my letter that I should have 

much pleasure in occasionally communicating to you such 

gossip as I thought likely to prove either servicable or 

interesting. I may here mention that it was at my press

ing instance that one of your most valued contributors 

refused any lon.q;er to furnish papers for the London Mag. 

To the communication above alluded to, which was forward-
/r- -» 20 

ed through Messrs Cadel j^J/ & Davies I received no 

reply, not even a word of thanks for my disposition to 

render myself servicable. Since then I have of course 

contented myself with reading your Magazine ̂  but that I 

have ever been its well-wisher many of our common friends 

can testify. I have never omitted any opportunity v/hen 

one afforded of quoting spirited passages from it in those 

journals with which I happened to be connected, or over 

which I could exercise any control. I am ashamed of al

luding to such trifles. I only mention then to prove that 

I have not provoked^ at least willinglyy such paragraphs 

as appeared a short time ago in your work. Itwould be 

idle to pretend that I was not vexed and hurt at an at

tempt of the best periodical extant to hold me up to 

^^^omas Cadell the younger, and William Davies, 
successor to Thomas Cadell the elder, and Blackwood's 
London agents. See Appendix II. 

•ittm 
^ 
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vulgar ridicule, Croly vms not the only one of our mutu

al friends to whom this attack was offensive. But I learn 

that you will endeavor to prevent the recurrence of simi-

21 
lar Insixlts and I am satisfied. 

With respect to Lord Byron I have no personal 

feeling of ill will towards him. The charges contained 
22 

in the papers from which Jerdan quoted I am prepared to 

justify, to the fullest extent. Much that was highly 

favorable to Lord Byron was omitted by Jerdan, and I was 

consequently made to appear invidious when I had merely a 

curious literary inquiry in view. Lord Byron accuses his 

contemporaries of plagiarism with the least possible cere

mony. There can therefore be no invidiousness in reiter

ating a charge which can be so easily substantiated. Sev

eral of your friends who had seen the whole of the papers 

^^More correctly, perhaps. Watts assumed that 
Blackwood would not permit further attacks upon him. We do 
not find in the correspondence how '̂ atts "learned" that 
he would not be further embarrassed* 

^^The papers from which Jerdan quoted were 
contained in an unpublished MS. of Watt's. The subject 
of the work was the plagiarism of Byron, and in his >^. 
Watts attempted to show up Bjrron's piracies. For the 
extracts Jerdan selected for publication, see the Literary 
Gazette. No. 2lif, February 2M-, 1821, pp. 121-12̂ -5 
No. 215, March 3, 1821, pp. 137-139; No. 216, March 10, 
1821, pp. 150-152; No. 217, March 17, 1821, pp. 168-170; 
No. 219, March 31, 1821, pp. 201-203. For the French 
reaction against the strictures on Byron, see No. 22^, 
May 5, 1821, p. 282. 
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thought them curious. I was frequently pressed to let 

extracts be published and I at length consented. 

I must apologize for this prolix epistle. I 

have only to notice in conclusion that if I can render any 

service (and Croly has again stiggested that I may) I 

am quite disposed so to do, if you will point out what 

it is you wish. I am Sir with sincerity your obed. 

Servant. 

Alaric A Watts. 

It is perhaps hardly worth while to mention 
23 

that your Editor has more than once spoken of me in 

terms of commendation without being aware who it was he 

was complimenting. 

Letter 2 

/"That portion of the following letter that ap

pears in italics has been used by Mrs. Oliphant in her 

study, I, 501-502.J7 

23The "Editor" of B.M. was actually ficti
tious; Blackwood continued to be the Editor so long 
as he lived, though he did make use of the services 
of John Wilson, John Gibson Lockhart, and others. 
See Graham, op. cit.^ p. 275; see also Oliphant, op. 
cit., I, Chapter III. 
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The Thatched Cottage 

V/alham Green W. London 

January 29, 1822. 

Dear Sir 

Your obliging letter handed to me by Mr Croly 

is perfectly satisfactory and has set all to rights. I 

can only in the present parcel send a few hasty lines; 

in the course of the next week or fortnight, however, I 

shall be more particular and shall give you an earnest 

of my desire to be of all the service I can to your 

Magazine. 

Now that we understand each other I may men

tion one or two points in which I may be of use to you. 

It is my wish as soon as I can manage to effect it to 

get our London and some of our best provincial Editors 

(with many of whom I am upon tolerably good tenns) into 

a regular train of quotation from your Mage, at the 

beginning of each month. Sometimes where room could not 

be found for any complete /^article 7 a smart syllabus 

of its contents would answer every purpose. The advan

tages of having a work of high talent quoted are obvious. 

Brilliant extracts speak to the intellect of the newspaper 

reader if he happens £'to£7 possess any, and since the 

succession of Colburn to the throne of empirical 

"N 
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supremacy people have begun to decide for themselves. 

and will no longer rely upon mere advertisements. Some 

of the London "Gentlemen of the press" are often most 

willing to quote clever papers from your work but that 

they argue "the matter must either be transcribed or 

their Magazines spoiled" and even this trifling circum

stance acts as a preventive. A parcel of waste sheets 

forwarded to me each month would obviate this mighty 

difficulty but this aid and the distribution of about a 

dozen Magazines as I will suggest will enable me to 

organize a plan by which you can be I doubt not very ex

tensively quoted. I will write more particularly on the 

subject by the next opportimity. 

Again I purposey if you consider it will be of 

the slightest service, to give you a private letter con

sisting principally of loose memoranda of whatever is 

passing in the principal literary circles in London or 

even in the Trade, opinion of your work <S:c. Some of your 

finest strokes of satire have lost their point with us^ 

from being of too local a nature. It will be but fair to 

^This refers to Colburn's practice of quoting 
^ ^^® N.M.M. from works in order to advertise them. 
Also the tone of the remark illustrates rather well the 
attitude of Watts toward those who thwarted him or 
earned his dislike. 
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give us a hit nov/ and then which v;e Londoners can fully 

enter into the spirit of. As in this sort of Chitchat 

I shall generally give you my authority, you can use it 

as occasion may serve. You ought to have the earliest 

intelligence of what is stirring in the literary world 

as it is called— of Londonl 

Lastly though I place but slight value on ay 

individual assistance as a contributor. I have it^ often 

in my power ̂  to secure smart articles from v/ell known 

men for your pages so that I may become the medium of 

clever communications when I am unable to originate them. 

I shall shortly forward a pacquet for your 

Editor's inspection. No ceremony need ever be used in 

the rejection of any paper proceeding from lae which does 

not appear to suit your purposes. 

I thank you for givini; place to the notice Croly 

has had the kindess to prepare of the loose and hasty 
2 

sketches which form the "Memoirs of the Kit Cat." I 

will make the 8v. ed. better worth the praise. I have 

reduced the extracts. I must send it off idthout Croly's 

'̂̂ Memoirs of the Celebrated Persons Composing 
the Kit-Cat Club, with a prefatory account of the 
Origin of the Association. Illustrated with forty-
eight portraits from the original paintings, by Sir 
Godfrey Kheller" (London: Hurst, Robinson, & Co., 1822). 
For the "Review of the Memoirsj' by George Croly, see B.M.. 
February, 1822, XI, 201-206. 

X 
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seeing it again. I have queried the last paragraph in 

the slip. C. does not seem to be aware that if the Kit 

Cat Club had flourished in these days they would have 

been decided Tories. The Whigs of Queen Anne's day and 

the Tory of the present time are synonymous. 

/"No signature J 

Letter 3 

/"That portion of the following letter that 

appears in italics has been used by Mrs. Oliphant in 

her study, I, 500-501. J7 

Thatched Cottage Fulham 

February 22nd. 1822 

My dear Sir 

Owing to a temporary absence from home I did 

not receive your letter of the 7th until more than ten 

days after its date, and I have since that time been so 

much occupied in settling down in my new residence— 

painting furnishing &c., that I have been prevented at

tending to any thing besides. I will now endeavor to 

explain myself as well as I can on the several points to 

which you have referred. I am much flattered by the 

very handsome manner in which you express yourself, and 
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the value you seem to attach to my slender services; but 

I must caution you not to overrate them. It will be 

some time ere I can get matters into such a train as to 

be able to accomplish all you require. In a few days, 

however, I will set about making the necessary arrange

ments. I am duly sensible of your kindness in sending 

me an earnest of your future intentions as it respects 

pecuniary recompense. On this subject I have one or two 

observations to make which I trust you will receive in 

good part. I had no sordid end in view in proposing to 

render what little aid I could afford to your work, and 

though money is just as acceptable to me as to other 

people I should feel most uncomfortable in receiving it 

unless fully convinced it was my due. For this reason 

in reply to your very liberal offer of remuneration I 

would suggest that we waive this subject altogether for 

the present. If at the end of a year any real benefit 

shall appear to have arisen out of my exertions in the 

way of "extracts" "notices" Ac well and good; a few 

guineas will not come amiss to me. Meanwhile if you 

choose now and then to send me a few books to put into 

my library I shall not be too proud to accept them. With 

respect to your New publications I will at all times 

render them every possible assistance consistent with 

fairness and their own deserts. But for a few notices 

^ 
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of or attempts to induce attention to your books I could 

not for a moment consent to receive any thing in the 

shape of remuneration however frequently they might occur, 

Thus tho I have not presented your cheque I have given 
1 

your order for Wylle and have even taken the liberty to 
2 

ask for the Ayrshire Legatees and the Annals of the 

Parish the former of which I have obtained. I have only 
h 

had time to give my good old friend Nichols a review 
5 

(slight of course) for his Gentleman's Mage, of Sir 
6 

Andrew, and to cause to be extracted in the Chester 

-̂ Sir Andrew V/ylie of that Ilk (1821), a novel 
by John Gait (Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons, 1821). 

^A novel by John Gait (1820), serialized in B.M. 
from June of 1820 through February of 1821, exclusive of 
November, 1820. See Issues of B.M. mentioned. 

^"Annals of the Parish, or The Chronicle of 
Dalmailing dxaring the Ministry of the Reverend MicaE" 
Baldwhidder. written by himself (1821). a novel by John 
Gait." (!Edlnburghi William Blackwood and Sons, 1821). 

k 
John Nichols. See Appendix II. 

5The Gentleman's Magazine ( 1731- ), par
ticularly useful to students of litereature as a source 
of information regarding obscure authors. Very often the 
principal source of information for the Dictionary of 
National Biography ^hereafter referred to as DVB 7. 
See Graham, op. cit.. pp. 150-160. The "review" alTuded 
to by V/atts did not appear in the Gentleman's Magazine. 

^"Sir Andrew Wylle", chief character in the 
novel of the same name. See note 1 above. 

^ ^ ^ 
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Chronicle, Macclesfield, Liverpool and two of our London 
7 8 

papers the capital colloquy with old George. You will 

smile when I tell you that I am quite sure the dialogue 

alone will do much for the book. It is preferred among 

our fashionable readers, the bas blei;s of the West find,^ 

to Mr. Gait's former works the Annals &c but you are of 

course aware that it is by no means so good. It aboimds 

in excellent material but many of the incidents are a 

step or two beyond probability. It is likely to be popu-
11 

lar and Hookham (who is my neighbor) tells rae is read 

with as much avidity as one of Scot/t7 's novels. The 

12 
Annals of the Parish says my good friend Bowles (who 

-̂ Newspapers with which Watts had some influence 
as a resiilt of his previous connection with the N.M.M. 
(1818-1819). See Watts, og. cit.. I, pp. 50-62. 

°A character in the novel Sir Andrew Wylle. 

^This "blue stocking" coterie composed a group 
of women literary aspirants from London's West End with 
whom Mr. and Mrs. Watts were friends. Representative 
members of the group were the Misses Elizabeth Benger 
(1778-1827), J'ane Porter (1776-1850), Elizabeth Spence 
(1768-1832), and Maria Jane Jewsbury (1800-1833). See 
Watts, OP. cit.̂ y I, 20^-213; see also DNB. 

^^John Gait. See Appendix II. 

•̂ •̂ Ehomas Hookham, Jxanior. See Edmund Bliuiden, 
Shellevy a Life .qtorv (New Yorkt Viking Press, 19^7), 

•̂ 2william Lisle Bowles. See Appendix II. 

^ 
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was in London and dined with me a few days ago) '1 read 

sometimes laughing and sometimes crying. It is in my 

opinion not inferior to the best of the Scotch novels." 

But I am wandering: I have told you what I will not 

consent to be paid for, now I will inform you where the 

limits I have prescribed for my conscience will end. 

Any private memoranda I may from time to time communicate 

(and it is my intention to write once a fortnight at 

least) which can be rendered really available to your 

purposes with whatever papers of mine may be accepted for 

the Magazine you shall, if you please, account to me for 

as you would to another contributor; because on such oc

casions the value of the assistance could easily be defin

ed; whereas services of the description already referred 

to could never be properly gauged by either of us; and I 

should always be afraid of receiving more than I was en

titled to» 

I must tell you that there is some difficulty in 

procuring the insertion of paragraphic praises of new works 

in the papers, as most of these hurried sentences are 

charged by the stamp office -̂ as advertisements to the 

^3This refers to the various restrictive regula
tions imposed upon newspapers and printed matter in Great 
Britain in 1712 and successively increased in 1765, 1773, 
1789, 1798, 180M-, and 1815, which gave rise to hundreds of 
unstamped newspapers and occasioned countless governmental 

^ 
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proprietors. I gave Jerdan a paragraph respecting 

your Life of Blair**'̂  but from mere carelessness I find 

he has not inserted it. I will do all I can for it the 

moment it makes its appearance. Most of the minor Mages. 

are open to me for any thing I choose to send from what

ever qixarter it may come, so that I could always dispose 

of half a dozen notices of a book if I had them ready 

written. Ity fair quakeress promises, however, her in

dustrious cooperation so that we may do something for 

you between us. For the papers the columns of all the 

17 London ministerial papers are open to me. Mudford (The 

Courier) is my particular friend, Burn /~ByrneJ7 

prosecutions of editors and publishers. See Encyclopaedia 
Britannicaf Vol. 25, 11th ed. 

l^filliam Jerdan. See Appendix II. 

l^The Life of Adam Blair, a novel by John Gibson 
Lockhart (Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons, 1822). 

Prlscilla Maden Wiffen (Mrs. Alaric Alexander 
Watts), who, upon her marriage to Watts, renounced her 
Quaker faith. See Watts, op. cit.^ I, 6^-89. 

M^illiam Mudford. See Appendix II. 
18 
This was a London daily evening newspaper which 

ran from September, 1792, imtil July. 18^2. It was edited 
by William Mudford from 1822 until 1827. See CBEL. Ill, 800. 

19 
This name doubtless should read Byrne, for CBEL 

indicates Eugenius Roche, F. W. Blagdon and Byrne (no 
Christian name listed) to have been the editors of the Post 
during the years 1817-1827. See CBEL, III, 798. 

^ ^ j ^ 

»** 
- « ^ 
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20 21 22 2*̂  

(The Post), Black (Morning Chronicle), Stodhart "̂  

/"StoddartJ? (Nfew Times),2^ Taylor ^^ (Sun),^^ Wallace^^ 

(Morning Herald)^^ and several others quo nunc prescribere 

longium est. ° I am upon civil terms with, and can I 

2°The Momln. Post was a London dally newspaper, 
which, begun in ISfovember, 1772, was incorporated in the 
Daily Telegraph in 1796, and ran until September of 1937. 
See CBEL, III, 798. 

^^John Black. See Appendix II. 

^^This was a London daily newspaper, which begfiui 
June 28, 1769, and ran until December 20, I862. It was 
edited by John Black from I819 until 18^. See CBEL, III, 
798. 

^^Sir John D. Stoddart. See Appendix II. 

^^This was a London morning daily newspaper that 
was begun January 1, I818. and ran until October h^ I828. 
It was then continued as the fjjpming Journaly from October 
6, 1818, until May 13, I83O. It was edited by Stoddart 
from 1817 until 1826. See CBEL. Ill, 799. 

^^John Taylor. See Appendix II. 

2^This was a daily evening paper that ran from 
October 1, 1792, until April 15, 1876. From 1817 until 
18^5 it was edited by John Taylor, Murdo Young, Patrick 
Grant, and F. W. Deacon. (No dates for indiviaual editor
ship listed). See CBEL. Ill, 800. 

^'^1 have not been able to find any ftarther 
information concerning a Wallace who edited the Herald. 

^B^his was a daily morning newspaper that ran 
from November 1, I78O, until December 3-, I869. There is 
no listing of editors prior to 18̂ -3. See CBEIt, III, 798. 

29The Latin reads, "whom it vryuld take too long 
to mention." v/atts here borrows his Latin from William 
Harness: See note h to Letter 2̂ - below. 

X 
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doubt not (with the exception of the M Chronicle) organize 

so as to quote one article each month. Just at this time 

however, the parliamentary debates occupy almost entirely 

their pages, and sometimes even to the exclusion of their 

advertisements. With regard to the Country papers having 

the means of sending free to their editors I will engage 

in a month or two to set from fifteen to twenty of them 

to work regularly. By the way in running my eye over the 

country papers I perceive that you do not always continue 

to advertise in those which circulate the best. Again it 

is of no sort of use to spend money in making known a 

strong Tory work in a Radical publication. I will send 

you a printed list of the country papers with a few mar

ginal notes for your guidance, as to the politics and cir

culation of each paper.— 

February 27th 

Since the above was written I have met with a 

great misfortune. No less one than that of having a very 

beautiful little cottage which I had Just purchased the 

lease of for a term of year/s7 burned to the ground. For

tunately for me neither my wife or self had taken up our 

final residence there, so that we escaped all personal 

harm. But much of our furniture and a great part of my 

books were deposited in the house some of which have been 

X 
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sacrificed to the devouring element. The fire originated 

(thro the carelessness of a servant) in the Thatch (it 

was a cottage orne^) and in less than three hours the 

whole place was a heap of ruins. Our loss has been slight 

to what it might have been. The greater part of the furni

ture which happened to remain of the former occupant the 
30 

Honbl. Mrs. Stanhope and of which I was to have been the 

purchaser was saved. Besides the serious inconvenience 

of being suddenly deprived of a residence for v^ich I have 

been waiting these two years my loss is far from trivial. 

All this took place between 6 and 7 on Monday 

morning and I had no intimation whatever of the circum

stances until two o clock that day when I drove acciden

tally past the smoking ruins, expecting at the moment 

that all my property was consumed. 

The greater part however and among them the 

best of my books were saved by the exertion of the neigh

bors. 

I hope soon to be settled somewhere meanwhile 

be pleased to address me at Hurst Robinson & Co, 90. 

Cheapside. 

^^or an interesting account of the Honorable 
Mrs. Stanhope, wife of the Honorable Augustus Stanhope, 
see the Annual Register. March, 1822, p. 39. 

^^This was a London publishing house and the 
agents in that city of Archibald Constable & Company, of 

• ^ 
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I have jotted down a few memoranda. I have 

other matters to say but must defer these a day or two. 

ftray excuse the hasty and careless manner in which I 

have scribbled them. I need not say that these communi

cations are entirely confidential as it respects your 

Editor and self and hope you will consider them as such. 

I had some other thing /s7 to send but am not 

in a frame of mind to arrange them. I trust to your kind

ness to make any excuse for me and am dear Sir very sin

cerely yours 

Alaric A. Watts 

Send me a list of queries and I will answer 
them. 

I console myself successfully with the reflec

tion that matters might have been so much worse than they 

are as my lease is held from March next. I shall of 

course escape loss in the building itself. 

Edinburgh. This house was deeply involved with Constable 
& Company, and James Ballantyne & Company, also of 
Edinburgh. As a result, when the latter two houses 
failed in 1826. so did Hurst, Robinson & Company. See 
Thomas Constable. Archibald Constable and His Literary 
Correspondents { 3 vols.; Edinburgh: Edmondston & 
Douglas, 1873 ), I, 18, and III, 197-202; also Samuel 
Smiles, Meaoir and Correspondence of the Late John 
Murray ( 2 vols.5 London: John Murray, 1891 ), I, 212-

• ^ 
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Nothing: was insured. 

I hardly know what I have said and have no time 

to read it over so pray excuse it. 

/"February, 1822 ?J7 

Memoranda 

A production of Lord Byron's entitled the "Irish 

Advent" is handed about among the duly initiated Thebans 

of Holland House.̂ -̂  The subject is of course the King's 
3^ 

Visit to Ireland and ye piece a blasphemous parody of 

the "Advent of Our Savior." 

The piece of flippant dullness entitled the 

"Royal Progress" and published by Colburn in imitation 

^^This should read "The Irish Avatar." It was 
privately printed in 1821, and the only copy known is in 
the T. J. Vise Library. It was first published by Thomas 
Medwin in Conversations of Lord Byron (182^). See CBEL. 
Ill, 199. 

^^Holland House was the manorial seat of the 
Hollands and the rendezvous of the Whig literati. See 
Lloyd Sanders, The Holland House Circle (New York: G.P. 
Putnam's Sons, 1908)^ passim. 

George IV visited Ireland in August of 1821. 

^^This was a pasquinade in ottava rima entitled 
"The Royal Progress. A Canto: with Notes. Written on the 

- ^ • ^ s ^ 
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of the mysterious fioinouncement of Don Juan is the handi

work of Lady Morgan's gentle Khight Sir Charles Morgan. 

Colburn has taken a great deal of trouble to puff it 

without effect. 

Orme^ told me a few days ago that Colburn's 

Magazine falls off with them most alarmingly. Last month 

they took just 103 less than they did of the December Number. 

The copyright of the European Magazine,•-''̂  in the 

very last stage of its senility, sold the other day for 

fc 1650 the back numbers and plates included. It was pur-

chased by a gentleman of fortune but for what purpose he 

best can tell. The number circulated is I70O at present. 

Occasion of His Majesty's Visit to Ireland, August, 1821." 
(London, I82I). See DNB. 

^n^illiam Orme of the firm of Longman & Co. 

^'The European Magazine was set up by the 
Philological Society of London in 1782. with James Perry as 
the first editor. It continued until 1825, when it was 
united with the Mpnthlv Magazine. See Graham, op. cit., 
pp. 182-18^. 

^°This was William Shackell. See Myron F. 
Brightfield, Theodore Hook and His Novels. (Cambridge: 
Harvard Iftiiversity Press, 1928), p. 1^4. 
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39 
Nichols Magazine pays better than any London 

Monthly work as he has little or no expense, and circu

lates between three or four thousands. Again his adver

tisements are exceedingly profitable. I wish you would 

devote a portion of your covers to this object as besides 

the immediate profit^ the circulation of a work is materi

ally assisted by its advertisements and your Magazine would 

soon bear the bell in this respect. ̂0 

^1 
The New Edinburgh Review will hardly manage 

more than another number. It meets with no encouragement 

in its present form. 

The Reading Public here will not believe David 

Lindsay's assertion that his coincidence with Lord Byron 

^^The Gentleman's Magaz;Lne of John Gough Nichols. 

This, as will be observed, is only one of the 
many instances throughout the correspondence in which Watts 
tries to persuade Blackwood to adopt a more aggressive 
system of advertising B.M. 

-̂̂ The Edinburgh Monthly Review (vols. I-V) ran 
from 1819 until 1821. It was continued then as the New 
Edinburgh Review (vols. I-IV). running from 1821 until 
1823. / N O editors listed. 7 See CBEL. Ill, 825. 

/ / 

" ^ 
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lf2 
was the result of accident. There is a prejudice a.:;ainst 

him, whoever he may be so that he will not have a fair 

chance. By the way in your Review of this book -̂  there 

were some personal allusions which could answer no good 

end especially as it respected Havnes. Of this man I know 

nothing personally but he is spoken of as an amiable arxl 

inoffensive individual. His play was bad but there have 
Ilk 

been many worse. As for Procter altho I have been long 

upon civil terms with him, I by no means approve his time 

servingness and pliability; but between ourselves, I think 

you do wrong to hit him \mless he crosses your path. Be

sides he has been a good deal praised in your Magazine. 

P2?octerJ7 with all his cockneyism and literary coxcombry 

has a good many friends, and therefore it will be as well 

kp 
^The "coincidence" referred to is explained by 

the fact that in his book (see note 16 below) lyndsay 
calls two of his dramas "The Destiny of Cain," and "The 
Death of Cain." It will be recalled that in this same 
year (1821) Byron produced his biblical mystery "Cain." 
Hence the feeling on the part of the public that Lyndsay 
leaned too heavily on Byron. For the author's Advertise
ment, in which he explains his choice of subject so like 
that of Byron, see B.M.^ December, 1821, X, 7 ^ . 

^^The work referred to is lyndsay's Dramas of 
the Ancient World (Edinburgh: William Blackwood. 1821; 
London I TT Cadell). For a review of the work /^unassigned_7 
see SjtMjt, December, 1821, X, 730-7^. British Museum 
Catalogue of Printed Books /hereafter referred to as 
British Museum /lists only one additional work for 
David lorWsayt ""Firouz^Abdel, or the Unas Tree (1859). 

^James Haynes. See Ap̂ êndix II. His play, 
Conscience, or The Bridal Night, a tragedy in five acts, 

•wmm • ^ 
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to avoid saying anything unnecessarily offensive of him 
h5 

for the future. I am sure you will take the hint in 

the spirit in which it is offered. A part of the review 

which has given rise to this discussion has I assure you 

given offense to many persons whose opinions are worth 

attending to. 
he , 

The Irish Melodies (especially the song "\'/hen 

this old Book was new") are thought very highly of. The 
V7 

elaborate paper on the decline and fall of the ER has 

was first performed at the Drury Lane Theater, February 28, 
1821. An xmassigned notice of this drama which appeared 
in B.M.^ December, 1821 X, 732. reads in part: " . . . and 
that Irish gentleman who conceived "The Bridal Night" to 
be a tragedy in five acts. Jfy conscience—but there is 
a Milesian for you with a vengeance 1 How prettily the 
sentimentalists simper as they gol . . . Pray who is that 
smock-faced e\inuch, mincing his way in the procession? 
'The Author of the Successful Tragedylll' We can no more." 

^^Along with Haynes, "Molly" /"Bryan Waller J 
Procter is lambasted as one of "A pale-faced, sallow set" 
of Cockneys, and "an emasculated band of dramatists. . . . " 
See B.M.. ibid. 

^For a review ̂ unassigned J7 of Thomas Moore's 
Irish Melodies. No. I, see B.M.. December, 1821, X, 611-
622. For the song "When this old Book was New," see "Ancient 
National Melodies,"areview by J. G. Lockhart, B.M.y January, 
1822, XI, 86. 

^^This refers to "Historical View of the Rise, 

See B.M.y December, 1821, X 668-680. 

T T 
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also been much talked of. T̂ lis piece of temperate argu

ment illustrated as it is by undeniable evidence, has done 

ffle Edinburgh Review more mischief than almost anything 

you have published on the subject; it has produced a very 

strong sensation. 

There is at this time, you must know, a bit of 

a schism between the "Divan" (Mess Longman & Co.) and the 

and the "Emperor of the West" (Murray) about Dame Rundell 

and her Cookery Book. The Chancellor has referred the 

dispute between the old woman and M/"urray / to the 

lov/er courts; meanwhile she is preparing an improved 

edition of the book which Longman & Co. have agreed to 

publish. This is mean enough but quite in character» At 

his late sale Murray offered the old book to the trade, 

and was so elated with the preference given to his edition 

that after the numbers subscribed for were fixed he 

informed the purchasers that they should pay 3/6 instead 

^This refers to Mrs. Maria Eliza Rimdell's 
A New System of Domestic Cookery /"First edition. 1808 7. 
For the history of the book and the injunction oDtained 
by J-furray relative to the quarrel alluded to, see Smiles, 
OP. cit.. II, 120-125. 

^9 John Murray. See Appendix. 

I ' I . J" I " H I 
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of "^AO. By this well timed piece of .generosity the sub

scriptions v/ere Irimediately doubled. 

Murray's plan is by far the best as it respects 

his publishing arrangements. He charges a good price to 

the public on his commodity in order that he may be enabled 

to afford the l^ade a larger profit than his freres, and 

it is quite natural that the retail booksellers should 

interest themselves most in the sale of those works which 

bring them the greatest profit. 

Have you heard the anecdote of Murray and the 

50 
Bishop of Winchester?? 

You are not perhaps aware that a clever contrib

utor of yours at Manchester James Cross ley is a very young 

man, about 21 or 22, a clerk in the office of an attorney 

of that place. This young man possesses a maturity of 

judgment and a sedateness in discussing any given subject 

which I have never met with in any one else of his years. 

But you must not give him too much of the rein. I was 

50Tomline, Sir George Pretyman. See Appendix II. 

^ ^ 
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sorry to see that article on the lynchester Poetry^ be

cause the blockhead who formed the subject of it was not 

worth powder and shot. It is no use to bring seven and 

twenty pounders to kill pismiresI You lost the sale of 

a dozen magazines in Manchester by that one article at 

least so says a worthy old friend of mine who is an in

habitant of that den of fustian-cutters and cotton-spin

ners. 

52 
^o^^ Steam Boat (the tale of the \/earyful \/oman 

53 5^ 

was exquisite) and Man of Wars Man must needs be by 

your first hands. I need not inform you they are looked 

upon with us Southron's as first rate things. You cannot 

imagine how many naval men you have interested in your 

^^The Steamboat! or The Voyages and Travels of 
Kxomas Duffle. Cloth-Merchant in the Salt Market of Glasgow. 
This story was by John Gait, written under the pseudonym 
of "Thomas Duffle." (See British Museum). It was publish
ed by Blackwood (1822), but was first serialized in sixteen 
tales through volumes VIII. IX, and X of B.M. For the in
troduction to The Steamboat, and "Voyage 1," see B.M.^ 
February, 1821, VIII, 517-5^5. 

•̂ T̂his refers to "The Wearyful Woman," tale four 
^^ The Steamboat. See B.M.. May, 1821, IX, 162-165. 

5^The Man-of-V/ar's-Man^ by Daniel Stewart, a 
story of naval life, was serialized in B.M.. from Volume X 

•X 
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Magazine by the latter paper. If you have a continuation 

of this in your next throw an advertisement into the 

"Hsuapshire Telegraph" one of the widest circulated pro

vincials extant, and especially a ion: Naval men. 

You will perhaps smile to learn that with us next 

to the Scott novels and Byron the best selling books are 
55 

Dr. Kltchiner's. Another impression of 2000 of his 
56 

Cook's Oracle is now at press. I often meet the old 

gentleman. He is half cracked; yet there is wherewithal 

to be amused at in him. He was sorely smitten with your 

clever notice of his book^ and considers that you have 

through his sides aimed a deadly blow at all scientific 

and legitimate cookeryll 

through XIX. For the Introduction and Chapter I of the 
story, see B.M.. September, 1821, X, 161-166. 

?5̂ Dr. William Kltchiner. See Appendix II. Al
though all Dr. Kltchiner's works related to food and 
the culinary art, his most interesting, perhaps, was 
The Art of Prolonging Life by Food, Clothes, etc. 
(London, Hurst, Robinson, & Co., 1022). See British 
Museum. 

^ Apicios Redivivus; or the Cook's Oracle 
6rd edition; Edinburgh, A. Constable & Co.; London, 
Hurst, Robinson, & Co., 1821). For a review of the 
work /"author undetermined (Lockhart ? ) 7, see B.M., 
December, 1821, X, 563-569« 

• ^ 
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I am about to obtain from good friend Sir Nat. 

57 

V/raxall a large bundle of very curious original cor

respondence of various celebrated persons which I shall 

hand you over immediately for the Magae. 

Vinson's Valerius has not had fair play in 

London it is an admirable book, but I cannot describe 

the malevolent hatred cherished against this gentleman by 

the cockneys on the supposition that he assists & manages 

your Magazine. Nor is Mr. Gait much less the object of 

their detestation. Every personal allusion or offensive 

passage in your v/ork is forthwith attributed to him. And 

if his works v/ere not generally received here as the pro

ductions of Mr Lockhart they would perhaps stand still 

less chance of having justice done them than is the case 

at present. 

You will have perceived that Hazlitt has become 

^^Sir Nathaniel Wraxall. See Appendix II. 

5Qvalerius—a Roman Story, by J. G. Lockhart, v/as 
published by Blackwood in 1821. For George Croly's review 
of the three-volume work, see B.M.. January, 1822, XI, 
9̂ -108. 
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a retainer of Colburn's and is at present dribbling out 

another volume of balderdash called table talk in the 
59 

New Monthly. 

60 
The pert Ifr Kerr had the unparalleled impu

dence to call an article in the E. Review on the Iforti-
61 

cultural Society original which was made up, without 

even the alteration of language, from the Transactions 

of the Society. The vituperative notes formed the only 

novelty in the paper. Ify friend and neighbor General 

Ansley who is a great horticulturist pointed this out 

to me one day after dinner when this jackanapes had been 

boasting of the compliments paid him by Jeffrey in the 

critique. 

?9»tTable Talk" (Nos. I-X) ran in the H.M.M.. 
Ill - VI, January, 1822, through, December,1823. 

"^John Bellenden Ker. See Appendix II. 

This article was "The Transactions of the 
Horticultural Society of London" (Vols. I, II, & III, 
1820). The notes alluded to in the following sentence 
were two satiric comments, one on the matter of Government 
patronage, and the other on the Quarterly Review's (vol. 
XX) paper on "Dry Rot." See the Edinburgh Review. 
November, 1820, XXXIV. 357-371. (See pp. 359 and 369 for 
"vituperative notes.") 

62 
General George Robert Ainslie. See Appendix 

II. See also Jerdan, op. cit.. IV, 339-3^0. 

• ^ 
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L 

Warren's failure ^ Is not to be much wondered 

at* 'vhat little money he had was sucked out of him by 
6^ 65 66 

Procter, Hazlitt, Reynolds, and other cockneys of 

less import. He gave that archHSOOkney Reynolds 100 
67 

giiineas for a farrago called the Garden of Florenoe of 

which he sold in all somewhere about 30 copies t His bus< 

iness is now adjusted and he is about to begin again. 

Milinan*s Martyr of Antioch is to be puffed 

^^Publisher John W^ren of 19 Old Bond Street, 

6^ryan Waller Procter (Barry Cornwall). See 
Appendix II. 

^^illiam Hazlitt. See Appendix II. 

^^John Hamilton Reynolds. See Appendix II. 

'̂̂ The Garden of Florence (1821), a story from 
the Decameron, showed the "Cockney" influence and was 
quite like the works of Keats. See A» C. Baugh (ed.), 
t r o l l s ^ ^ B Lfg f̂SXayŷ  <N«^ ̂ ^^^* Appleton-Century-

68 
Henry Hart Milaan. See Appendix II . 

^9j^ilman«s Martyr pf Aî t̂ ipcn: A.D?a°^tic Poeg 
(London! John T̂ urraĵ  1«22;, was not puffed In the 
Quarterly Review as Watts predicted i t would be. 

wiV 
\ 
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in the Quarterly as usual. He is an able man enough; 

but Murray's attempts to bolster up his literary reputa-
70 

tion are too palpable. It is understood that Gifford 

is ere long to give up the Editorship of the Quarterly 

Review to him; meanwhile M-y ̂ Murray J spares no pains 

to make of him as much importance to the public as pos-
71 

sible. How is it that Allan Cunningham writes for that 

lumbering Magazine of Taylor and Hesse J^yJ and not 

yours? He is worth conciliating. You know I suppose 

that Taylor himself cobbles and furbishes for his Maga-
72 

zine. It did not pay with Baldwin and it does less 

now. 

73 Charles Phillips by an absolute piece of 

fraud obtained the Editorship of the London after Scott's 

death and subsequently Hazlitt who is still the principal 

7%illiam Gifford. See Appendix II. 

^ Allan Cunningham. See Appendix II. 

''Charles Baldwin of the firm of Baldwin, 
Cradock & Joy. See A. Aspinall, Politics and the Press, 
c. 1780-1850 (London: Home and Van Thai, 19^9), pp. 33^-
B 5 , 5^3, ^B2 (note), and if73. 

^^Charles Phillips (1787 ? -1859). See Aspinall, 
OP. cit.. pp. 260, 3^0. 

V. 
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Ih 
Charles Lamb delivers himself with infinite pain and 

labor of a sillv piece of triflin- every month in the 

Magazine under the signature Ella. It is the cuise of 
11 • • ^ • • • • -. - - - II r I I I I . 1 1 1 , 1 I _ III, I 

the cockney school that with the desire to appear exceed

ingly offhand and ready with all they have to saVy they 

are constrained to elaborate every petty sentence as tho 
75 

the web were woven from their own bov/els. Charles Lamb 

^ays he can make no way in an article under at least a 

week and poor Mr Reynolds has been spinning a volume of 

tales for Constable'^ these five years. Then there is 

11 
John Clare about whom there has been so much twaddle 

and that blockhead who is giving /^a J continuation of 
78 

Johnson's Lives and who led off with a stupid curtailment 

7^harles Lamb. See Appendix II. 

75itoup souls sit close and silently 
within. 

And their own web from their own 
entrails spin." 

See John Dryden's Marriage-k-la Mode. II, 11 (Leonidas's 
last speech). 

'^Archibald Constable. See Appendix II. 

77 
''John Clare. See Appendix II. 
78 
The Reverend Francis Cary continued the Lives 

of Johnson. See John Wilson. Noctes Ambrosianae /"here
after referred to as the Nocte? /, edited by R. S. 
Mackenzie (5 vols.; New York: W.""j. Wlddleton, 1880), I, 
171 and note. 
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79 80 
of Lord Teignmouth's Life of "ir W Jones» This is the 

81 
redoubtable bookseller Mr Taylor himself. My poor 

82 
friend Montgomery who is now absolutely eaten up by 

Methodists and Methodism, gives them a doleful ditty every 
83 

now and then. The gentle Misses Taylor of Ongar write 
gk 8*) 

ethics for their namesake; and Messrs Patmore, Lloyd, "̂  

& Procter sundry dreary compositions in prose and verse. 

But I am doubtless fatiguing you with these trifling 

matters. 

86 87 
A Mr Westmacott brother to the Sculptor a 

79Lord Teignmouth (John Shore, 1st Baron 
Teignmouth). See Appendix II. 

^^Memoirs of the Life^ Writings, and Correspon
dence of Sir William JonesT (London, 180M-). See DNB. 

°^Watt's reference here must be to the fact that 
John Taylor published the London Magazine in which the 
continuation of the Lives appeared. 

°^James Montgomery. See Appendix II. 

^Jane and Ann Taylor. See Appendix II. Their 
"namesake" was, of course, John Taylor of the London Magazine. 

gk 
Peter George Patmore. See Appendix II. 

^^Charles Lloyd. See Appendix II. 

°^Charles Molloy Westmacott. See Appendix II. 

^^Richard Westmacott. See Appendix II. 

X 
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needy and miserable anioal has set up a thing called the 
88 

Gazette of Fashion which Mr. Murray patronizes. To 

prove how exquisitely worthy of contempt such a catch

penny must be, I need only mention that i t i s f i l l e d with 
89 

vulgar personal abuse of Sir Walter Scott and i s pub
lished by Mr Sams^ of St. James St . J 

There i s a wretched creature about town a Hugh 
91 Doherty who assumes the style and bearings of your 

?JMiiffn ŷtfl M M ^ I f Q49>ierty / w i l U a m Maglnn J7. This 
92 

fellow formerly conducted a stupid paper called the V/orld 

which has been at an end long ago. He i s not worth notice . 

88The _ 
^Ifffi ^ Be 

Jes^imaoott, was c»iK/A W-JUUY«K̂  « 
in 1822* See British mseum. 

° ' s ir Walter Scott. See Appendix I I . 

^nurilllasi Sams, St. James Street, publisher of the 
' I, Jferch, 

' CXUI, 

*7y7m 
See lAWmr, 

93-Hugh Doherty was the^ author of Faj.se Ass 
and i t s Re 

Propter 

rty was the author of False Associ-
(London t The London Phalanx. 1841); 
I (Londoni Trubner & Co., 186^187^). 

Pgngre^s Cataloipae of Printed Books (Ann 
Arbor t Edwards Brotlws, 19^3) / hereafter referred to as 
library of Congress _/» 

^The first World, according to available records, 
ended its career in 179M-. The next recorded began in 

http://Faj.se
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93 
The Brighton Mage. will go to the devil after 

9^ 
the next number; and the Country Versus London will, in 

all probability, follow it. 

I have been reading the first volume of an ad

mirable translation of Don Quixote I believe by Mr 
95 

Lockhart which will be published ere long. 
96 

Would Maturin's cooperation be of any service 

1827. some five years after the date of the letter under 
consideration. Doherty could hardly have been connected 
with a paper some 28 years dead. It seems safe to assume 
that the revival of the World with which he was associ
ated, was of such brief duration, or of such limited suc
cess, that it was not considered of sTifficient importance 
to be included in the annals of periodical publication. 
^^^^ OBELy British Museum, and the Union List of Serials 
in Libr^ies of the United States and Canada (New Yorkt 
The H. W. Wilson Co., 19^3) / hereafter referred to as the 
Union List J7. 

93The Brighton Magazine enjoyed a very brief 
existence—January-August, 1822,—and only attained to 
Volume I, with two Nos. of II. See British Museum. 

^Neither CBEL. the Union List, nor British 
Museum carries notice of the Country Versus London. 

^^John Gibson Lockhart. See Appendix II. The 
reference here is to Lockhart's edition of the Quixote 
(1822) from the translation of Motteux. The advertise
ment of Hurst, Robinson, & Co. read: "A New Edition of 
Don Quixote. The History of that ingenious Gentleman, 
Don Quixote de la Mancha; translated from the Spanish by 
Motteux. A New Edition with Copious Notes: and an Essay 
on the Life and Writings of Cervantes." For a review 
/^unassigned 7 of Lockhart's edition, see B.M., June, 
1822, XI, 657-668. 

96, Charles Robert Maturin. See Appendix II. 
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(I need not tell you he is never to be depended on). 

Bowles is preparing an article which I think will please 

97 
you. 

I enclose an advertisement of my Specimens of 
98 

the Living Poets they have not yet been announced in 

your Magazine. I shall also trouble next time I write to 

convey a letter for me, with a line from yourself, to I^. 
99 100 

John Wilson. Mr. Ballantyne has kindly promised to 

collect a few materials for the notice of Sir Salter. If 

the advertisement is too long for an announcement please 

to give it a place on the outside cover of your Itogazine 
101 

and if you have no account with Hurst Robinson & Co 

97A careful check of the articles printed in B.M. 
fails to reveal the identity of the Bowles article here 
referred to. 

^^In B.M.f March, 1822, XI, 373, under 'n/orks 
Preparing for Publication" occurred this announcement: 
"Shortly will be published in 3 vols.. Crown octavo. 
Specimens of the Living Poets 8 with Biographical and Crit-
ical Prefaces, and an Appendix. Containing Notices of such 
Political Writers as have Deceased during these Last 20 
years. By Alaric A. Watts." It may be added that this was 
another of V/atts's "projection," for the book was never 
published. 

99 
John Wilson. See Appendix II. 

^James Ballantyne. See Appendix II. 

^̂ •'•Hurst, Robinson & Co. were to have published 
V/atts's voliame. 
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charge it to mine. May I ask you to send me a copy of 
102 103 

Peter's Letters Hogg's life of himself and Anster's 
ich 

poems? 

Put down yotu:»self any queries that may occur or 

let one of your clerks do it and I will endeavor to reply 

to them but pray tell me if /"l J7 SXOw trifling & tedious. 
I will take care there shall be a leading paper 

105 
in the Gents !4age. of your Blair next month. I will 

also as soon as possible get a few striking passages ex

tracted in the papers. 

^0%or M j/ordecai 7 M /ullion 7's review of 
John Gibson Lockhart's "Peter's Letters To his Kinsfolk; 
being the Substance of some Familiar Ccamnunlcations con
cerning the Present State of vScotland, written during a 
late Visit to that Country" (I8I9), see B.M.^ February, 
1819, IV, 612-621. 

10*̂  
"̂ ISiis refers to "The Mountain Bard: Consisting 

of Legendary Ballads and Tales. By James Kiogg, the Ettrick 
Shepherd. The 3rd edition, greatly enlarged. To which 
is prefixed a Memoir of the Author's Life, written by 
Himself (Edinburgh, Oliver and Boyd /"182I 7)." For a 
letter on Hogg's book, by John Wilson, see B.M.. August, 
1821, X, ̂ -3-52. 

J-Q^Poems. With some Translations from The German: 
by John Anster^ Esq. (Edinburgh. William Blackwood; London^ 
T. Cadell and W. Davies, 1819)• For a review of Anster's 
Poems, by John Wilson (?), see B.M.. June, I82O, VII, 
3I5-II6. 

A search through the issues of the Gentleman's 
Magazine reveals no such paper on Adam Blair. 
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106 107 
Andrews formerly with Ebers is about pub-

108 
llshing a work qiiarterly called the Album which is to 

consist of the merry conceits of Messrs. Reynolds, 
109 

Procter, Standish (a fashionable dunce who translated 

very badly one or two french lives of Voltaire and 

then called his book original). The Honorable lir Spencer'̂ i-'-
112 

Mr Luttrel and such worthies as flutter about the drawing 

113 room in Albermale St Murray patronizes Andrews strongly. 

106 
John Andrews was the publisher of the quarter

ly magazine, the Album, at 167 New Bond Street. See Watts, 
OP. cit.. I, 182; see also the Literary Gazette. October 
26, 1822, No. 301, p. 686. 

107 
John Ebers. See Appendix II. 

108 
The Album was a quarterly, which ran from 1822 

until 1825 (h volumes). CBEL makes no mention of Reynolds, 
Procter, nor Standish's connection with the work. The only 
Editor mentioned is F.B. St. Leger (no dates of editorship 
given). See CBEL. Ill, 832. For Christopher North's 
(John Wilson's) opinion of the Album, see B.M.. April, 1822, 
XI, hSl. 

•^^Frank Hall Standish. See Appendix II. 

•̂̂ T̂his refers to "The Life of Voltaire, with in
teresting particulars respecting his death, and anecdotes 
and characters of his contemporaries. By Frank Hall 
Standish, esq. (London: printed for J. Andrews, I82I)." 
See Library of Congress. 

^^\i. R. Spencer (1770-183^), a "lively poet of 
the Regency." See Noctes. I, 225, note. 

112, 

Street. 

'Henry Luttrell. See Appendix II. 

^̂ •̂ John Murray had his offices at 50 Albemarle 

"X 
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L 

Hh 
Horace Smith the Nympholept is gone to 

115 
Florence to "bask beneath blue skies Italians-

There is a prating puppy who writes the Drama 
116 

for Colburn and who was very active with John Scott 

in doing you all the injury in his power. His nan» is 
117 

Talfourd or Telford • He was a Lancastrain school 

master at about h 70 a year* This fellow has of late 

become quite an oracle among the Coclmeys. I have been 

obliged to set down to table with him several times at 

various people's houses, and his abuse of yotar Magazine 

^^Horatio Smith* See Appendix II. Watts's 
reference to him as the R^^pholet derives from a work 
of Smith's 1"Aiaarynffiiis« the Rympholeptt a pastcaral drama 
in three acts* V/ith other poems (London: Longman, Hurst, 
Rees, Orme & Brown, 1821)*" See Ubrarv of Congress. 

nî atts here paraphrases part of one of his 
own poems, "The Painter•s Dream," which reads, 

"V/here siai-touched Florence lies, 
like Love <m Beauty's breast*" 

See Watts, on* clt*^ II, 169» 

-^John Scott* See Appendix II. 

^^7sir Thomas Noon Talfourd* See Appendix II* 
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has always been most vehement. This prig has been called 
118 

to the bar lately. He sometimes favors Campbell with 

"an article"; and is the very mural of a pert literary 

lickspittle. It would be much better to give such a 

fellow a slap than inoffensive people like Haynes «fcc. 

119 120 

Dubois and one Cyrus Redding are the work

ing editors of Colburn. To these persons he pays 200 

pounds a year and to Campbell by his own accoimt fc 800 for 

the next five years. 

I should mention that some of your enemies in 

London are circulating with much industry a report that 

Messrs. Wilson and Lockhart have entirely seceded from 

your Magazine in utter disgust of your conduct towards 

themj I have heard this mentioned in more quarters than 

one. It is needless to make any comment upon this stupid 

lie but I think it right to let you knovr all I hear pro 

and con. Lockhart has however written better things than 
121 

his notice of the Pirate in your Magazine. 

^^"Thomas Campbell. See Appendix II. Campbell 
edited the New Monthly Magazine fron I820-I829. 

•̂̂ 9Bdward Dubois. See Appendix II. 

^^^yrus Redding. See Appendix II. 

•̂ •̂ The Pirate. "By the Author of 'Waverley. 

j L j ^ ^ 

• ^ 
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122 
The Guardian is conducted by a young man of 

123 
/"the 7 name of Khight son of the printer of that name 

—125 325 

at Windsor, and editor of the Etonian. This man is 

intolerably pert and flippant. The Guardian is in no 

respect so good as it was when Croly had the nanagement 

of it. Its circulation is very insignificant. 

126 Hope may say what he chooses but I know that 

he is not bona fide the author of Anastasius. ^ Much of 
M S S S M S S S M S M S M S M S ^ 

Kenilworth, &c.' In 3 vols. (Edinburgh: printed for 
Archibald Constable. 4fc Co. /fl821 J7." For a review 
/"unassigned 7 of this work of Scott, see B.M.. December, 
1821, X, 712-728. 

122 
Th^ Guardian was a weekly Sunday paper, which 

appeared December 12, 1S19, and continued through April 25, 
182if. /"No editors listed. J7 See CBEL, III, 8II. 

"^^Charles Khight, the younger (1791-1873). See 
Appendix II. 

•^Charles Khight, the elder. 

^?The Etonian /"apparently a monthly publication, 
in that it achieved to the status of 2 vols, in two years Jy 
ran from October, 1820 until August of 1821. It was 
edited by W. Blunt and W. M. Praed, and was printed at 
Windsor. See British Museum. 

126Thomas Hope. See Appendix II. 

^'^"Anastasius. or Memoirs of a Greek. V/ritten at 
the close of the 18th century. 3 vols. CLondon: Murray, 
1820)." For a letter on this work, by John Wilson (?), 
denying Hope's authorship, see B.M.* September 1821, X, 
200-206. For a letter from Hope in which he affirms that 
he is the author, see B.M.^ October, I82I, X, 312. 
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the raw material was however furnished by him. It is well 
128 

known who \rove the final web. His book on Costumes 

(I have it from Rees) was /" so £7 deficient in the common-
129 

est essentials of composition that Longmans & Co were 

obliged to get a person to rewrite it entirely. The 
130 

idiotic dedication of Anastasius is certainly Hope's. 

The following Epigram on Colburn's Magazine I 

have somewhere heard repeated 

Colburn Campbell & Co write rather so so. 
But puff without dread or discretion: 
And each month give us scope for the 

"Pleasures of Hope" 

But to end in the "Pains of Possession." 

^^This refers to Thomas Hope's Costume of the 
Ancients, (2 vols.; London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, & Orme, 
1809}• see British Museum. 

129por a succinct history of the firm of 
Longmans & Co., see Harold Cox. "The House of Longman," 
Edinburgh Review. October, 192M., pp. 209-2^2. 

•̂ Ô̂ he dedication was to "Louisa from Duchess 
Street." John Wilson ( ? ) makes a reference to the 
"stuff and bam about dedicating and not dedicating to 
Louisa" as being "a piece of quizzical humbug to cajole 
the gtaiibility of the reading public." See p. 200 of 
reference in note 127 above. 

• ' ^ 
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131 
The Literary Chronicle is not known or read 

in London. Its circulation would be too small to pay its 

expenses were it not that the printer manufactures the 

matter as well as prints it. It is at best a very wretch-
132 

ed publication. The Lit Gazette is far from good 

owing to Jerdan's indolence or incapacity, or both but 

this imitation of it is miserable in the extreme. Of 

course it has no character whatever. 

Longman & Co have as you may be av/are purchased 
133 

Pinnick and Maunder'3 share in the L. Gazette. They 

now take the entire manap.ement (and in some respects 

Editorship) upon themselves. Colburn has a share but 

•̂ •̂*"The Literary Chronicle was a weekly review 
that attained to 10 voltimes (London, I8I9-I828). After 
}fey. 1828. a new series was commenced, and continued on 
to the ena of July; the work was then incorporated with 
the Athenaeum. See British Museum. 

^^^The Uterary Gygtte (1817-1862) was a 16-
page weekly folio journal of belles-lettres Issued on 
Saturdays. It was founded by William Jerclan, and edited 
successively by him, Samuel Phillips. L. Reeve, J. M. 
Jephson, Shirley Brooks, Henry Christian, W. R. Workman, 
F. Arnold, John Merely, and C. W. Goodwin. In 1862 it 
was incorporated with the Parthenon, a weekly journal edit
ed by W. C. Goodwin. See Graham, op. cit.. pp. 315-316. 
The article to which Watts refers was entitled "New Royal 
Society" /"unassigi^d 7. See the Literary Gazette^ Vol. hj 
No. 204-, December 16, T820, pp. 80î B̂53T 

•̂ '̂ illlam Pinnock and Samuel Maunder. See 
Appendix II. 
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takes no trouble beyond that of receiving his dividend 

The sale I know to be upwards of 3500 as I have often 

for weeks together superintended its publication. It is 

without exception the best advertising medium for books 

there is. I have no interest whatever in it and rarely 

contribute a line to its pagesy but I would hint that 

%t is worth your while to be upon civil terms with Jerdan 

as he has it in his power to render essential service to 

your publications. A review in the Gazette is of use as 

an advertising medium. The country papers mostly exchange 

with him^ and consequently quote numerous extracts from 

the Gazette. These are copied from one to the other and 

thus you have useful paragraphs without expense. I have 

known twenty provincials quote anecdotes fron the same 

article. 

The Gents Mage. Nichols cobbles himself, and as 

most of his contributions are volimtary his expenses are 

comparatively slight. 

The Monthly Review is Edited by Griffiths. 

13*<Tjhe Monthly Review, or Literary Journal, a 
London publication, ran from 17M-9 until 1789. It was then 
continued as The Monthly Review, or Literary Journal 
Enlarged, from 1790 until 1825. Then it again became the 
Monthly Review. It was edited by G.E. Griffiths from I803 
until 1825. See CBEL, III, 822. See also Graham, op. cit.. 
pp. 207-213. 

135George Edward Griffiths. See Appendix II. 

X 
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136 
j^ancis Hodges writes a good deal for it. Circulr.tlon 

ftbout 2500. 

137 
Archdeacon Nares still continues covertly to 

edit Riving ton's-^^^ dull mass of Orthodoxy the British 
139 

Critic. The Monthly and British Critic have been nick-
1)JLQ 

named Mumpsimus and Sumpsimus; they do not seem to 

improve a whit with other periodicals of the day. They 

have both, but especially the latter^ decreased very much 

of late in their circulation. B.C. circtilates about 2800. 

136pi»ancis Hodgson. See Appendix II. 

137 
Archdeacon Nares. See Appendix II. 

See DNB. 
^3°Francis Rivington and Charles Rivington. 

139. The British Critic was a monthly review that 
ran from May, 1793, until October, 1826. Vols. I-XLII 
(1793-1813)5 New Series. 23 vols. (iSm-June, 1825); 
/3rd Series.J7 1 vol. (October, 1825 - October, 1826). 
It was incorporated in the Quarterly Theological Review, 
and continued as the British Critic. Quarterly Theological 
Review and Ecclesiastical RecordI / Edited by W. Beloe, 
fe. Nares, T. F. Mlddleton, W. R. Lyall. (No dates given 
for editorships.) 7 See CBEL. Ill, 823; also Graham, 
ep cit.. pp. 221-2'52. The Riving tons did publish the 
British Critic. 

^^These are derisive terms meaning "old fogeŷ ' 
etc. See the New English Dictionary, edited by James 
A. H. Murray ( 10 vols.; Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 
1888 ) /"hereafter referred to as NED _/. 

•iiij.imii 
• ^ 
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1^1 m.2 

The Eclectic is managed by Josiah Conder 

late bookseller of St Paul's Churchyard. He writes all 

his poetical articles (some of which are far from con

temptible) himself. /"James J >foi>t̂ gomery usually fur

nishes one paper monthly for this work its circulation 

is about .3QQQ» There is a great deal of black bigotry 

and cant in its pages. The principal writers have the 

true snuffle and whine. But all dissenting works have 
many readers. There is a quarterly thing called The 

1^3 
Investigator edited by three men who have lately ptir-

1 ^ 
chased Glasgow degrees of LLD. Raffles the methodist 

1̂ 5 
preacher of Liverpool, Collier the minister who 

^^^The Eclectic Review, a sectarian religious 
organ of the Dissenters, and a close imitator of the 
Edinburgh Review, dates from l805. In l8l^ a new series 
was begun which continued until 1828. It was again con
tinued until 1868. From iSl̂ f until I836, it was edited 
by S. Greatheed. D. Parker. T. Williams, and J. Conder. 
See CBEL. Ill, 82̂ -. See also Graham, OP. cit.. p. 239. 

^^^Josiah Conder. See Appendix II. 

^^The Investigator was a quarterly review (1820-
182^-). whose chief "claim to interest lies in its occa
sional criticism of contemporary authors." See Graham, 
op. cit., p. 256. 

1^^ 
Thomas Raffles. See Appendix I I . 

Ik^ 
William Bengo Collyer. See Appendix II. His 

"captivating the ladies" no doubt refers to his series of 
popular lectures on scriptural subjects. See DNB. 

•«"""fiw"»»"<^ 
" ^ 
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captivates so many ladies at Camberwell, and one Baldwin 

Brown author of a lumbering life of Ifoward the 
ihl 

Philanthropist. There is a memoir of the Late Duke of 

Kent which describes him as having been "brought UP in 

the nurture and admcaiition of the Lordl"-^^ This quarter-
IS9 

ly farrago of cant sells about 8 or nine hundred* 

Besides the expenses already mentioned Colburn has given 

and I believe continues to give fifteen guineas per sheet 

for articles which you would not accept as gratuitotus con

tributions* This is the fact* Again his advertisements 

have been several months to the extent of upwards of a 

hundred poxmds* It is on Campbell's name that he depends 

!'-,.«. B . ^ B . ™ . s . . ^ p p . ^ ^ n . 

^ "This refers to Brown's"Memoir3 of the Public 
and Private Life of Jolin Ifoward. the Philanthropist 
?Eondio5, 1818; 2nd edition! Wzl). bedlSat'ed to >*illiam 
Wilberforce, M»P." See British Museum. 

ihB 
"The Late Duke of Kent" was Edward Augtistus, 

Duke of Kent and Stratheam, fourth son of George III, 
who died January 23, 1820. Watts's reference to the Duke's 
haying been**brought up in the nurture and admonition of 

^uibt^t quotation as such does not appear in the Memoirs. 
For this very favorable memorial to the Duke, see the 
Investigator, September, 1820, I. 239-27*«'j January, I82I, 
II, 1-32? and April, 1821, II, 2M-3-25^. 

1^% This quarterly farrago** refers to the 
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(and with some reason) and on this he advertises. The 

most ludicrous puffs are inserted by him in the country 

papers one or two of which I shall cut out for you. !fe 

has made an engagement with Campbell for five years 

certainlS Of course he loses money by every number. 

Such expenses can never be repaid with such clumsy man

agement. Croly was applied to some months ago and wrote 

"an article" for Campbell but as Colburn had spoken openly 

of him in a very disrespectful manner I represented to 

him the meanness of his afterwards writing for his work 

and he withdrew in disgust. It was only at my repeated 

instances that C /"roly Jf discontinued his connection 

with Scott. Some of their mutual friends had been con

stantly teazing him to write a paper for Baldwin and he 

complied but he soon gave up in disgust. 

I think I told you that Taylor edits the London 

himself. The translations from the Classics Horace &c 
150 

are by him. It Is only by saving the expenses of an 

Editor that the Magazine can be kept going. Its circula

tion is under 2000 two or three hundred. Hazlitt assists 

Taylor in the selection of the papers writes the drama and 

fine arts and Table Talk as of course you know. The man 

•̂ 50pQj. these translations from Heroet, Horace^ 
Gelaisy Varlerius Flaccus ̂  pu Bellay, and Paterno, see the 
London Magaziney Januarv^ 1822, V, 37-^2; 121-124; 23I-236. 

• ^ 
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151 

who writes letters signed Edward Herbert and other fan

tastical names is Reynolds. This fellow undertook to \/rite 

a work for Constable called Tales of the Seamstress and 

received a hundred pounds on account since when he has 
152 

never sot pen to paper. Cadell (or as he will have it 
Caddie) is about to enter an action against him for the 

recovery of the money. 

It was reported a few days ago that a rupture 

between Lord B. and Murray had taken place. His letter in 

153 
yesterday's paper sets all to rights. A prosecution of 

Murray is certainly contemplated by the Constitutional 
15^ 

association. 

15lFor this series of letters to Russell Powell 
or "the Family of Powells" from "Edward Herbert," see the 
London Magazine; August. 1821; Nbvember, 1821; March, 1822; 
August 1^22; November 1822. See also note 18 to Letter 10 
above• 

152 
Neither CBEL. Library of Cong;ress, nor British 

Museum list such a work by Reynolds• DNB makes no reference 
to such a series of tales. 

•'-'This doubtless refers to the strained relations 
between Murray and Byron that resulted from Murray's decision 
not to publish the remaining cantos of Byron's Don Juan. 
(See Smiles, OP. cit.. I, ̂ 08, ̂ 13.) Though it is not pos-
sible to determine what paper "yesterday's paper" was, this 
allusion must be to Byron's letter to Murray from Pisa, 
dated February 8, 1822, in which Byron asks that all blame 
for his work be placed upon him and not upon Murray. See 
Smiles, OP. cit.. I, ̂ 27; see also B.M.. March, 1822, XI, 376. 

^ The Const. Ass'n. was formed to prosecute by 
means of a common fund, persons charged with offenses against 
Church & State. See Byron, Works. V, 3^, note; VI, 156, 
note. 
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I w i l l t e l l you about h is Grace of Iferchester 

/l^rinchester ? J7 and J-furray in my next for I find I have 

no time to lose i n sending th i s to Cadell . I am afraid 

I shal l sometimes t e l l you things twice over. This you 

must excuse. 
. l?5 

Perry's sale is going on. I have attended 

for the purpose of obtaining a few trifling matters, some 

books of reference &c. The library is composed principally 

of what is called facetiae some of which are abominably 

gross and obscene. I understand that a large portion of 

the books have been privately disposed of as being too 

infamous to submit to public auction. 

These rare books and there are many fetch as 
156 157 

high prices as they did at the Roxbou'ghe sale. Dibdin 
158 

that "little fat round oily man of God," Reginald 

-'•̂ Ĵames Perry. See Appendix II. This must 
refer to the sale of Perry's books, for his house, calico 
factory, mill, and 160 acres of land were not sold until 
July of 1822. (This assumption is based upon the fact 
that in the preceding paragraph of the memoranda. Watts 
refers to the Bishop of Winchester and says that he will 
tell Blackwood the anecdote concerning Murray and the Bishop, 
in his next letter. This he does in a letter dated March 10, 
1822—the next letter of the correspondence.) 

1 % 
^The Roxburgh sale refers to the sale of the 

library of John Ker, Duke of Roxburgh. This sale took place 
at the St. James Square home of the deceased D\lke, and 
lasted h5 days, from May I8 until July 8, 1812. See DNB. 

1*17 
'̂ '̂ Thomas Frognall Dibdin. See Appendix II. 

^nVatts here slightly misquotes James Thomson's 
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159 
Heber with disturbed and anxious air, and several other 

well known Bibliomaniacs are in full cry. The rarest 
160 

books are bought by an orange:lemon merchant Fl. Market. 

Letter h 

jTk portion of the following letter has been used 

by Mrs. Oliphant in her study, I, 503. The part so used 

appears in italics. _7 

Putney Surrey 10th. March /'1822 _7, 

I-ty dear Sir, 

Having a quarter of an hour's leisure I proceed 

with my memoranda; and as you suggested without much regard 

either as to their order or coherency. I shall send some 

trifling matters for the Magazine by the next opportunity. 

Your last Magazine is much approved with us. The 

Rousseau paper is full of curious research anecdotes and 

"A little round, fat, oily man of God." See his "The Castle 
of Indolence," Canto I, Stanza 69. 

^59Reglnald Heber. See Appendix II. 

160fpĵj_g doubtless refers to George Hibbert, merchant 
in Fleet Street. See Cunningham, op. cit.. pp. 220, ̂ 39, 
^96, 539; also DNB (George Hibbert); also the Gentleman's 
Magaziney July, 1829, p. 6^; also January, 183^, Part 1, 
p. 96. 

1 
"On the Genius and Character of Rousseau," by 

Eyre Evans Crow. See B.M.. February, 1822, XI, 137-153. 

X 
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is just the sort of thing which pleases us Southrons who 

read magazines for amusement rather than for instruction. 

Dale's speculations on the poetical art are also much 

relished. Some of his poetry is surely exquisitely 
2 

beautiful. I think with your friend as to the Royal 
3 h 

Society. The Bishop of St David's is doubtless a very 

good Bishop but he has not the capacity to organize an 

institution of this kind. The imbecility of giving 

Dartmoor as a subject for their poetical prize must be 

obvious; Just as if they were playing a "riddle me riddle 

me see." Then their choice of associates has been equally 

^Thomas Dale. See Appendix II. For a review of 
his "How Far is Poetry an Art?", by Thomas Doubleday, see 
B.M.y February. 1822, XI, 153-159. For a review of his 
poetry /"unassigned 7, see B.M.. November, 1820, VIII, 
185-189. 

^The "Royal Society of Literature", which had 
as its purpose "the promoting of the interest of general 
literature," was organized June 17> I823. See the Gentleman's 
Magazine. June, I823, XCIII. 5^3-5^6. The organization had 
been attempted early in 1822. but was strongly discouraged 
in an article in the Quarterly Review. October, 1822, 
XXVIII, I8I-I83. Then in May, 1823, there appeared in the 
Gentleman's Magazine a defense of the projected organi-
zation.See Gentleman's I^gazine, May, I823, XCIII, 529-
531. For still another account of the origin of the Society, 
see the Edinburgh Review, October, 18^3, LXXVIII, 365-382. 

Thomas Burgess. See Appendix II. 

^One of the two prizes proposed by the "Royal 
Society" was to have been given for the best poem on or 
about the development of the tableland of Dartmoor in South 
Devonshire. See Quarterly Review. October, 1822, XXVIII, 
182. See also note 3 above. 

- ^ " • - • 
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ridiculous /": _7 Fitzgerald, Nugent,'̂  Belesy and half 

a dozen blockheads of equal importance. All that was 

said of the embryo society in the Lit. Gazette came from 

Croly who is often at their consultations as v̂ ell as 

Archdeacon Nares but I have reason to believe that their 

meetings have ended as they began. The good Bp of St 

David's and Old Nares tell Jerdan that he is the paragon 

of periodical critics which he believes and insists in 

his turn that they are the properest persons in the world 

to conduct the affairs of the "Royal Society of Litera-
9 

ture" and thus it is with them. The worthy Archdeacon 

who has collected about a room full of trumpery and 

balderdash which he would persuade us are "Etymological 
10 

gleanings" has kindly consented at the Instance of 

William Thomas Fitzgerald. See Appendix II. 

'Grenville, George Nugent. See Appendix II. 

°This should be Lord Bexley (Nicholas Vansittart). 
See Appendix II. See also the Edinburgh Review^ October, 
I8if3, LXXVIII, 365-366. 

%ee note 3 above. 

^^This was a "Glossary, or Collection of Words, 
Phrases, Names, and Allusions to Customs, Proverbs, &c., 
which have been thought to require Illustration in the work 
of English Authors, particularly Shakespeare and his 
Contemporaries." See DNB (Robert Nares). Under the 
caption "Literatiffe and Learned Societies?', the Literary 
Gazette. No. 2^^. October 20. 1821. pages 667-668, gives 
an extract from the Etymological Gleanings. Also the 

' ^ 
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Jerdan to deluge the readers of the Gazette once a ̂ -̂̂jek 

with his etymological twaddle. The main principal 

of the society is also bad; its object does not seem 

so much to encourage clever men who are known to write 

well and whose genius may deserve a recompense sun into 

life, by their patronising smiles, from the mud in 

which they would otherwise perish unregarded, the 

literary spawn of whatever dunces of the day may chance 

to devote themselves to the belles lettres. This is 

stupid enough since every once knows that bad books are 

brought forth fast enough without the obstretic aid of 

any presiding Society of literary accoucheurs. The thing 

will never do it is absurd. As for their prizes of 

course no man whose time is worth anything to him will 

piddle it away in attempts to ?:aln them, when he is con

vinced that the people with whom the decision must rest 

are incapable of forming a correct judgment upon his 

labors. The public will and with reason regard this 

unfledged society with no sort of consideration or confi

dence until some power is shewn In its management and 

administration—so much for the Royal society of litera-
11 

tiâ e. To return to your Magazine the "recollections" 

index of the Literary Gazette for 1822 furnishes twelve 
references to extracts from that same work. 

This refers to Recollections in Retirement. 
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promise to be very interesting. It strikes me as form

ing a part of the "Travels of Christopher North" adver-
12 

tised some time ago. By the way if your friend is 
13 

going on with his "Modern Dune lad" I could perhaps 

throw a few curious anecdotes connected with the litera

ture of the day together which would help to make 

of a Life of Travel and Adventure, by /"Dr. J J Joseph J 
S ̂  kinner /. Chanter I of the Recollections is entitled 
"North AmerTca, and the War of Independence." See B.M.^ 
February, 1822, XI, 18^-19^. 

^On the back of the table of contents of B.M.. 
September, I8l9» under "Books Preparing for Publication, 
by William Blackwood, Edinburgh, and Cadell & Davies, 
London," appears "The Autobiography of Christopher North, 
Esq. Editor of Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine, in 3 vols. 
8vo. with numerous engravings of men and things. . . . " 

"In the first voltme of this work will be found 
a copious account of all the extraordinary scenes which 
occurred in Paris at the commencement of the Revolution, 
and of the wonderful escape of the Author shortly after the 
martyrdom of King Louis. . . " This volume is also ad
vertised among the "Works Preparing for Publication: 
Edinburgh," in the same month. B.M.. V, 7^2. However the 
"Travels of Christopher North" are not advertised in the 
magazine itself. 

•^^ithout Blackwood's letter to Watts, to which 
the present is a reply, it is impossible at all times to 
understand the allusions. "Your friend's" "Modern Dunciad" 
might refer to "Specimens of a Free and Easy Translation 
from Horace," by "Morgan Odoherty" / D.M. Moir J (B.M.. 
December, 1821, X, 510-51^); or "A Mids\immer Night's Dream, 
in Blank Verse," by Blaise Fritztravesty" Z^R.F. St. Barbe J 
(B.M.. December, 1821, X, 557-563)I or to ̂ New Year's Day 
Congratulations" (B.M.. January, l822, XI, 108); or another 
recent piece in which contemporaries are burlesqued. Or 
Watts might refer to a proposed piece not yet written, even, 
conceivably to the famous series, the Noctes. the first 
number of which appeared in March, 1822. Or he rdght refer 
to a work to be published by Blackwood and not to the 
magazine at all. 
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amusing notes. The Barettiana says an Irish friend 

present the rigmarole of the late vice Provost, it is 

perfectly irresistible but those who have not heard the 

man will hardly understand the full drift of this capital 
15 

letter. The Byron letter is a piece of staid sober and 

sensible criticism and follows the fun appositely. The 
16 

letters from Paris will take if the writer keeps to 

1»+ 
T̂ ® Barettiana is a fauitastic series of sixteen 

"Letters From the Dead to the Living," by George Downes 
and William Maglnn, addressed to Christopher North /"John 
Wilson 7 and signed "The Late John Barrett, that was the 
Vice-Provost." See B.M.. February, 1822, XI, 207-211. 

15 
•̂ This refers to a letter from "Siluriensis" 

/"Col. John Matthews J to Christopher North, the tone of 
which is well illustrated by these linesi "The high reputa
tion which Lord Byron has acquired for the splendid imagery 
and forcible language scattered over his former productions, 
carrying away the fancy with irresistible force, has ef
fectually concealed from the generality of his readers the 
glaring defects of this prolific writer. Such are not dis
posed to observe the hasty negligence which deforms the 
very best of his poetry." See B_jM., February, 1822, XI, 
212-217. 

^^The full title of these letters was "The 
Parisian Mirror, or Letters from Paris," which comprised a 
series of five essay type letters addressed to the Editor 
of B.M.. and signed "Polyanthus." The subject matter of 
the letters was concerned with literary gossip and crit
icism pertaining to French and English authors and works. 
The series ran from February. 1822, until May of the same 
year. See B.M.. February, 1822, XI, 217-229; March, 
1822, XI, 33>^3i May, l822, XI, 579-585. The author 
of these "Letters" was Eyre Evans Crowe. 

X 
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sketches of society and character rather than the dry 

detail incident political or otherwise. The letter from 
, , 17 18 
London is but soso. The periodical at Pisa will cer-

19 
tainly be proceeded with; Prince John Hunt now Regent 

(during the absence of Leigh), of the Kingdom of 
20 

Cockaigne is to edit the matters which will be sent 

hither and published in this country. 

^'The "Letter from London", addressed to 
Christopher North, and signed "John Johnes f Charles 
Olliers _7," was quite similar in content to "Letters 
from Paris." More interesting than the Letter itself 
(made up of rambling literary chaff) was the note apppend-
ed by Christopher North relating to Byron, Shelley, and 
Leigh Hunt?" Shelley is a man of genius, but he has no sort 
of sense or jiuigment. He is merely "an inspired idiot." 
Leigh Hunt is a man of talents, but vanity and vulgarity 
neutralize all his efforts to pollute the public mind. 
Lord Byron we regsû d as not only a man of lofty genius, 
but of great shrewdness and knowledge of the world. VTiat 
can He seriously hope from associating his name with such 
people as these?" See B.M.^ February, l822, XI, 236-239. 

18 
This periodical was the Liberal, intended as 

a joint venture of Leigh Hunt, Byron, and Shelley. Tne 
magazine existed from October, 1822, until July, 1823, 
only four numbers emerging from the press. See John 
Drinkwater, The Pilgrim of Eternity (New York: George H. 
Doran Co., 1925), PP. 330-331. 

"̂ Ĵohn Hunt (1775-18^) was a brother to Leigh 
Hunt. 

20 
The reference here is to the "Cockney School 

of Poetry." See B.M.. July, I8l8, III, ̂ 5^-^56; and 
August, I8l8, IIl7"3l9-52^. See also note 10 above. 

/^ X 
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In his letter to Bowles Lord Byron mentions the 

writer of that pithy epistle informing B. s that he had 

"hit the right nail on the head and Pope also."^"^ This 
22 

says his Lordship cannot be Walter :;cott, or Rogers 

or Campbell but whoever it is "he deserves the nail 

driven thro his own asses ears which he dares say are 

long enough! ii The writer of this epistle was no other 
23 

than Thomas Moore11 This is droll enough. Bowles told 

me this himself. 

Sometime ago Murray entered into an arrangement 
2if 

by which he was to give Stewart Rose 1000 guineas for a 

25 
Ariosto. Upon which the literary Exquisite is n̂ ld to 

•̂̂ Actually Byron»s letter (of February 7, 182I) 
was not directed to Bowles, but to John Murray. The text 
of the letter did not appear in the Quarterly Review nor 
in B.M. There did appear, however, *'Remarks on Lord 
Byron's letter to Mr. John Murray on the Reverend W. L. 
Bowles' strictures on the Life and Writings of Pope," 
authored by Col. John Matthews. See also B.M. ̂  May, 1821, 
IX, 227-233. For more history on and a fuller account of 
the controversy between Byron and Bowles, see Drinkwater, 

§p. cit.. p. 31^; also Appendix III of the Works of Lord jrron. Vol. 12 (1922), edited by Rowland E. Pro there, 
riie full text of Byron's letter to Murray appears in the 
Appendix referred to. For further "Remarks" on the letter 
see the Quarterly Review. July, 1820, XXIII, ̂ -00-^21. 

^^Samuel Rogers. See Appendix II. 

^Thomas Moore. See Appendix II. 

^\illiam Stewart Rose. See Appendix II. 

25This refers to the works of the Italian poet, 
Ariosto, Ludovico (1^7^1533). 
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have employe^ himself for these two years past. The 

26 
other day, however (so his friend Lord John Russell 

27 
told nor brother-in-law) he received a laconi.c epistle 

from Murray declaring off the bargain, and mentioning 

that he had another quick hand enga.ĉ ed upon it who would 

be "ready" directly. Now the same Stewart Rose taketh 

this very ill and awful consequences are likely to ensue. 

It is ridiculous enough that no one thinlcs of Ariosto 

in his own legitimate stanza, the ottava rima which is of 

course of all others the best adapted to express his 

continual transitions from "grave to gay," his breathless 

vivacity & adventxare. 

Murray & the BT) of Winchester I should premise 

before I mention this anecdote, that Mr Murray is in the 

habit of treating many of those who have the misfortune 

to be connected with him, with a great deal of vulgar 

contumely and impertinence. He does not measure out his 

civility to authors according to their rarJc as writers 

but rather their rank and importance in the world. Thus 

""^'^'^^ 28 
he is said to have suffered the first letter of (Irvine) 

^^Lord John Russell. See Appendix II. 

^•^Jeremiah Holmes v'iffen. See Appendix II. 

^^ashington Irving. See Appendix II. 
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29 
/"sic J the author of the Sketch Book to go unanswered 

simply because he was not sure the man was worth being 

polite to; and it is reported that he refused to publish 

the first volume of the "sketch book" (which he after

wards sought with the utmost abject servility) for the 

same reason. He seems in fact to consider an author as 

entitled barely to common respect and attention, unless 

he arrive at his door in /"his J own carriage. Croly and 

many others he has to my certain knowledge, (in the spirit 

of well-timed costiveness of good manners) behaved to in 

a most insulting and ridiculously pompous manner, whilst 
30 

upon such men as Hope, Luttrell, Rogers, Herbert «Skc 

he will fawn with the utmost obsequiousness. It has been 

uniformly his custom unless an author comes recommended by 

some of the "better (i.e. richer) brothers," to take no 

notice whatever of any letter that may be addressed to 

him, nor even to trouble himself in the least about the 

return of the MSS. A well known author (not well known 

then of course) offered him a book on his own terms which 

has since proved profitable. After waiting a reasonable 

^^The Sketch Book (1819-1820) is a celebrated 
collection of sketches, folklore, travelogiies, essays, and 
short stories written during the author's / Irving's J 
sojourn in England. (London: John Murray, I823). 

^^Algernon Herbert. See Appendix II. 
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time he wrote again—no answer I Again ditto1 He then 

applied personally for his MS. and the second time he 

called was favored with an interview with the "man of 

books" who without ceremony told him to take his work 

away with him "I have not looked at it nor do I intend" 

says he and I have something else to do than write 

letters to people I know nothing of." Had this been 

said to me I fear I should have been tempted a tout prix 

to kick the honorable bookseller's breech—but to proceed. 

About eight or ten months before the Bishop of Winchester's 
31 

work was announced Murray received by the two penny post 

a letter, illegibly written, offering for publication a 

Life of Pitt in two quarto volumes 1 The epistle was dated 

Chelsea (where the Bishop has a palace) and signed T. 

Winton: (censis). Murray never dreaming who was the 

author of the letter crammed it into his breeches pocket 

damning the impudence of the writer who (living at Chelsea 

and wholly unknown as he deemed to the world,) should 

have dared to write two quartos on such a subject and 

what was more to offer them to him for publication. A few 

weeks had elapsed when at one of his "drawing rooms" men

tion was made of a forthcoming life of Pitt by his pre

ceptor the learned suid able Bishop of Winchester. Murray 

3^The Ufe of the Right Honorable William Pitt 
(2 vols.; Londonl John Murray, 1821). 

•F .'• 
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pricked up his ears, and upon being asked if he had heard 

of it replied that he had not but that he remembered hav

ing received a note from some illustrious unknown living 

either at Pimlico or Chelsea offering him a life of Pitt. 

The impudence of the man, he added, could only be equaled 

by his self conceit in thus presuming to attempt, as an 

unknown scribbler what required the talents of a first 
32 

rate hand. Mr D Israeli is said to have asked to see 

the note in question. Fortunately it had not been 

destroyed and on M's /" Murray's J producing it, the 

handwriting of Dr. Prettyman was immediately recognized. 

His chagrin was of course very great. He lost no time 

33 
but set off in his dennet to Chelsea and after making 

the most servile apologies obtained the permission of the 

Bp ̂ fsishop J to publish the work. 

By the way Murray took a great deal of trouble 

to court Sir Walter Scott, when he was in town. You are 

aware I dare say of his having sent Sir Walter as a present 

3^ 
sometime before the publication of the Pirate the 

•^Benjamin Disraeli. See Appendix II 

^^This was a sort of carriage. See NED. 

^^This was a novel by Sir Walter Scott (1821), 
having its setting in the Country of the Shetlands. 
(Edinburgh s James Balleuityne & Company, 1821). 

.r.-^ X 
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celebrated diamond ring of Queen Mary, a facsimile of 

35 
which was given in the L.G. ̂ Literary Gazette _7. 

Scott however appears to have seen thro' the notlve of 

^^6 giver for he returned it to Murray, ;:uid resisted the 

repeated instances of M to accept it. 

In mentioning Allan Cunningham I judged of him 

simply from one or two touching little ballads in 
36 37 

Cromeks "Nithsdalo and Gallov/ay Song" which I am told 

(however justly I know not) he takes the credit for. He 

endeavored to negociate with Warren for the publication 

of the book you mention but the young man who (if he is 

a blockhead Is not therefore a knave) refused to under

take it as he learned from A.C.'s conversation that he was 
pledged to you. As you say, the nonsense this man is 

38 
writing for the hum-drum magazine is a proof that he 

is no great loss.—If I understand you aright and he has 

behaved as you would seem to say I will take good care 

that all literary people in London shall know it, and what 

-̂ T̂his facsimile appeared in the Literary 
Gazette, No. 201, November 2, l820. 

^^obert Hartley Cromek. See Appendix II. 

-̂ T̂he "Remains of Nithsdale and Galloway Song" 
(1810), which had as its subject the history, tradition 
manners, and customs of the Scotch peasantry, was of 
disputed authorship. See CHEL. XI, 259, 268. 

•̂ T̂he London Magazine. 
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is more will take the trouble to say a word or two about 
4̂ ^ 39 
his book in print as soon as it appears. 

You have given up yoiu* papers on the London Drama 

for some time. Is it for want /"of J a critic or do you 

leave them out from choice? Mr Patmore did not act very 

honestly by you in conniving with /"John J Scott and 

communicating what matters he had picked up respecting 

your Magazine. 

I should not forget to mention that in a con

versation which I had with Baldwin by accident at the 
•̂0 

theatre some time before the first number of his Magazine 

was published he offered me a coadjutorship with the 

"gentleman he had made arrangements with." I listened to 

this proposal in silence but no sooner did I learn that 

Scott was "the gentleman" alluded to than I wrote a note 

declining to connect myself in any way either with Mr Scott 

Mr Baldwin or his Magazine, and from that time to this I 

have never exchanged word either verbally or on paper with 

either. In this conversation Baldwin mentioned his inten

tion to imitate you, and make his work a sort of "Blackwood 

39sir Marmaduke Maxwell, a dramatic poem; The 
Mermaid of Galloway: The Legend or Richard Fauldert and 
Twenty Scottish Songs (London: Taylor & Hessey, 1822). 
See B.M.. May. 1822^ XI. p. 622. 

The London Magazine (1820-1829). 
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in London"—He lost a considerable sum of money by his 

speculation. Every petty expedient that could be resorted 

to was adopted to alienate from you your correspondents 

in which honorable service 1^ Rit e /"Patmore _7 vas by 

no means inactive. Procter was engaged to beset Croly 

which office he performed with partial success. The most 

infamous attempt on the part of Baldwin and his scrubs 

were made to substitute their I-iagazine for yours. They 

have a considerable Country business, and in order to 

effect their purpose they wrote letters (at least so I am 

informed) with all the Magazines they circulated of yours 

in order to induce a change. I longed at the time to 

communicate what I knew but Colburn's stupid abuse of me 

made me feel a delicacy in addressing you. 

Does my acquaintance (for he is nobody's friend 

even his own) Maturin ever contribute any thing to your 

pages. He is more than half cracked and such being the 

case the savage ferocity of such critiques as that in the 
Vl 

Qufiurterly on his Melmoth can answer no end. Millman 

/"Milman J7 Is said to have written this article & 

^^Melmoth the Wanderer (h vols.; Edinburgh: 
Archibald Constable & Co., 1820) was Maturin's masterpiece 
and perhaps the greatest novel of the school of terror. 
For John Wilson Croker's review of it in the Quarterly 
Review here alluded to, which treats of the character of 
the novel, specimens of nonsense contained therein, want 
of veracity exemplified in the work, the author's 

X 
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as coming from him it cannot be considered as grossly 

invidious. Maturin's follies and failings are numerous 

enough but will hardly do much harm. Constable & Co gave 

him t 5000 for Melmoth, on the strength of the success of 
•̂2 

"Woman" /"Women £7 and strange to say they have turned 

"" ^3 their money. Shiel told me a curious anecdote of 

Maturin: after his wifes accouchement S called to make 

the usual inquiries. When meeting M upon the stairs and 

preferring his query he replied in the most theatrical 

style of woe imaginable "My cherub's in heaven—my angel's 

on the way—and I'm in the tortures of the damned!" M is 

the most improvident creature breathing. I invited him to 

send over one of his children to me—(my godchild) for a 

year or two an offer which he gratefully accepted, but 

told me he really could not afford to pay her expenses 

over. Unlike most people he affects to be more needy than 

he really is. He has often refused to take in Constables 

blasphemy and brutality, strictiares on his obscenity, and 
remarks on his apology for publishing the novel, see 
Quarterly Review. January, 1821, XXIV, 303-311. 

if2 
The correct title of this work was Women; or 

Pour et Contre: A Tale (Edinburgh: Archibald Constable & 
Co., 1818). For a review of this work see the Edinburgh 
Review or Critical Journal. June, I8I8, XX, 23^-2^7. 

3̂ Richard Lalor Shiel. See Appendix II. 
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letters on account of the postage. The duchess of Dorset 

once sent a gentleman to him with a view to presenting 

him with some church preferment, but happening to be in 

a fantastical mood he insulted the man so grossly that 

he went away in high dudgeon, and with him all M's 

/"Maturin's _7 hopes of church preferment. I have scores 

of his original letters, some of v^ich are abundantly 

cxirious. This man has with all his extravagances some 

of the sterling stuff of genius in his composition. 

Walter Scott has behaved to him in the kindest and most 

generous manner. 

If there are any of your Edinbro friends likely 

to produce tragedies they stand a good chance now, as there 

is with us a great dearth of anything in the shape of 
h5 he 

dramatic talent. Harris of C. Garden is my particular 

friend and whatever might be forwarded thro you shall be 

Arabella Diana Cope ( -1870), wife of John 
Frederick Sackville, third Duke of Dorset. See DNB. 

^Thomas Harris, who along with George Colman 
and John Philip Kemble were the proprietors of the Covent 
Garden Theater. See Lawrence H. Houtchens and Carolyn 
Washburn Houtchens (editors), Leigh Hunt's Dramatic 
Criticism (New York: Columbia Uhiversity Press, 19^9)• 
^725:— 

^Covent Garden was after 1732 one of the theaters 
of first rank in London. 
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conveyed to him v/ith ny earnest recoinmendatlon if the 

piece appears to deserve it; and as he is in the habit 

of paying some deference to my judgment it would be looked 

on with a most favorable eye. 

Your poetical notices to correspondents have 

been so much liked that I almost wonder you do not now 

ond /"then J7 let us have a similar treat. Then there is 
hi 

the "terrible ensign of Foot" Odoherty pray do not let 

him drop, as his identity begins now to be imquestioned. 
hB 

Your friend young Crossley Ir coming to take up his 

abode in London ere long to study conveyancing. I must 

conclude this scrawl as a friend offers to frank for me. 

Tell me what you wish to knowi 

Did I mention that the volume of cockneyism 

published by Reynolds under the name of Hamilton was 

purchased by that simpleton Warren for one hundred guineas 1 

He circulated about 57 copiesU Reynolds is to be the 

Editor of Andrew •s "Albupi". Andrews was formerly living 

with pbers he /"Andrews J7 is a good sort of man very fat 

so that the name of his work bears some sort of analogy 

with his own person. 

'̂̂ Morgan Odoherty (Ensign and Adjutant Odoherty), 
the pseudonym under which Dr. William Maglnn and Captain 
Tom Hamilton wrote for B.M. after 1819. See the Noctes, I, 3, 

James Crossley. See Appendix II. 
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^9 
WalpoJ^ excites the strongest indignation 

against the paltry defunct. It is well for this vain 

and vituperative babbler that he has died out of the 

way of the critical vengeance which he has so justly 

invoked. We Southrons feel as if there could be no 

means of satisfying our wrath but burning him in effigy. 

Of what are the volumes composed? In the most part of 

garbled and falsified reports of the debates in parlia

ment;—period upon period of the most elaborate calumny 

against all the eminent men of his day;—and a few and 

these very few original anecdotes strung into notes 

principally with a view to illustrate the malignant scan

dal of his text. I hope your reviewers will "hit him 

d§2dyis2Uiard"l 
50 

Adam Blair is indeed a very forceful piece of 

writing. Some persons will object to the character of 

}fcsm Campbell and say that it was inconsistent in Blair 

to have been led on, with his eyes open, to the catas

trophe. That Mrs. C should not have been married <Scc. 

^This refers to "Letters from the Honorable 
Horace Walpole to George Montagu. Esq.. from the year 1736 
to the year 1770. Now first published from the Originals 
in the Possession of the Editor." See B.M>. May, I8l8, 
III. I62-I681 and October, I8I8, IV, hCphl^ and Nbvember, 
1818, IV, 1^-15^,for Jolin Wilson's review of this work. 

^^Adam Blair was a novel by John Gibson Lockhart, 
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Had this been the case the fall from grace '.;;,Lad not have 

been so great, the mischief would have been of a remedi

able nature; and consequently the moral would have lost 

some of its force. It is the extent of the offence that 

requires in expiation that utter prostration and repent

ance of spirit without which our sympat: ins could not so 

well have been excited. It is on the whole a beautiful 

little tale full of real pathos and underripe piety. 

Report ascribes it to Mr Lock.^!^art. Judging from what 

I have seen of Mr Wilson's poetry I should take it to be 

from his pen and it is in truth worthy even a "professor 

of moral philosophy." 
51 

The Novels by the author of the Annals are 

alternately ascribed to Wilson Lockart & Gait, but least 

of all to the latter. 

Murray is said to have given 2500 guineas for 
52 

the Walpole papers including Waldegraves Memoirs. He 

is not likely to see his money again. 

which was reviewed by Henry Mackenzie in B.M.^ in March, 
1822. 

51 
John Gait's Annals of the Parish. 

52 
'̂  For John Wilson Croker's review of the Memoirs 

of James. Earl of Waldegrave (London: John Murray, 1821), 
see the Quarterly Review. 3uly. 1821, XXV, 392-̂ lM-. 
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I forgot to mention that Jane Taylor of Ongar 

the authoress of several children's books is also con-

tributor to the "London." Her father is a dissenting 

preacher. The daughters "Anne and Jane" pick up part 

of their living by engraving frontispieces to T.F. Hessy's 

booksI 

Is Read^^ the author of Rouge and Noir and 

other clever trifles a contributor of yours? He is a very 

able man. 

As you perceive Most of the decent people who 

used to contribute to the L Gazette have retired from 

its pages. Its circulation however I know to be near 

^•000. I say I laiow, because in Jerdan's absences in the 

country I always superintend it. But the miserable mean-
56 

ness of the Divan of Five. their impatience to have 

^^ T. F. Hessey, of the publishing firm of Taylor 
and Hessey, 90 Fleet Street, and 13 Waterloo Place. See 
Theodore Besterman, The Publishing Firm of Cadell & Davies^ 
1793-1836 (London: Humphrey Milford, 1938), p. 65. 

5h 
John Edmund Reade. See Appendix II. 

'̂ '̂ This was A Poem in six cantos: with Other Poems 
(London! Olliers, 1821). "Rouge and Noir" had as its sub-
ject a fragment of the French Palais Royal and was alter
nately pathetic and jocular, moral and satirical. For 
George Croly's review of the poem see B.M.. November, 1821, 
X, If73-^75. 

5^Thls was an epithet used by Archibald Constable 
to refer to Messrs. Longman & Co., Publishers (Longman, 
H\n7st, Rees, Orme and Brown). See Noctes. I, xxii, note 2. 

^ 
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their own books puffed and those of other people abusel 

will in time work a change. A long while ago Messrs. 

longman and Jerdan wrote me a note requesting my occasional 

cooperation and a weekly critique (in a private note) 

upon the paper. The terms they voluntarily offered were 

certainly very handsome. The thing was done and I gen

erally gave them a trifle of some sort every vreek to say 

nothing of sometimes managing the paper for 3 or ̂  weeks 

together. At the end of a year and a half however I 

began to think it was time to receive some part or all of 

the sum originally proposed. They then talked about 

"economy," "reduction" and mentioned having paid to other 

persons what they deemed handsome (about one half the sum 

they spontaneously offered) and even this half when it was 

applied for the third person coolly excused himself by 

informing me he was "out of cash." I say this in confidence 

just to shew you how we do business in London—Of course 

I have given over sending Jerdan /"sentence not completed__7 

I have some idea that I shall have occasion to visit your 

Scottish Capital for a few days in the Autimm. Pray 

present my kind compliments to MT Ballantyne. I purpose 

troubling him with a line by an early opportunity as he 
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was kind enough to say he could furnish me with a few 

dates &c for sir Walter S's memoirs. 

/"unsigned J 

Letter 5 

Roselyn Cottage Parkwalk 

Chelsea March 25th /"l822 J 

>ty dear Sir 

In Cadell's coach Parcel of the 8th. I enclosed 

you some memoranda and a few days afterwards a long letter 

per frank from the Lord Chamberlain's office which I 

hope you have duly received. I have nothing worth men

tioning to communicate just now but lest my last epistle 

should have miscarried think it as well to drop you a 

line. 
2 

Do you know that our old friend Charley Lamb 

^The "Memoirs of Sir Walter Jcott" here mention
ed are not alluded to again in the correspondence under 
consideration. A thorough search of the "memoirs" listed 
in various soiarces reveals no such work by Watts. 

James Graham, 3rd Duke of Montrose. See 
Appendix II. 

Charles Lamb. See Appendix II. CBEL lists no 
editors for the Retrospective Review except the Founder, 
Henry Southern and îr Nicholas Harris Nicholas. 
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3 
is the Editor of the Retrospective Review. It is curious 

enough that in your paper on this rnblication the cockney 

article condemned as "aut Hazlitt aut Diabolus" is by 

the identical Talfourd or Telford who is so industrious 

a maligner of you and your Magazine. He wrote a stupid 

piece of flippancy in the N M M. entitled "a call to the 
5 

Bar." I think I told you he was formerly a Lancastrian 

Schoolmaster at about forty pounds a year out of which he had 

to provide "meat drink washing and lodging." This fellow 

is a great crony of Procter's. 

^The Retrospective Review, founded by Henry 
Southern, endured from 1820-1828, and was then revived in 
1853 for one year. It was of the quarterly type, and was 
made up almost entirely of critiques of contemporary works 
and of deserving works from the past. See Graham, op. cit.. 
pp. 2^8-251. 

The paper here referred to (actually a critique 
on the Retrospective Review by James Crossley) was in 
reality complimentary to Hazlitt. The entire sentence, a 
part of which Watts quotes, reads: "V/e should be inclined 
to say 'Aut Hazlitt, aut Diabolus' were we not fully 
persuaded that the Work /"The Retrospective Review J is 
too respectable to countenance any such vulgar methods of 
self praise." See B.M.. December, 1821, X, pp. 707-712. 

^"A Call to the Bar" was a letter to the editor 
of the N.M.M.. signed "An Old Templar", in the form of a 
sequel or answer to "E.R.'s" article (in the form of a 
letter to the editor) on the antiquities of the Temple 
/"inns of Coiirt 7. See N.M.M.. January-June, 1821, I, 
257-267. The term, "A Call to the Bar", as explained by 
the author, suggests the initiation of the neophyte into 
the confines of the Temple and the social gatherings which 
he first experiences there. The entire letter of the "Old 
Templar" is nostalgic in tone and reminiscent of the 
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6 
The printer of the Quarterly told a friend of 

mine the other day that of the forthcoming number of the 

Quarterly he has just printed 12500. By the way I learn 

thro goody Nares that the Kit Cat is used by no means 
7 

kindly in the next number, by Mr D Israeli to whose 

stupidly malignant abuse of my good friend Bowles I had 

replied at length in the notice of the quarrel between 

Addison and Pope. The book will bear censure for the 

haste and carelessness obvious in it but as there was no 

intention on the part of Murray to have it noticed until 

until someone told j[ was the luckless author, of course 
o 

^'^oh personal remark may be expected. I have long wished 

beauties of the Temple buildings and the social life he 
enjoyed there. See N.M.M.. January-June, 1821, I, 5^1-5Vf. 

William Clowes. See Appendix II. 
7 
'This refers to a critique by John Wilson Croker 

on the "Memoirs of the Kit Kat Club" mentioned in note 2 
of Letter 2 above. See the Quarterly Review^ January, 1822, 
XXVI, i+2 5-^37 • 

Hf/atts's reference here to his reply to Disraeli's 
abuse of Bowles, his notice of the Addison-Pope quarrel, 
and his mention of "the book" in the subsequent sentence 
are all very vague and misleading. It is unfortunate that 
Watts had the habit of puffing himself and his projections, 
often assuming that his hopes already had become realities, 
that his literary offerings, when submitted, were as good 
as published. A typical "projection" of Watts that never 
came to fruition is to be seen in note 18 below. 
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for an opportunity to expose the mean and miserable spirit 

in which Murray and his minions have long proceeded and 

they offend me, but this I think I can do so effectually. 

I can solve a good many problems connected with the 

management of the Quarterly. Is it not despicable to 

notice such men as Luttrel and refuse a line to Croly to 

Lockhart Gait Wilson and many others that might be in

stanced. It was only very lately that they tho't it 

incumbent on them to notice the Scotch Novels.^ A publi

cation like this ought to aim at something higher than 

being the mere puffing engine of the proprietors books. 

There is a new Quarterly about to be established 

at Cambridge and many able men are already mentioned as 

standing in connection with it. Such a work has a good 
10 

chance if it will "throw political physic to the dogs" 

and devote its pages only to literary discussion.— 
11 12 

Southey is the translator of the Abipones a lumbering 

book which few people read and nobody buys. 

^This refers particularly to the works of Sir 
Walter Scott. 

%atts here paraphrases Macbeth's "Throw physic 
to the dogs: I'll none of it." See Macbeth. V, iii, 37. 

"Kobert Southey, See Appendix II. 

12 
This refers to Sara Coleridge's translat ion 

from the Latin of Martin Dobrizhof f er ' s The Abipones > An 
Equestrian People of Paraguay. (Dobrizhoffer was for 
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13 
I forgot to mention that Lord Holland is the 

editor of "Orford's Memories," the'bandid editor" as 

M /"urray _7»s puffs call him. 

I shall send you in my next some account of the 

Editors of all our daily and weekly newspapers with the 

probable circulation of each. I sun now pretty well 

settled and will give my attention to organizing the plan 
15 

Who is the "ancient woman in the High St " now? 

Hugh Murray? The good people who publish for me begin to 

eighteen years a missionary of Paraguay.) For Southey's 
review of this work, see the Quarterly Review. January, 
1822, XXVI, 277-323. B.M. did not review this production. 

-̂ Sir Henry Holland. See Appendix II. 
Ik 
This refers to Horace Walpole's (Earl of 

Orford's) Memories of the Last Ten Years of the Reign of 
George II C1822). For a Review of the Memoirs, see the 
lildinburgh Review. June, 1822, XXXVII, 1-^; also The 
gentleman's Magazine. March, 1822, CXXXI, 233-238. 

l5 
Constable, publisher of the Scots Magazine, had 

his offices in High Street. Watts meant by this "who was 
the editor of the Scots Maj;azlne." The term "old Maggy" 
Hogg used to designate the Edinburgh Magazine, successor 
to the Scots Magazine. See A. L. Strout, the Life and 
Letters of James ifo^ (19^6), pp. 229, and 2ifl; see also 
"The Story of the Scots Magazine" /^unassigned _y, the 
Scots Magazine. March, 1939 (N.S.), XXX, h52. 

l^Hugh Murray. See Appendix I I . 
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find out what a regular Jew Caddie /"sic J is. Constable 

is living at Castle Bar Hill and consequently as you know 

all the business comes under C /"adellJ7*s eye. They 

contrive on the publication of each of the Scotch novels 

to induce H\irst & Robinson to bear a great part of their 

speculation without letting them have the credit of it 

with the public. I have endeavored to persuade them of 

the gross absurdity of this system and I believe it will 

not do any longer. These men have plenty of money and 

credit here and ought to aim at some thin?: higher than being 

the mere agents of Constable & Co. 

I have a volume by me full of anecdotes and full 

also of all the booksellers of any note and authors of 

the day price of copyright accounts of the number sold of 

various popular works, a great deal of trifling which I 

17 
shall send you someday to make old Christopher laugh, 

but it must be absolutely mum as to source. It is entitled 

"the reminiscences of a Bookseller and Author during the 

last twenty years." I will just put it into some sort 

of cover and forward it to you to use as you list. 

^Christopher North, supposed editor of B.M. 

•*-"These "reminiscences" did not materialize as a 
printed work. If Watts submitted such material to 
Blackwood, no record of the transaction is indicated in 
subsequent correspondence. 

^ \ 
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Have you any idea however remote of selling a 

share of your Magazine to a stirring London Bookseller? 

The present London publisher is a worthy & most respect

able man but (entre nous) a drone. ̂  I wish it were in 

the hands of some one whose strong interest it would be 

to push it as much as possible. Think of this. I will 

not say I have a purchaser for you but fancy I have not 

far to go to find one.—^You understand ne. '/ith a London 

publisher properly interested you might carry everything 

before you. But we will talk of this v;hen we meet.— 
20 

Please to advertise "the Living Poets" at full length 

in your next months outside cover, and place the cost 

to the account of Hurst Robinson & Co. 

Very truly yours 

Alaric A. v:atts 

Lockhart's Don Quixote already belongs to Hurst & Co. and 

they seem to think the separate publication of the notes 

lO 
This refers to Cadell & Davies, Blackwood's 

London agents. 
20 
It is not possible to ascertain whether 

Blackwood carried out Watts request to "advertise at fuH 
length in your next months outside cover." It is true, 
however, that under the heading of 'l/orks preparing for 
Publication" appeared this notice: "shortly will be pub
lished in 3 vols., Crown octavo, Specimens of the Living 
PoetsJ with Biographical and Critical Prefaces and an 
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would destroy the sale of the rest but I have no authority 

for saying this. The Translation and notes aire admirable. 

I have in my papers a pile of MSS of my friend Mrs. 
21 

Polwhele of Truro entitled "Literary Recollections" and 

containing anecdotes of and original letters and curious 

trifles by many eminent /^persons _7. Is it think you 
22 

likely to be of use to the Magazine? It is full of 

interest. 

Letter 6 

/~ A portion of the following letter has been 

employed by Mrs. Oliphant in her Study, I, 50^« The part 

so utilized is indicated by italics. J 

Appendix Containing Notices of Such Political Writers as 
have Deceased during these Last Twenty Years. By Alaric A. 
Watts." /"This work, as announced, did not come to fru
ition J77 See B.M.. March, 1822, XI, p. 373. 

21 This refers to Richard Pelwhele's (I76O-I838) 
second wife, Mary Tyrrell or Terrell, of Starcross, whom 
he married in 1793* See DNB. 

^^Obviously Blackwood did not see fit to avail 
himself of the offer of these "curious trifles," for B.M. 
did not include them in its literary offerings. 
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Roselyn Cottage 

April 7th, 1822. 

1̂ ^ dear Sir, 

I was sorry to be obliged to disappoint you on 

the 30th. but I was on that day and had been the several 

days preceding so unwell as to have been rendered incap

able of putting pen to paper. Sometime ago I had the 

misfortune to rupture a blood vessel in the lungs and I 

am occasionally subject to relapses. I should however 

have sent a note to Cadell but forgot that when publish

ing day falls on a Sunday you take the day before, and 

was consequently too late. 

You would be quite amused could you know the 

sort of sensation your last Number has given rise to 

among your readers in the great City, and especially the 
1 

coterie in Albermarle St. You are denounced there as a 

traitor to the interests of literature and the Quarterly 

Review, and you are henceforth to be refused a place on 

iThis refers to John Murray and his group at 
50 Albemarle Street. Actually the number of B.M. to which 
Watts refers contained nothing so offensive as the let
ter would indicate. In the Noctes. No. II, there is a 
good deal of good-natured ragging of Murray and the 
Quarterly Review^ but other magazines and their proprietors 
also come in for their share of facetious thrusts. Murray 
could hardly have been as angry as Watts depicts him. 
See B.M.. March, 1822, XI, ̂•88-lf89. 
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the Emperor's drawing room table. His rage in speaking 

of you beggars all description he swears himself black 

in the face when you are mentioned to him. But this is 

hardly new for he has long used every means in his power 

to injure you, and if he has not succeeded it has not 

been for lack of zeal. Vturvaj is just as much detested 

among literary men in London as a man can well be. His 

impudent and insulting manners, his ignorance and his 

base toadying propensities may pass muster for a while 

but must sooner or later secure him the contempt even of 

those upon whom he is now fawning with such diligent ob

sequiousness. I have some reason to believe that notice, 
3 

and that not very favorable, will be taken of Adam Blair 

in the next Quarterly. It is reported here to proceed 
h 

from the pen of Ifr. Howison. There is no doubt in any 

^"The Emperor of the West " was an epithet ap
plied to John Murray by Archibald Constable. See Noctes, 
I, xxii, note; also George Paston. At John Murray's 
(London: John Murray, 1932), p. o. 

^This was a novel by John Gibson Lockhart, 
reviewed by Henry Mackenzie in B.M.. March. l822. This 
work was not reviewed in the Quarterly Review. 

^/illlam Howison, who contributed to B.M. See 
Appendix II. 
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one's mind with us, but that the review of the Life in 

Pennsylvania was gotten up with the express intention 

of injuring its sale, since nothing but the most villain

ous spirit could have dictated the sneers at the writer 

and the chandler's shop criticism with which it abounds. 

There are many able men who think with Mr. Gait that 

there is much in the work to entitle it to public atten

tion. Had Murray published it the style would have been 

exquisite. Southey's droning translation of the account 
6 

of the Abipones occupies just M-2 pages. A noodle may 

indeed see thro' such superlative humbug. 

The K./It7 C./ai7 Club /«7as_7 reviewed at Murray's 

impatient request because it contained some pretty strong 

reflections on the gross partiality of the Quarterly and 

because I had given high offense to this imperious book

seller on one or two occasions in the most spiteful and 
7 

pettily malignant spirit. Even the long list of printer's 

errata (the book went to press when I was in Paris) are 

5 
This refers to John Wilson Croker's review of 

John Gait's edition of A. Graydon's Memoirs of a Life chief
ly passed in Pennsylvania within the last Sixty Years, with 
occasional remarks upon the general occurrences and char-
acters of that eventful period (Edinbiu*gh, 1822). The work 
was first published in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, in l8ll. 
For Croker's review, see the Quarterly Review. January, 1822, 
XXVI, 36^-37^. 

See note 12 of Letter 5 above. 

^This review consisted of the "Klt-Kat Club, 
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cited against me. But I shall give Ifurray a letter in 

print in a few days which will throw some light upon the 

dirty system of him and his canting quacks. 
8 

The Article on Milman in your last has given 

great satisfaction in many respects. The palpable puffing 

of Milman has disgusted many who were not indisposed to 

appreciate him if a little decency had been shewn by his 

friends in their etaogies. Look at the Quarterly Review 
9 

o^ ^ ® Fall of Jerusalem. The Reader is told that he 

will experience abundant delight in its perusal. That Mr 

M /"ilmanj? may now take his place among our best poets, 

and other humbug of a similar description. That Reviewer 

may well ask who has borrowed from Milman? The thing is 

impossible. His imagination is a verbal one and he has 

none of the sterling material, of genius to lend. 

memoirs of, real origin of, exposition of the author's 
/I'/atts's J blunders respecting it, and of his biograph
ical blund'ers." See Quarterly Review. January. 1822, 
XXVI. ̂ 25-^37• B.M. also carried a review of the Klt-
Kat Club in February, 1822. See note 2 of Letter 2 above. 

p 
This refers to an unassigned review of Henry 

Hart Milman's The Martyr of Antioch: A Dramatic Poem 
(London: John Moarray, 1822). 'iee"B.M7̂  March, 1822, 
XI, 265-280. 

^For a review of Milman's Fall of Jerusalem 
(1820), see the Quarterly Review. May, 1820, XXIII, 198-
225. 
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10 
To Italy you have been very favorable. It 

has been ascribed to Sotheby. 

"the solemn antique gentleman of rhyme 
Who having angled all his life for Fame, 
And getting but a nibble at a time. 
Still fussily keeps fishing on."ll 

Byron. 

Sotheby, however, notwithstanding Lord Byron's sneers 

/Ts_7 a smart man and a very tolerable poet. 

The sketch of Society called "Thoughts on letter 
12 

writing" is surely very pleasant. 

13 
I dined with a great enemy of yours Caddie of 

Edinbro. on Wednesday. He talked in his usual way of the 

This was "a sort of sentimental journey in 
verse," a descriptive travelogue of a trip through the Alps 
and Northern Italy, by Lady Morgan. For J. G. Lockhart's 
review of this poem, with extracts, see B.M.. March, 1822, 
XI, 280-286. 

William Sotheby. See Appendix II. The quota
tion is from Byron's Beppo. the "Botherby" of which Byron 
modeled upon Sotheby. 

l^For "Thoughts on Letter Writing," by Caroline 
Bowles Southey, see B.M.. March, 1822, XI, 301-30^-. 

13 
Robert Cadell. See Appendix II. 
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lif 
Ancient V/oman's success and your declension in Scotland 

He pretended astonishment when informed that not six 

copies of his old Lady (who by the way has of late begun 

to flirt and cut capers and render herself facetious) 

found their way into London circulation. There is occa-
4 .-, 15 
sionally some news in Constable but this fellow is a 

J[ew a blackleg (in bookselling transactions) and an ass 

to boot. 

Let me again thank you for your very kind pres

ent of books. They all came safe to hand. "Peter's 

Letters" and some others you have sent me are invaluable. 

I have not had time to read the last novel. The rest of 

my letter I shall give you in detailed memoranda. 

Very truly yours 

A.A. Watts 

Memoranda 
16 

Noctes Ambrosianae; This idea is a capital 

one. The article will serve as an escape valve for all 

11+ 
The Scots Magazine or Edinbiggh Magazine. See 

note 15 to Letter 5 above. 

^This refers to Constable's Scots Magazine. 

This refers to a series of papers on literary 
and topical subjects, in the form of dialogues, contributed 
to B.M. (1822-1835)• Later numbers were written princi
pally by Professor John Wilson under the pseudonym. 
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sorts of amusing inforioatlon and anecdote as also for para

graphic notices favorable or othervrise as may be of new 

publications &c. Perhaps the London Chit-Chat^ is too 

much of the same kind of paper cmd should be merged with 

the Ambrosiana. 

^ ® Album is edited by Reynolds and its con-
18 

tributors are Frank Hall Standish Esq. Procter Colton the 

19 
author of Lacon and one or two others of no import. The 

first of these gents who belonged formerly to the Melton 
20 

Mowbray Hunt used to be looked upon by his companions 

"Christopher North." The first Noctes appeared in P.M.. 
March, 1822, XI, h75-'h&9. 

17pQj. ^Y^iQ article, signed "J.J.," but actually 
by Charles Oilier, see B.M.. March 1822, XI, 331-33^. 

18 
Charles Caleb Colton. See Appendix II. 

19 
'̂ The full title reads, Lacon. or Many Things 

^w P^y WQyd[̂  (1820), "a collection of aphorisms of an 
eoifying kind, and very forcibly expressed." The work 
saw its sixth edition in 1821; and in 1822 a second volume 
was added. See DNB. Three years later Christopher North, 
in referring to Colton*s lacon. says, "Colton is the 
author of Lacon. or Many things in Few Words; a work 
that is advertised to be in the 13th edition, and I never 
have seen any man who has seen a copy of It. I begin to 
doubt its existence." See B.M.. March, 1825» XVII, 369. 

nÊ or a description of the "Hunt" see the 
Quarterly Review. March-July, I832, XLVII, vv* 216-2if3. 
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not merely as a blockhead but as an absolute natural. He 

however set about writing a satire upon them so bitter 

and personal and they at length discovered their error 

and voted him a prodigious hovel The spark has a good 

futuẑ e, or bad. Colton is a very extraordinary being and 

his habits and way of life no less singular than the man 

himself. He is the author of "Lacon or many things in 

few words" a book of the second unpublished volume of 

which I herewith send you a notice for your Magazine. 

Longman published it for the author upon commission and 
21 

Rees assured me they paid him a much larger sum than 

they had ever paid an author before under similar circum

stances. Altho Colton has written a powerfxxl phlllipic 

against ^varlce (see his Lacon) he is one of the greatest 

misers breathing. His income net is about h 1800 per 

annum. Add to this the profit of his rectoship of Kew 

and Petersham and another living in Devonshire which 

bring it to about £ 2500 per annum. With these ample means 

he lives in a garret in Princes St at the rate of about 

20s a week all expenses included. To the business of 

poet and critic he superadds that of Wine Merchant. I 

have dealt with him for many years in this commodity. He 

21 
This refers to Owen Rees of the firm of Longman, 

Hurst, Rees and Orm. See Besterman, op. cit.. pp. 3̂ > 35> 
37. 

"X 
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sells cheap and rood but will cheat you if he can> It is 

most surprizing that ?>uch things should be winked at and 

that Colton should continue to retain his gô jm about his 

shoulders. He is one of the mor.t impudent ep̂ otists I have 

ever known and yet he is really possessed of first rate 

talents an anomaly, as I believe, for quacks are us\xally 

what they seem. I once called upon Colton and found him 

at dinner. On a dirty oaken table without a table cloth 

were arranged a few cracked and broken pieces of crockery. 

In a few minutes the nald entered with a teal and a dish 

of green peas, (this was at a time of the year when they 

were at least a guinea the quart). I expressed my surprize 

at his inconsistency; v/hen he observed" I care nothing for 

appearances. I live in a garret but my stomach fares as 

well as if I inhabited a palace; m̂ ' dinner yesterday cost 

me h 2/7s—this is not an unusual thing \d.th me"—I went 

away thoroui-hly disgusted. He has written a capital 

lampoon on the New Monthly gang which I must obtain and 

send you. 

Of the Magazines from having been so unwell I 

cam of course have but little to say this month. You 
22 

made a mistake in stating Sir Richard's circulation to 

^^Sir Richard Phillips. See Appendix II. 
Odoherty in the Noctes of March, 1822, says that Sir 
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be between three or four thousand. I should think three 

would be the outside. The old rogue however makes money 

apace. Sir Richard was in the early part of his career 

a schoolmaster at Chester where under the title and bear

ings of Phillips Richards many of his exploits are upon 

record. His next place of resort was Leicester where he 

set up as a politician, and editor & a printer. It was 

here that he had the good fortune to have his house 

burned down insured as it was for thrice its actual worth, 

and he narrowly escaped a public trial for the supposed 

arson. He was tried however a few months afterwards and 

sentenced to twelve months imprisonment for selling and 

giving away Paine»s "Age of reason" and '̂ Rights of Man." 

When he last cheated his creditors by a pretended bank-
23 

ruptcy, the Monthly Magazine was bought in by some 
2if 

friends and published for sometime afterwards by Louter. 

Richard "circulates between three and four thousand" of the 
Monthly Magazine. See B.M.. March, 1822, XI, 371. 

The Monthly Magazine and British Register 
(February, 1796-January, 1826)./ Continued as / The Monthly 
Magazine and British Register of Literature^ Sciences 
and Belles Lettres (1826-1835). / Continued as _/ The 
Monthly Magazine of Politics. Literature and BeTles 
Lettres (1835-18'^8. / Continued as / The Monthly Magazine 
(1839-18^-3). See CBEL, III, 82̂ -; also Graham, op. cit.. 
pp. 188-190; also "UmT 

ok 
No available records of the Monthly Magazine 

list Louter ( or anyone of similar name) as editor of that 
magazine. 

X 
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Dickey /"Sir Richard J edits it principally himself. A 

pert flippant damsel who passes for his daughter is his 

chief reviewerJ-

That thing wretched as it is the Gazette of 

Fashion was warmly patronized by Murray who gave his ad

vertisements, and even precedence over all the other 
25 

papers in the publication of Lord Byron's letter. It was 

well to make Lord Byron the correspondent of so contempt-
26 

ible a piece of Grub St. 

All the Magazines excepting your own are remark

ably heavy and dull this month. Colburn's /"N.M.M.J7 I 

^^This letter was written to "Mr. Murry" from 
Pisa, on Febrimry 8, 1822. It defends the publication of 
Byron's Cain / ^y Min̂ ray J and offers to refund any money 
lost by Murray on its acc'ount. He says, "I desire you will 
say that both you and Mr. Gifford remonstrated against 
the publication, as also Mr. Hobhouse; that 1 alone oc
casioned it, and I alone am the only person who legally or 
otherwise should bear the burthen. If they prosecute I 
will come to England. . ." nee the Gazette of Fashion. 
March 9, 1822, Vol. 1, No. 6, p. 87. 

Grub Street was the former name of Milton 
Street (London) which, according to Dr. Johnson's Diction
ary, was "Much inhabited by writers /"obscxire and poor J 
of small histories, dictionaries, and temporary poems; "" 
whence any mean production is called grubstreet." The 
word is used allusively for needy authors, literary hacks, 
and their work. See Encyclopediae Britannica* Nothing in 
Byron's letter substantiates Watts's reference to Byron's 
being degraded by dealing with the Gazette. However Watts 
must have been cognizant at this time of the attitude of 
the Gazette toward B.M.. an attitude which occasioned two 
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have scarcely glanced at. The London opens with a paper 

by Charley Lamb. Allan Cunningham talks very loudly of 

having written a vast deal more for your l-fegazine than 

seems likely. Did he write those Tales "Mark Macrabin 
27 28 

the Cameronian &C" His Tales of Lyddal Cross are 

wretched enough. There is an amiable and intelligent man 
29 

C. A. Elton who from having published with Baldwin's 

became a contributor. He seldom or ever writes now in 

their pages. I see however a paper translations from 

Homer of his in this No.^ Poor Procter too has given it 

up a good while ago. At least so he says. I am glad 

you will let him alone at last. He has many friends also 

to whom it was unpleasant. 

months later an attack on B.M. itself. See the Gazette of 
Fashion. May h, 1822, Vol. 2, No. 1, pp. 1-2. 

^^The complete title reads, "The Recollections 
of Mark Macrabin.The Cameronian." This series began in 
B.M., November, 1819, VI, and was continued intermittently 
until January, 1821, running to twelve numbers. See B.M.. 
VI, VII, VIII. 

28 
The "Twelve Tales of Lyddalcross" were intro

duced in the London Magazine. January, 1822, V, 5-13> and 
continued intermittently thereafter. They were such 
stories as "Honest Man John Ochiltree." "The King of the 
Peak," "The Mother's Dream," etc., which were concerned 
with the life of the Scotch peasantry. 

^^Charles Abraham Elton. See Appendix II. 

30The "translations" referred to is one of a 
series of articles called "Leisure Ifours," No. VII of which. 
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Let me entreat you to avoid exasperating by the 

introduction of any unnecessary personal remark persons 

v^o have the power of doing you mischief. Let for instance 

the principal booksellers alone unless in a good humored 

way. Rees told me that your last number was allowed to be 

excellent without being offensive (to him). I suggested 

that they should advertise on your covers, as I conceived 

it one of the best advertising mediimis. He said he knew 

no reason why it should not be so &c. It is well to hold 

the candle to the devil. They were delighted at the notice 

of Italy (which I believe to be Sotheby's) and which they 

seem much interested in bringing into circulation. 

The paper in the London entitled "The Old White 
31 

fiat and the Old White Mare"-̂  is I am told written by 

Charles Lloyd, a piece of Birmingham manxifacture. The 
32 

"Beauties of the Living Dramatists" is the production of 

"Homer's 'Hyr/m to Ceres' " Watts credits to Elton. See the 
London Magazine, April, 1822, V, 3̂ 0-3̂ -9. 

31 
This was in reality two disconnected tales 

woven into one—the "Memoir" of Frank Chilvers, who wore 
an old white hat and the story of "Polly," the white mare, 
whose master. Old Harrison, shot her so that she would 
not outlive him and be cruelly treated. Intended as a 
humorous tale, the story fails to strike fire. See the 
London Magazine, April, 1822, V, 350-359. 

32 
This refers to a "Series of Specimens of the 

Living Dramatists," No. 1 of which was "A Scene from 
•Virtue's Harvest Home,' a comedy in 5 acts by T 
M , esq." These were "selections from unpublished MSS." 

X 
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your friend Mr Patmore who is once more upon "the town" 

as the phrase is as spruce and as flippant as ever. "On 

33 
V/itchcraft" is as you will see merely an ill managed 

compilation from the great variety of books of necromancy 

3^ 
and witchcraft referred to in the notes to Shakespear. 

35 
This is master Reynold's performance. The Drama Hazlitt. 

See the London !^gazine. January, 1822, V, 27-28, 29-33. 
The series was continued in the London in February, March, 
April, and July. 

"̂ •̂ This was a series of three articles on that 
subject. See London Magazine. March. 1822, V, 205-215; 
April, V, 376-387; and May, V, ̂ 72-^80. 

•̂  The "notes to Shakespeare" refers to Samuel 
Johnson's prefatory notes to Macbeth to be foimd in his 
Works. V/atts exaggerates when he speaks of "the great 
variety of books on necromancy and witchcraft referred to 
in the 'notes to Shakespeare,'" and, indeed, of the three 
Johnson makes mention of—Photius' Extracts. St. Chrysostom's 
book de Sacerdotio. and Kin-: James' dialogues of 
Demonologic--not one is referred to directly in the series 
"On Witoneraft." See Samuel Johnson, Works. Ill, 81-86; 
see also the London Magazine. March, 1822, V, 205-216 (es
pecially the note, page 213 regarding Johnson's notes to 
Shakespeare); April V, 1822. 376-387; and May, 1822, V, 
^72-^-80. Since London had this to say with reference to 
Malone's ed. of Shakespeare,". . . . the mere additions 
made by Mr. Malone /"to Shakespeare 7 • • • we must con
fess that our expectation is not gratified by finding any 
discovery made v/orthy of the ingenuity and per server ance 
of Mr. Malone, and nothing new appears, because research 
has reached the bottom of the sack. . ." (London Ma-azine. 
IV, 181, p. 265.) I I feel that the reference cô xLd surely 
not have been to Malone's edition, but must be to 
Johnson's notes referred to in the note, p. 213. 

^^This was a continuous monthly series that 
covered the theater, dramas, actors, and all things 
dramatic. See London Magazine, passim. 

• 

• 
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I told you I think that the evangelical Misses Taylor of 

Ongar who puff themselves so among serious people are 

prime contributors to the London. 

Murray. The passionate temperament of this 

gentleman are well known. On one occasion he ran a pen

knife thro the hand of one of his clerks, on another he 

literally tore the coat from the man's back; and on a 
"̂6 

third dining with Davidson the printer In company with 
37 

young Hunter and differing with the latter in opinion 

he seized the opportunity while Davidson and Hunter were 

conversing to discharge the tops of the decanters with all 

his force at the head of the latter. Fortunately his head 

was tolerably thick and the blow did not penetrate. M 

/urray J brutal as he is in his habits and manners when 

sober is far worse under the influence of a little wine. 

You heard I dare say of the curious exhibition 

he made at a trade sale two or three years ago. The waiter 
38 

of the Albion not having brought the tea precisely at 

^"This should be Thomas Davison, who was a printer 
in Whitefriars. See Noctes, I, 2. 

^'John Kelso Hunter. See Appendix II. 

^ The Albion was a fashionable tavern at No. 172 
Aldersgate Street. See George H. Cunningham, London 
(New York: E. P. Dutton & Co., 1927), p. 11. 
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the moment when he had ordered it he met the man as he was 

advancing to place the large tray of tea and coffee on 

the table and with the most diligent exertion of his 

understanding kicked over the whole affair (damning at 

the same time the poor deluged devil to the lowest pit of 
39 

hell) with a tremendous crashl 

A new edition of Pope has been long wanted by 
ifO 

the Trade. Mr Roscoe was accordingly applied to to 

imdertake the management of it by the proprietors of 
•̂1 

Bowles' Pope. Immediately after the publication of the 

Quarterly containing D Israeli's Review of Spence and 
^2 

abuse of Bowles it was understood that Mr Murray was 

39 
-'̂ For a reference to Murray's temper, see Paston, 

OP* c i t . . p . 3^. 
J+0 

William Roscoe. See Appendix I I . 
ifl 

Hurst, Robinson, & Co. See Library of 
Congress. 

The reference here is to three works reviewed 
as ones 
(1) Anecdotes. Observations, and Characters of Books and 

Men, collected from the Conversation of Mr. Pope, and 
other eminent Persons of his Time. By the Rev. Joseph 
Spence. Now first published from the original Papers 
with Notes and a Life of the Author by Samuel Weller 
Singer. (London, 1820). 

(2) Observations, Anecdotes, and Characters of Books and 
Men. By the Rev. Joseph Spence. Arranged with Notes 
by Edmund Malone, Esq. (London, 1820). 

(3) The Invariable Principles of Poetry, in a Letter ad
dressed to Thomas Campbell, Esq., occasioned by Some 
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about to have an edition prepared. Walter fcott was spoken 

of as the editor, and, still further to prepare the way, 

in the notice of Irving's Sketch Book the Quarterly 

Reviewers took occasion to sneer at and depreciate Roscoe's 

talents. As soon however as Sir Walter understood that 

Roscoe had commenced upon an edition of Pope he refused 

all fixrther cooperation and expressed his belief that 

Roscoe was fully competent to the task and that the book 

was in good hands. Murray then tried old D'Israeli but 

Critical Observations in his Specimens of British Poets. 
particularly relating to the Poetical Character of Pope. 
By the Rev. W. L. Bowles. (London, 1819). For this 
review, see the Quarterly Review. June, l820, XXIII, 
•̂00-̂ 34-. 

^The reference here is to Henry Matthews' review 
of the Sketch Book. That part of the review which Watts 
objected to readt "He /"Geoffrey Crayon J7 lands at Liver
pool, and, in the first fervour of a trav'eller's enthusiasm, 
(breaking loose after the confinement of a tedious voyage,) 
indites a long chapter upon Mr. Roscoe 1 The name of Roscoe 
will always maintain a certain place in the calendar of 
literature; but is it not a little hyperbolical to talk of 
him 'as one of those men whose voices have gone forth to 
the ends of the esurth,' — 'who pass before our imaginations 
like superior beings radiant with the emanations of their 
own genius, and surrounded with a halo of literary glory'? 
We know noi how it may be at the 'ends of the earth;' but 
we suspect that there are a great many worthy people on 
this side of 'the Land's End' who never heard of the histo-
vlan of Leo and the Medici; and who are only acquainted 
with Mr. Roscoe as the weakest of all political writers and 
speakers, and the unsuccessful candidate for Liverpool." 
See the Quarterly Review. April, 1821, XXV, 52. 

Uk 
Isaac Disraeli. See Appendix II. 
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he refused. Now mark the trick and the impudence of the 

Emperor. When Roscoe came next to town, making a virtue 

of necessity, Murray told him that as soon as he had heard 

lie was engaged in the work, he gave up all thoughts of it 

himself &c with other humbug equally sincere. 

Old D Israeli is a very spiteful mischief making 

old fellow—and the prime vizier of the Emperor. He walks 

in and out at all times and all seasons and acts as a sort 

of sub-editor to Gifford who now does very little beyond 

the collation of points and commas. 

Did you ever hear that Murray had projected a 
h5 

Magazine and that part of the first number was printed. 

His Quarterly friends however with their usual jealousy of 

power set their faces against it and it was knocked on the 

head. I have the prospectus by me now. This was between 

h and 5 years ago. It was to have been upon yr. plan 

chiefly. 

I have sent Christopher some verses and a slight 

notice of the tuipublished and published volumes of Lacon. 

The latter he can curtail or improve ad lib. I send the 

^This was to have been the Monthly Register. 
John Wilson Croker and Thomas Murdoch advised against the 
publication. See Smiles, op.cit.^ II, 65-66. 

he 
Neither Watts's review of Lacon (see note 22 

above) nor his verses was published in B.M. 
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book itself the published one becaxise I thot you might not 

perhaps be able to lay yotir hand upon it at the moment. I 

will call on him and procure some of the best articles 

from his new volume and send them in a frank directly. 

Croly has been in unexpectedly and stopped the 

whole morning so that I have not another moment to finish 

my memoranda. 

I forgot to mention that Murray has given 
h7 

Washington Irving 1000 guineas for his Bracebridge Hall. 

He was bankrupt two years ago this will start him again. 

He Is J T K ^ »ost worthy and gentlemanly fellow—one of the 

right sort* 
hB -̂9 

"Maid Marian" is by T. L. Peacock Shelley's 

k7 
'The complete title of this work was "Bracebridge 

aiJai ^ a^y g«Ort?tff (a poem) by Geoffrey Crayon, Gent.*̂  
It vas published in two volumes by Murray in London, 1822. 
3®« B>H.f Juim^ 1822, XI, 688-692 for a review of the poem. 
For remarks /unassigned 7 on the work, see B.M.. January, 
1825, XVII, Ze. ^"^ 

^Maid Marian, a Tale, was announced under "Liter
ary Intellipenee" in t:he G#ntl«nan' s Maicazine. January, 1822, 
CXXXI. 63 ii unassigned ^ . It was also announced under 
"New Publications" in the Qiyrterlv R^aview. June, 1822, 
XXVIII 270. Although Maid ?ferian has often been taken as 
an Imitation of Scott's Ivanhoe. all but three chapters of 
it was completed before the beginning of I819, when Peacock 
was called to London to undergo a probation for an appoint
ment in the India House* Its composition thus preceded 
that of Scott's work (1820). See DNB. 

^Thomas Love Psacook* See Appendix II. 
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50 
friend and the author of a pretty poem Rododaphne.' This 

tale of his is the best of his poetical attempts. He is 

not read as a verseman but as a novellist is a vast 

favorite with the bas bleus. 

Letter 7 

h Beaufort Terrace Chelsea 

June 8th. 1822 

Ify dear Sir 

So little has occurred worthy of notice these 

last few days that I have hardly news sufficient to eke 

out the present sheet. My franked packet has of course 

reached you but whether or not it contains any thing like

ly to be of use remains to be determined. At all events 

may I ask the favor to have such matters as are not avail

able to your purposes returned to me in your Magazine 

parcels, the notice of Colton's new volume of Lacon for 

instance if you can lay your hand upon them and the verses 

and I will promise to inflict no more for the future. 

Bowles has published his poem.—I have not seen 

^^hododaphne. or the Thessalian Spell (I8l8) is 
indicative of Shelley's influence upon the poet Peacock. 
See DNB . 

•'•This was The Grave of the Last Saxon; or the 
Legend of the Curfew (Hurst^ Robinson^ & Co.^ 1822). 

^ ^ 
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it but if deserving pray give him a lift, if only in your 

"Noctes" for he has the power and does not want the incli

nation to be of service to your Magazine in more ways 

than one. All this, however sub-def. 

Rogers is returned as you may have heard. You 

will have seen two or three notices as soon as parliament 

is dissolved. I am promised from a variety of quarters a 

periodical extract of the whole of one of your best arti

cles. Did you take the measures I proposed with respect 

to your covers. There is nothing to be done in this way 

without personal application. Taylor and Hesse's people 

are about town two or three days in the month soliciting 

advertisements for their covers. 

Do not notice the "Mohawk",^ as it would be of 
h 

service to Sir C. and Miladi. As it is it is known so 

For John Wilson's review of the poem, with extracts, see 
B.M.. July, 1822, XII, 71-78. 

2 
Ostensibly Watts here meant sub rosa. intimating 

that the information he was imparting was to be treated as 
confidential. His "sub-def.". apparently an abbreviation 
for sub-deficio (to become more feeble, etc.), or sub-
def ectio (a slight failure) does not fit logically into the 
context. See Charlton T. Lewis and Charles Short, A New 
Latin Dictionary (New York: Harper & Brothers, 187971 

^The Mohawks, a Satirical Poem (London: Colbiorn, 
1822). Watts's admonition went unheeded. For a review of 
the poem /"unassignedj?, see B.M.. June, 1822, XI, 696-697. 

li. 

Sir Thomas Morgan and Lady Morgan. See Appendix 
II. 

^ "V 
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little of that I have not seen it in the shop /" of_7 a 

single bookseller Longman excepted. 

Your last number always excepting the "Noctes" 

is pronoimced rather less sparkling than the two preced

ing ones. It is not of course possible at all times and 

seasons to be equally brilliant. 

By the way the abominable humbug of the persons 
5 

calling themselves the Literary Fund Society would afford 

matter for an excellent article. The donations and annual 

subscriptions are very large and yet they were never known 

however distressing the case to afford more than a paltry 

five or ten pounds. What then becomes of the large sums 

subscribed. Then their gross exposiffe, notwithstanding 

all their declarations to the contrary, of the necessities 

of these wretched persons who are compelled to solicit 

relief of them is disgusting, and is quite subversive of 

what ought to be the grand object of the society. Look at 

the letters of poor Heron and others to the Fund printed 

^For an account of this Society (founded for the 
purpose of aiding needy authors), its origin, motives, 
objects, and transactions, see the Gentleman's Magazine. 
February, 1802, IXXII, 151-155. 

Robert Heron. See Appendix II. 

'..JilL.l. ff \ 
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at length to illustrate the "Calamities of Authorr"'' by 

old D»Israeli. Is it not disgraceful that their private 

books and papers, should have been submitted to be com

piled from by Mr. D. for no other reason than that he 

desired to make an interesting printed book from the 

miserable confessions of those who on the pledge of secrecy 

communicated their situations to the Society. If one of 

your clever friends \rould give an article on the "Literary 

Fund" I could furnish him abundant material and they might 

be induced to adopt suggestions coming from such a quarter 

as your Magazine. 

I purpose writing at length on a variety of mat

ters toward the latter end of next week. I shall send per 

frank. Meanwhile I remain, dear Sir, 

Very truly yours 

A.A. Watts 

I would not have sent so miserable a scrawl as 

this but having written so lately I have really next to 

nothing to communicate. I will answer any queries you 

will put. 

^Calamities of Authors; including some Inquiries 
respecting their moral and literary Characters (London: 
Murray, 1812). For a review of this work, see the 
Quarterly Review. September, 1812, VIII. 93-ll^« (For an 
extract from Heron's letter see p. 101.; 

file:///rould
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Letter 8 

Intelligencer Office Leeds Yorkshire 

Thursday 9th. July. /"l822j7 

Ify dear Sir, 

I fear you will think us very negligent in not 

having sent the lists by the usual conveyance but we have 

been so much occupied in moving into a house in this smok-

ey town and arranging our moveables that v̂e have had 

little time to devote to other matters. I forward them 

straight. Ify early notice of Maga induced many Provincial 

Papers to translate the extracts into their columns. There 

were extracts in 1̂ - papers that come under my ken, and 

doubtless in many more that we do not see. I am quite 

disgusted at the beggarly conduct of Mudford in quoting 
2 

Colbiffn's lumberJug concern (for the sake of a few paltry 

well bound books, Colburn's mode of securing the favors of 

the gentlemen of the press) the sentiments of which if he 

is honest are diametrically opposed to his ovm, and all 

this in the face of excuses and shuffling for not quoting 

^The "lists" here referred to consisted of *''./hat 
is stirring in the literary world as it is called—of 
London!" (See Letter 2 above). From the tenor of subse
quent letters from Watts to Blackwood, it seems that Mrs. 
Watts took over the "clippinLg-service." 

2 
This refers to Mudford's quoting the N.M.M. in 
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a work v/hich it is his duty as a public writer to support. 

I have been disgusted and have beer unable to with/^old 

the expression of my opinion from him. I fear there is 

very little honesty in some of our Tory friends; but we 

must not therefore relax. I can tell you upon the most 

authentic information that Colburn's Mage, has fallen in 

circulation very materially this year. To give you an 

idea of the effect of Colburn's puffs and Campbell's name 

I will mention that d\iring the first six months of 
3 h 

Campbell's-^ Editorship Robinson and Hemaman of Leeds 

sold from 30 to 35 copies; at the end of the year they 

had decreased to 15f subsequently to 8, and now this year 

to hill You must not mention this fact in Maga as it 

would injure the booksellers. I know also from the des

perate means they are taking to push it how the land lies. 

He will write to every provincial Editor whose Journal is 

of the least importance offering Advertisements and a 

copy of the Magazine if they will quote such pieces as his 

hirelings print out and preface the extract with a puff 

from his own shop. You may conceive in what state a 

^^^ Courier, a newspaper that he and John Gait edited from 
1822 until 1830. See CBEL. Ill, 800. 

"̂ Thomas Campbell edited the N.M.M. from 1820 
until 1830. See DNB. 

k 
John Hemaman and Joseph Ogle Robinson were 
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concern must be that will not thrive even with such ex

ertions. The truth is that if the Magazine were better 

than it is (which heaven forfend!) its price and cum-

brousness would prevent its sale. The London sells some

where about 1800 a very small sale considering their 
5 

expenses. You will have seen that Taylor and Colburn 

have a sort of coalition as to contributors. If some of 

our speaking friends would but render you that service 

which the work actoaally demands and deserves at their 

hands. 

I was compelled to postpone the "Retrospective 

Notice of Maga" chiefly because I had not time to prepare 

such a one as appeared likely to be of service. I shall 

not delay it long. VJe have as you will have seen changed 

our day of publication a measure which has proved highly 

advantageous in every respect. By the way you will have 

seen that I am waging bellum ad extermlnatioreiq with that 

notorious Provincial Politician the Editor & Proprietor 

of the Leeds Mercury.^ This fellow began a most furious 

the proprietors of the Leeds Intelligencer. See V/atts, 
OP. cit.^ I, 157* 

^John Taylor of the firm of Taylor & Hessey, 
and editor of the London Magazine. 

Edward Baines, a man very active in politics 
as well as in the newspaper business. See Appendix II. 
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personal attack upon ne a few weeks after my arrival here 

and I have not been slow in returning the compliment. His 

low c\uming is so far mistaken for oalent by the Whigs of 

this neighborhood that he is tho leader at all their 

meetings and the planner of all their plots. Should 

Christopher take occasion to remark upon the "Norfolk 
7 

Meeting" it might not be amiss to allude to a notorious 

performance of this gentleman's at the great Fitzwilliam 

meeting in this county /"York 7 on the dismissal of the 
8 

Lord Lieut. Some twenty thousand people were in York 

Castle Yard and matters appeared to have proceeded as 

well as the Whigs could have desired when an inveterate 
9 

radical of the name of Mitchell stood up on the hustings, 

and began to propose amendments that would have secured 

the contempt and ridicule of all England to this notorious 

congress. The Whigs were in great alarm. Efforts were 

^The "Norfolk Meeting" like the "Yorkshire Meet
ing" (see note iM- below) were typical of the reform meet
ings and agitation meetings that were very frequent up 
imtil the time of the Reform Bill of I832. They were, 
however, of so localized importsince that they are not 
noticed by the standard treatises on the history and 
politics of the times. 

Q 

This refers to the recall of the \̂ l̂ig Lord 
Fitzwilliam, Viceroy of Ireland, in February, 1795* For 
an account of the events leading up to this action, see 
the Cambridge Modern History. IX, 667-700. 

9l have not been able to find any biographical 
information on the Mitchell here mentioned. 
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made ineffectually to dissuade the radical fron proceed

ing. He was obstinate—a consultation was held among 

the i dozen Whig leaders the resiilt of vhich was that 

the Editor of the Leeds Mercury ascended the hustings 

and requested to be heard for a few minutes. He then 

stated with violent denunciations that he had just re

ceived a letter upon which he could rely communicating 

the information that the man who was now endeavoring to 

mislead the assembly was a spy«>-in the pay of the minis-
10 

ters—a friend of Oliver and Castles. The effect was 

instantaneous, the wretched radical barely escaped with 

his life, and the '̂higs received no further annoyance 

putting and carrying their resolutions. I have good 
11 

reasons for believing that if Cobbet makes his appear

ance at our County meeting, the same plan will be pur

sued. This fact has never been properly proclaimed and 

is I think deserving of consideration. 

The Editor of the Leeds Mercury, vfeo by the way 

^^ V/illiam Oliver and — Castles v;ere two 
witnesses (or informers) whose testimony led to the passage 
of the Seditious Meetings Bill (June. 1817), and the Sus
pension of Habeus Corpxis (February, 1817), respectively. 
See Cambridge Modern History. X, 578-579* For William 
Oliver, see also G. T. Garratt, Lord Brougham (London: 
Macmillan & Co., Ltd., 1935), pp. H^, 90, 173, 330. 

•^%llllam Cobbett. See Appendix II. 

W|! '" "V 
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i s a very great blockhead, hs.s c.cciuired a l l h i s fame as 
12 

a literary character by a work on the French Revolution 

which he published in numbers at 6d/ each a few years ago, 

and by \fhlch a very large sum of money has been realized. 

The sale is prodigious. By a singular coincidence I have 

recently discovered that the book was written and published 

with his name by a friend of mine in two Qto volumes in 

london some ten years ago but as it never sold it vms 

speedily made waste of. This history Baines ha.s palmed 

upon the people of Yorkshire as his own, and has placed 

his own name on the Title Page of every number and repeat

edly entitled himself the author as well as frequently 

spoken of the arduous nature of the Iftidertaking. Now I 

shall prove by and by that this is the most impudent 

the most disgusting instance of literary plunder that ever 

was exposed. The book being derived Chapter by Chapter, 

sometimes without the alteration of one word in a dozen 

pages, from another work published with the Author's name 
13 

ten years before Baines' first No was put forth. Now 

•^This was a History of the Wars of the French 
Revolution from 1792-l8l5> comprehending the Civil History 
of Gre^t Brî ^̂ iji aqd France d̂ r3,flg tl̂ at period. (2 vofSTy 
1818). This work v;as afterwards extended and became a 

story of the Reign of George III (h vols., I823). See 

"̂ This refers to Alexander Stephens's a History 
of the ¥ars which arose out of the French Revolutiont to 

file:///fhlch
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it is my intention to make this gross delinquency on the 

part of the Whig Journalist minister as much as possible 

to the prejudice of the whole body of Yorkshire v;higs 

inasmuch as this fellow's talents have been cried up by 

them as supereminent, and he has had the management of 

all their meetings for these last twenty years. I have 

made arrangements with all my Tory friends throughout the 

Kingdom to echo this exposition of Whig Radical Heresy 

the moment it appears and the result will be so complete

ly cmshing to the Party who looked up to this wooden 

idol as well as to the idol itself that they will be 

taught some modesty for the future. I purpose letting 

the cat out of the bag just on the eve of the Yorkshire 
llf 

Reform meeting and I do hope that when the facts are 

stated your Editor will so far oblige me as to notice, 

however briefly the circumstances and mention the culprit's 

name in order to extend the knowledge of the exposure. The 
15 

Article will be headed Whig Radical Honestvl Meanwhile 

which is prefixed a review of the causes of that event. (2 
vols.; London, l803)» Thotigh Watts is somewhat awry in his 
dates here, he should be given credit for showing up 
Raines's plagiarism. See B.M.. April, 1823, XIII, ̂ 60. 

•^^ee note 7 above. 

^^This article does not appear in B.M. A check of 
that magazine does not reveal even the "passing paragraph" 
requested by Watts. 
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be pleased not to mention the hint lest some of the news

papers should anticipate me. Do not understand that I 

wish an article on purpose, but merely a passing paragraph 

adverting to the circumstance in your Domestic Politics. 

I shall take care to have an outcry raised on the same sub

ject in the London and Provincial ministerial Papers. As 

for the criminal, he has boasted so continually of this 

exploit of his authorship both in society at meetings and 

in Newspapers that his fame will be of an entirely differ-
16 

ent character for the future, and the Yorkshire Spoons 

will begin to discover that he is not so eminent a person 

as they have given him credit for being. The Radical 

Papers in this neighborhood have lately been brought to 

something like decent behavior and with such a handle I 

hope to bring the Leeds Ifercury into the same tone of 

civility. 

With the first of next month I shall send you a 

large packet of news, as I have put a long string of 

queries in various quarters for yoiu* information and shall 

give you the replies in my next. 

Pray excuse this very hasty scrawl, and believe me 

to be my d/eaxj Sir 

Very truly yours 

Alaric A Watts 

•'^"Spoon" means a simple, shallow, or foolish 
person. See NED. 
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Letter 9 

Cadells Strand 

8th. Augt. 1822 

My dear Sir, 

I had /"sic 7 one or two hasty lines just to 
"" 1 2 

mention that the Tea Garden in Taylor and Hesse is not 

written by Irving but came thro him, at least so Andrews 

tells me. The Mystery of Lord Byron's which will be 
3 h 

attached to Werner is entitled Heaven and Earth, and 
is represented as being a vastly moral production. 

"̂ This was a paper on Chalk Farm, "that most pug
nacious of tea gardens /taverns J/" which the author, in 
philosophic mood, in the company'~of his friend "M," visits 
at the close of -the day. It Is a form of reminiscent 
commentary which contains no story, and not even any 
sustained pattern of description. See the London Magazine. 
August, 1822, VI, 136-lM). 

2 
The London Magazine. 

Mar 
^Werner. A Tragedy by Lord Byron (London: John 

fci.ray, l822). For remarks on the work by Odoherty 
A William Magin3\y see B.M.. December, 1822, XII, 710-719. 
For further remarks on the same production, by "Timothy 
Tickler" Z^kltvlve Lake 7, see B.M.. December, 1822, XII, 
782-785» Watts no doub'E had been led to believe that 
Werner and Heaven and Earth would be published together 
as had been Sardanapalus. the Two Foscari. and Cain 
(London: John Murray, 1821). This was, however, not the 
case, for Werner was published in 1823. and Heaven and 
Earth in 182^-. Thus they were not "attachedV" See 
British Museum. 

k 
This poem was rejected by Murray and was pub

lished in the second number of the Liberal (1823). See 
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Reynolds is not the Editor of Andrew's Albiam. He has had 

nothing to do with it. I am not surprized at this because 

there have been really some clever things in it. The 

Editor is a person of the name of Sellinger known more 

in the circles of fashion than in those of literature. 

You will have seen by the Newspapers the unfor

tunate catastrophe that has happened at Pisa. Shelley was 

on his way to visit Lord Byron at Lerici with Cap. Williams 

of the Fusiliers when the boat was upset and the whole 

party drowned. The only communication yet received was 

to John Hunt. 

I wished you would give a notice if only of ?. 

few lines of Andrews' Album he is very favorably disposed 

7 
towards you and your Ifogazine. There is a brief but fair 

A. C. Bai2gh, A Literary History of England^ p. 1227. For 
a review of the poem with extracts /unassigned_7, see B.M. ̂  
January, I823, XII, 72-77« For remarks on the""work, by 
"Timothy Tickler", see B.M.. March, I823, XII, 26̂ -, and 
October, 1825, XVIII, 557/ 

'̂ Barry St. Leger. The name "St. Leger" was 
often pronounced "Sellnrer." See V/ebster's New International 
Dictionary^ Biographical Appendix; also Appendix II. 

For an account of Shelley's death with Captain 
Edward Elliker Williams see Drinkwater, op. cit., pp. 
327-328. 

^B.M. did not notice the Album as VJatts suggested. 
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notice of Adam Blair and there will be another of the 

Lights & Shadows in the next. It is worth i a dozen Ifew 

Monthly's. 

Many thanks for your Steam Boat just reed. 

I am. Dear Sir 

Very truly yours 

A A Watts 

PS. Please to let me have a line as soon as may be just 

to mention if you have received the last parcel. 

Letter 10 

h Beaufort Terrace Rings Road 

Chelsea August 8th. 1822. 

Ify dear Sir 

My parcel of the 31st. arrived at Cadell's a few 

minutes too late and Longman's Mail packages were all off 

for Edinbro, so that I was obliged to avail myself of their 

offer to send it in a day or two. Please to say if you 

have received it. 

My own opinion of your last Number as already 

^Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life. A Selec
tion from the papers of the late Arthic Austin^ by John 
Wilson (Edinburgh: Blackwood, and Lordon: Cadell, 1822). 
For a review of the work, by J. G. Lockhart (?), see B.M.. 
June, 1822, XI, 666-677. 
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detailed in the said communication is quite confirmed by 

that of your London readers. Every one agrees that the 
1 

reply to Phllomag is in Christopher's happiest vein. The 

whole matter for I suppose Mr North is here playing at 

questions and answers with himself is admirably managed. 
2 -5 k 

The "Symposium" "Quarterly Review"-̂  Noctes and Nocturnal 

Separatioir are all first rate articles and have been much 

^In B.M. of July. 1822, XII, ̂ +8-55, appeared 
"Philomag's" letter to Christopher North by J. W. Croker 
and North's tart rejoinder by John Wilson. Though both 
Croker and Wilson were Tories. V/ilson answered his ally 
with considerable warmth: B.M. was joyously independent. 

2 
This was "Metricum Symposium Ambrosianum, Seu 

Propinatio Poeticas Northi," a poem of foiu»-line stanzas 
in rhymed couplets, and a humorous panegyric on contemporary 
authors, signed "Paddy." The actual author was William 
Maglnn (?). See B.M.. July, 1822, XII, 79-83. 

^This refers to "Letters on No. LIII of the 
Quggrterlv Review", by "Timothy Tickler", in which the 
author castigates the Review. See B.M.. July. 1822. XII, 
9^—99. A defense /"unassigned J of "Tickler's" attitude 
toward the Review is set forth In B.M.. August, 1822, 
XII, 153. 

k 
This refers to No. IV of the Noctes. "Trans

ferred by poetic license to Pisa." in which the dialogue 
is carried by Morgan Odoherty and Lord Byron, and consists 
of a discursive chat about lion's works. This Noctes 
is by Maglnn, and, interestingly, he says that he made use 
of the notes sent in by Watts. See B.M.. July, 1822, XII, 
100-11^. 

Nocturnal Separation was the story of a boat 
trip from Baltimore to Nassau, marked by shipwreck and 
intrigue. The author was John Howison. See B.M.. July, 
1822, XII, 17-25. 
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talked of especially the Dialogue between the ensign & 

Byron. Some persons have said that it would perhaps be 

as well to let your Noctes be something shorter and give 

it regiaarly every month. 

7 
If the writer of Times Magic Lanthorn would 

continue his sketches occasionally they would be parti

cularly acceptable to your London readers. They have 

often been mentioned to me as most powerful and interesting 

dialogues. Colbtirn has begun to imitate them (see his 

last number). 

A satirical Ottava Rima poem something on the 

plan of Dante's Hell Introducing a variety of literary 

characters, undergoing singular punishments, penalties in 

some degree adapted to the nature of their poetical or 

Ensign ̂ and Adjutant _7 Morgan Odoherty. See 
note h above. See also the Nocte*?, I, 3 for an explana
tion of the titles. 

'"A series of dialogues ̂ b y William Howison _7 
in which we propose to introduce remarkable persons of "" 
all ages and countries. As our sketches will 'come like 
shadows, so depart,' v/e have named it Time's Magic 
Lanthorn" (B.M.. II, 689). This series appeared first in 
B.My. II, and subsequently in III, IV, and V. See issues 
mentioned for articles themselves. 

o 
This refers to the N.M.M.'s Dialogues of the 

Dead. No. 1. (The dialogue here was between Johnson, 
"SoISsmith, and Savage.) See N.M.M.. July, 1822, IV, 
1^0-1^5. 
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other offenses seasoned with curious gossipping notes 

illustrative of the text would be exceedingly popular. 

9 

Perhaps Wastle would give this hint a moment's consid

eration. Great results are produced by taking the public 

by surprize, and so giving them something to talk about. 

Thus the idea of the Noctes was one so entirely novel as 

set everyone talking about it when it first appeared. 

I have made such arrangements as to be able to 

communicate with you weekly^ if necessary without expense, 

and can even forward any trifling parcel remaining at 

Cadell's for you between the regular Mail days. I regret 

that I am compelled to write such very hasty and slovenly 

letters as I do, but trust to your excuse, as I knovr the 

information is the principal thing, the arrangement of it 

being of secondary importance. 

I keep my eye on all foreign and English 

periodicals for the purpose of noting down such matters 

as seem worthy of record in our article of various intelli-

"̂̂ îlliam Vfastle, of that Ilk" was one of the 
fictitious characters introduced in the Noctes. He was 
generally thought to be Lockhart, and was the author of 
a satiric poem, "The Mad Banker of Amsterdam," which began 
in B.M. y III, and was continued in IV, and VI. For the 
poem, see issues mentioned. For a discussion cf "William 
Wastle," see the Noctes. I, 2-3. 
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gence. I think you will find the space well bestowed. I 

coimnence next month. 

I had hoped, before this, to have sent something 

in prose worthy of receiving the imprimatur of Christopher 

North. I have it in contemplation some day soon to send 

him a Sketch of Society entitled "The Trade Sale" ^ the 

subject of which from the variety of original literary 

anecdotes which I shall take occasion to introduce, will 

be an interesting one. I ̂ dll prose as little as possible 

in it. 

The enclosed lines on the death of my brother's 

child I send just because I happen to have a printed copy 

lying at my elbow. They are unpublished and shoxad a 

quarter of a page of balaam be wanted, and the great 

Christopher be disposed to overlook their defects it 

would please me to see them (crowded into the least pos-
11 

sible space) in your next Number. I am D^^ar? Sir 

Very truly yours 

Alaric A Watts 

^^Apparently this projected article did not come 
to fruition. B.M. did not print such an article. 

•^B.M. did not use the "lines" that V/atts sub
mitted. 
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/"August 1822 J 

The London Magazine of this month contains one 

or two tolerable papers. 

"The Tea Garden" is from the pen of Washington 

Irving who has, I am told, signified his Intention of 

becoming an occasional contributor to Taylor «& Hess's Mage. 

The cocknies are in extacies with the passage beginning 

"Startle not ye who lampoon every thing in and around 

London ^Ith the title of cockney"^^ &c. "Here is a 

Goliath," say they, "who shall fight the great fight for 

us, and secure us, under his ample shield from the future 

quizzing of Edinbtu'gh Witsl" This spurt from Geoffrey 

Crayon's ^^Irving's J pen has put them into high glee. 

The unintelligible Bombast entitled Lycus the 
13 

Centaur from an unrolled MS. is the production of Mr. de 

Quincey, the person so tickled with the name of the 

"English Opium Eater." Part of this farrago is plundered 

^This quotation reads in full, "Startle not, ye 
who lampoon everything in and around London with the title 
of 'Cockney', because ye cannot taste what is only to be 
enjoyed by less vulgar perceptions than yours." See "The 
Tea Garden," the London Magazine, August, 1822, VI, I36. 

^^See London Magazine. August, 1822, VI, lM.l-1̂ .7, 
for "Lvcus. The Centaiu*. from an unrolled Manuscript of 
Apollonius Curius, a poem in rhymed couplets." 

^•liimiJ' 
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unblushing ly from a version in prose of the story of the 

Wandering Jew in the notes to Shelley's Queen ?feb. 

15 
"Nathan Adamson" you will see is by Allan 

Cunningham; as also the Review of Sir Walter Scott's 

Halidon Hill which, in spite of all puffing, is con

sidered with us a very tame and tedious performance. Is 

it true that Sir W. is going to Ireland to reconnoitre? 

17 
The inside of a Stage Coach p. I63. of the 

London is from Reynolds. It is as full of stale cockney 

cant as the other letters in the preceding numbers by the 

same author. 

Ik 
The parts of the stories Lycus and the Wandering 

Jew (from the notes to Shelley's Queen Mab) that are similar 
deal with the theme of the outcast, his sorrows, his dwell
ing in solitude, his desire to end his own existence, and 
his inability to do so. The two tales are widely different, 
however, in that the Wandering Jew is cursed for having 
refused rest to the Christ, while Lycus is bewitched by 
a Circe-like power. Watts is, indeed, justified in sug
gesting that the author of Lycus had certainly read Shelley's 
Notes with great care. See the London Magazine. August, 
1822, VI, l5l-1^75 see also Percy Bysshe Shelley, Poetical 
Works. ed. by Harry Buxton Forman (h vols. London: Reeves 
anSirner, 1882), IV, 503-506. 

^Thls refers to the "Narrative of Nathan Adamson" 
in the London Magazine. August, 1822, VI, 152-163. 

^For this review, see the London Magazine, 
August, 1822, VI, 17^-181. 

'̂ The title of this paper reads, "The Inside of 
a Stage Coach—'Letters of Edward Herbert. No. IV.'" It is 
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It is curious to hear the Olliers who I thought 

were friends and even contributors to your Mag puff the 

london Magazine. They seem to have hardly any sleep the 

night preceding its publication, and when it is really 

out good gods how they do rant about the vast power of 

this article, and the pathos of that; the exquisite tact 
19 

of Safie Reynolds and the never-enough-to be-extolled 

bleatings of Charles Lambl C O . /"Charles Oilier J told 

me a few days ago that he considered the English Opium 

eater the first prose writer of the davll You will wonder 

how sensible people can be so humbugged,yet the process is 

very easy. Taylor & Hesse's people have one or two wolves 

in :heir pay who go about town,—visit booksellers' shops, 

and other places of literary resort, and whisper as if it 

were the greatest secret in the world—one on which the 

existence of nine tenths of the metropolitan population 

depended,—that J-fr de Quincey the English Opium Eater^—or 

Ella or some other cockney, has, in an article in the 

directed to P Powell. See the London Magazine. August, 
1822, VI, 16^-166; also note 88 to Letter 15 below. 

18 
Charles Oilier and James Oilier, publishers in 

Bond Street. See DNB. Charles Oilier contributed to B.M. 
and also defended Shelley in a personal letter to Blackwood 
See W. M. Parker's "Charles Oilier to William Blackwood," 
London Times Literary Supplementy June 7, 19^7. 

^9John Hamilton Reynolds. See Appendix II. The 

X 
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number "now at press", absolutely surpassed hinself, and 

that l!r. Hazlitt or Mr somecne else (who hc.ve in all 

probability never seen it) pronounced it to be quite 

incomparable! What is the consequence of all this? The 

admiring bookseller (such for instance as Warren or 

Hookham, or Ebers, or Andrews) relieved from the misery 

of applauding at a venture, and anxious to have the start 

in the cry of bravo tells all his customers \^at a prodi

giously powerful £rose jgaper will a££ear in the next 

number of the London; or of how sweet a song Mr. T. 

Campbell (whose poetical evacuations are not produced 

without the strongest possible £irpgatives) is about to £ut 

fortli. in the pages of the number of the N M M. now in 

preparation. These piiffs pass from mouth to mouth, and 

are much more servicable than printed advertisements. 

When the first of the month arrives, the booksellers, who 

have little time to read Magazines, have no opportunity 

of correcting their misstatements and such of their cus

tomers as they happen to have misled are anxious to keep 

up the cry lest it should be suspected that their sources 

of information vere less authentic than they had pretend

ed; for it is a regular custon v/ith all cockney dilletantl. 

epithet "Safie" derives from Reynolds's Safie, sm Eastern 
Tale in Verse (London, l8l^), v:hich he inscribed to Lord 
Bvron. See British Muse\m. 
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if they pick up any information respecting an unpublished 

work, to swear that they have been "favored with a perusal" 

of the MS. or proof sheetsi You cannot follow this plan 

in promoting the sale of Maga and what is more you would 

not if you could* Colburn has a wolf who goes about in 

the way I have described, and whose occupation is only to 

talk of the prodigies of the "forthcoming numberi" As for 
20 

Sheridan's "Puff" ^ he is regarded with us just now, as 

merely a sucking babe in the art of plying bellov/s > A 

steam engine of a hundred-horse power would it be applied 

to such purposes, would save Colburn a good many hands, who 

having set the great boiler to work might then tiu'n con

tributors. 

Washington Irving has promised Andrews a short 

paper for his next Album. 

Murray has lost a great deal of money by his pub-
21 

lications this year particularly by Lord Orford's Memories 

which have, it is understood, barely covered the printing 

expenses. John Hunt (Prince John) as you will see by your 

^^This refers to a character in R. B. Sheridan's 
Play The Critic (1779). 

^^See note iM- to Letter 5 above. 
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list is to be the publisher of the "Vision of Judgment"^^ 

in which Southey is so bitterly lampooned. Murray stout-
23 

ly ref\ised it. The letter to Blackwood's Mage. Ed. is 

so full of "sound and fury" as to have precluded the 

possibility of publishing it in its present form, and 

there are I understand some gross personal attacks on one 

or two of your Edinbro friends in it. f̂urray hâ ^ signi

fied his intention of publishing very little next season 

in consequence of the awful result of his late specula

tions I 

2lf 
The Letters from Spain by Don Leucadio Doblado. 

a portion of which have appeared in the New Monthly are 

2P 
This was a "tremendous parody on Southey's 

elegy on George III" (1821), and also marked the culmina
tion of the quarrel between Byron and the Poet Laureate. 
See Baugh, op. cit.^ p. 1227. 

^"In answer to 'Remarks on Don Juan,' Blackwood's 

.sh 
during 1820 and 1821.. . . The piece, published post
humously, was at this time being circulated by Murray in 
manuscript form." Byron attributed the article in 
Blackwood's Magazine to John Wilson, the famed "Christopher 
North." See A. L. Strout, John Bull's Letter to Lord 
Byron (Normani University of Oklahoma Press, 194-7), PP. 
85-86, note. 

^^See N.M.M.. July-December, 1821, II, 25-37* 
157-165, 286-292, 368-377, 512-526. and 608-616: see also 
N.M.M.. January-June, 1822, III, 113-121, and 3^1-328. 
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now published separately, and puffed, by Colburn see p. 361. 

of the present No. "We_can assure the p̂ b̂lic ^hat the 

picture is from the hand of a native Spaniard^ and of a 

scholar and patriot whose writings have created a strong 

and salutary sensation in the Peninsulalll" Nov' this hap

pens to l)e one of the mo it impudent lies which even C. 

has dared to put forth. They were written by a Mr. 

Blaquiere a capt. or lieut in the navy, who published 
25 

"letters from the Mediterranean some time ago" and who, 

I have great reason to believe, was never in Spain in his 

life. What makes this disgusting quackery more offensive 

is that Colburn actually advertised these letters ("by a 

native Spaniard") some two years ago as by E. Blaqulere Esq. 

author of Letters from the Mediterranean on the cover of 
26 

his own Magazine. 

Old Gropius of Biographical Notoriety once trav

elled to Japan and back again for Colburn in a fortnight! 11 

And then we were presented with "Recollections from Japan 

^5xhis refers to Edward Blaqulere's Letters from 
the Mediterranean: containing a civil and political ac-
count of Sicily. Tripoly. Tunis, and Malta: with biograph
ical sketches. (London? H. Colburn, I8I3.) See Library 
of Congress. 

^^It is not possible to verify the fact that this 
work was advertised on the covers of the N.M.M., since in 
the boxmd copies the covers are missing. 

- ' ^ 
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27 
by Captain Goloronin of ':he ̂ lUL'sian Jhir/.'^iii 

I understand upwards of 6000 pounds have been 

received at the door of the Royal Academy in the course 

of the late exhibition. 

The Co-̂ oncil of Ten 1^ I cim ^y)lZ the pi*jdiic:ion 
29 

of one incTisui'lous indlvidiicil a Mr. Boone an Iri'5liman> 

'L1\OC(-"! is a sbj.ipid attic--c oa Jo^u Bull in oht; present IKimber, 

I thought fron the cirr.̂ .ory jlance I ^a\-<^ the 'Ivst nuiber 

^7"Old Gropius" ref'̂ rs to John Watkins ("Dictionary" 
Watkins). See Appendix II. In Noctes. No. IV, Byron and 
Odoherty are in conversation. Byron says, " . . . . Then 
there are my Memoirs, published by Colburn—" Odoherty 
replies, "A most audacious imposture! He had heard the 
report of your having given your Life to Moore, and. ac
cordingly, thinking he night make a good thing of it, he 
hired at once Dictionary Watkins, to set about Memoirs, 
which, to give old Gropius credit for industry, he touched 
up in a fortnight; and advertised it was, as the Memoirs 
of Lord B., particularly in the country papers." See B.M.. 
July, 1822, XII, 109. Neither British Museum. DNB. northe 
Dictionary of Anonymouus and Pseudonymous English Literatin'e 
credit Watkins with any such work as the "Recollections" 
referred to by Watts. 

jRoyal Academy of Arts (London), established 
December 10, 1768. See Encyclopedia Br itannica« Vol. XXIII 
(11th ed.). 

2Q 
The Council of Ten was a London monthly period

ical that ran for twelve niunbers, from June. 1822, until 
Jlay, 1823. James Shergold Boone was its editor and almost 
sole contributor. See DNB (Boone); also see Appendix II. 
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that something was to be expected from it, but I perceive 

that the ears of the ass are beginning to protruie them

selves thro the lion's skin which this valiant "Run-a-muck" 

has assumed. Warren who was the publisher of the first 

two Nos. sold 11 copiesiU 

Letter 11 

Beaufort Terrace Chelsea 

Sepr. 7th 1822 

Ify dear vSir, 

I was glad to receive your letter of the 31st 

as I began to fear that one of my paquets had miscarried 

although I did not fail to attribute your silence to its 

proper cause. I can easily conceive the confusion the 

King's visit must have occasioned in occupying, so en

tirely to the exclusion of every other thought, the minds 

of your literary friends, and I rejoice you have gotten 

through so well. Maga was Just in time for London pub

lication, which was fortunate as nothing injures a 

periodical so much with its country subscribers as defal

cation on Magazine day. Maga is to be sure rather heavy 

•̂ This refers to George IV's progress through 
Scotland, in August of 1822. In honor of this event and 
the King's sojourn in Edinburgh (August 15-22), B.M. for 
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this month but it is excusable \mder such circumstances. 
«^ 2 

The paper on the Indian Press is the dullest leading 

article you have ever published J£mj Besides which I 

have very good reasons for knowing that it contains some 
3 

gross misstatements. Buckingham is to the government at 

k 

Calcutta what the Editor of the Scotsman is to the con

stituted authorities of your metropolis, a fellow whose 

venomous radicalism is ever on the "qui vive" to "find or 

forge a fault" in the powers that be I The paper of which 

he is the Editor not unfrequently contains phlllipics 

September, 1822, was dedicated to the King. See Christopher 
North's "L' Envoy to the King." B.M.. September, 1822, 
September, XII, 392. 

HFor this paper by "Colin Bannatyne" (possibly 
R. B. Cuimingham), see B.M.. August, 1822, XII, 133-139• 

*̂ James Silk Buckingham. See Appendix II. 

h 
Charles Maclaren. See Appendix II. The Scotsman 

was begun as a semi-weekly newspaper, January 25, 1817. In 
July, 1855, it became the Daily Scotsman. In January, i860, 
it was re-designated The Scotsman and is still in progress. 
/felited by Charles Maclaren (1817-1818). J. R. McCulloch 
l5l8-l820), Charles Maclaren (again 1820-18^5), James Law 
(I8if5-l8if9), Alexander Russell (18^9-1876), Robert Wallace 
1876-1880), Charles Cooper (1880-1906)._7 See DNB. 

Watts here quotes a portion of line 67 of 
English Bards y and Scotch Reviewers: 

"A mind well skill'd to find or forge 
a faiat?" 

See Byron, Works. I, 302. 

^This refers to Buckingham's newspaper, the 

file:///mder
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which rival those of the "Scotsman" in their dullness and 

inapplicability. 

7 
Your article on the Quarterly has been appretlated 

Z"sic^7 as it deserves with us. Some friends of the 

parties to whom this able and manly castigation applies 

may exclaim against if they please; no end v/ould have been 

answered if they did not. It has, however, been warmly ap

plauded by all our London Literati. I was invited a fort

night ago to meet Charles Lamb and a bevy of Taylor and 

Efesse's people; when the paper was alluded to with much 

approbation, and with this exception the conversation was 

made up entirely of praises of themselves and their crew. 
8 

That idiotic letter in the sleepy Chronicle about that 

"Seraphical thing of the elements" Shelley was from the 

pen of your friend Leigh Hunt. Had Shelley lived he would 

have come into a property of fc 12,000 a year. His present 

Calcutta Journal (October 2, I8l8-April 26, I823), which 
was suppressed by the Indian governor-general, John Adam, 
because of its abuse of the Indian government. See DNB. 

'This reference is to an extract of a letter 
from "a valued correspondent" defending "Timothy Tickler's" 

Wilson, see B.M.. August, 1822, XII, 153. 

%ee note 22 to Letter 3 above. 
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Q 

wife the daughter of Mary Wolstonecroft /"sic 7 and 

10 

Godwin is not very amply provided for, and Godwin him

self is likely to feel the loss of his Son in law /"sic 7 

as he was chiefly supported by him, at least so it is 

said. For these last fifteen years Godwin has occupied 

a fine house in Skinner St without paying one farthing of 

rent owing to the property's not having an obvious "titleI" 

The deeds have Just been verified— the title validated and 

the owner is about to come upon the bookseller for the 

last seven years rent. This will probably entirely upset 

him. He is a very bad selfish man and meets with but 
little sympathy. I speak from the general report as I know 

11 
nothing of the man. Shelley's first wife whom he seduced 

from the boarding school where she and his sister were 
12 

educating was the daughter of Brookson the proprietor of 

the Mount St Coffee Ifouse. By this unfortunate young 
13 

creature he had two children both of whom have since been 

9 
Mary Godwin Shelley. See Appendix II, 

•*-̂ illiam Godwin and Mary Wolls tone craft Godwin. 
See Appendix II. 

^Harriet Westbrook Shelley. See Appendix II. 

•'̂ John Westbrook. See Blunden, op. cit.y p. 71 • 

"^Bliza lanthe Shelley, born in 1813, and Charles 
Bysshe Shelley, born in l8l^. See DNB. 
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taken into the guardianship of the Lord Chancellor. On 

meeting with Mary Godwin he deserted his wife after treat

ing her with unheard cruelty, and the last time I heard 
^ ^ , 15 

of her (for H-—m and myself took some pains to induce 

her friends to receive her from the depths of misery and 

prostitution into which she had been plunged) in a direct 

channel, she was living with a groom of Lord Boltons^^ in 

Orosvenor Mews. She subsequently threw herself into the 
17 

basin in St James' Park and was drowned. On his first 

separation from her Shelley allowed her a guinea a week, 

but soon withdrew it observing to her by letter (which is 

I fancy in the hands of a respectable solicitor in town) 

that he could ill afford it, and her pretty face offered 

resoinrces quite adequate to her wants i I should mention, 

if it can be received as any Justification or even exciise. 

-̂ L̂ord John Eld on. See Blunden, op. cit.^ p. 166 

15 
•̂ Thomas Hookham, Junior. Ibid., passim. 

16 
V/illiam, 2nd Baron Bolton. See Sir Bernard 

Burke and Ashworth P. Burke, Peerage and Baronetage (New 
York: G. P. Putnam*s Sons, 1916), p. 27^. 

'For a more detailed account of the last days 
and the death of Harriet Shelley, see Blunden, op. cit., 
pp. 160-162. 

18 
Nine of Shelley's letters to Harriet were 

Introduced by the latter's sister, Eliza, and her father 
as evidence against Shelley. Ibid., p. 167« 
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that the compact he entered into with her on marriage, was 

that both should be at liberty to alter their condition 

if they met with those whom they liked better. In the face 

of all this did Godwin shut his eyes to the departure of 

his two daughters v/ith Shelley for Switzerland. Nay his 

own servant is said to have fetched the postchaise in 

which they left the Metropolis. On the actual suicide of 

his wife Mr Shelley united himself to Miss Godwin. It is 

a notorious fact and I heard it over and over again at 

Collgny, near Geneva, that Lord B^^on? and Shelley lived 

together in the same house, (an old building looking on 

the lake of Geneva and the range of the Jura Mountains) 

in promiscuous intercourse v/ith these women; and when Miss 
19 

Clermont (the sister of Mary Godwin by her father's first 

wife) added to the family, there was so little certainty 

as to the father of the child that Shelley and his Lordship 

threw dice for the honor of providing for it; and the 

prize fell to the peer, who maintained it, accordingly, 

imtil its death about a year ago. Those facts are not 

merely whispered but loudly talked of in London, and anyone 

who has visited the scene of these exploits can easily 

verify them. Of course you are aware that Shelley was 

^^Clare Clalrmont. For the birth of hers and 
Byron's child, Allegra, see Drinkwater, op. cit.. pp. 268, 
275. 
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expelled /"fromJ7 College for endeavoring to prove by 
20 

mathematical demonstration that "there is no God." One 
21 

of his disciples whose name I think is Clarke desired 

to be expelled for entertaining the same opinion. 

Thus it will be seen that Shelley's practice 

and his theory have been pretty much alike. With Lord 

Byron he seems at times to have glowed with generous im

pulses. He allowed ̂ Thomas Love J Peacock (author of 

Rododaph|ie who has since obtained a lucrative place in 

the India House) 100 per annum. In short this man was to 
22 

Shelley what Hobhouse was to Byron—his Jackall /"sic 1\ 

Leigh Hunt's trip to Pisa was /"iJ? hear entirely at 

Shelley's expense so that his speedy return is more prob

able—has J£asJ he has no resources whatever. Prince 

John (whom Hazlitt in one of his dedications calls a 

^This refers to Shelley's "The Necessity of 
Atheism" (l8ll). See Baugh, OP. cit.. p. 1232. 

21 
The friend referred to here should have been 

Thomas Jefferson Hogg. The name Clarke figures in that 
the father of Thomas Jefferson Hobb, after the latter and 
Shelley had been dismissed from Oxford, wrote R. Clarke 
to attempt to separate the two young men and send young 
Hogg home. See Walter E. Peck, Shelley. His Life and V/orks 
(2 vols.; Now York: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1927), p. 118. 
See also Blunden, op. cit.y pp. 56-57* 

22 
John Cam Hobhouse (Lord Broughton). See 

Appendix II. 
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"rare example of common sense and common honesty"!) 

makes no very thriving subsistence on the Examiner 

notwithstanding the reduction of its price. From the 

conversation of Charles Lamb I should gather that his 

friend's notions with respect to women are not unlike 

those of Shelley. It is certain that Hunt has warmly and 

openly espoused "promiscuous intercourse." Indeed in his 

published work see the Indicator^^ will be found various 

evidences of the villainous depravity of this creature's 

mind with respect to women. Peacock is the author of 

these anonymously published novels "Headlong Hall" " 

"Maid Marian" &c. and a worthy member of the cockney 

school. It is a curious fact that all this class of 

-̂̂ That part of the dedication from which V/atts 
quotes, reads, "... in short, that rare character, a man 
of common sense and common honesty...." The work dedicated 
to John Hunt was a volume of Political Essays with Sketches 
of Public Characters, which in Howe's edition comprises 
Volume VII. See William Hazlitt, Complete Works, edited by 
P.P. Howe (21 vols.; London: J.M. Dent <Sc Sons, 1932), VII, 5. 

plf 
^ ® Examiner was a weekly Sunday paper. Its 

first number appeared January 3, 1808, and it ran until 
February 26, 1881. Edited by John Hunt, Albany Fonblanque 
(l830-»f7)t John Forster (I8lf7-55)f M. W. Savage (1856-9), 
Henry Mbrley (1859-65), Robert Williams, William Minto 
(187H-8).J/ See CBEL, III, 810. 

The Indicator was a Literary Weekly Review. 
Its first number appeared in October 13, 1819, and its 
last. No. 99, August 30. 1821. /ffos. 1-77 edited by Leigh 
Huntjs7 See CBEL. Ill, 818. 

26 
Headlong Hall appeared in 1816. See DNB. 
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persons are entirely without any religious creed whatever. 

Chas Lamb, Procter Hazlitt, Hunt Peacock Chas Oilier 

Telford Reynolds cum multis aliis all boast of their 

freedom from the shackles of religious sentiment of every 

kind. 

There is a scribbler of verse at Canterbury 
27 

calling himself Arthur Brooke who has endeavored in 

half a dozen successive publications, little known I grant, 

to support the opinions of Hunt and Shelley as to religion 
28 

& chastity. He has Just written a monody on Shelley. 

This person is an instructor of youth—a dominie I 

I forgot to mention to you that whenever Taylor 

and Hesse's people have access to any friend of yours, or 

any one whom they imagine to be in correspondence vdth you, 

they employ some cockney to call upon him and mentioned 

/sic7 how much flattered they shall feel by an introduction 

&c. I know two instances in which the plan has been pur

sued. I have already given you some account of their barking 

system which may perhaps be more correctly denominated the 

'̂'Arthur Brooke (John Chalk Claris). See 
Appendix II. 

^This refers to John Chalk Claris's "Elegy on 
the Death of Shelley" (1822). See DNB. 
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''p,uff person^l,ti^9 

I have been printing a trifle at Bentley's^ 

Colburn's Magazine Printer and have been surprized to hear 

at various times that Campbell affects to be greatly shocked 

at what he Is pleased to term "your profligate abuse of 

living genius." This is the stale cant which Colburn 

Taylor Hesse and some others who envy you your success would 

fain keep afloat. This reminds one of those worthies who 

always contrive 

-tinder a cough to slur a -^l 

They hate you less for your evil speaking than your in

creasing sale. Just please to notice how skinny Colburn's 

Mage, gets, we have now only the quantity of "Originals"^^ 

common to your Magazine at 2/6. 

^^signe^7 

• ^This is a play on the various fonas of "puffing" 
as outlined by the character Puff in R.B. Sheridan's play 
"The Critic." The "puff personal," however, is not one of 
the types of "puffing" explained by Puff. See The Critic. 
I, ii. 

^^amuel and Richard Bentley. See Appendix II. 

^^I have not been able to ascertain the source of 
this quotation* 

3^The term "Originals" refers to original 
contributions as opposed to book notices, statistics, and 
matter taken from other sources. 

i i « ^ 

^ 
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Letter 12 

August-September (?) £LB2^ 

}fy dear Sir 

I have been compelled to leave off abruptly 

in my writing. I am in some domestic trouble Just now, 

my wife who has recently presented me v/ith a fine boy, 

with her child is not doing so favorably as I could have 

wished. Indeed I fear they are both in some danger. 

This to one of your mind will sufficiently excuse my 

seeming negligence. Again I only received Cadell's 

message this morning (Saturday) being led to expect your 

parcel wd. be sent on Monday. The lists v/ere ready and 

are sent herewith. 

Please to omit the Committees in Wyatt's 

Advertisement which will much reduce it. There is no 

reason why you should not be paid the proper charge, 2i 

gs. Please then let the advertisement appear on your 

next covers. 

This refers to a projected moniament to George 
III. The monument was to have been executed by Matthew 
Cotes Wyatt (sculptor) and paid for by subscription. 
Although the advertisement to which Watts refers does not 
appear in B.M.. under "Domestic Politics" is given an account, 
by George Croly, of the origin of the movement for the 
monument. (Indeed, this account may v/ell be the "advertising" 
referred to.) See B.M.. April, 1822, XI, ^9-^73. 
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I remain Dear Sir in some uneasiness & 

great haste 

Very truly your 

Alaric A Watts 

I had intended to send a much larger pacquet 

but hope to be able to v^lte at length by frank in a 

few days. 

There is little novelty stirring Just now. 

Many thanks for the books. 

Letter 13 

/K portion of the following letter has been 

used by Mrs. Oliphant in her study, I, 505-506. The part 

so employed is indicated by italicsjj 

Leeds Yorkshire 

November 8th. 1822. 

}fy dear Sir 

I fear my long silence will have appeared 

exceedingly negligent and unkind, and yet I feel confident 

that you would readily pardon me did you know the circum

stances in which I have been placed. Shortly after I had 

last the pleasure of addressing you I lost my dear little 

stranger—my first born—under circumstances unusually 

grievous and distressing and this for some time aftervrards 

— ^ 
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so e n t i r e l y incapacitated me for business that I ^/as 

unable to attend to any thing of a l i t e r a r y na ture . 

Rather be t t e r than a month ago Robinson of Cheapside 

proposed to me a connection vdth a Provincial Newspaper 
2 

"The Leeds Intelligencer" (v/hich had recently be^n 

purchased by his family) u:jon such advantageous terms, in 

a pecuniary point of view, that I could not resist the 

temptation and accordingly translated myself to this place 

with all possible expedition. I could not fulfill your 

wishes with respect to the Magazine because I did not 

receive the packet until it was too late; and what with 

one or two other engagements which press rather heavily 

upon me Just now, and the Newspaper I could not find time 

to write you, at as great length, as I desired. Your King's 

Visit^ made an extraordinaory noise all over the Kingdom 

nThis was Joseph Ogle Robinson, of the firm of 
(John) Heraman and Robinson, proprietors of the Leeds 

;elligencer. See A. Aspinall, Politics and the Press 
(London: Home and Van Thai, Ltd., 19M-9), 

p. 3'+4, note. 

The Leeds Intelligencer (a weekly paper) was 
begun in July, 175^. In January, 1866, it was re-designated 
the Yorkshire Post, and is still in progress as a daily 
paper. See CBE£7^II. 725» Watts's connection with the 
paper as editor lasted from late 1822 until 1825 /^o exact 
dates give£7. See Watts, OP. cit.. I, 157-166. 

^See note 1 of Letter 11 above. 
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but Qsr^eciallv in Loiulon vhere it v/as Received \:ith 

perfect enthusiasm by the Tories and a-):robafcion by the 

moderate V/higs. The leading article in that No. v/as a 

very splendid piece of writing. All I coiad do was to 

vrrlte off and get a few extracts into several of the 

Provincial Papers. The Cornv/all Chester Devonshire 

S taffordshire Liverpool Manchester and several of the 

Yorkshire Journals.^ This I did^ and shall now have an 

opToorti-inity of accomplishinî T regularly. If you vd.ll 

take the trouble to have 10 or c. dozen Magazines addressed 

to various Nevrgpapers which I v/ill point out and send them 

to their places of destination thro' Longman's Magazine 

forties^ I will engage that you shall be quoted largely 

every nonth by upv/ards of 20. of the best Provincials. 

Tfiis will be of <reat service in making; Maga knovm. 31 

shall of course give her an extended notice myself every month, 

and profit by every possible opT'ortiinity of mentioning her 

in other ways. In order to further Ttiy object v/ith respect 

to Newspaper quotation you must have one or two brief 

articles in each number. If this were the case at least 

^ee note 7 to Letter 3 above. 

^This refers to Longman and Co.'s being used as 
a clegirlng house for concerns outside London, and their 
method of "bundle" distribution of periodicals. 

http://vd.ll
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10 papers would copy voluntarily fram the 20 I shall 

have in l̂ â ^̂ plpg, but unless you give them something 

perfect in itself of a reasonable length for Quotation there 

will be no chance of our accomplishing our aim. I could 

command 12 papers v/ithin 60 miles of this place all well 

circulated. Turn this over in your mind. I am preparing 

a notice of some length of Maga for the Intelligencer which 

I shall have extracted as often as I can. 

I regret that my translation to this smoky place 

will prevent my giving you that assistance in the way of 

nex/s which I might have done had I continued in London. 

However I dislike Leeds so much that I shall find it 

quite impossible to remain here long, and shall therefore 

make a proposition to manage the best part of the paper in 

London, and procure a person just to look to the merely 

mechanical part in this place . The concern is very 

lucrative on account of the good show of advertisements 

we always present, and the circulation very good. I should 

not like therefore to forego it altogether as it leaves me 

a good deal of time for other pursuits. I am unable to give 

much attent5on to it just now but I hope by and by to make 

a very decent Provincial Paper of it, the greater part of 

which are proverbially wretched. 
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You will have noticed that I have been obliged 

to begin upon my notorious neighbor The Leeds Mercury. 

Your Maga and John Bull'̂  are the eternal themes of his 

philippics. He seldom lets a v/eek pass without mentioning 

one or the other. I am only surprized how so stupid an 

ass has been able to acquire what little reputation he 

possesses. He is a miserable spoon tho much looked up to 

by the Whig Radicals of Yorkshire. After four weeks 

elaboration he has found courage to attack me on the 
o 

subject of Hume &c. Since he has begun, I shall stick 

to him and give him a dose every now and then. 
o 

Herewith you will receive the Lists^ it is a 

scant month November so that there are not very many new 

The Leeds Mercury was begun in May, 1718, as a 
weekly paper. In July. 1855> It became a tri-weekly paper, 
and since 1861 has continued as a daily paper, ^dited by 
Edward Baines II, Talbot Baines, T. Wemyss Reid, and T. 
Rlach47 See CBEL. Ill, 803; also CBEL. II, 725. It was 
toward Edward Baines that Watts's ire was directed. See 
note 6 to Letter 8 above. 

'The John Bull was a weekly Sunday paper: No. 1. 
17 December. 1820; No. 3739, 16 July, 1892. /Ibsorbed Britannia. 
19 April, 1856. Edited by Theodore Hook, H. ". Cooper, G.W. 
Turner, C. G. Prowett, and 0. H. Smithj/ See CBEL. Ill, 811. 

o 
This apparently refers to a feud that raged in 

the editorial pages of the Mercury and the Intelligencer^ 
over the politics of the radical Joseph Hume, who was a 
Whig hater, and in turn would have been hated by Baines. 

^The "Lists" Mrs. Watts furnished Blackwood. 

^ \ 
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Publications. As we have from Vo to 50 Newspapers a 

week and all the Periodicals as usual we have of course 

the same facilities for arranging your Lists we had in 

Town. Indeed in the Newspaper way we have more. Mrs. 

W /B.tt£7 will therefore continue, under my superintendence 

to look after this for you as usual. I shall begin the 

regular article of Literary and So ̂ entific^ Intelligence 

with the new year if agreeable. 

About two months ago I printed a few volumes of 

verse for private circulation of which I hand you a 
11 

couple of copies. Please to honor me by accepting one 

yoiu'self and presenting the other to Christopher North 

(if you have reason to believe that so mighty a personage 

will condescend to receive this humble tribute of my 

admiration and respect). I am ashamed to offer such a 

trifle 'tis little but 'tis all I have I Nearly half of 

the voliome has already been published in various ways. 

10 
This projection of Watts's never bore fruit. 

The pages of B.M. carry no such articles by him. 
This refers to Watts's Poetical Sketches: 

with stanzas for music, and other Poems. This volume 
was privately printed (lOO copies only) in 1822 (London), 
and was published in 1823, reaching a fourth edition in 
1828. See DNB: also British Museum. 
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I am anxious to hear from you that you have 

excused my apparent negligence. 

Your Number containing an account of the King's 

Visit has I am told been warmly spoken of at Court. I 

heard a few days ago from our friends Croly and Bowles, 

the former of whom says he doubts not but he shall live 

to see you Provost of Edinbro and seated in the civic 

engrys /77 in the best sense of the term otium cum dignitate. 

Altho I am out of the world here I keep up a 

brisk correspondence with the "great city." I have parcels 

down thrice a week free of expense so that I still learn 

a good deal of what's going on. Where are your Noctes? 

I hope you have not entirely given them up. 

There is not a single copy of the London either 

in this town or in York. Robinson and Hemaman have 7 new 

subscribers to your Mage since the King's Visit. But they 

ought to sell a great quantity in this town. Twice the 

quantity were sold 2 years ago, but the Editor of the 

Leeds Mercury has been so unremitting in his abuse of you that 

12 
Lord Bolingbroke in a letter to Swift, November 

19, 1729, writes: "Otium cum dignitate /leisure with dignity? 
is to be had with 500 a year as well as v/ith 5000 4*." See 
OED. Blackwood's friends did not "live to see him Provost 
of Edinbro," but in 1829 he was elected to his first 
Bailieship. See Oliphant, op. cit.. II, 91• 

X 
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several dolts have dropped it on his recommendation. 

John Bull has an extraordinary circulation in this county 

among Whigs as well as Tories. 

May I beg the favor of you to hand over the 

enclosed packages as directed. 

Mrs. Watts who has joined me some days desires 

me to present her compliments and I remain Dear Sir, 

Very truly yours 

Alaric A Watts. 

I am about to send a paper entitled "The 
13 

Confessions of a Magazine Editor" to Andrews for his Album. 

I should have given Christopher the refusal of it, but that 

it contains in one or two places a very warm mention of him 

and his Magazine and as such even if it were v/orthy his 

attention, could not be published in your Mage. 

Will you let your clerk charge this parcel to 

me. I beg this as it is entirely my own concerns. I 

should have paid the carriage myself but thought it likely 

there would be less chance of its detention if left unpaid. 

^This article did not appear in the Album. 
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Letter 1̂ -

Leeds November 20th. 1822 

My dear Sir 

I received your kind favor and present yesterday 

for both of which I thank you most sincerely. The narrative 

of Old Nicol has greatly interested me as you v/ill perceive 

by the notice of it in next Monday's Intelligencer. You 

may venture to send me a dozen copies in the parcel as I 

am sure I shall have ptirchasers for so many at least but 

if more is wanted will have them by the next parcel. Also 

send six Magazines of this month, and three of September 

(The King's Visit) which is still in continued demand 

among the Whigs and non subscribers. I shall commence 

with the forthcoming Magazine and publish a notice of it 

every month in succession besides allusions, small extracts 

&c. every week. All this I should do from choice Ii:id £*i J 

no connexion with it. I wish as I before remarked you would 

get a short quotable paper or two in each number such for 

(Edinburgh: 
^ u t unassigned ±jx u^yjjj • r^jj, a^y^j. ^Mz»^ul^^x^,^ wx one uww*v 
see B.M.. October, T822, XI, 39^, and November, 1822, XI, 
685.'""^ 
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instance as the "man in the Bell" the "buried alive"^ &c. 

I quite forgot in my last letter to request you 

to send the charge for advertising "l̂ ŷatt's Monument" 

addressed to the Sub Committee of Management at 19. 

Henrietta St. Cavendish Square and it will forthwith be 

liquidated. I have not heard from V/yatt^ lately but 

you may on my authority insert it again the month after 

next unless you hear to the contrary. I am pleased that 

you approve my Newspaper lucubrati6ns, no one is more 

conscious of its imperfections than I am but I hope to 

improve as I proceed. Just now too I am hampered with 

rather more than I can attend to. This part of the country 

is as you justly observed a fine field. The genus of 

politicians against which I have principally to contend 

are Whig Radicals. Rascals v/ith all and more than the 

2 
This was a short story by Wm. Maglnn which 

probably affected Poe's "The Pit and the Pendulun." 
See B.M,. November, 1821, X, 373-375. 

This was a short narrative.^unas signe^of one 
who apparently dies of fever, is burled, disinterred, and 
who comes alive in a dissecting laboratory. See B.M.. 
October, 1821, X, 262-26̂ 4-. 

k 
See note 1 of Letter 12 above. 

Matthew Cotes Wyatt. See Appendix II. 
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ferocity of a Cobbet or a Wooller^ bixt who endeavor 

to conceal it under an assumed cloak of candor and 

moderation. The extermination of these vermin is much 

more difficult than the mere cracking a radical louse. 

They are forever slipping thro' one's fingers. Another 

disadvanta^:e is that our own party are so supine and 

unenthusiastic in their Cause. They would be sorry to see 

it annihilated but would lend no assistance to prevent 

such an annihilation. In my own particular case I have 

no cause to complain as our paper increases materially 

every week, indeed has gained somewhere about 280 within 

the six weeks. I have attended to it. This is I suppose 

mere chance. Our advertisements too are a constant source 

of profit. If matters go on as they do I purpose purchasing 

a share of the paper and settling here altogether. 

Of course I shall notice your books from time 

to time and as v/e exchange with all the best Tory papers in 

the country the notices must frequently be copied into 

papers not directly connected. My notice of the Liberal^ 

for instance has made the tour of most of the Provincial 

Thomas Jonathan Wooler. See Appendix II. 

'̂ See note 18 of Letter h above. 
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Papers. These people who are for the most part printers 

and have other business to attend to are glad to sieze 

/slc7 upon a literary notice ready to their hands. I 

have undertaken to let my reporter report for the Courier 
Q 

and New Times,^ and I shall occasionally v/rite them so 

that their columns v/ill still be open to me. I heard 

from our friend Mudford this morn. You v/ill have seen 
10 

that I have ;jiven Maga's friend the Scotsman en passant. 
I should like much to make this cold blooded Radical the 

subject of an article but that I have no means of obtaining 

the necessary material. We have no file of his paper in 

this place. 

o 
The Courier, a London evening dally newspaper, 

began in September, 1792, and endured until July, 18^2. It 
was edited by Eugenius Roche, Daniel Stuart (1803-11). 
Peter Street (1811-22), William Mudford, John Gait (I83O), 
James Stuart, and S. L. Blanchard. See CBEL, III, 8OO. 

The New Times was begun before Easter. I8I7, 
and soon absorbed the Day. It was continued as the Day 
and New Times, but the first part of this title was dropped 
before the end of I8I7. In 1828 it was re-designated as 
the Morning Journal, and was continued as such until I83O. 
It was edited by J. H. Stoddart (1817-26), Eugenius Roche 
(I827-8), Robert Alexa.nder, and J. M. Gutch (1828-30). 
See CBEL, III, 799. 

10 See note h to Letter 11 above. 
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Will you mention to Ballantyne /James and John? 

that you are about to send me a parcel. He may i:;ossibly 

have some message to send. I remain Dr. Sir very faith

fully yours 

Alaric A Watts. 

Will you have the goodness to give old Nicol 

5/6 (the price of the book I believe) for me, and charge 

me vdth it. I hope to f'hej the means of selling two or 

three dozen at least. 

I have not advertised Nicol this week because 

my notice will answer all the purpose of an advt. I shall 

next wk. 

I shall be glad if the Emperor of Magazine 

Editors ̂ ohn Murra^7 discovers by my little volume that 

I am somewhat less of a Goth than he insinuated some time 
12 

ago, and not quite such a blockhead as the Reviewer of 

Poetical Sketches. See note 11 to Letter 
13 above. 

^The reference here Is to the stringent review 
by John Wilson Croker, or Wm. Gifford. of Watts's "Memoirs 
of the Kit-Cat Club," which appeared in the Quarterly Review^ 
January, 1822, XXVI, ̂ 25-^37. 
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the letter to John Bull in Maga -̂  accused me of being. 

Ify Gothic name I cannot vrell help. 

Letter 1? 

Leeds Yorkshire 

Deer. 18, 1822 

}fy dear Sir, 

I ret"urn you my best thanks for your kind letter 

and present of the 12th instant. I had written a few lines 

to accompany the List which my wife In her haste to make up 

the packet inadvertently omitted. I have been greatly 

occupied of late what with my own private concerns, and 

literary engagements but after January I shall be quite at 

leisure again. Thanks also for the last number of Maga. 
1 

Timothy Tell's Autobiography is excellent so is the short 

2 J- -> 

article on the politics of Madame de Stael £ ,___,/ The 

"^See note 3 to Letter 1 above. 

/Sy Charles Cherbery? See B.M.. October, 1822, 
XII, 395-U-d95 November. 1822, XII, 665-553. The series 
was continued on into 1823: January, XIII, 19-3^; February, 
XIII, 189-198. 

2 
This article is unassigned. See B.M., November, 

1822, XII, 586-?87» 
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Congress*^ /"fJ7 Tales of Daft Days. I consider your 

new correspondent C. B. a valuable acquisition to your 

forces. You have been copiously quoted in this neighbor

hood this month. Indeed in most of the Provincials with 

which we exchange. I am convinced that one or two short 

papers in each number referring to some matter of temporco'y 

interest would be of great service to your sale. They 

would be so much more generally quoted than any literary 

article however meritorious; and blockheads who have not the 

brains to distinguish talent from dullness would have their 

attention attracted to them by their subjects. Your 

character has been long stamped as political; and a few 

good hard knocks now suid then at the Khigs would be most 

cordially received by your friends without giving occasion 

for any more malignity than you have already subjected 

yourself from your enemies. I shall vrrlte at some length 

^Thls unassigned article refers to "The Congress 
at Verona." See B.M.. November, 1822, XII, 6^1-656. 

^This was a continued poem by "C.B." /R» B. 
Cunninghame??. See B.M.. November. 1822, XII, 600-60?; 
December, iB22, XII, 761-76^. Another instalment (the 
last) appeared in B.M.. March, 182^, XIII, 32^331. 

^See note h above. 
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by the .fonthly list parcel upon this and other topics on 

which I am unable to enter just now. It has been I 

understand a subject of great disappointment to your 

london friends that you have not castigated the Liberal. 

The thing is to be sure very dull as well as very vficked 

but it is countenanced and puffed by the Whigs and as such 

is worthy of attention. The sneaking conduct of the 

Quarterly with regard to Cain has excited universal 

disgust and injured its character for sincerity to an 

extent of which Mr Murray has perhaps little idea. I 

hope you will not let the scoundrels of the Liberal go 

unscathed after their second number. 

^This refers to Reginald Heber's or William 
Gifford's very unfavorable review of Byron's Cain, a 

See the Quarterly Review. XXVII, April-July, 
The "sneaking conduct" on the part of the 

Quarterly consisted of their highly critical remarks on 
Cajya, the tone of which is illustrated by these quotations: 

le drama of 'Cain,' Lord Byron himself has thought proper 

Mystery. See 
1822, 508-52if. 

to call a ^Hystery, I But, except in topics on which it 
is employed. Lord Byron's Mystery has no resemblence to those 
which it claims as its prototypes. These last, however 
absurd and indecorous in their execution, were, at least, 
intended reverently. The composition before us /Cain 7 
is, unhappily, already too famous for its contrary character; 
character to which we fear it is, in no small degree, indebt
ed for the celebrity which it has attained, and ^hich, though 
it certainly is marked with much of Lord Bjrron's peculiar 
talent, its inherent merits would hardly have secured for 
it." (p. 509). 

^ 
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}fy reason for not having noticed the last No of 

Maga more at length, is that I intend inserting in our 

first Paper for January (of which we shall print a large 

number for gratuitous distribution) a notice of Maga of 

some length, somewhat of a retrospective natxare, pointing 

out several of its most able papers from its commencement 

to the present time and remarking upon its general character

istics. If you can furnish me with any hint so do, as I 

mean to use all possible exertion to have it copied into 

other papers. I shall then go on from month to month, giving 

an analysis of and extracts from Maga regxdarly. I shall 

make you smile some day with a paper on Campbells'^ Mage. 

John Nicol has done very well with us. Robinson 

and Hemaman have sold eleven of the 12 copies you sent. 
o 

Please enclose in the Magazine parcel 6 Margaret Lindsays 

if published and if not send them thro Cadell and Robinson 

of Cheapside as we are receiving parcels from Cheapside 
9 

twice a week. The Entail will I have no doubt go off well. 

'The N.M.M. See note 3 to Letter 8 above. 
Q 

The Trials of Maragret Lyndsay (Edinburgh, I823), 
by John Wilson. See British Museiom. For advertisement of 
the book, see B.M.. November, 1822, XII, 52-h. 

^The Entail, or the Lairds of Grippy. a novel by 
John Gait (Edinburgh, 1823), was advertised in B.M.. November, 
1822, XII, 52^. It was reviewed in B.M.y January, I823, XIII, 
77-86. 

- ^ ^ 
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I have only skimmed it as yet* I cannot say that I liked 

it anything so rell as the "Annals" nor am I sure altho on 

the whole it is better (or rather more equal) than "Sir 

Andrev;", that it will rival it in popularity. But I have 

not given it a fair reading. I shall take an early oppor

tunity of noticing it favorably in the Intelligencer. 

We sold 8 copies of John Nicol two days after the 

notice appeared In the Newspaper. I am in hopes of having 

to order five whole sets of your Magazine against my next 

parcel. 

Yo-ur friendly disposition towards me makes you 

overrate the Intelligencer. I am so conscious of its 

deficiencies that I feel sometimes almost ashamed to send 

it to you. I know v̂ hat a paper should be too \jell to be 

satisfied vdth vrhat mine is at present. But I hOT̂ e to 

improve as the paper has been hitherto wretched beyond 

comparison the people in this neighborhood think it very 

good. Now of course we circulate amons all the high families 

of this great county and are as you will perceive much depended 

on for local news by the London press. Leeds anĉ  its imnediate 

neighborhood does not include a fourth Dart of the entire 

circulation in the neighborhood of York, Halifax, Huddersford, 

Hatsfield &c. /"which_7 we look to for the greater part of 

our subscribers. 

file:///jell
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Pray excuse this hasty and careless scrâ l̂ and 

believe me to be with gt sincerity My Dr Sir 

Yours faithfiaiy 

A A Watts 

I am ashamed to send such a letter by post but 

that it is desirable you should receive the order for 

Margaret Lindsay before you send off. 

Please to send me a copy of the Report of the 

trial of Professor Leslie versus Maga. 

I wish you would let your clerk send me a list 

of the Papers you see regularly as I could then send you 

such as contained extracts of which you \^re not aware. 

The Sheffield, York, Macclesfield, Manchester, Hull, 

Liverpool, Durham, Chester, Cornwall Tory Papers are now 

regular in their quotations. 

Letter 16 

j[K sentence or two of the following letter have 

been used by Mrs. Oliphant in her study, I, 506. That 

portion so used is indicated by italicsjj? 

For an account of B.M.'s attack on Professor 
Leslie and the action brought against Maga. see Oliphant, 

" ., I, 177-179, 368 ff. 
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Park Square Leeds 

March 8th, I823 

My dear Sir 

I know not how sufficiently to apologize for my 

neglect in having suffered so long a time to elapse without 

writing, but independently of several weeks of serious 

illness so many things have occiorred to perplex and occupy 

me that I have been compelled to defer from time to time 

the pleasure of addressing you. 

I received your letter and the kind enclosure with 

the January Mage quite safe and return you my best acknow

ledgements. Indeed I am almost ashamed to accept what you 

have had the goodness to send, having really as yet done so 

very little to merit it, and the more so as so many other 

claims from persons more deserving of it must continually 

be pressing upon you. For the future and I hope to do more 

than I have ever yet done (with the exception of the Lists 

which is Mrs W affair) I must bog you /̂ill consider me as 

^ volunteer. Some circumstances have fallen out which 

place me in a more independent situation in life than I 

have stood for some time, and can therefore very well afford 

to give you a little of my time occasionally. 

I am glad to see that the example of the Intelligencer 

is beginning to be followed in various parts of the country. 

' ^ 
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as it respects Maga. The Brighton Gazette vSheffield 

Mercury, Liverpool Courier, YorkrMre Gazette, Plymouth 

Dock Gazette, Cornwall Gazette, Macclesfield Courier, 

Cambridge Chronicle, Chester Clironicle are all in the 

habit now of occasionally noticing as well as extracting 

from its pages. The Hull Advertiser too (a paper managed 

by the man who formerly conducted the Intelligencer and 

who as I was the unusual means of depriving him of a good 

situation is of course no friend of mine) has I perceive 

reviewed Maga at some length lately, but this must be 

pure good will to the v/ork as he does not care to be 

thought an imitator of mine. He is a blackguard fellow 

and his paper has but a very small circulation but I would 

have you send him Maga because every little helps. I an 

glad to say that your Magazine is Improving in sale fast 

in this tovm, so much Indeed that I must get you to send 
2 

two or three more numbers in your next parcel. The ballads 

too are all sold but one: Margaret Lindsay we shall no doubt 

1 
George Hudie preceded Watts as editor of the 

Leeds Intelligencer. See Aspinall, op. cit.. p. 3M+, note. 
2 
Ancient Spanish Ballads. Historical and 

Romantic. Translated by John Bibson Lockhart (Edinburghi 
William Blackwood and T. Cadell, I823). For -d. review of 
these ballads, by John Wilson, see B.M.. March, I823, 
XIII, 3^-357. 
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sell eight or ten copies of. Nicol are all gone. The 

Entail does /*notJ7 go off quite so well. I have ar

ranged to f\jrnish the Sheffield Mercury and Macclesfield 

Courier with a notice of Maga occasionally. Should you 

on any occasion think it worth while to send them an 

advertisement (they are largely circulated papers) you 

can do so through me. I notice that you sometimes throw 

away advertisements by giving them to papers which are 

not read. I think as my experience on this subject is 

considerable I had better send you a list of the Country 

Papers marked for your guidance. There is a great deal 

saved in economizing these matters. In the Times it is 

no use for you /"toJ7 advertise Maga. In the Morning 

Chronicle it has a better chance, as that paper is now a 

good deal looked to for its book advertisements. But those 

London papers which have the largest country circulation 

are the best mediums. The Evening papers and even such 

as the St. James Chronicle, the Evening Mail and the English 

Chronicle. You would find it much to your account although 

a heavy expense to bill the Quarterly Review with a syllabus 

of the contents of the whole 12 volumes, mentioning the most 

striking articles, and where you can names of parties as 

the authors. 

With respect to memoranda I wish you would send me 

a list of queries and besides answering this I could jot down 
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many other things which may occur to me. By the next 

opportunity I hope to send you a large packet of London 

gossip. I have sent a host of enquiries on such matters 

as were likely to be of interest and will communicate the 

results. There are some matters on which I \>dshed to 

remark which I shall condense into the form of memoranda. 

It is much to be wished that our friend Christopher 

would Elve us an article composed of short light pieces for 

the )̂urDose of inducing newspaper quotation. Somethii^ 

after the manner of D'Israeli classed under a general 

head you would soon find your account in this. 

I have notice of 1^ Lockhart's beautiful Spanish 

Ballads in the types which I shall use directly. 

Margaret Lindsay let us have as soon as published 

and the week after it comes to hand a notice calculated to 

do it service in this smoky town shall appear in the 

^The reference to /^Isaac? Disraeli suggests 
his The Curiosities of Literature (five series, 1791-183^), 
The Calamities of Authors Cl5l2-18l3). and The Quarrels 
of Authors C181M-;T See Baugh, OP. cit.. p. 1365f note. 
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Intelligencer & some of the neighboring papers. 

I was glad to see that your ancient enemy the 

StfÔ  has been brought to book at last I I took care as 

you will perceive to give him a stroke en passant. 

You will have noticed the war "open v/ar" which 

has been carrying on for some time past between myself 

and the Mercury. My exposure of the barefaced humbug of 

the Yorkshire Meeting,^ has not failed to secure for me a 

vast deal of persecution from the Whigs in this neighbor

hood, but I was determined to go through with it. As a 

final blow I have exposed the unparalleled imposture of the 

Editor of the Mercury in palming off upon the public of 

Yorkshire a work as his own (and putting his own name on 

the title page) which was written by Alexander Stephens 

Esq. I have enclosed smother paper of last week in case the 

one sent by post should have miscarried. I will venture to 

h 
This doubtlessly refers to the fact that John 

Ramsay M'Culloch (the "Stot") \/as on the eve of producing 
his Political Economy, satirized in the Noctes of April, 
182̂-';; See B.M.. April. 182̂ -, XV, 38O. 

^See note 7 to Letter 8 above. 

n 

(. '• i 
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say that such an imposition was never before practised. 

He does not attempt to deny it, for to prevent the 

possibility of his sneaking out I have placed a couple of 

marked copies in my office for public inspection. He now 

talks of its being a compilation but even this vd.ll not 

avail him as no compiler ever reprinted a quarto work 

verbatim of which another person \fas the author and set 

his own name on the title page. Such vermin ought to be 

exposed by all true Tories, and what makes it of particular 

importance to crush this vagabond is that he is the organ 

of absolutely almost all the V/higs of the country. Now if 

any notice could be taken of this rascal's robbery it would 

be of the greatest possible service to me and to the Tory 

party here around. I do not want a i/ord of compliment to 

my paper but simply the mention of the fact of which this 

notorious Whig Radical has been convicted. Should this not 

be really impracticable, there is no exertion I could make 

that I would not to repay the obligation. It would do me a 

himdred pounds worth of service, and the more especially as 

I am about to become an equal proprietor in the Intelligencer. 

Finding all other hopes of defense entirely overwhelmed the 

Whigs here are beginning to raise the accustomed yell of 

personality. Altho I can safely say that I have not printed 

a single line of remark of at all a personal character on 

any one. This you know is their usual resource when they 

http://vd.ll
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fail in argument. Nay I have been bullied by whole 

troops of these rascals calling at my house. Baines the 

Editor of the Mercury threatens me v/ith seeking legal 

redress if I persist in exposing his plunder from Stephens 

and so they endeavor ,to intimidate ne. In the midst of 

all this however the paper is rising in circulation every 

vfeek, so that I lose nothing by their opposition. If in 

your political or any other article you could in any way 

allude to my exposiu-e of this barefaced V/hig Radical 

Plagiarist^ it would jT^^J o^ "the greatest service to me 

just now and Christopher should not find me backward in 
6 

striving to repay the obligation. 

You will be pleased to learn that in a lecture 
7 

read at our Philosophical Hall of James Montgomery's 

6 
See note 13 of Letter 8 above. 
7 
The "Philosophical Hall" refers to the Leeds 

Philosophical and Literary Society, instituted January 1^, 
1820. See British Museum. Concerning the paper referred 
to, I quote from a letter from Miss Luc lie M. Morsch, Chief, 
General Reference and Bibliography Division, The Library of 
Congress, dated June 9j 1952t 

"Volume I of the Transactions of the Philosophical 
and Literary oociety of Leeds (London, Longmans, 1837. 189P.) 
lists a paper entitled 'On Modern English Literature' that 
was read before the Society on March 7> I823, by James 
Montgomery. However, this paper was never actually printed 
in the Transactions. as this volume, so far as we can 
determine, was the only one issued." 
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a very high compliment was paid to Maga. After describing 

the effect it had had on Magazine literature he remarked 

that "Blackwoods Magazine was as superior in talent as it 

vms formidable in politics, its rivals foimd it as difficult ' 

to contend v;ith it in the one sense, as its political 

opponents in the other." This is flattering as coming 

from a Whig Poet. 

A long while ago I sent Ballantyne some of my 

little volumes for himself and others, and as I have neyev 

been favored v/ith one single line to say they were received 

from any of the parties I am rather inclined to suppose that 

some mistake has occurred. Will you therefore with my 

compliments simply ask him if such a parcel vreis ever re

ceived, if he had the goodness to send the books as directed. 

One was I believe to Sir Walter Scott. I do not wish to 

trespass upon Mr. Ballantyne's valuable time but this much 

he will perhaps Inform me through you. I alv/ays thou:,'ht 

you Edinburgh wits were remarkable for your politeness and 

good breeding; but although my slender tribute has been 

kindly received <Sb acknowledged in every other quarter without 

o 
Poe t i ca l Sketches; vgth s tanzas for musiCy 

and other Poems. See note 11 to Let te r 12 above. 
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exception I have not been honored even with a nersage 

from any one IndividTial, save yoiu*seir in the enlightened 

city of Edinburgh announcing the receipt of the aforesaid 

volume. I much \/ish to know if I-fp Ballantyne has foruarded 

those which were sent to his care. Perhaps I have offended 

him by not quoting his paper" more but my chaxige of day 

renders it of very little use, as I always receive the 

Edinburgh Observer of a much later date. 

The Lockhart Ballads are very highly spoken 

among our literary friends but not higher than they deserve. 

I hope we shall some day have them in a more portable form 

to match with the series of books of this description in 

everybody's library. It is the most beautiful specimen of 

Ballantyne's fine printing I have ever seen. I beg you will 

make my acknowledgements to Mr Lockhart for the volume, and 

say how highly I prize /"itJ7. I will send him a paper when 

it is noticed. 

10 
If Millar has sent some specimens of types for 

9 
'̂ Thls refers to the Edinburgh Weekly Journal 

(1798-18W), noted for "John Ballantyne »s brilliant dramatic 
criticisms, as well as letters by Scott, and many 'fugitive 
pieces'...." See Graham, op. cit.. p. 385« 

Andrew Millar. See Besterman, op. cit., p. 3̂ -, 
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us to your care please to enclo.o them in the prrcel 

containing Margaret Lindsay. 

I am about to visit London for a fortnight after 

this month, and shall be glad to attend to any commission 

in which I can be of service for you. 

Hurst and Robinson's traveller a very smart 

respectable young man Td.ll be in Edinbro in a few days 

and I promised to give him a note to you, if he calls 

you will perhaps shov/ him any little civility that Jiay 

be in yoTir power but be careful what you say before him 

as,he is in the Constable interest. 

Your last number of Maga vms excellent is Timothy 
11 12 

Tell Mr Gait. The letter from a Washer woman and 
13 extracts bearing on Hunt and Shelley, are exquisite. 

11 
See note 1 to Letter 15 above. 

12 
This was a humorous account in the form of a 

letter from "Patience Lilyvhite" to "Wors^-lpful Sir" in 
vrtiich she recounts her tribulations with a lodger. It 
Includes "Fragments" of poetry which the departed guest 
left in lieu of payment for the hospitality extended him. 
Caroline Bowles Southey was the author of this bit of 
nonsense. See B.M.. February, 1823, XIII, 232-238. 

"̂ The "extracts bearing on Hunt and Shelley" 
relate to a paper called "The Candid. No. I," by John 
Wilson(?), but signed "R.S.," which contains a strong 
castigation of Hunt and Shelley and the Liberal. See B.M.. 
January, I823, XIII, 108-12if. 
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Smollett himself could not have done the thing better. 

I was also much delighted wibh the reviev of D'Israeli. 

I v/as glad to see you have beguri a series of articles on 
1^ 

the same plan as Times' KaKlc Lantern. Do attend to ly 

recommendation of getting some shorter papers into the 

Magazine. Barry OMeara's castigation is said to have 

been Mr Croker's work, and sharp work it is. Murr /a7y 

lost money last season and is rather shy of publishing 

this year. His List is composed for the most part of pretty 

sure books. 

Send me a list of queries and I will forthwith 

forward under a frank a good bundle of chit chat of various 

Xh 
This refers to John Gibson Lockhart's review 

of Isaac Disraeli's "The Kew Series of the Ĉ uirlosities of 
Literature. In three vols. (London: John Murray, Albermarle 
Street, 1822)." See B.M.. February, 1823, XIII, 162-175. 

15 
See note 7 to Letter 10 above. The new series 

was called "Time's Whispering Gallery." The first number 
of it, by R.F. St. Barbe, was "Mbilere's Old Woman." See 
B.M.y February, 1823, XIII, 215-218. 

The "castigation of O'Meara" is found in John 
Wilson Croker's review of the former's Napoleon in Exile: 
or a voice from St. Helena (2 vols.: London, 1822). The 
castigation consists of Croker's pointing out the in
accuracies and discrepancies in O'Meara's narrative. This 
he does by drawing parallels with tliree French works per
taining to the same subject. For the review, see Quarterly 
Review . October, 1822 - January, 1823, XXVIII, 219-26M-. 
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kinds. I have been so un̂ .̂ 11 since the first that I :i::ve 

been quite unable to write even zh:it uiuch. (independent of 

no\;spaper scribbling). I trust you vrlll Impute :ny ncgli-

gonco to its proper cause. \ilt.\ :;:u:y tĥ ankc for your 

kindneac 

I remain liy Dear Sir 

very faithfully yours 

Alaric .̂  V/atts 

There is a very great sale of Books in this tovm 

and County. Mr Hemaman desires me to say that he feels a 

great interest in pushing your books whenever an opportunity 

occurs. The Magazine is certainly risii^. 

Letter 17 

Park Square Leeds 

April 10, 1823 

Hy Dear S ir , 

Your last packet arrived in due course for the 

content? of v̂ tiich I thank you very sincerely. You omitted 

to add some four Magazines above the ucual number vhich I 

either mentioned or intended to mention in ay last letter. 

I am happy to say that Maga is Increasing vdth UL̂  and I hope 

will continue to increase. We have this month tvjo new 
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subscribers New Monthly peo: Is to place to our list. 

We only sell 3 of Colburn's now. The Edinburgh Review 

in also declining in its country circulation to a very 

pireat extent. You would not fall to notice it̂ ^ miserable 

spite towards our friend Croly. I hope this v411 rouse 

Z"youJ7 to prepare a very biting article for your pages 
2 ! 

illustrative of the general Inequities of the blue and yellow. 

The reference here is to a most vicious attack 
on Croly, made by the reviewer of The Speeches of the Rlnht 
Honorable Henry Grattan in the Irish and in the Imperial 
Parliament (Edited by his Son. London: Longman & Co., 1822). 
The reviewer first tal̂ es the editor of the Speeches to task 
for having obscure men, and among them "a certain Rev. Mr. 
Croly (whoever he may be)", v/rite the prefaces to the work. 
(̂  Mr. Croly the reviewer remarks, "But all other faiilts 
j^hose of the other prefacer^7 shrink into nothing when B 
seen by the side of the Revei-end Mr. Croly's rhapsody. 
Among forty or fifty other tawdry half-brought-out similies.... 
As every sentence of Mr. Croly's abounds in such nonsense... 
There has of late been such a disposition in certain quarters 
to puff this writer that when we meet him it is impossible 
not to stop to survey a little i.'hat we have importunately 
been called upon to admire. If a worse composition can be 
produced from any quarter beyond the precincts of the lowest 
government newspaper we are ready to change our opinion of 
his style. In this piece there is not one sinpile thought 
expressed naturally or intelligibly, or easily." See the 
Edinburgh Review, February, 1823, XXXVIII, 5^56. Professor 
Elizabeth Schneider, of Temple University, writes me that 
she has not been able to establish the authorship of the 
review mentioned above. 

^"The blue and yellow" refers to the Edinburgh 
Review, so called from the colors of its covers, ̂ /̂ lich 
were the election colors of the vmig party when the Review 
'̂ras begun. See the Oxford Companion to Eng:lish Literature, 
edited by Paul Harvey (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1937), p. 9*+. 

^ 
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I amused myself some months ago in traversing thro its 

pages from the commencement and citing, after the manner 

of Cobbets Gridiron its varying opinions on matters polemi

cal political and literary. Should you have a castigation 

in view I will transcribe it fairly and send it for your 

use. Such a mass of absurdity and inconsistency is hardly 

to be found in any other publication. 

h 
1 thank you for Stewart Rose. I am afraid the 

volume will not take, although I feel convinced that his 
5 

Ariosto will be a standard Book. I hope he has rendered 

•^Cobbett's "Gridiron," which appeared in Cobbett's 
Weekly Political Register (I8O2-I836) was a representation 
of a gridiron, with an extract from his article of I8I9 
^having to do with the national debt and its pressure on the 
agricultural clas^7 which Cobbett frequently set at the head 
of the Register, with a renewed assertion of his opinions. 
See G.D.H. Cole's the Life of William Cobbett (London: Home 
& Van Thai, Ltd., 19^7), PP. 280-281. For an illustration 
of the "Gridiron" itself, see Cobbett's Weekly Political 
Register. October ^, I823, Vol. 48, p. 2. 

If 
This refers to "The Orlando Innamorato. trans

lated into prose from the Italian of Bemi. and interspersed 
with extracts in the same stanza as the Original. By 
William Stewart Rose (Edinburgh: William Blackwood: London: 
T. Cadell, 1823)." For a review of this work, by John Gibson 
Lockhart, see B.M.. March, I823, XIII, 299-307. 

^See note 25 to Letter h above. 
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the Orlando Furioso in the rhyme best suited to it the 

Ottava rima. A new translation of Ariosto must be a 

saleable book. 

What can be the meaning of Gait's publishing with 

Oliver and Boyd as I perceive by the newspaper advertisements 
7 

he is about to do. This will do him no credit. His last 

publication is not liked among my friends, and does not sell 

with us. I hope it is more successful elsewhere for G^lt'^7 

sake. 

I take shame to myself for not having noticed 

Margaret Lyndsay, but I have been so unwell for many weeks 

past that I have scarcely been able to pen a few lines of 

political remark, add to which our assizes have trenched 

upon my literary Department and until these last two or three 

6 
"The Orlando Fin'ioso. translated into English 

verse from the Italian of Ariosto, Lodovico, with notes, 
by William Stewart Rose (London, John Murray, 182^-)". 
For a review of the first volume, by John Gibson Lockhart, 
see B.M.. July, 1823, XIV, 30-35; for a review of the second 
volume, also by Lockhart, see B.M.. April, l82if, xv, ̂ •18-̂ -2̂ . 

^In 1823 Oliver and Boyd did publish Gait's The 
Spaewife; a tale of the Scottish Chronicles. See Library of 
Congress^ There is, however, no record of a breach between 
Gait and William Blackwood that would have occassioned the 
former's changing publishers. 

/^ •'^x 
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weeks have obliged me to omit book notices altogether. 

I hope to give a column or two to it next week. It is 
o 

a delightful book. The Italian Wife contains some good 

verses but will I fear hang on hand. Your "Youth of 
9 

Reginald Dalton" is expected with much interest. 

10 
You are rather hard this month upon Mr Elliott. 

11 
He lives at Sheffield, is a friend of Basting's and has I 

can assure you vn̂ itten some very pretty verses in his day. 

I know nothing of him personally, nor have I seen the book 

reviewed. By the way talking of Lord Byron there is a curious 

insinuation as to plagiarism in the last number of the 

o 
This refers to the Tragedy of the Italian Wife, 

by Thomas Doubleday. This work was advertised in B.M.. 
April, 1823, XIII, ̂ 89. It is also referred to InToEn 
Wilson's review of Doubleday's Babington: a Tragedy. See 
B.M.. July, 1825, XVIII, 119-13"?̂  

o 
'̂ Ifeder "Works Preparing for Publication," in 

B.M.. May, 1823, XIII. 613, appeared the announcement of 
Reginald' Dalton. "by ihe author of Valerius. and Adam_Bla' 
/John Gibs on LockharJ^/," ^ _ _̂, ^ to be published June 10th. This 
work was reviewed by"*j6hn Wilson (?) in B.M.. January, 182̂ -, 
XV, 102-12^.. 

Ebenezer Elliott. See Appendix II. Watts's 
reference is to John Wilson's (?) severe review of Elliott's 
"Love, a Poem, in three parts; to which is added The Giaour, 
an Historical Poem (London: Charles Stocking, 1823)." See 
B.M.. March, 1823, XIII, 321-323. 

11 
Thomas Hastings. See Appendix II. 

• ^ • ^ 
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12 
Edinbro Review, and a very broad and serious char<je 

to the same effect in the British Critic of this month 

against his Lordship. ^ His friends may say what they 

please but with all his genius he has not scrupled to 

levy very extensive contributions upon other writers. 

These persons who were wont to contend that he is the 

least laborious of poets vd.ll find sooner or later, that 

he has more frequently than not written with his books 

rather than his feelings about him. Even Maga herself has 

admitted this more than once, but she is a very Inconsistent 

12 
This refers to a parallel review of Thomas 

Moore's "Loves of the Angels. A Poem (London, I823), and 
Byron's Heaven and Earth. A Mystery (182'^)". which appeared 
in the Edinburgh Review. February. 1823. XXXVIII, 27-H-8. 
The specific chai'ge against Byron was that in depicting the 
Deluge he leaned too heavily for inspiration upon Nicolas 
Poussin's painting which had as its subject that same 
catastrophe. 

13 
This charge occurs in a review of Byron's 

Werner^ a Tragedy ,^5^ssigned7, and reads in part: "Such 
wholesale borrowing as this Ts a dangerous symptom of decay 
in the intellectual activity of any writer; but in the 
case of Lord Byron, it seems to be somethln;̂  worse than a 
symptom; we so'e rather inclined to pronounce it the develop
ment of a constitutional disease....We formally charge Lord 
Byron with being under various shapes, in various ways, and 
in various degrees from the first canto of Childe Harold 
down to Werner—a Plagiary!"_^ See the British Critic (New 
Series), March, I823, XIX, 25O. 
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lady occasionally. I see my opinions on this head con

firmed in various periodical v;orks every month. The very 

soreness which Lord B evinces on this point shews some 

degree of consciousness. 

The London Mage, crammed as it is with the 

everlasting stories of Allan Cunningham and Mr J. H. 

Reynolds appears to me more stupid than ever. They have 

lately enlisted Mr. Bowring under theii banners. By the 

way why do you not give this over puffed gentleman a slice 

in Maga. When a man of small stature is elevated upon 

the shoiilders of congenial cockneys he becomes a legitimate 

butt for honest satire. The remarks in the Noctes on the 

venality of the Review & Magazine squad in "hoisting up 
15 ^ -, 

their various heavy bottomed authors" /sic/ I wished you 

would notice a good /sic 7 my books in each of your Noctes: 

this kind of gonsip is uncommonly amusing. 

John Bowring. See Appendix II. 
15 
This quote is taken from Noctes. No. VII, in 

which Odoherty, James Hogg, and John Wilson (Christophor 
North) are discussing three magazines: the British Criticy 
the Quarterly Review, and the N.M.M. The entire speech, 
which is Odoherty's, reads: "If one looks around among 
our periodicals, there is scarcely one of them that is not 
laboring away to hoist up some heavy bottom." See B.M.^ 
March, 1823, XIII, 376. 

j ^ 
P . W 
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I see a good deal of Mr Taylorfe (of the London 

Mage.) private correspondence. He is about to dispose of 
16 

his father's business at Retford, that of bookseller 

printer carpet seller & feather bed maker and a hundred 

17 other crafts to boot to our printer who has just had a 

good sum of money left him. Since his departure I have 

turned printer and the more vdllingly as I am about to 

enter upon a share of the Newspaper and general printing 

business. As we have ordered a supply of excellent book 

types, and have a set of very steady able workmen I do not 

despair of turning out some well printed books from our 

Leeds press. One thing in favor of us is that wages are 

low in this part of the coimtry & we can print cheap and 

that with the publishers we can afford to take our accounts 

out in books. 

I am compelled once more I hope for the last time 

to send the Lists by coach, but as no opportunity offered 

16 
Neither C.H. Timperley's A Dictionary of Printers 

and Printing (London: H. Johnson; EdinbuT'̂ hr Fraser & Co.. 
1839), nor Henry Curwen's A History of Booksellers, the Old 
and the New (London: Chatto & Windus, 1873) makes any 
reference to a Taylor of Retford. Ostensibly he was not of 
sufficient note to be listed in these rather comprehensive 
works. 

17 
Townsend. See Watts, op. c i t . . 

p . 163. 

» . « " • « . ' I \ 
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to send them to Cadell's when they should have gone I 

resolved to forward them straight. As the fault v/as mine 

I should have paid the carriage in both instances but they 

will not book farther than Newcastle at this place, con

sequently I could only pay it half way. I desire however 

to set the matter straight that you let me pay the next 

Magazine parcel. I shall be in London for a week in about 

a month when I will pick up all I can for you. 

How miserable the Literary Gazette is. It may 
18 

improve—it cannot grow worse. Procter's last vol. vd.ll 

afford matter for an amusing quiz it is full of cockneyism 

& absurdity.—Do you mark the pains Colburn is at to get 

his lumbering concern noticed. He will not give us a single 

advertisement because we refuse to puff <Sc quote his Magazine, 

this is a sine cTia non with him. He offers to give it to 

every country paper newspaper regularly that virlll stipulate 

not only to make extracts from it, but to make extracts from 

no other work of the same kind. The London Editors are for 

the most part a dirty venal crew, and the coiontry gentlemen 

a set of dolts & asses so that he carries his purpose very well. 

May, 1823, XIII, 532-5*^1. 
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19 
Even the Old Times begins to quote him. But I must 

conclude for the coach is going off and I have my parcel 

to make up. Do not omit to send us three or four more 

Magazines both of this & last month as we fall short. 

I remain D Sir 

very truly yours 

Alaric A Watts 

Who is now the Editor of that vn̂ etched mass of 
r- -» 20 

flippant dullness Constable'^7 Mage? What a consummate 

pair of asses this fellow & Jerdan must be to mistake for 
"halting lines," the most sounding sonorous & musical verses 

21 in the whole of Mr Lockhart's vol. Nothing can be more 

characteristic than the rhythm in which Mr L. has ordered the 

Spanish Ballads. 

19 T̂he Times began as John Walter's Daily Universal 
Register in 1785. In 1788 it became the TimeTI Since 1«77 
it has been issued as a weekly paper. See Graham, op. cit.. 
p. 385. 

20 
The Scots Magazine, of which Robert Morehead was a]t ̂ ^is tin\e editor. See "The Story of the Scots Magazine" 

/unasslgne^7. The Scots Magazine. June, 1939, (N.S.) XXI, 
225-226. 

21 
A check of Constable's Scots Magazine (The 

Edinburgh Magazine after 1817) up to the date of the letter 
under consideration reveals no reference to Lockhart's 
Spanish Ballads. Also a check of the contents of the Literary 
Gazette up to that time sheds no light on Watts's allusion 
to Jerdan's opinion of Lockhart's production. 

"3̂  
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Letter 18 

£k portion of the follovdng letter has been used 

by MPs. Oliphant in her study, I, 508-509. That part so 

employed is indicated by italicsjj? 

October 12, 1823. 

}fy dear Sir, 

The accompanying letter was as you vrill perceive 

va»itten some days ago—circumstances prevented my finishing 

it or I should have sent it by post. You will have seen by 

my paper that I paid prompt attention to the last number of 

Maga as have also several of my neighbors and friends. The 

Macclesfield Courier I requested them to send you from their 

office as well as the Chester Ch.2^onicle7 All those who 

quoted so well No 79 have also lent us their aid for the 

present number, I have succeeded and am every day adding 

fresh recruits to my list in raise /sic 7 a pretty zealous 

band to stand up in behalf of Jfega—honesty and Toryism. 

I shall not relax. You may rely upon it.—Herevd.th you will 

receive the Lists which as I had occasion to write you at 

some length I determined to send straight. I hope they are 

generally as correct as possible. Mrs. W. has somewhere 

about 60 to 70 Newspapers per week and all the Periodicals 

at her command to select from and on this account you have 

more printed copy than she used to send. The Lists were 

"X 
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forwarded to Cadell's on the 7th. last month and ought to 

have reached you in due course. However as I shall usually 

have other matters to communicate for the future I shall 

have them forwarded direct. I have heard from many of 

our friends the want of short interesting literary and 

scientific notices in your Mage, a good deal complained of 

and have determined to furnish you with a paper as interest

ing as possible of this description regularly with the parcel 

that Includes the lists. I shall begin with you next number 

but one, with the year. Receiving as I do on the 1st of 

the month every periodical of the least importance foreign 

and English and all the newspapers I shall have the opportunity 

of gleaning or abridging for you a vast many curious and 

amusing notices. Of course I will take care you shall receive 

them regularly. You can always alter or shorten them ad lib. 

The last number of the Magazine contained some 

capital things but was of course inferior to its predecessor 

which was a complete hit and must have produced a sensible 

rise. We have yet many of the filthy gang who were once in 

the constant habit of assailing every succeeding number of 

the Mage. But in this county & its neighbor Lancashire the 

There is no indication in B.M. that Watts 
carried through this plan. 
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Whigs & Rads have given over the system. There is a 

dirty ignorant plebian animal at York who sometimes 

quotes you (the verses on Bloomfield for instance) and 

gives the credit to Constables Magazine 11 This fellow, 

who by the way is far too dirty and ignorant for notice 
2 

is the Editor of the York Herald once a paper famous for 

sporting Intelligence but now driven down & almost out of 

the field by a staiinch friend of your Magazine the Editor-̂  

of the Yorkshire Gazette. 

A Paper has been looked for at all hands from 

you on the subject of the barefaced robbery and humbug now 
h 

carrying on at Fonthill Abbey. You will smile at what you 

2 
William Hargrove edited the Herald from 1813 until 

18^. See CBEL, III, 80^. 

•̂ The name of this editor is not available from 
present sources. Though most provincial papers maintain 
a permanent file of the publication, so far as personnel 
is concerned, generally only the proprietors are catalogued. 
See British Museum. 

k 
For a history and description of Fonthill Abbey, 

see note 5 below. See also William Beckford in DNB. Mrs. 
Oliphant in her Wm. Blackwood and his Sons. I, ̂ 08-509, 
makes use of a part of the letter under consideration. Also 
pp. 208-209 of Vol. I have great interest here, for Lockhart, 
in a postscript of a letter to William Blackwood, dated 
November f'ijf , 1823, explains why B.M. did not make use 
of Watts's letter to William Blackwood: "I open my letter 
because, on reading Alaric's packet. I see it must be sent 
back to you without delay. The Fonthill affair will be 
quite cold by the 1st of December; so you should not meddle 
with Alaric's views, which, however, are exceedingly laughable. 

X 
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will deem absurdity when I tell you that the papers v/hich 

have appeared in the Intelligencer on this subject have 

entirely dished the planners and perpetrators of this most 

rascally imposition. In order to put you and your friends 

in possession of the facts of the case I have collected and 

enclosed all the observations and exposes which have appear

ed in the Intelligencer. The first made the tour of the 

Provincial and part of the London Papers and v/as followed 

by an article in the Literary Gazette.^ The principal 

and would have been very good had they come sooner." 
(See Oliphant, op. cit.. I. 209.) This letter that B.M. 
refused, the Literary Gazette printed. It was entitled 
"Fonthill Campaign," and the description of the auction 
followed the pattern of a military maneuver. In the letter 
Watts refers facetiously to "Asmod., Drum-major Lexfordius 
/Lawfor^7, Scriptores Minores Reriam Fonthillianarum, 
Tabellarius Chronon, Molligloss and Prelem" who all sat 
near the rostrum. Then there were "Little Buonoparte 
(the mighty Asmod. again). Atticus, Bipoles, a Milesian, 
Rodius, Fossa, Clerus of the Bipole Legion, Farkar 
/ostensibly Farquhar/. and Cavalier Ronzino." This letter, 
dated September 25,""lo23, sind signed "Issac Littlebury," 
was of course more comprehensible to V/atts's contemporaries, 
who knew personally the individuals alluded to, than to the 
nidtwentieth century reader, on whom most of the allusions— 
and consequently Watts's humor—are lost. See the Literary 
Gazette. October hj 1823, No. 350, pp. 63W635. 

^For "A Visit to Fonthill Abbey," see the Literary 
Gazette, No. 291, August 17. 1822, pp. 520-521: No. 292, 
August 2^, 1822, pp. 527-526; No. 293* August 31, 1822, 
pp. 555-556: No. 295, September 1^, 1822, p. 585; No. 296, 
September 21, 1822, pp. 602-603. Given in this series are 
the history and description of the Abbey. See also "A Day 
at Fonthill Abbey," N.M.M.. I823, VI, 368-38O; and "Pictures 
at Fonthill Abbey," No. IX of British Galleries of Art, 
pp. if03J+08. 

•X 
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circumstances (which I could little more than hint at then 

as I vms in possession of the means of fully authenticating 

the statements) are simply these: Beckford sells Fonthill 

Abbey and its apy^endages to Old Farquhar^ for upwards of 

L ^00.000 reserving to himself a third of the pictures and 

books, and purchasing afterwards by private contract another 
o 

third. It occured to Phillips the Auctioneer that the sale 

of these effects would afford a glorious opportirjdty for the 

exercise of his accustomed ingenuity and honesty. He first 

of all goes around the Trade in London to solicit book com

modity of all descriptions to fill up the vacuum in the 

Library at Fonthill. In short the better half of the books 

sold there were what they were described the rakings and 
9 

refuse of the Row and its vicinity. This infamous trash 
was mixed up with some really splendid and valuable items 

William Beckford /r759-l8W7. See Appendix II. 
7 
John Farquhar. See Appendix II. 

This was H. Phillips of the auction rooms of 
Phillips and Co., in New Bond Street. See Alexander 
Andrews, History of British Journalism (2 vols.; London: 
Richard Bentley, 1859), II, ̂ 9. 

^This vras Booksellers' Row, old Holywell Street, 
so called from the number of second-hand booksellers that 
had shops there. See Oxford Companion to English Literature^ 
p. 98. 
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the once bona fye property of Mr Beckford and catalogued 

as the Fonthill Library" collected with infinite taste and 

expense during a period of ̂ 0 years." I do not speak upon 

slight authority for my friend Hernaman. one of the proprietors 

of the Intelligencer v/ho v/as at that time in V/lltshire 

inspected the books and described a great part of them as 

tl:̂e vilest trash that were ever sold at the Auction Mart. 

A great many of them came from the Warehouse of a fellow 
10 

of the name of Goodvfin in Thames St. who supplies the Bath 
and Cheltenham Auction rooms '•dth flash books for the 

purpose of humbugging the public. Others had been sold at 

12 
Squib's Auction Rooms in Saville Passage only three months 

13 
before and many were the refuse of the library of Mr Munsell 

Thomas Goodwin, bookseller in Thames Street. 
See Curwen, op. cit.. p. lo6, note. 

•̂ Showy, cheap, gaudy, and smart looking books 
calculated to catch the eye. 

12 
This auction room was apparently obscure. It 

Sellers (1873); nor in Cunningham's London 7192777 

^"Mr. Munsell" was really Mr. Mansel Dawklns 
Mansel (1762-1822) of Buckinghamshire, not Bedfordshire. 
He was Sheriff of the County in 1800, and Commissioner of 
the Emigration Office in 1806. See "Obituary," the Gentleman's 
Magazine. August, 1822, XCII, pt. 2, p. 189. 
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(whose son is intimately known to me) one of the Deputy 

Lieutenants for Bedfordshire who died at New Port Pagnell 

last year. To give you an idea of the sort of article there 

were sold at Fonthill illustrated books bound in green sheep

skin to imitate morocco. Many were sent by a fellow of the 
1^ 

name of Lawford whose name you have probably seen mentioned 

in the Newspapers. I need not repeat the statement I 

enclose. The longest (that referring to the Pictures) was 

copied into the Old Times with a complimentary observa

tion as to its explicit details. Its circxilation thus aided 

it has had the effect of doing for the picture sale what it 

did for the books. I find by a letter from Fonthill this morn

ing that bidders are confoundedly shy and slender in number 

for a sale of this magnitude beyond all precedent for the 

first ten days 30 to 60 was the average of persons present. 

1^ 
You were perfectly correct in saying that Count Tims ^ is 

1^ r- -f 
This, was /G.j/ Lavrford, bookseller in Saville 

Passage, whom Farquhar employed as his agent. See the 
Gentleman's Magazine. January, 1823, XCIII, 79; February, 
1829, XCIX, 133; and Library of Congress (under Northcote, 
James). 

^"Count Tims" was at first "Mr. Tims," such a 
character as "Wastle" and "Mullion" of the Noctes. When a 
translation of Viscount Victoire Soligny's accoiint of a 
tour of England appeared, the wits of B.M. declared Tims 
to be the translator, and thereafter dubbed him "V/icount 
Wlctorie." See the Noctes. I, 1^, note, and II, 3. 
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^ 16 
writing puffs for P^illips7. Several of the London 

gentlemen of the press are there meated and drlnked washed 

and lodged at the Auctioneer's expense, at least so Jerdan 

tells me. All the puffs you have seen have been concocted 

either at Phillips table after dinner or immediately under 

his eye. The disgusting venality of these animals has 

absolutely sickened everybody. It is a curious fact that 

in the face of the barefaced attempts of these dirty hirelings 

in the face of the puffs of nearly all the London papers—a 

Journal like the Intelligencer of principally local circu

lation shOTild have had the power so completely to upset an 

imposition of so splendid and extensive a character, by a 

few simple matter of fact observations. It affords I say 

a cin-ious illustration of the power of the public press. 

On experiencing the effects which resulted from the publicity 

given to my first statement many weeks ago Phillips wrote a 

letter threatning "prosecutions" "action for damages" and 

all that sort of thing but finding by my subsequent papers 

that I was well informed and disposed to stand my ground at 

the risk of the worst he could do his threats died into an 

echo. You will see that I dared him to prosecute and offered 

to substantiate all I had said or insinuated. The Publication 

"See note 8 above. 

"N 
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of my last article on Fonthj.ll in the Old Times has 

driven him and the nasty old vagabond with whom he is 

connected F/arquha7r half frantic. They have been com

pelled to buy half the things themselves and will in the end 

be no doubt considerable losers by their chicanery—the 

biters bit to all Intent and purposes. Look to my Tabular 

view of the two picttire Catalogues for proofs of the 

rascality of these people. The Visit to Fonthill in the 
17 

last N.M.M. was written of course by Hazlitt who is 

hired (you must not say so however) to aid in this attempt 

to chicane the public. All the world has been looking for 

some notice of this atrocious imposition from either you or 
18 

John Bull. The truth is that John has got a sop and will 

say nothing. All eyes are therefore turned to your Magazine 

and it occured to me that with materials I send, you may be 

able J^toJ manage a most lively number of the Noctes in 

time for the next Mage. On the correctness of the printed 

papers you may depend. The greater part of this letter is 

'This article appeared in the N.M.M. for October, 
1823, and also in the London Magazine. November, 1822, VI, 
0̂5-J+lO. 

18 
The John Bull, a magazine, originated December 

17, 1820, and ran until July 16, 1892. It was edited by 
Theodore Edward Hook, H. F. Cooper, G. W. Turner, C. G. 
Provett, and G. H. Smith. See CBEL. Ill, 882. 
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written for your private information. You will perhaps 

have noticed that I have at last extorted a confession 

from Phillips that his employer has introduced a vast 

quantity of property which never belonged to Beckford 

vdthout informing the public which the fellow contends he 

had a right to dolll The same system has been pursued 

as it respects the furniture and ornamental parts—the 

curios. The really valuable things have in most instances 

been abstracted and trashy imitations placed in their stead. 

Tho Beckford had a singular antipathy to Looking Glasses 

they are now to be foimd in every room and closet of the 
19 

Abbey. Beckford told Rutter of Salisbury that he very 

much longed to go and kick his foot through them allI 
20 

Beckford? has intimated through Britton his great 

satisfaction at my exposures which are in substance he says 

quite correct, and has ordered two Intelligencers regularly 

21 
to his Bookseller & two to himself regularly. It was 

intimated to me some ^̂ êeks ago that if my boldness brought 

me into any trouble I should have every aid from the most 

19 
John Rutter. See Appendix II. 

^^John Britton /r771-l8527* See Appendix II. 
21 
Samuel and Richard Bentley. See note 30 of 

Letter 11 above. 

X 
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authentic. I have besides upvfEU7ds of a dozen more readers 

from Bath and its neighborhood. Should you think it worth 

while and it would be of the greatest Interest to your 

Southern readers to make Fonthill in great measure the 

subject of your next Noctes. I have T/ritten a squib which 
22 

you may like to introduce. It is as you will see A Day 

at Fonthill in imitation of Moore's celebrated 
23 

Who has not heard of the Vale of Cashmere? 

In some parts the Parody is close in others I have been 

compelled to deviate a little from the original. The sketch 
2lf 

of Old Rodd who is there in behalf of the London Trade 
you will recognize if you happen to know him & Count Buff 

you have probably seen at Edinburgh. He is one of the greatest 

22 
If Watts did submit the squib, there is no 

record of its having been considered for publication in the 
Noctes. It is wholly possible that the idea of the paper 
did not get beyond the "projection" stage—as was the case 
with many of Watts's brilliant seizures. 

^This is the first line of Feramorz's last song 
in "The Light of the Harem," part four of Thomas Moore's 
Lalla Rookh. (I8I7). See Thomas Moore, Poetical Works, 
edited by A. D. Godley (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
192lf), p. ̂ .37. 

"Old Rodd" refers to Thomas Rodd the elder. 
See John Bowyer Nichols, Illustrations of the Literary History 
of the Eighteenth Century (London; J> B. Nichols A Sons, 
18^8), pp. 678-68if. 

•X 
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T/a3o£7l3 in existence. His name is Martin and he is 

a dealer in pictures who travels from town to town in 

search of swallows. He has let in some gentlemen here 

most delicately as also a friend of mine who is a banker at 

Rochdale. His designation I should nickname all over England 

is Count Buff and the Portraits I have sketched can not fail 

of striking any one who has once seen «Sc heard him as a 

resemblance, not a caricatin^e. His conversation about his 

property is precisely what I have represented and he manages 

upon the bill system to keep a very handsome house in London 

to which he invites the unwary. His chicanery is carried 

on in rather an extensive way although he sometimes finishes 

an harangue about his personalities and estates by asking 

you to discount a bill of i 50 or so. He talks wherever 

he goes of his familiar intimacy with "Lockhart Wilson and 

all their fellov/s" although I'll be bound they know no tiling 

of him or at least nothing to his credit. His name was once 

Thomson. He had special reasons for changing it although 

he does not state them. In short the fellow is a complete 

adventurer. I have had my eye on him for many years. He 

2«5 
-^1 have not been able to identify this Martin. 

26 
"Suckers." See English Dialect Dictionary. 

• ^ 
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27 
got a fine Wouvermans from a gentleman in this town 

and pretended it was lost in the transmission. The notes 

you can either add as notes or make the subject of the 

colloquy after the supposed recital of the poem. To save 

Christopher's eyes I had it set UP of course no copy will 

go out of the office til it has appeared or has been re

jected. You can curtail or alter at your pleasure. Should 

it however not be deemed ,̂'orth Insertion please send to me 

a line to that effect by an early post as I will in that 
28 

case hand it to Jerdan. I need not request you to use 

no ceremony with any trifle I may hand you if not adapted 

for your purposes. 

In great haste and begging you to take quantity 

as an excuse for quality in this epistle I remain My Dear 

Sir 

Very truly yours 

Alaric A Watts. 

Adopt the hints contained in this letter about 

Fonthill with due caution. You will find them notoriously 

true. 

27wouverman, Philips, was a Dutch painter (1619-1668). 
See Encyclopaedia Britannica. Vol. XXVIII, 11th. ed. 

This offering of Watts's did not appear in B.M. 
nor in the Literary Gazette. 

• ^ \ 
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Let ter 19 

Leeds Deer. 6. I823. 

}fy Dear S i r , 

My wife has taken it into her head to forward 

your lists by a private hand thro Cadell, and has applied 

to me for my letter to enclose at a moment when I am £^aj 

good deal engaged with newspaper and other matters. I 

piirpose therefore writing only a few lines with this parcel 

and more at length in my letter by post. I thank you kindly 

for your attention respecting the advertisement and also for 

the Dumfries Paper received this morning with a very kind 

notice of my little book copied from a Carlisle Paper. I 

could not have supposed I had so many friends. By the way 

you will be pleased and certainly surprized to learn that 

these trifles are just out of print and are now reprinting 

in a handsomer form. I am perfectly at a loss to account 

for the success of such slight productions. The Trade took 

200 copies when they were first offered and when I was in 

town a fortnight ago the publishers had not 30 coî ies remaining 

and they applied to me for permission to reprint them on their 

The Dumfries Paper was probably the Dumfries 
V/eeklv Magazine (1773- ), or the Dumfries Weekly Jô n̂ nal 
(1780-1833). See CBEL. II, 732. The Carlisle paper must 
have been the Carlisle Journal (1798- ). See CBEL. 
II, 722. 

X 
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own account to which I of coiu'se co\ild have no objection. 

They owe the reception they have met with in great measure 

to their brevity and I am convinced that if Delta^ woiad 

allow you to collect some of the delightful verses that 

have appeared from time to time in Maga that the publication 

of them would be most successful and realize a considerable 

sum. The public will not look at a poem of any length 

in these days however excellent. 

You will have remarked that my last notice of 

Maga was very slight and unfavorable. The Nimiber was a 

dull one and whilst I could do you no great harm to say so 

it will strengthen the effect of the exertion I shall make 

on your behalf on the appearance of the next two numbers. 

If I were always to bestow upon you unqualified recommendation 

my strictures would not do you any service. If therefore 

I may at any time make any observation that you would 

rather were omitted do not impute it to other than a friendly 

motive. I will pay prompt attention to "Percy Mallory""̂  and 

2 
"Delta" was David Macbeth Moir, who contributed 

voluminously to B.M. See Appendix II. 

'̂ "Percy Mallory, a Novel in three volumes, by the 
Author of Pen Owen /James Hook/ (William Blackwood, Edinburi 
T. Cadell, London 2^8237)." For a review of Percy Mallorv. 
by Henry Thomson, see B.M.. January, 182̂ -, XV, 25-35. 

" ^ 
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if you will point out any publication in which a notice 

will be acceptable I shall think nothing of the troubling 

of preparing one or two or as many as you may suggest. 

I shall write fully in a few days. In the meantime 

believe me Dear Sir, very truly yours, 

Alaric A Watts 

Longman's Review is almost sure to fall to the ground. They 

have hitherto continued to damn every publication of the kind 

they have had any hand in. 

Letter 20 

Leeds Jany. 5, 182̂ -

My Dear Sir, 

I thank you very cordially for your kind letter 

and its accompaniments. I should have returned you my 

acknowledgements before had it been possible. I do so now 

Longman's Review refers to the Westminster Review 
in its organizational stages. As a matter of fact, Longman 
and Co. did not publish it, for the prospectus of the first 
issue gave promise of too severe strictures on the Edinbixrgh 
Review. For the announcement of the forthcoming Westminster 
Review, to be published by Longman & Co., see the John Bull. 
December 8, I823, No. 156, p. 391* Then for the subsequent 
withdrawal of Longman & Co. from the venture, see the John 
Bull. January 12, l82lf, IV, No. 2, p. 13. 

memmn * ^ 
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and they are not the less sincere because they have been 

so long deferred. 

With this you will receive one of the choicest of 

the few large paper copies of the Souvenir which have been 

printed. I think you will like its external appearance. I 

also send one for Professor Wilson another for your friend 

Mr lockhart and copies for Hogg and Delta which you will 

oblige me by forwarding as soon as possible. I have ventured 

to ask Mr Lockhart for one of his spirit stirring ballads 

for my next volume. I wish you would back me in my request 

if you think there is any chance of success. He will find 

himself in reputable company. I send an advt. for Maga. 

Charge Hurst & Co and give It as auspicious a place as 

possible. You will see that the L. S. ̂ itereiry Souvenir^ 

was reviewed this month most favorably by the old big wigs 

of the British Critic Monthly & Eclectic Reviews and even 

Campbell v/as compelled to say something in its praise. The 

success it has met with has been so unequivocal and the 

profit likely to be so considerable as to make it a matter 

of great importance to me so much so indeed that I have 

serious thoughts of returning to London in a few months. 

The Literary Souvenir was an "annual," a kind 
of literary and artistic miscellany. See Watts, op. cit.. 
I, 167-177. 

'•»,'KIL.^ 
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Altogether I have been long sick of this dirty dingy 

neighborhood. 

You will have noticed that Sowler has started a 
2 

new Paper in Manchester with considerable success. I 

shall do what I can for it, having a small share in it 

with him. He wishes to give me one half his entire concern 

but that I was unable to devote as much time as it would 

have required from me. You will see we presumed so far 

upon your good nature as to Insert your advertisement. 

I have no doubt of the complete success of the paper if only 

tolerably managed. He had 600 of the names of the first 

people in Manchester down as subscribers and sold 11̂ -0 the 

first day of publication. The New Monthly has quite a 

footing in Manchester. I shall do what I can to obtain 

Maga a preference. 

I have been so hampered with advts that I have 

not had i a column to spare since the receipt of Delta's 

book-̂  but I have sent notices elsewhere which I will forward 

2 
John Sowler. His paper was the Courier. Ibid.^ 233 

"'This production of Moir's v/as the Legend of 
Genevieve, with other Tales and Poems (Edinburgh: V/illiam 
Blackwood^ 1823). See British Museiim and DNB. 
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as soon as they make their appearance. I sh.all notice it 

more at length next week and also in the M^nchester7 

Courier. 

I thank you for using your influence to get the 

L.S. noticed in Maga. It will be of great service as we 

are now about to reprint for the third time. It is however 

of no use to mention this fact as new editions of Books 

v/ith plates (unless the latter are reengraved) are not 

acceptable to the public. 

I meant to have v^itten you a long letter but am 

obliged to break off and wish you and your family the 

compliments of the Season. 

I am My Dear Sir 

Yours very truly 

Alaric A Watts 

Letter 21 

Park Square Leeds 

February 10 th. 182̂ -

My Dear Sir, 

I have been woefully remiss as a correspondent for 

some time and can even now so n̂ omerous and pressing are my 

X 
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engagements do little more than promise amendment for the 

future. The duties of my paper, and my attention to a book 

which is at present getting thro' the press to say nothing 

of the new and Improved edition of my little volume of 

verse which at my bookseller's risk I thank my stars is 

now reprinting in a handsomer form, and the necessary 

preparations for my approaching trial occupy my mind and 

attention almost to the total exclusion of every thing else. 

This must be received also as an apology for the occasional 

slenderness of the Intelligencer. In a late paper I endeavor

ed to reply to some of the objections which in doltish neigh

borhoods like this I have often heard urged against Maga. 

If people are such dunces as to be unacquainted with the 

common topics of conversation of the day a Magazine Editor 

cannot possibly help their finding obscurity in his allusions. 

The last number of the Magazine contained some excellent 

The "Trial" alluded to undoubtedly resulted from 
a charge of libel that Watts instituted against Baines of 
the Leeds Merctiry. Alaric Alfred Watts, in his biography 
of his father, says nothing of this bit of legal warfare. 
A statement of Alaric Watts in a letter to Blackwood, dated 
May 12, 182^, suggests that Watts was the plaintiff and 
Baines the defendant. However the facts in the letters 
(or the lack of facts) are so nebulous that it is not 
possible to say liio was sueing v/hom and for what. 
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papers, and that addressed to Theodore Hook was partic

ularly to my taste. You will see the game Colburn is 

playing with your friend. He seems by the way to wish 

to have a finger in every pie for he has purchased no 

great while ago a share in the Literary Museum a proceed

ing which as he still holds a third share of the Literary 

Gazette may excite some surprize in those who do not know 

2 
Theodore Edward Hook. See Appendix II. The 

paper "addressed to Hook" was in reality a letter, one of 
a series to "Eminent Characters", from "Timothy Tickler" 
to Christopher North, in which the writer, William Maglnn, 
defended Hook against the press notices that resulted from 
his arrest for his deficiency at Mauritius. See B.M.. 
January, 182̂ -, XV, 90-93; also DNB. 

"̂ This ambiguous reference to "your friend" 
doubtless refers to Theodore Hook: "At the height of Hook's 
headlong London career Colburn offered him 4 600 for a 
novel, and 'Sayings and Doings' (182̂ -) was the result." 
See DNB (Colburn). And to substantiate the fact that 
Colburn was negotiating with Hook while the latter was 
yet in prison, we have Lockhart's statement: "In April, 
182̂ -, then. Hook at last took his leave of Shire Lane...." 
(See John G. Lockhart's "Theodore Hook," Quarterly Review. 
May, 18̂ -3, LXXII, 86-87.) There is the possibility that 
Thomas Campbell may have been "your friend". He was 
employed by Colburn as the nominal editor of the N.M.>!. 
simply for the prestige that his name would bring to that 
organ. In this case Watts's "the game" would Indicate that 
Colburn was duping Campbell. There is, however, no indication 
that Campbell was a close enough friend to Blackwood to 
v/arrant Watts's statement. See Myron F. Bri^-htfield. 
Theodore Hook and lUs Novels (Cambridge: Harvard Uhiversity 
Press, 1928), p. 151. 

If 
The Literary Museum; or Ancient and Modern 

Repository (179571 Edited by F. G. Waldron. See CBEL. 
II, 2h7. 
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him. The Museum is nanâ êd and very creditable too on 
5 

the whole by a young man of the name of Graham a crony 

of Croly's. Its circulation is still very Insignificant. 

The Gazette is I understand still upon the increase but I 

rarely correspond with Jerdan now, and therefore know but 

little of his concerns. The Westminster Review is in 

the hands of that egotistical coxcomb James Shergold Boone 

the Alpha and Omega of the Council of Ten.'̂  This is evident 

from the style as well as the character of the papers. To 

the Council of Ten I had the misfortune to be a subscriber, 

and so profoundly stupid and lumbering a publication I 

certainly never met v/ith. The fellow elected himself as 

a sort of Ifoipire between abused authors and their critics 

Charles Khight lists this friend of Croly's as 
'̂ */.G." Graham, whereas Jerdan calls him "̂ '.J." See Charles 
Khight, Passages of a Working Life (3 vols.; London: Bradbiu'y 
& Evans, 1865), II, 20-22; also Jerdan, op. cit.. Ill, 211, 
note. 

Boone did edit the British Critic and Theological 
Review, as well as the Council of Ten. Neither CBEL. 
British Museum, nor DNB make any reference to his having 
been connected with the Westminster Review. See sources 
referred to. George L. Nesbitt, in his Columbia University 
doctoral dissertation (193̂ -+), entitled Benthamite Reviewing 
(based upon the Westminster Review), makes no mention of 
Boone. 

''̂See note 29 to Letter 10 above. 

-i-r 
\ 
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and in I believe the 3rd number of his work inserted a 

long tedious article on the periodical which he has re-
o 

modelled and republished in the VJestminster Review. The 

same vapid arrogance pervades all this youths productions. 

The sale of the Council of Ten did not pay printing 

expenses and it was therefore in the 12th month of its 

age consigned to the tomb of all the Capulets. The next 

effort of Signer Pomposo ̂ ^ooneT was a weekly newspaper 
9 

called the Ifoipire in which he affected with the airs of 

the greatest ass living to sum up and decide upon the 

opinions of his contemporaries. The lofty assumptions of 

this Molly Graveairs of Literature were however entirely 

disregarded and after publishing the Unpire for a few weeks 

he took leave of his readers with an assertion that his 

friends had lately convinced him of the impropriety of 

8 
This article, called "Periodical Literature," 

appeared in the Westminster Review^ January, 182̂ -, I, 
206-268. It concerned primarily the Edinburgh Review and 
tho Quarterly Review. 

9 
The Ifeipire enjoyed a very brief existence. It 

originated JauiuaryVT 1823, and only ten numbers of it were 
printed before it failed on March 9 of the same year. See 
Union List of Serials. 

10 
This refers facetiously to "Lady Graveairs," 

a lady of easy virture in Colley Cibber's The Careless 
Husband (170^). See E. C. Brewer. The Reader's HandTook 
CLondon: J. B. Lippincott Co., 19^5h P* ^*^* 
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publishing a Sunday Newspaper I.'J He then set to work 

upon a Satire the principal object of \/hich was to 
12 

praise Canning which he did with a coarseness of 

adulation that must have gone far to turn the stomach of 

the Foreign Secretary. Finding all his efforts to procTire 

a good snug berth under government /"in vainJ7 he veered 

again and has at length settled down for life I suppose into 

a bitter spleenful bilious Whig. What has given the 

general reader so much disgust has been the professions 

of impartiality with which the Westminster Review in the 

first instance set out. Many a score of copies has I am 

confidently informed been returned with indignation to 

the various booksellers by gentlemen who had understood 

from the Prospectus that the principles of the work were 
13 

to have been "Church and King and down with the Rump J" 

This refers to Boone's "Men and Things in 1823? 
a Poem in three epistles with notes. (London, 1823)." 
See British Museum. For an unassigned review of Boone's work, 
see the Westminster Review. January, 182̂ -, I, 1-18. Of the 
book the reviewer says in part, "Mr. Boone is not, nor does 
he affect to be a poet* His epistles, he says, are put into 
rhyme, because, without that aid. a mere didactic exposition 
of general principles would be altogether unpalatable." 

12 
George Canning. See Appendix II. 

^^Though the reference to the "Rump" was redolent 
of Restoration days, it had in the 1820's a more recent 
connotation. In a letter to Henry Hunt of Mlddleton, in 
the County of Southampton, dated October 17, 1?17, William 
Cobbett delivers a diatribe entitled "On the Intrigues of 
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The first book noticed is the Satire already mentioned 
lif 

Men and Things. The same rascally affectation of candor 

as characterized the "Council of Ten" marks the Westminster. 

1^ 
Bowring the men enumerated by John Bull Patmore and one 

or two of our Irish Gentlemen of the Press have been enlisted 
16 

under the banners of the "Ifaipire" of this new Quarterly. 
17 ^ -, 

The Cambridge Quarterly is said to be /^in 7 rather poor 
18 

hands half caught Cantabs headed by Southern of the 

the Junto in Westminster for making that noble spirited city 
a Rotten Borough." He scores the reduction of the Commission 
to a "Rump," a small group of the old Commission guilty of 
rotten politics. Thus the term "Rump," meaning a small 
group vested with the power to act for many, carried the same 
meaning, comparably speaking, as did the "Rump" of Restoration 
days. See Cobbett's V/eekly Political Register. January 3, 
1818, No. I, XXXIII, 2-31. 

Ik 
See note 11 above. 

15 
This enumeration Included besides Bowring and 

Patmore, Jfr. Fox, Mr. Robinson, Mr. Sothern, Mr. Aspland, 
Mr. Reynolds, Mr. Proctor, Mr. Thompson, Mr. Pearon, and 
Dr. Kltchiner. See the John Bull. January 12, 182̂ -, Vol. 
IV, No. 2, p. 13. 

Ostensibly the reference is to Boone, but see 
note 6 above. 

17 
The Cambridge Quarterly Review and Academical 

Register. No. 1, March, 182M-; No. 3* October, 1824. See 
dBEL m . 83^. (No editors listed. 5 

^^"Cantabs" is the colloquial form of "Cantabrigian," 
a student or graduate of the Iftiiversity of Cambridge. See 
V/ebster's New International Dictionary. 

X 
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19 
Retrospective. Reynolds and the Bookseller Taylor still 

20 
divide the Imperium of the London Mag. Horace Smith and 

Barry C.̂ Jornwaljj? are still the Apollo and Hyacinthus of 
21 

the New Monthly. Tomorrow morning I start for Manchester 

and on Thursday week for London where I shall remain ten 

days or a fortnight. If therefore you will write me at 

Leeds in the course of a few days after the receipt of this 

per post, and send me all the queries respecting which I 

can make enquiries for you in London I will carefully attend 

to them, and pick up anything I can in addition. Have you 
22 2^ 2̂ " 

seen Sir Thomas' Portrait of the King "̂  engraved by Turner. 

It is a very beautiful specimen of the style of engraving, 

if you could make an allusion to it in any way in Maga it 

19 
'̂ See note 3 to Letter 5 above. 

Watts's use of the word meaning "supreme power" 
is a thrust at John Hamilton Reynolds and John Taylor of 
the London. 

21 
"Apollo and hyacinthus" is to be taken in the 

mythological sense—meaning here "the fair-haired lads" of 
the publications mentioned. 

22 
Sir Thomas Lawrence. See Appendix II. 

•̂̂ George IV of England (I762-I83O) ruled from 
1820 until 1830. 

2M-
Charles Turner. See Appendix II. 
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would not only please in a high quarter, but would please 
25 

Sir Thomas and also Robinson & Co of London. If one 

has not been transmitted to fv^^y I will take care that 

one shall as soon as I get to London. Write me fully as to 

any commissions I can execute for you and I will make 

apoint of attending to them. I shall be compelled to be 

home in time for the Assizes as unless Baines suffers 

judgment to go by defaiat which I understand it is his 

intention to do, the trial must come on then in open 

court. In order to enhance damages I shall /^getJJ 

witnesses to speak to character from London. It is a 

ciirious fact that there are at the present time no fewer 

than two and twenty V7hig Radicals sccvjndrels under prosecu

tion for libel. It requires only a little pluck to bring 

on them the punishment they so often provoke. I send an 

advertisement which be pleased to insert m your Covers 

next month. The author of this indifferent affair is a 
'̂6 

worthy and wealthy man in this neighborhood a Banker^ who 

has got a confounded itch for scrawling verses. He is 

however a warm friend to yoiir Magazine and has done much to 

25 
^Ifurst, Robinson & Co. B.M. did not mention the 

pictin*e as V/atts requested. 
26 
Bemeird Barton. See Appendix II. The 

"indifferent affair" to v;hich V/atts alludes m\;st have been 
Barton's Poetic Vigils, advertised as being in the press. 
See B.M.. April. 182M-, XV, -̂78. See also British Museum. 

% 
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introduce it to circulation in the neighborhood in which 

he resides. Let your clerk make out a small invoice of 

charge and insert it three times. 

Apropos of advertisements I have put your List 

of Publications in once or twice. Observe that you are 

on no account to pay for this. I shall continue to do 

so occasionally. I am afraid there has been some bungling 

in the accts between you and Robinson & Hernaman and they 

are not likely to make mistakes on their side. I have 

uniformly taken 6 Magazines five of which I distribute as 

I have already mentioned. I have some twenty or thirty 

back numbers duplicate (such as have remained out of the 

six after I have handed as many as I deemed necessary). 

I mentioned this merely to avoid your being in any way imposed 

on by charges for more in my account than I have had. I know 

nothing of the detail business of the concern but if there 

is any wrong always speak of it without reserve. Oiu* paper 

has been steadily increasing for the last twelve months. 

We are about to have £^aj third Radical Paper in Leeds in 
" 27 

a few weeks—a sort of Black Dwarf concern. Baines is 

27 
The Black Dwarf was a London weekly, one of 

the \instamped and Radical papers, usually associated with 
a single personality. It began February 29, 1817, and ran 
until December of 182̂ -. It was edited by T. J. Wooler. See 
CBEL. Ill, 816. 

file:///instamped
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becoming a Tory and having pocketed their brass now 

turns his back on his old friends the Radicals. They are 

determined to be revenged and have for this reason made 

arrangements to establish a paper themselves. 

In expectation of a few lines by Post in a few 

days I remain 

My Dear Sir 

Very truly yours 

Alaric Watts 

V/hat a perfect hack Gait has become I 

Letter 22 

Leeds May 12 I82»f 

My Dear S ir , 

I know not how to apologize to you for my neglect 

but you will have seen from my paper how very unprofitably 

some part of my time has been passed of late. You will have 

remarked too that the pressure of local matters and an average 

increase of advertisements have obliged me to exclude every 

thing in the shape of literary notices from my columns for 

some time past, and consequently to treat Maga v/ith great 

and undeserved neglect. I shall endeavor to make amends for 

••IJU, 
\ 
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this by and by. I had an article in the last two numbers 

this week but was compelled to let it stand over until my 

next, when it will appear v/ithout fail, and the week 

following I will find room for a notice of Matthew V/ald 

which I have perused with breathless interest—thanks to 

your kind consideration. But the book is already popular. 

The termination of it will I apprehend be regarded generally 

as uncomfortably abrupt. What an exquisite paper was that 
2 

First-Floor Lodger in your last number but one—perfectly 

inimitable—and Noctes of the present number also are 
3 

admirable. You know of course that the letter in the 
h 

Londofl on Thurtell & Co was the production of Hamilton 

l" The History of Matthew Wald. By the author of 
Valerius. Adam Blair, and Reginald Dalton ^ . G. Lockhar^7 
(Edinburgh: Wm. Blackwood, lo2M")." For remarks on Matthew 

M , with extracts, by John Wilson (?), see B.M.. May, 
, XV, 568-579. 

^This refers to Henry Thomson's Letter from a 
"First Floor Lodger," in which "Wrinkleton Fidget" recounts 
his experiences in various lodgings, and the tribulations 
suffered by one destined to live ever in another's home. 
See B.M.. March, 182^, XV, 251-257. 

^This was Noctes No. XIII. Among the nine 
topics discussed were Hogg's Queen Hynde, Moore's Irish Melodies, 
and Croker's work on The South of Ireland. See B.M.. March, 
182^, XV, 358-366. 

^This was a letter from "Edward Herbert" of 
Hertford, to the Editor of the London Magazine, entitled 
"A Pen and Ink Sketch of a Late Trial for Murder." The 
trial involved John Thurtell, Probert (a cottager), 
and Hunt(a singer), who were accused, only Thurtell 
was convicted. See the London Magazine, February, 182̂ -, 

" ^ 
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5 

Reynolds. Of the Opium Eater de Quinc^^y as he calls 

himself although de is a romantic addition of his own I can 

if you desire it hand you some curious anecdotes as a friend 

of mine at Manchester has had an eye on him many years and 

he represents him I regret to say, as a very great scoundrel. 

The Commentary on the Ritter Ban in the last number of Maga 
7 

will certainly drive Campbell out of his mind. His Magazine 
in spite of the atrocious balaam with which it is filled is 

pretty much in status quo, rather with the increase than 

otherwise which must be owing entirely to Colburns impudent 

puffs. But its expenses are so outrageous that he gets but 

little by it. He has three persistent "Small Texts" Telford 

IX, 165-185. For a paper on the execution of Thurtell, see 
the John Bull. January 5, 182̂ -, IV, No. 1, p. 16. 

^For remarks on the Opium Eater, see Noctes No. 
XII. B.M.. October, I823, XIV, 485, ̂ 95. This was the first 
mention made of the Opium Eater in B.M.. and Watts no doubt 
was introduced to his name in this manner. 

This refers to a running commentairy on Thomas 
Campbell's poem "The Ritter Ban", which appeared in B.M.. 
April, 1824, XV, hh0^kh5. William Maglnn is the author 
of the commentary, and what Watts thought would "drive 
Campbell out of his mind" was Maglnn's "Did anybody ever see 
the like? What verse, what ideas, what language, what a 
story, what a nameS...Time was when the brains were out, 
the man would die...We consign Campbell's head to the notice 
of the Phrenologicals." For a copy of the poem without 
comment, see the N.M.M.. 1824, X, 324-327. 

The New Monthly Magazine. 
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^alfourd?! Roscoe and Redding—to say nothing of Campbell, 

puffs and contributions. You will see that Baldwin has 
Q 

Started a new monthly publication and there are I am told 

two more ready to start. An extremely amusing article might 

be written on the 30 or 4o twopenny sixpenny and half crown 

publications which have sprung up during the last year. 

I am making preparations in conjunction with some friends 

to establish a weekly periodical of the Literary Gazette 

genus for circulation in the north of England and especially 

in Manchester Leeds Birmingham York, Carlisle Newcastle &c. 

I shall write to you at length upon this project in the 

course of the next fortnight as I wish if on seeing the 

first few numbers of the work you do not disapprove of it 

to put your name as the Edinbro publisher. I shall begin 

with about 1000 subscribers the greatest part of whom have 

already been secured in this and other towns in the north. 

Analyses of the more interesting of the periodicals will 

constitute one of the features of my plan and Maga will 

consequently occupy the first p^ace in these notices. 

My last page I shall devote to Literary Advertisements and 

8 
This was the Westminster Review^ a quarterly 

magazine, rather than a monthly. For the history of its 
origin, see the John Bull. December 8, I823, No. 156, p. 391 
In connection with Watts's reference, see the John Bull, 
May 2. 1824, Vol. IV, No. 18, pp. 1^9-150. See also Graham, 
OP. cit.. pp. 251-255. 
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I have some staunch promises from Booksellers as to their 

advertisements which if only half of them are realized will 

furnish me for some time to come. Another feature of my 

plan is without identifying the work with any particular 

place to keep an eye upon various literary and philosophical 

Instituti6ns In Leeds Manchester Liverpool Birmingham <SC. 

This will give it a local interest which can hardly fail 

of being of service to it. Robinson takes half the winnings 

if there are any and all the risk allowing me six guineas 

a week for contributions. I have not exactly fixed when 
9 

to begin. 

By the way a young female friend of mine who has 

written you from Manchester under the signature of ZZ (?) 

wishes me to ask you for some paper or papers of hers 

vrhich she sent Maga some time ago but which you declined 

to Insert. She is a woman of prodigious /"sic 7 and judging 

from what I have seen might have been moulded into a very 

valuable contributor—but perhaps she was not "in the vein" 

when she wrote to you and so did not put you in possession 

of a fair specimen of her talents. She is coming to pass a 

few days with £^^sj at the latter end of the month, and if 

9 
^Apparently this project never came to fruition. 

As has been said before. Watts was fond cf making great 
plans, the great majority of which never got beyond the 
projection stage. 

"•v\ 
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you can put your hand upon the paper (I think one of them 

was on the subject of Albums) I should feel obliged. Will 

you also permit your clerk to send me a memorsindum of the 

amount of advertising the Duke of Mant^a^^ and be pleased 

to discontiniie it for the present. By the way will you 

likewise favor me with any balance that may be due on behalf 

of Mrs W for her performance in the List department of Maga. 

As this is entirely her own affair she has not forgotten to 

make me disburse it from time to time. Please however to 

deduct the advts. and expenses of the parcels which have 

been sent direct as these have been in many cases unnecessary. 

— I forgot to enquire whether you ever received your portrait 

of the King as I saw one packed for the purpose. The notice 
11 

of the Nbvellists /"sicJ7 in the last number will be of 

great service to the book. I shall desire them in my Saturdays 

letters to hand you a set for your private use. You stretched 

^^This refers to John Roby's "The Diike of Mantua. 
A Tragedy (I823)." See DW and British Museum. This book 
must have been printed by Watts at his press in Leeds, for 
in a subsequent letter to Blackwood (December 16, 1825) 
he mentions "but there were some advertisements of Mr. Roby's 
book and some other matters which you should have deducted." 
See note 8 to Letter 33 below. 

^^This refers to "Ballantyne's Novelist's Library." 
For the review of this work Jjunasslgne^^ see B.M.. April, 
1824, XV, 406-M-18. (For a description of the work and an 
explanation of its plan, see especially p. hC7.) 
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a point i/ith respect to the printing—for I never in the 

whole course of my life hit upon a book so replete with 

the most ignorant typographical errors. A gentleman of this 

town v/as at the pains to go over one of the volumes and marked 

he said somewhere about 500 errata. James ^allantyne? 

must have thought you were 2f^eceivin27 him when you talked 

of the accuracy of his printingI 

I know you have no mind to poetical contributions 

but I have enclosed one and wish before Christopher throws 

it into the fire he would just take the trouble to read it. 

It will appear in the new Edition of Poetical Sketches v^ich 

will be published early in Jime. If he does not insert them 

in some corner of the current number I shall conclude that 

he forswears all versemen excepting Delta J^lv^ & T̂ Jiomâ y 
12 

Doubledayl It is curious that the sketch from real life 

which of all the trifles in my little volume has been the 

13 most popular was rejected by Christopher. 

^B.M. did print the poem "Ten Years Ago" in the 
issue for May, 1824, XV, 586. Watts was being rather severe 
on the Editor of B.M.. for in April, I823, XII, 460-461, 
appeared his "To Octavia." 

^The "sketch from life" alluded to by Watts was 
doubtless "The Death of the First Born," which, along with 
"Ten Years Ago", drew many favorable comments from readers. 
See Watts, op. cit.^ I, 33^337, and 338-3^. 
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I had almost forgotten to mention that the List 

now sent is a double one, as my wife sent it last month 
14 

one day too late for Cadells and the people in Cheapside 

omitted to return it until the sixth of this month. As 

you made no mention of its failure in your letter I did 

not suspect that it had been delayed although we wondered 

you had not used it. I hope you suffered no inconvenience 

from it. More care shall be taken for the future. 

You would see how my affair with Baines terminated 

Mr Scarlett ^ behaved to me in the most infamous manner by 

taking my fee and when it came to the point betrayed me in 

the most unhandsome manner—refusing to say one single word 

more than the mere facts of the case because a year ago I 
16 

copied a song from Bull into my paper which number was 

14 
Hurst, Robinson A Co. 

^5james Scarlett, first Baron Abinger. See 
Appendix II. 

^^In the John Bull of January 6, 1823, No. 108, 
p. 5f appeared "'ANew Song.* addressed to the Free and 
Independent Electors of Peterborough, on hearing that the 
celebrated Mr. Scarlett, late Member of that most pure and 
uncontrolled city, actually took the Chiltren Hundreds, and 
vacated his seat, for the honour of being—a Candidate for 
the University of Cambridge. Vide Mr. Scarlett's apologetic 
letter to his late constitutents." It was suggested that the 
song be sung to the tune of "Bow, wow, wow." One of the 
six four-line stanzas, rimed in couplets, here quoted, pelves 
an excellent illustration of the tone of the song, and strongly 
suggests why Scarlett was not too interested in defending Watts, 
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put into his hands by Baines Counsel Williams the day before. 

B^ine^7 of course pays the costs on bot.i sides which are 

very heavy. 

But I must conclude or delay this another day, as 

my servant is waiting to take it to the coach office. 

Requesting your indulgence for my neglect I 

remain My Dear Sir 

Very truly yours 

Alaric A V/atts 

Letter 23 

Leeds August I3. 1824 

Ify Dear Sir, 

We are again a little behind our time which arises 

from our having been upon a visit to I4anchester during the 

T4IO had dared to quote such a thrust at the former: 

"l\rhen Cambridge Whigs and Papists, too, 
their lib'ral suffrage profferr'd, 

•^^s Member left ye in the lurch, and 
took the votes they offer'd; 

Quite sure of representing them, he 
cut ye with a sneer. Sirs, 

And took the Chiltren Hundreds, worth 
at least two pomids a-year. Sirs. 

Bow, wow, ̂ .vow." 

17 
'This is another of Watts's very vague references 

to the trial. See note 1 to Letter 21 above. 
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last fortnight. I made some particular enquiries wl ilst in 

that place respecting the circulation of the Magazines, 

and was surprized to find hoi- great a favorite the New Monthly 

has been and is with the Manchester ..eople. I v/as the more 

astonished as the town in general professes so î uch loyalty. 

The truth is that you gave them great offense some years ago 

by an article on Manchester I'ootry and they have never relished 

you so well since. It was certainly a most injudicious 

article and could not fall of doing mischief. In these 

provincial towns I have found that people resent reflections 

upon them as a body to the full as much as if they were 

applied to them personally. There is moreover a spirit of 

base malignity on the part of some of the booksellers in 

endeavoring to injure the sale of your Magazine. An instance 

has recently come under ray own observation. A bookselling 
2 

firm in Manchester of LTiig principles who used to take 

somewhere about a dozen of Maga, have not been satisfied 

\mtil they got their customers to discontinue it v/hilst the 

New Monthly is crammed down the throats of their purchasers 

and pTiffed off by them as the most talented periodical going. 

See note 51 to Letter 3 above. 
2 
This refers to John and Abel Heywood, 

Manchester booksellers. See Curwen, op. cit.^ pp. 464-468. 

file:///mtil
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J. Sowler is however a warm "riend of yours and sells as 

you laiow a large number Ox'' your worli. Me is beyond comparison 

the rirst bookseller in the to\m.y Tney are about to establish 

a Tory newspaper in Manchester, an'-l a very liberal offer was 

made to me by some of the leading gentlemen in Manchester 

to connect myself with it. I have not given up the idea 

as I could easily v;rite for bota papers and tho chance of 

establishing a good property there is so great a? to be 

worthy of attention. There is not one Tory newspaper in 
4 

Manchester save Astons (and you have seen what that is) 

that ever gives a leading article, or makes the least attempt 

to defend the magistrates and people in authority from the 

attacks of the radicals. A newspaper of a radical stamp 
5 

entitled the G\iardian an affair very like the Leeds Mercury 

was set up only two years ago and now has a circulation of 

2000 a week & frcm 90 to 100 advts. Tho Professions of people 

calling themselves Tories may always be doubted but in this 

^John Sowler of the Manchester Courier. See 
CBEL, III, 803; also Watts, OP. cit.. I, 2W^ 

4 
Joseph Aston. Aston was editor and publisher of 

the Manchester Exclian̂ e Herald from 1809 until 1825. See DNB. 
^This was the Manchester Guardian, begun as a weekly. 

May 5, 1821, and edited by J. E. Taylor from 1821 until 1844. 
See CBEL. Ill, 802. 
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case the leading gentlemen of Manchester have offered to 

raise any sum required, upon personal security at '-i- per 

cent—and v/hen people offer to risk tlicir money in your behalf 

you may believe that they are sincere. I shall certainly 

not reject their offer without due consideration. One of 

the worst of the present miserable squad of Blanchester 

Tory Papers nets frcm 4 2 to 30C0 a year. 

Since I wrote last I have made arrangements with 

Hurst & Robinson to edit and take a joint share with them 

in their Annual Pocket Book. Even Croly's wretched as 

it was had a considerable sale, but gave so little satis

faction to those who bought it that we are determined our 

new volume shall differ in name plan and appearance and 

(I hope) matter. Croly is of course capable of making a 

good thing but is too idle. The illustrations which are 

numerous are on the first style cf the art and all line 

engravings. The contents will consist of Tales Sketches 

This was "The Literary Souvenir and Cabinet of 
Poetry ai>d Romance, edited bv Alaî lc A Watts." which was 
published early in November, 1^24.See Watts, op. cit.. I, 
pp. 167-171. 

'̂ Ibid. Croly's annual was "Tne Graces." 
Biographer Watts freely delineates the "\>r.?etchedness" of 
Croly's volijme. 
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of Society and Poetry by various living writers. I have 

already a dozen popular names to introduce on my bill of 

fare. Now you will do me the greatest possible kindness 

if you will procure me one little poem (if merely a sonnet) 

from your charming poet Delta, and something if even a 

trifle from your friend Mr Wilson. I pledge myself that they 

will find themselves in creditable company. I think I 

mentioned in my last the book I am now printing and that I 

had levied occasional contributions on Maga among others. 

As I shall give a brief notice of work I wish you would 

put me in possession of such names, as I may venture to 

assert upon hear-say to have been contributors to the Mage, 

at one time or another. As the book is one of that kind of 

publications likely to have a pretty fair circulation—it would 

do no harm to Maga. By the \my I wonder you do not follow 

Taylor & Hesse's example of advertising your Magazine more 

frequently at the end of your own Publications. You may 

depend upon it this would be of service. Of the London not 

half a dozen find their way into Manchester and until very 

recently mine was the only copy received in Leeds. Its 

circulation is very small indeed. The New Monthly has I am 

told improved of late in circulation but wherefore I cannot 

divine. 
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You would see the Courier's notice of the Political 
o 

Article in your last number. Your Parody of the Table 
Q 

Talk is exquisite.^ These are matters that are well 

appreciated only by your literary readers. In Leeds and 

Manchester there are a very real number of decent people 

who are acquainted with the worthies you mention only 

through the medium of your Magazine. Of course you know that 

your Quondam friend P. G. Patmore is Wlctoire Wicomte de 
10 

Sollgnyl! 

I forgot to send the advertisement of which I 

spoke last month, will you be so good as to give it a place 

in your next. Also will you do me the favor to let your 

clerks hand the packets enclosed in this parcel. If Mr 

Moir does not reside in Edinbro now you will perhaps ^aye7 

^The "Political Article," signed "Y.Y.Y.," was 
"The Late Session of Parliament," by David Robinson. The 
subject of major concern to the session was "The state of 
parties—or rather the state of party creeds and schemes...." 
See B.M.. July, 1824, XVI, 7^-85. 

Q 
The article was entitled "Table Talk. A New 

Series. No. I. 'On Nursery Rhymes in General'." This was 
by William Hay Forbes. It was a mocking and tipsy satire, 
the major part of its spleen being directed toward the 
London Magazine. the Edinburgh Review, and the Scotsman. 
See B.M.. July7 1824, XVI, 71-73. 

•̂ Îbid.f p. 73, note. Christopher North 
humorously explains this epithet. 
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the goodness to return the packet in your next parcel. 

Any little contributions that you can obtain for me for my 

Literary Pocket Book will be received as a great favor both 

by Hurst «S: Co and myself. But as the book must be published 

the latter end of October you will greatly enhance the 

obligation if you will think of me directly. Your books 

are all selling extremely well both here and in Manchester. 

In Manchester I dined \ilth a great friend and admirer of 
11 

yours Sir Thomas Reed (who in conjunction v/ith Sir Hudson 
12 

Lowe had the charge of Buonaparte). He had been spending 

some time with Theodore Hook whom Joe Hume does not scruple 

to call, in private society, the most ill-used man in 

England. From Sir Thomas I heard the correct account of 

Mr Tom Moore's emancipation from the clutches of his creditors. ^ 

^^Sir Thomas Reed was a General in the British 
army. See Appendix II; also DNB. 

12 
Sir Hudson Lowe was a Lt. General in the 

British army, and the governor of St. Helena from 1815 
until 1821. See Appendix II; also DNB. 

•̂ Moore was appointed Registrar of the Admiralty 
Prize-court at Bermuda in I803. In 1819 while he was in 
England, through the defalcation of his Bermuda deputy, he 
became indebted to the Government for £ 6000. As a result 
he fled to Paris and was there until 1822, when Lord 
Landsdowne, a very near friend to Moore, paid the debt for 
him. See DNB. 

file:///ilth
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Government consented that he (because he is a Whig I 

suppose) should be declared a Bankrupt and consented to 

receive 1/6. on the pound for the same sum (a ciu*ious 

coincidence) for which Theodore Hook has been so scandalously 
14 15 

persecuted. This sum Lord Landsdowne did pay but not 
as was represented 20/ on the pound. 

16 
Should you in commenting upon Boimaparte's will 

17 
have occasion to refer to O'Meara and his blackguard pack 

you ought not to omit to mention who he has married—and 

under what circumstances. The Lady Lee (I forget with it 

so spelt or Leigh) was the wife of Sir Theodosius Lee who 

was hanged many years ago for poisoning his brother with 

a decoction of laurel-leaves. This old bitch made the 

liquid and was near swinging with her husband. She was 

undoubtedly a partner to his guilt. You can readily refer 

See note 2 to Letter 21 above. 

l*̂  
^Petty-Fitzmaurice, Henry, 3rd Marquis of 

Landsdowne. See DNB. 
^^B.M. carried no special article on the will of 

Buonaparte. There are. however, innumerable papers on 
Buonaparte throughout its pages. See 3.M.. Index. 

17 
O'Meara was a member of the Reform Club and 

of the opposition, both groups highly disdained by Watts and 
his confreres; hence the "blackguard pack" appellation. 
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18 
to the trial. The old woman has been mad for some years, 

but not under violent restraint. She was 71 the day O'Meara 

married her but had the cunning to insert a clause in the 

disposal of her property which will shut out O'Meara from 

any control over it, if he leaves her for a single night 

without her permission!JI A delectable finale to the 

19 Buonaparte Farce. Sir Thomas assured me this was actually 

the case and that the Editor of the Morning Chronicle 

finding O'Meara did not redeem his pledge of answering 

satisfactorily the Quarterly Review, ^ refused to have any 

thing more to do with him. This v/as very good: 

21 
"Even Blackey cried shame." 

18 
Watts's facts are here a little askew: Lady 

Leigh was bom Theodosia Boughton, daughter of Sir Edward 
Boughton of Lawford, Warwickshire. She first married, in 
1777 > Captain John Donellan. who was hanged at Warwick in 
1781 for poisoning his wife's brother. Sir Theodosius Edward 
Allesley Boughton. Theodosia then married Sir Egerton Leigh, 
who died in 1818. O'Meara became her third husband. She 
died in I83O. See DNB (under O'Meara). 

^°"The Buonaparte Farce" refers to O'Meara's 
association with Buonaparte, his being taken in by him 
and made a stooge of, his subsequent recriminations against 
Sir Hudson Lowe, euad the entire relation of O'Meara to the 
ignominious end of Napoleon. 

^^See note 16 to Letter 16 above relating to 
"the castigation of O'Meara" by the Quarterly Review. 

2^This line is from "Epistle from Tom Crib to 
Big Ben Concerning some Foul Play in a Late Transaction." 
The entire quotation reads. 
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22 
See Cribs Memorial addresses But I must conclude. 

Excuse haste and believe me Dear Sir Very truly yours 

Alaric A Watts 

I have not time to read what I have written. Constables 

people will know Moirs address if the parcel is sent to 

them as from me. You will much oblige me by having the 

packet sent to Hogg free of expense to him as soon as 

possible. 

Letter 24 

Leeds September 8 th . 1824 

}fy Dear S i r , 

I was much pleased with your crushing exposure 

"Foul! foulI all the lads of the 
Fancy exclaim— 

Charley Shock is electrified— 
Belcher spits flame— 

And Molyneux—ay, even Blacky 
cries 'shame.'" 

See Moore, OP. cit.. pp. ̂ 55-^56; also note 22 be3.ow. 

"Tcxn Crib's /fhomas Moore'^7 Memorial to 
Congress. With a preface, notes, and Appendix. By one of 
the Fancy. (London, 1819)." See British Museum. Adopting 
tho pseudonym of "Tom Crib", Thomas Moore makes the 
"Memorial" a satirical and humorous commentary upon many 
subjects of contemporary interest. This he does by using 
as interlocutor, Tom Cribb, champion pugilist of the day. 
See DNB (Cribb). 
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of the nasty, dirty malignity of that truly contemptible 

animal Taylor of Fleet St. Had I not felt confident that 

you had seen the article on its publication I should have 

sent it to you long ago. The London Magazines sent to 

this town and neighborhood (3) had all one column of 

the page which contained the first part of the notice of 

Peveril of the Peak cut off evidently in great haste with a 

pen knife and the copies have never been made perfect. Mine 

was one of the three. I can send it to you if you wish to 

see it. The article on the Profligacy of the London 

Periodicals I shall give next week, and the week after 

a warm and friendly notice of the Magazine. 

1 
John Taylor, senior partner of the house of 

Taylor & Hessey, 90 Fleet Street, and 13 Waterloo Place. 
See note 3 below for the "crushing exposure." Actually Hazlitt 
wrote the article. See note 6 to Letter 25 below. 

2 
The article referred to was a virulent attack 

upon Sir V/alter Scott and a caustic review of his novel 
Peveril of the Peak (I823), appearing as one in the first 
two or three hundred copies of the London Magazine for 
February, I823. The review was suppressed, however, and the 
copies issued were recalled. A few of course went astray, 
and it is one such copy that forms the basis of the excoriation 
administered to Taylor by B.M. See note 3 below. 

^The text of "The Profligacy of the London Press", 
a paper by William Maglnn, runs:" That there are many 
honourable and upright men connected with it /the pres^Z 
is of course q\iite true; but that the pervading spirit of 
those who are'deep in its arcana, and occupied in directing 
its energies, is base and villainous, we are as clearly per
suaded as that there are stars in the sky." Calling attention 
to the London's review of Sir Walter's work alluded to in note 
2 above, Maglnn vehemently castigates its editors for their 
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I must tell you, at the risk of displeasing you by 

the hint, that your friends are on the whole too much given 

to "lugging into print by the head and shoulders" persons 

who have really given you no sort of provocation, and who are 

sometimes among the warmest and most zealous of yoiu* friends. 

Now thotigh I very much question the policy of attacking 

persons who have the means of retort in their power and who 

will by hook or by crook contrive to do you some injury 

for your pains in return for the distinction you confer 

upon them I cannot but think it bad taste to meddle, in a way 

unpleasant to their feelings, with your friends and that 

harmless race of literateurs who are enemies ̂ o 7 no one. 

I have been led to make these remarks by a letter I received 

a day or two ago from oiir old friend Bowles who says that 

he feels the mode in which he is classed with the Hay leys 
4 

Sewards and that miserable gang of tea drinking egotists 

baseness and cowardice; "After it Z^he London7 was printed, 
terror seized the cowardly spirit of the proprietors, and 
after having disposed of two or three hundred of them, they 
were called in with the most breathless rapidity. What a 
combination of filth there is in the whole transaction! 
The paltry motive, the direct falsehood, the low and 
ridiculous envy, the mean venom of the composition, well 
harmonize with the poor and snivelling poltroonery of its 
suppression." See B.M.. August, 1824, XVI, 179-183. 

4 
This classification of Bowles with the Hayleys 

and the Sewards occurs in a paper entitled "Celebrated 
Female Writers. No. I. Joanna Baillie." William Harness, 
the author of the article, says in part: "...the Minstrel 
was, at the time Joanna Baillie's Tragedies appeared, 
incomparably the best work from the hand of any living writer; 
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very harsh and unkind and the more so because it is quite 

unjust. Those who know any of his writings will discover 

in them a contempt amounting almost to horror for the 

generation of milksops Coleridge, Southey and many other 

moderns of note have handsomely acknowledged that they 

have been indebted to Bowles for many poetical feelings 

and impressions. The critic should remember that B/owles7 

had the merit of writing good verses, when good verses were 

scarce and it seems hard that he should have lived to be 

placed at the fag end of a crew of his own namby-pamby 

imitators. But putting his imputed literary offenses 

out of the question you surely act unwisely in suffering a 

correspondent to go out of his way to express his contempt 

for one of the warmest (and I may add too as far as it lies 

in his power one of the most useful) of your friends. Bowles 

mixes as you know in the best possible society. His hobby 

is to praise your Magazine and defend it with the zeal of a 

true disciple form all imputations on every occasion and 

in all companies. He must needs therefore out a very absurd 

appearance among his friends when you begin to attack hii:i on 

and the rest folio wed--l^iigo intervallo—/^t long intervals7 
by name. Dr. Darwin, f̂e% Haiyley, Mr. JV^i^iss Seward, MrsT 
Barbauld, Charlotte Smith, Mr. Roscoe, Mr. Bowles, cum multis 
aliis Quos nunc praescriber^ longum est ̂ with many others 
whom it would take too long to lis^/; while all our stock of 
dramatic literature, that was not utterly contemptible, was 
comprised in the productions of Cumberland and Murphy." See 
B.M.. August, 1824, XVI, 162. 
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the score of imbecility. I have known so many instances in 

which you have given offense to persons really ready and 

willing to serve you that I do not think I should act the 

part of a friend if I did not drop you a hint upon the 

subjects. I hold it as an undoubted truth that of all 

enemies those who have once been friends are the bitterest 

and most vindictive. You have "legitimate" enemies enough 

already without seeking to increase the number. As for such 

men as Jerdan your strictures may be correct and well timed 

but before you exasperate an Editor (unless indeed he has 

been guilty of some flagrant offense which renders chas

tisement a duty) you ought to consider how far it is in his 

power to resent offense. Jerdsui has, as you know many 

opportunities of being spiteful if he chose. I agree 
5 

with Christopher that the praise of Miss Landon was very 
6 

outrageoixs — but what then? Have you never bestowed 

outrageous praise upon your friends. The praise of the 

Letita Elizabeth Landon. See Appendix II. 

"This refers to North's adverse criticism of 
Miss Landon in Noctes No. XVI2 "I ran over the book /The 
Improvisatrice; and other Poems7 --and I really could see 
nothing of the originality, vigour, and so forth they all 
chatter about." Watts's "but what then?" is indicative of 
his resentment of Odoherty's suggestion that he had praised 
Miss Landon too much. Says Odoherty," Jordan's extravagsuit 
trumpeting has quite sickened everybody; and our friend 
Alaric has been doing rather too much in the same fashion." 
See B.M.. August, 1824. XVI, 237-238. For a review of Miss 
Landon's work, by William Maglnn, see "The Improvisatrice; 
flr|d other Poems. By L.E.L.," B.M.. August, 1824, XVI, 189-193. 
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Inheritance for instance was certainly overstrained.' 

I doubt not it v;as sincere but some people would call 

that review a puff to all Intent and purpose. But if 

extravagant praise is ever allov/able it is surely when we 

are discussing the merits of women—and, by the way a 

writer in your last Magazine seems to think so if we are 
o 

to judge from his highflown praise of Miss Baillie. 

But if you want to see a real specimen of puffing look 

into the last British Critic at a review of a rejected 
^ 9 10 
Prize Poem by one Jfynheer Hervey the son of a Manchester 
Drysalter and the Apollo of that wretched publication 

7 
For an unassigned review of Joanna Baillie's 

novel, The Inheritance (Edinburgh: Wm. Blackwood: London: 
T. Cadell. 1824)^ see B.M.. June, 1824, XV, 659-67^. 

o 
Joanna Baillie. See Appendix II. The highflown 

praise referred to by Watts, occurs under the caption of 
"Celebrated Female V/riters. No. I. Joanna Baillie" 4 by 
William Harness 7. The essay includes a discussion of her 
talents and wrlTlngs, her Tragedy of Basil. Ethwald, and 
Constantino Paleologus. See B.M.. August. 1«24, XVI, 162-178. 

^For this review /unassignedf? of Australia; with 
other Poems (London: Itost & Co., 1824), see the British 
Critic/August. 1824, XXII, 143-156. 

•̂ T̂homas Kibble Hervey. See Appendix II. 

^James Hervey. See DNB (under Hervey, Thomas 
Kibble). 
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(long defunct) the Gazette of Fashion.^ The Poem is 

Australia and the young gentleman is told that he has 

taken his stand "on the pedestal of immortality!"^-^ This 

is really worth recurring to as a specimen of the puffing 

of the old "Reviews." 

My Manchester project^ remains in status quo^ 

as my friends here & in Cheapside have offered me a 

considerable share in the business as well as paper here. 

I have for some time past received a share of the profits 

of the Newspaper & printing office and might have been in

corporated in the firm, but that I had no desire to appear 

before the public in this new character. However I believe 

the matter can and will be adjusted without its being 

necessary for me to have my name mentioned. Ttie profits 

of our paper & Printing Office for the twelve months ending 

in July were net ii 1600. We are printing Books here now to 

some extent for Cheapside. 

12 
See note 88 to Letter 3 above. 

^AThat the reviewer actually says is, "His 
^ervey'^ 'Australia' alone, will give him a proud 
situation among the poets of his country5 but if he can 
be content with this, he has less ambition than we v-'ould 
give a poet credit for." See the British Critic. August, 
1824, XXII, 156. 

14 
See note 9 to Letter 22 above. 
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I thank you for what you say respecting the 

"Literary Souvenir." I assure you your friend^^ vfill not 

find himself in bad company. Sir Vfalter '̂ cott, Coleridge 

Maturin Montgomery Mrs. Hemans and some twenty other 

of our "popular writers" have either given or promised 

me contributions for the v/ork with permission to use their 

names. I mentioned some time ago that I had arrived at that 
17 

part of my "Specimen" in which the name of Professor 

Wilson occurs, and I have been unable to glean from any 

quarter the dates and materials so indispensable to me in 

the manufacture of the slight biographical sketch to be 

prefixed to the extracts from his works. Surely you might 

obtain these for me. Southey has not scrupled among many 

others to authenticate the memoranda necessary for my 

purpose, but the Professor really seems one of the most 

inaccessible monarchs in creation. I wish Constable's people, 

or you or some one would reprint his Poems. "The Isle of 

Palms" I can neither obtain for love or money and "The 

City of the Plague" is I have heard nearly out of prlnt.^^ 

^^"Your friend" here refers to Delta (David 
Macbeth Moir), who contributed to the Literary Souvenir. 
See note 3 to Letter 31 below. 

16 
I^s . Dorothea F e l i c i a Hemans. See Appendix I I . 

17 
"̂ '̂ See note 98 to Letter 3 above. 
This refers to two earlier works of John Wilson: 

The Isle of Palms and other Poems (Edinburgh, 1812); and 
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Two Post 8vo. vols would I am confident sell well. 

I have no news to tell you this week. I shall 

send copies of the Literary Souvenir, as early as possible. 

Mrs. W. encloses the Lists & I am My Dear Sir 

Very truly yours 

Alaric A Watts 

Will you have the kindness to obtain and send me in yo\ir 

next or by post the autograph of Professor Wilson (rather 

small) as I am giving the Autographs of our "Living Poets" 

in my Lit. Souvenir and am only deficient in his. You can 

perhaps cut me off one from an old letter. 

Will you send the enclosed to the Editor of the 
19 Observer. He sends me two papers for my one and the least 

I can do is to hand him any publication of mine. 

I had the pleasure to receive a letter from 

Southey a day or two ago in which he mentioned having seen 

The City of the Plague and other Poems (Edinburgh, 1816). 
See British Museum. 

Wxhe Observer was an Edinburgh weekly Sunday 
paper (1791- ), managed by Lewis Doxat from iSCfe until 
1857. See CBEL, III, 810. 
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20 
"Ten Years Ago" in your Magazine and spoke of the merits 

of the trifle with great warmth. 

Letter 25 

Leeds November 12. £'lB'^J 

My Dear Sir, 

I was much vexed to learn from your son that 

the Lists had not reached you in due course. They were 

forwarded to me in London and dispatched before four 

o'clock to Cadell's but as I have since learned they had 

made up your parcel and consequently declined to forward 

them. The truth is that these people give themselves no 

sort of trouble about either the Magazine or any of your 

publications and for the good they do you you might as well 

have no agents in London at all as such drones. Mr Hernaman 

who was with me in London says that he knows for fact that 

20 
See note 11 to Letter 22 above. The letter 

from Southey (dated August, 29, 1824) reads in part: 
"With your name I have long been acquainted; but one piece 
which I saw in a provincial paper /B.M. 7. 'Ten Years Ago,' 
convinced me that you had not been praised without highly 
deserving it...." See V/atts, op. cit.. I, 197* 

Alexander Blackwood worked hand in hand with his 
father so long as his health permitted, representing the 
Blackwood firm in London. See Oliphant, op. cit.. I, 21-374. 
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youp publications sustain the greatest disadvantages in 

consequence of the apathy of these people. What is 

particularly sickening too is that old Cadell (a very 
2 

poor creature as you well know) is bullied by James Smith 

(his brother in law) and other friends of Mr Colburn into 

an occasional expression of dissatisfaction with you for 

your personality. The fact is that knowing him to be a 

very weak man James anith and one or two other choice 

spirits like himself are continually assuring him that he 

ought not to publish your Magazine, --that he is responsible 

in a moral point of view for everything offensive it contains 

and such like trash. I have no hesitation whatever in 

expressing to you my positive conviction that your interests 

as a publisher suffer very materially from your having no 

agents in London to cooperate with you with proper spirit. 

Mr I^rnaman? was enquiring at one of the wholesale houses 

after one of your books and their reply was that Cadell's 

mode of doing business as it respected your publications was 

such that it was not worth their while to keep them or make 

any exertion to sell them. Cadell partly owing to his stupidity 

partly to his meanness and in some degree to his old fashioned 

mode of doing business is able to do very little for his own 

James Smith (1782-1867). See Appendix II. 
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publications, much more for yours. Then he has lately been 

invited to the New Monthly Coteries and begins I rather 

suspect to consider it a very smart gentlemanlike periodical 

at least he says "it is free from personalities." I mention 

these things because I think you ought to know them. 

During my stay in London I was at particular pains 

to make myself acquainted with the state of public feeling 

towards Maga, and especially as it respected the recent 

notices of the London Magazine.*^ Your late niambers have 

been relished exceedingly by the more deserving of the cocknies 

whilst a few of the pluckless are "apprehensive that you are 

once more about to make your publication a vehicle of 
4 

personality! I Your article on Procter considering the 

smallness of the game was thought unnecessarily harsh by some 

-̂ The reference here is to B.M.'s expose of the 
London Magazine. See note 3 to Letter 24 above. 

4 
This article was one of a series of "Letters of 

Mr. Mullion to the Leading Poets of the Age." No. 1 of 
these was addressed to "Bryan W. Procter, Esq., Alias Barry 
Cornwall." The article itself, by William Maglnn, is a 
scathing critique on Procter for using an alias; for his 
attempt to "write after the manner of the Greeks;" for his 
work on Italian literatiire; and for his review of Shelley's 
poetry, a paper that appeared in the Edinburgh Review, July, 
1824, XL, 494-51^. See B.M.. September, 1824, XVI, 285-289. 
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who call themselves your friends, but the expose of the 

Fleet St concern'^ has given universal satisfaction. Allan 

Cunningham told me that he sent immediately on receiving the 

I'dagazine to complain of the grossness of the attack upon 

Sir Walter Scott and that then and not till then did Taylor 

cancel the leaves. The precious article however was certainly 

written by Hazlitt, and Taylor and his set tell everybody 

that you knew this I The circulation of the London grows 

smaller and smaller. I am confidently told they do not 

print 1000. It is certain they only ask for 1500 bills 

about twice as many as they really require. The New Monthly 
7 

is certainly not upon the decrease. I&iights Quarterly' has 

fallen off very much indeed in its sale in consequence of 

the miserable way in which the last two or three numbers 

have been written and managed. Andrews has a smairt corps 

See notes 1 and 3 to Letter 24 above. 

The article referred to is the London's scathing 
paper on Sir Walter Scott (see note 2 to Letter 24 above). 
Ĵfpginn admits that Hazlitt wrote the article. Maglnn said 
that Taylor wrote it in order to hurt the London morcjj^ 

7 
Knight's Quarterly was begun under that name 

and ran tintil 1824, when it was continued as the Quarterly 
Magazine until its death in 1825. It was edited by Charles 
I&ilght. See Appendix II; also Graham, op. cit.. p. 288; 
also CEEL, III, 832. 
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of resurrection men employed in disinterring the remainder 

of his Alb\im. He will begin another series of it in January. 

It will be edited by young Sullivan^ the author of the "Silent 

River." St Leger its former editor has been for some time 

past in a dying state. I need not tell you who is the Editor 

of the John Bull Magazine but I may as well put you a 

little on your guard as not what you commimicate to a certain 

12 Doctor M -n of your acquaintance. For instance he has 

told Jerdan that Mr Lockhart was the author of the allusion 

to him in the Noctes some time ago.^ He has been more 

o 
The significance of V/atts's statement regarding 

Andrews' "resurrection men" who were "disinterring" the Album 
is not to be explained by the existing meager records of the 
Album. The magazine did die during the following year; hence 
Watts no doubt referred to its rough sledding during the 
last year of its existence. 

^Robert Sullvan (1797- ? ). See British Museum. 

"The Silent River, a Dramatic Poem. Faithful 
and Forsaken. A Dramatic Poem. By Robert Sullvan (London: 
G. and B. Whlttaker. 1824)." For Vfai. Maglnn's "Remarks on 
Mr. Sulivan's Dramatic Poems," see B.M.. June, 1824, XV, 
675-679. 

^This was Theodore Hook's John Bull, which enjoyed 
great popularity. See Graham, op. cit.. p. 387 and note. 

•^Dr. William Maglnn. 

•^This reference to Jerdaji occurred in Noctes No. 
XVI, and has to do with his "extravagant trumpeting" of praise 
of Miss Landon's poetry. See note 6 to Letter 24 above. 
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communicative on some other points than he ought to have 

been. The John Bull Magazine is considered in London a 

very blackguard affair—as evidence of the possession on 

the part of its editors of more brass than brains. It was 
14 

bad taste in Maga to honor it with any notice, at least 

so people say. It has already sunk into comparative 

obscurity. There is a report in London that you are about 

to take up your abode there and resign your Edinbro business 

to your son. I supposed this is mere idle gabble. 

Murray has been in a state of considerable irritation 

for some time past in consequence of the assertions respect-
1^ 16 

ing his poverty &c in Medwin's Book. -̂  His pamphlet has 

•̂ În B.M., July, 1824, XVI, 115-116, appears No. 
XVI of a series of "Letters of Tirothy Tickler, Esq., to 
Eminent Literary Characters." This particular "Letter" is 
"To the Editor of the John Bull Magazine on soi article in 
his first number." The letter takes the form of a poem 
in general praise of the magazine, but chastises the Editor 
for an iincomplimentary notice of Byron. See Stanza V for 
this stricture. 

15 
Thomas Medwin. See Appendix II. The book 

referred to was "Conversations of Lord Byron: noted during 
a residence with his Lordship at Pisa in the years 1821 and 
1822. By Thomas Medwin, Esq., J^avtalip of the 24th Light 
Dragoons (London: Printed for Henry Colburn. New Burlington 
Street, 1824)." For a review of this book (the first part 
by John Gait, and the second by William Harness), see B.M.. 
November, 1824, XVI, 530-540. For remarks on the work, by 
James Hogg, Christopher North, and Mullion, see Noctes No. 
XVII, 590-59^. 

^^This was a short pamphlet, "Conversations Of 
Lord Byron as related by Thomas Medwin, Esq., compared with 
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however quite set the matter at rest. On the first apr̂ earance 

of Medwin's book, Ita'ray sent to Colburn to request that 

he would furnish him with copies of the passages referred 

to in the book by asterisks, but the little poltroon refused 

to give any answer until he had consulted his attorney and 

then replied he would do so if Mr. Murray would give Medwin 

an indemnification that he would not prosecute them. 

Johannes ̂ Hurrajf? would /^^ no such thing and so the matter 

ended. Medwin who is by all accounts a complete white-feather 

has slunk out of the country until exacerbation excited by 

his book shall have subsided. The general feeling in good 

society in London on Captain Medwin and his book, is that 

he has told a good many lies, reported some things as he 

heard them—and misrepresented a good many more from mere 

obtuseness of comprehension. Others go so far as to say that 

this book has been all manufactured in London, but bears 

in some parts at least the stamp of authenticity. In one 

part of the book he ascribes a drinking song beginning 

Fill the goblet again for I never before &C 

to Lord Bjrron and says his Lordship ^̂ rote it one day after 

a Portion of his Lordship's Correspondence," which Murray 
"circulated widely, containing seriatim Mr. Medwin's state
ments of what he alleged Lord Byron to have said, contrasted 
with extracts from Lord Byron's own letters, which Murray 
printed side by side in double columns. In every case Mr. 
Medwin's statements were flatly contradicted by Lord Byron's 
own words...." See Smiles, OP. cit.. I, 449-450. 
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dinner. This song will be found In a volume of trashy verse 

17 
by John Cam Hobhouse entitled Imitatiorxs and Translations 

18 
from the Classics. It is there given with the letter B 

attached to it. Hobhouse's Book ••/as published so far back 

as 1809. 

I have a great deal more news to send you of 

various kinds and shall take the opportunity of writing you 

at length on Thixrsday when I shall have occasion to make up 

another parcel for Edinbro 

I send you herewith the first copy which has been 

done up of the Literary Souvenir. As the sheets were wet 

'̂ John Cam Hobhouse. See Appendix II. 
18 
This work was "Imitations and Translations from 

the Ancient and Modern Classics, together vdth original Poems 
never before published. Collected by John C. Hobhouse 
/Eroughton, John C. Hobhouse, 1st Baron/ (London: Longman, 
Hurst, Rees, & Orme, 1809)." See British Museum. For the 
"Song" referred to, see pages 204-206 (signed "L.B."). The 
complete first stanza (of the eight that compose the song) 
from which Watts quotes, reads: 

"Fill the goblet again'. For I 
never before 

Felt the glow which nov; gladdens 
my heart to its core; 

Lot us drink I who would not? since 
thro' life's varied round 

In the goblet alone no deception 
found." 
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when they were put together you must not form your 

estimate of its appearance from the present specimen. It 

has cost us already t 800 and if it only continues to sell 

as it promises to do immediately on its publication ̂ ê 

shall be reimbursed. I am not as you know accustomed to 

bore either you or Christopher v/ith applications either on 

my own behalf or that of my friends but I must say that I 

think the little volume now sent has really a claim upon your 

attention. I refer not to any share I may have had in it but 

to the many really beautiful productions which have been con

tributed by my friends. You noticed most favorably Croly's 

Graces although it did not contain one line of original 

19 prose and scarcely half a dozen pages of tolerable verse. 

The book now sent contains original tales and Poetry (some

times several pieces from one author) from the pens of 

^harles Roberi7 Matiu*in ,^fhomas7 Campbell Sir Walter Scott 

/3ame£7 Montgomery Mrs ̂ ellci^7 Hemans ̂ illiam Lisle? Bowles 

Delta ̂ avid Macbeth Moir? Jlevemlah7 Wiffen ̂ /Seorge? Croly 

2^oma37 Dale L.E.L. /"Letita Elizabeth Landoij?/Pranci^7 

Wrangham Allan Cionningham Sir Walter Scott David Lyndsay 

James Hogg /ffharles Caleb7 Colton &c <Scc &c and surely this 

circumstance would of itself give it some claim to a notice 

19 
For an unassigned review of Croly's "The 

Graces," see B.M.. December, 1823, XIV, 669-672; also 
note 2M- below. 
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good bad or indifferent. It has struck me that an elegant 

annual volume might be prepared by about the beginning of 

the publishing season occupied with matters of a far higher 

order that the rubbish with which Ackermann^^ and other 

publications of the kind are filled. The volume only fell 

under my direction very late in the season owing to the 

very invidious conduct of Croly but I have nevertheless 

contrived to obtain a great variety of very interesting 

papers for its pages, and I hope to do even better next 

21 
year. The property of the work is divided between Robinson 

and myself. We have printed 5000 and shall sell about 3000 

the first fortnight according to our present orders. I 

need not tell you that a brief notice in the cixrent Magazine 

will be of more service than a longer one a month hence, for 

reasons which will be obvious. I look with great anxiety 

to Christopher's compliance with my request. I want no 

puff but simply such a notice as he may consider the book 

really deserves. He will greatly increase the obligation 

if he will enumerate a few of the principal contributors. 

20 
Rudolph Ackerman. See Appendix II. His gift 

book was "The Forget-Me-Not." See Watts, op. cit.. I, 
168-169 for a comparison of this work with Croly's "Graces" 
and other suinuals. 

Kobinson of Hurst, Robinson & Co. Watts was 
also associated with them on the Leeds Mercury venture. 
See note 2 of Letter 13 above. 
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I have just received the Literary Gazette with one of that 

idiot Jordan*s absurd notices of the book.^^ After puffing 

as he has done Ackermann's ridiculous trash he calls this 

a rival publication although I hope there is not in any one 

point the slightest resemblance between them, and talks in 

his usual flippant way about its beins one of the many 

Christmas Presents now courting the patronage of the Public. 

If there is any one thing more galling than the censure of 

a critic of tact it is the pert empty praise of such a 

person. I am really as sick of hir.i as you can be. 

My object was to publish a splendidly illustrated 

work which without being a child's toy would form an appro

priate gift book. But I have scrupulously avoided introduc

ing any thing of a childish character. Of M /17 directing 
23 

your attention to one of the prose tales Ishmael and Miriam 

22 
In the Literary Gazette of Nbvember 13, 1824, 

No. 4o8, pp. 221-223, under the caption of "Review of New 
Books," appeared this notice: "The Literary Souvenir. or 
Cabinet of Poetry and Romance. Vflth numerous splendid 
Engravings. (London: Hurst & Co.). It /the Literary Souvenir7 
boasts such a catalogue of contributors that were one half 
of their compositions to be published as a volume at any 
period of the year, we should be inclined to rank it among 
the most striking productions of the press...." After a 
listing of the leading contributors, follovrs: "...the 
Souvenir is eminently entitled, not only to take a foremost 
place among those modern improvements which we have called 
annuals, but to a station in every drawing-room and library 
where female predilections prevail." 

23 — — 
This story /unassigned/ was "Ishmael and Miriam; 

a Tale of the Desert." See the ijterary Souvenir. 1825, pp. 
37-63. 
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I would wish to know if such an article would be acceptable 

occasionally for your Magazine. You can form from it a 

tolerable idea of the author's narrative powers. I feel 

greatly indebted to you for Delta's beautiful ^oems. I 

shall write to thank hi-i as soon as I can obtain a large 

copy of the book to forward for his accertance. 

I have had a few copies of the L. S. struck off 

on Post 8vo. with proof impressions on India paper of the 

plates. I shall send copies direct for yoin'self Professor 

Wilson & Mr Lockhart as soon as they are ready. I send 

you a copy now hastily done up in order that it may stand 

a chance of obtaining at least a short notice and extract 
24 

or two in the current Maga. This would be of the most 

24 
It must have rejoiced Watts's heart to read in 

the Noctes. No. XVII, this bit of dialogue: 
Northi (To Odoherty, who is preparing to visit 

Leeds) Tell Watts that I have received 
his very pretty Literary Souvenir. 

Mullion: Is it good? 

North: The Literary Souvenir is a very graceful 
and agreeable book, both inside and out
side, and does infinite credit to the 
editor and publisher. 

(See B.M.. November, 1824, XVI, 599.) 

Watts must have been further highly gratified to see in B.M.^ 
January, 1825, XVII. 9^101, an unassigned review of his 
Literary Souvenir, the tone of which may be seen in this 
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serious service to me. But I ask nothing more than you 

would give and have given to a stranger. If the book really 

deserves a preference over others of the same description 

you will I am sure say so \d.thout scruple. 

25 
Do not quote Sir Walter as his poem unfortunately 

will not bear it. I was led by Constable to believe that 

he would give me a prose tale^ and I kept open my last 

sheet until very late with that expectation, but without 

avail. 

selection from the review: 

The Excellent Editor is well known 
in the world of letters, and possesses 
no ordinary share of poetical genius.. 
..Mr. Watts writes with much elegance 
and simplicity, and we like his com
positions for their freedom from that 
spirit of exaggeration and that simu
lated passionateness so rife in 
Cockneydom. He writes sincerely, and 
his sincerity has been felt; for we 
scarcely remember any instance of so 
unostentatious a writer as he is, and, 
without any boast of originality, 
acquiring so much popular fame in 
so short a time. 

As thOTigh this were not sufficient to please the notice-hungry 
Watts. B.M. included his poem, "Death of the First-Born," a 
favorite of the author. 

^^This contribution of Sir Walter Scott's was 
"Epilogue: written for a Tragedy entitled 'Mary Stuart', 
and intended to have been spoken by Mrs. H. Siddons." 
See the Literary Souvenir, 1825, pp. 373-37^. 
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The plates are, as you will see at a glance 

really beautiful but it is scarcely fair to judge of them 

from the very bad and imperfect copy I now send. If you 

would like a set of proofs independent of your large 

paper copy with proofs say so and I will forward them at 

the same time. 

Be so kind as to give the advertisement a good 

place. It should have been in last month by rights. 

I forgot to mention that Hurst Robinson have 

taken very large and splendid premises in Waterloo place 

whither they will remove in a few months. Entre nous they 

have suffered too severely by the rascality of a certain 
26 

Bookselling firm in Edinbro to be very fervent toward them. 

It was only the other day that I picked up an Edinbro Book-
27 

sellers catalogue with books advertised at a very low rate 

of which he had pretended to sell the entire remainder the 

year before. I think it not improbable but there will be a 

grand blow up between the parties some of these days. One 

^^Archibald Constable & Co. "The rascality" to 
which Watts alludes naturally suggests Blackwood's rival. 
Constable, for whom Watts had no regard. Actually the 
"blow up" occiu*red within a year when Scott was ruined in 
the panic of 1825-1826. See DNB (Scott). 

'̂ Constable & Co.'s catalogue. 
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28 
party are fools and the other knaves. 

Pray be so kind as commission yoiu* son to write 

me one line by post just to say if this parcel has been 

received, if the former Lists have reached you, and if I 

may hope for any notice for the L.S. in the Magazine now 
29 

at press. I know I am asking a great deal but if you 

will use your influence for me this once I will do my best 

to make you prompt amends. I remain My Dear Sir 

Yours very truly 

Alaric A Watts 

I have an order to give you in my next for several of your 

publications. A friend of mine has given me a commission 

to buy him 300 of books of my own selection. Would you 

have any objection to send me your trade catalogue? In 

order that I might select as much from it as possible. 

Pray explain to your friends that I have sent the 

only copy of the L.S. as yet ready and that I will send the 

L.P.^^ copies the moment I receive them. 

AAW 

28 
"Fools" refers to Hurst, Robinson & Co. for 

being taken in—"knaves" to Constable & Co. for their rascality. 
^See note 24 above. 
•an 
-* "Large paper" copies referred to above. 
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Dear Sir, 

Just as I was closing the parcel I received the 

first packet sent among ago /"sic 7 "rom H. R Co-̂ ^ to 

Mr Cadell to whose negligence alone you are Indebted for not 

having received it in due course 

AAW 

Letter 26 

Leeds December 16 1824 

My Dear S i r , 

As I do not think it worth my while to put you 

to the expense of a r̂ arcel for yoiu* large paper copy of the 

Literary Souvenir I venture to trouble /"youJ7 with a few 

lines per post to express my sincere thanks for your kind 

letter and presents. I am going to Manchester for three 

days tomorrow but on my return you may depend upon my 

devoting my earnest attention to Delta and his volume. 

I feel it my duty to exert my little influence in his favor 

31 
Hurst, Robinson & Co. 

i)avid Macbeth Moir's Legend of Genevieve, with 
other Tales and Poem's. See note 3 of Letter 20 above. 
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and you may depend upon my not neglecting to do so. Will 

you tell him when you write that his L.P. /Large Paper7 

Souvenir will accompany yours Sir VJalters James Hoggs and 

others in a few days. This edition is really a very 

splendid affair crown 8vo proofs on India Paper. I am 

glad you think the book tolerable. I can assure the next 

volume will be very much better worth your acceptance. I 

thank you for your kindness in procuring notices of the book.* 

In spite of Longman <& Company who with other scrubs like 

themselves set their face against the work because we 

refused to allow them the modest discount of 50 per cent, 

it has sold capitally. Hurst & Co write me they are verging 
2 

on 4000 already and that Longman Baldwin V/hittaker & Co 

have been buying at scrip no odd copy ever since the second 

day of its publication. I shall be much disa^opointed if I 

do not see some notice of it in your next Magazine,-^ the 

more so as after the flaming puff of the Graces it vrill seem 

as if z'C book really deserved less of you than that of which 

not 400 were sold actually to the public. Be pleased to copy 

the short advertisement from the late numbers of the Literary 

2 
Longman, Reese, Orme, Brown, & Co.; Robert 

Baldwin & Co.; Whlttaker & Arnot —all publishing firms. 

n̂ fatts ^^s not disappointed. See note 24 to 
Letter 25 above. 
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Gazette for the covers of the current number. By the way 

I forgot to mention that your compositors neglected the 

instructions with which my last adv. was headed and made 

it occupy two pages when had the contents been printed in 
4 

nonpl. it might have been crammed into one. Be pleased 

therefore to charge one of these pages to my private account 

as H/irs_t7 & Co will certainly refuse to allow it. 

5 
Hurst and R's Traveller is a shrewd clever young 

man, very capable of being useful to you in a variety of ways. 

I know of no one so competent to drop you a letter of news 

as to what is passing in town as he is if he chooses. He 

hears all the trade chat of course. Pray to point out to 

him how he can serve you and I am sure he will do so with 

pleasure. 

I am very sorry to hear of the Professor's domestic 
6 

calsimity. By the way I forgot to mention that our friend 

Croly abuses you all very roimdly occasionally—some jackanapes 

having told him (the truth, I believe) that Mr Wilson has a 

4 
"Nonpl." is an abbreviation for "nonpareil." a 

printing term used to designate a certain size type (6 points). 
See Webster's New International Dictionary. 

5 
This would have been Mr. H. Mann. See Watts, 

OP. cit.. I, 17^ and 175. 

^Thls refers to the death of Professor Wilson's 
mother, December, 1824. See Mary Wilson Gordon, Christopher 
North, a Memoir of John Wilson (New York: The Worthing ton Co., 
I836), p. 2W. 
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hearty contempt for him and his tricks to catch the gules 
n 

of popularity. You heard of his flying horse concern 

very righteously damned and that too beyond all redemption. 

I mentioned I think the Manchester Courier specu-
8 

lation. I have a fourth share Sowler the rest. I have not 

made my final arrangements yet with an editor but am on 

treaty with two or three. I intend of course to do a 

good deal for the paper myself. We shall begin with nearly 

1000 subscribers having between four and five hundred of the 

first people in Manchester. I need not tell you that you and 

your Magazine will have a zealous advocate in the new journal. 

If you happen to be acquainted with any really clever man 

to whom 200 to 250 a year would be an inducement let us know. 

I mean that it should be a very much better paper than the 

heterogeneous things I manage here, but really I find that 

J^ltJ is quite absurd to take pains for such swine as we 

are blest with. I therefore take very little heed about it. 

Begging your excuse for this hasty and incoherent scrawl 

I remain V^y Dear Sir 

Yours very faithfully 

Alaric A V/atts. 

7 
'No suitable explanation of this reference has been 

found. I have appealed to the Editor of Notes and Queries 
for possible aid. 

o 
Although this may be the same project referred to 

in note 9 of Letter 22 above, there is no proof to that effect. 
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9 
If MP Mann f i j is still in Edinbro will /"you_7 

give my kind regards to hin and desire him to write me the 

News of the gude town and say how he has done & is doing 

with the Souvenir. 

Please to add the following paragraph in lieu 

of that from the Literary Gazette to the short advt. of the 

Souvenir from the L.G. /"Literary Gazette_7 

"This is without exception the most elegant and 

attractive little work we have seen issue from the press. 

The embellishments are really beautiful; but beautiful as 

they are they are only a secondary consideration. The 

literary portion of the volume must secure it popularity." 

The Lists were sent to Caddie the 6th. 

9 
See note 5 above. 

In the Literary Gazette of October 30, 1824, 
No. 406, p. 70^> appeared the "Short" advertisement con
sisting of an entire column (a third of a page) which, in 
part, read: "In a few days will be published by Hurst, 
Robinson & Co., 90 Cheapside & 8 Pall Mall, London, the 
Literary Souvenir; or Cabinet of Poetry and Romance: A 
New Year's Gift. With numerous spendid engravings." The 
notice that Watts wanted supplanted related to a listing of 
the engravings by subjects and engravers. 

A check of B.M. reveals no such notice of the 
Souvenir. As was often "the custom, this advertisement may 
have appesô ed on the covers proper. 
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Letter 27 

Leeds May 2. 1825. 

My Dear Sir , 

I write a few hasty lines per post immediately 

on the receipt of yom- letter of the 27th. which in 

consequence of my absence from home has only this moment 

met my eye. I assure you you do me great injustice if 

you ascribe my neglect to any other than causes over which 

I could have no control. But until Informed of the fact 

by your letter I had no idea that you had not received the 

Lists in due course as I sent the last to the care of Cadell's 

people with a letter of some length explaining the causes of 

my ommlssion to write before on the 6th. I know not to what 

to attribute the non arrival of the packet excepting it has 

arisen from the spleen of that foolish old man Cadell who 

is very angry with me because I cannot find time to under

take a very long and tedious job for his benefit which he 

would fain press upon me. 

I beg you to believe that so far from having been 

guilty of any intentional neglect I am more than ever desir

ous of shewing my sense of the many good offices you have 

done me, and of the many kindnesses I am still continually 

receiving at your hands. But I have been so circumstanced 
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since January as to have been nearly harrassed out of my 

life. Like many others who ask the advice of their friends 

and then follow the bent of their own prejudices or inclina

tions, I have so far disregarded your kind suggestions as 

to have commenced under the most favorable auspices a new 

Tory newspaper in Manchester. I was induced to do this 

at the repeated and earnest exhortation of a great number 

of the first people in Lancashire and the experiment has 
2 

exceeded my most sanguine expectations. Sowler was a 

printer before the establishment of the Courier and it was 

agreed that the profits of both the printing office and the 

newspaper should be mutually divided between us. I have 

consequently become a sleeping partner to the extent of one 

half in the whole concern. The Tories of Manchester are by 

far the more numerous and respectable than the Whigs and they 

have behaved to us much better than Tories usually do under 

such circumstances. V/e began with an average circulation 

This was the Manchester CoTxrier. a weekly news
paper, which, backed by John Sowler, Watts e.-̂ ited from 1825 
until 1826. The exact dates of his connection with this 
paper are not to be had from his son's biography of Watts, 
CBEL, nor from the letters to Blackwood. It must have been 
atout May, 1826, however, that Watts severed his connection 
with the Coin'ler. See note 2 below. 

2 
John Sowler. See CBEL, III, 803; see also letter 

of Alaric Watts to his wife, April 24, 1826, in which he 
writes, "...my agreement with Mr. Sowler is that he shall 
release me in a month at furthest...." See V'atts, op. cit.. 
I, 233; also note 3 of Letter 28 below. 
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of 1050 taking the first month for the calculation and 

have increased sometimes twenty and never less than 10 

a week ever since. We average too already upwards of a 

page of advertisements, a degree of success which has 

perhaps hardly ever attended the establishment of any 

newspaper of Tory principles. The business of the general 

printing office has also been increased four fold. We 

have all the town printing and in short every thing that 

the leading men of the place and the authorities can put 

into our hands, so that our profits are even in this early 

stage of the affair very considerable. Now thus much has 

been accomplished under every possible disadvantage as far 

as the Newspaper itself is concerned for notwithstanding 

my engagements at Leeds I am my own Editor and travel to 

and from Manchester (a hundred miles) every week. I have 

a reporter who attends to the public meetings and matters 

of local interest during the week, but you will suppose 

I have had no sinecure when I mention that I have never absent

ed myself from Leeds during the whole of the last four months 

(excepting a week I spent in London) more than two days. 

You will therefore I am sure pardon my unwilling negligence 

of yourself. As however my Manchester affairs are too 

"Vatts was still acting editor of the Leeds 
Tntelligencer. 
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important for me to trust them to other hands, and as I 

detest Leeds and its dull dirty ignorant and purse proud 

manufacturers of cloth most cordially I have made up my 

mind to leave it altogether at the latter end of this 
4 

month. Had Robinson behaved more honorably to me than 

he has I should probably never have thought of establish

ing the /"ManchesterJ? Coin*ier but having done so and with 

such complete success I should be a fool indeed to sacri

fice my own interests for his convenience. He has tried 

to jockey me a little in the matter of the newspaper but 

on that subject I shall take the liberty of asking your 

advice in detail. As rather than be imposed upon I will 

publish the next voliame with another publisher. But for 

the most profligate waste of money on their parts nearly 

a thousands pounds profit might have been cleared. What 

I shall receive in full I know not but considerably less 

than h 500 I dare say. As yet he has no assignment of 

copyright from me at all and if he will not content himself 

with a fair division of the profits I shall not scruple to 

employ the power I possess to prevent their having any. 

They actually do nothing for the work. Instead of getting 

the plates cheaper thro their medium they are 50 per cent 

Hurst, Robinson & Co. owned the Leeds 
l^ntelligencer. See Watts, OP. cit.. I, 157. 
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dearer or nearly so than I could get them done for myself 

by the same artists. The present volume is far advanced 

and will be in every way superior to the last. By the way 

when you see the Professor /WllsonJ? and Mr. Lockhart 

will you remind them of their kind promise.^ I have a 

great body of the most distinguished names of the day. 

My reasons for wishing to get some thing from them pretty 

soon is that I could then have designs made and engraved 

to accompany their contributions. The drawings should be 

furnished by any artist they might point out. I trust to 

shew the sense I entertain of their proffered kindness by 

having designs as beautiful as possible to accompany what

ever they may favor me with, and this cannot be done much 

later in the year. I have not done with Professor Wilsons 

delightful volume yet. I have endeavored to get a few of 

the most beautiful of the extracts circulated as widely as 

^atts is here looking forward to the next 
edition of his Literary Souvenir. Ostensibly V/ilson and 
Lockhart had each promised a contribution. They did not, 
however, fulfill their promise—if promise they did. 
See note 3 to Letter 3I below. 

The "delightful volume" was "The Foresters. By 
the Author of 'Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life,' etc. 
I John Wilson 7 (1825)." See British Museum. 
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possible and as soon as ever the Debates'' slacken shall 

give notices in the New Times Courier, St. James Chronicle 

(who has inserted one for me) and other London Papers also 

in the Bristol Herald, Gents Mage. Eclectic Review Old 

Monthly and other minor Mages, of next month. I assure 

you I feel a sincere pleasure in doing any thing that is 

calculated to draw the attention of the public to these 

glorious poems, of which I have always been a most ardent 

admirer. Say in your next letter to what newspapers and 

periodicals the vols have been sent. Accept my sincere 

tlianks for your present of a copy. Its value however would 

have been enhanced if the Professor had just written his 

name in it. 

I have an order from two of my friends to purchase 

copies of the Wilson's New Edition. Be pleased therefore 

to send me two in your earliest parcel and debit me with 

them. Be pleased also to debit me with two of the six 
9 

copies of Delta you sent me as I sold them. By the way 

7 
'This refers to the Parliamentary Debates, the 

reporting of which, according to Watts, virtually excluded 
other notices. 

8 
This refers to John Wilson's "Poems. A new 

Edition (2 vols.; Edinburgh and London, 1825)." §ee" 
British Museum. 

^See note 3 of Letter 20 above. 
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I have another notice with extracts of this pleasing 

volume in my Thursday's paper as also a few remarks on 

Maga which I have compressed into a small compass because 

I trust to have them and the Mg. widely quoted. You will 

see that I do not neglect Brewster. As I part on good 

terms with my friends here the columns of the Intelligencer 

will always be under my control as it respects notices of 

my friends books &c. and be assured that I never had a 

more earnest disposition to exert myself in behalf of you 

and your publications than I have at present. I have 

volumes more to say but I send this hasty scrawl Just to 

assure that my negligence has been anything but intentional. 

I shall send the Lists and a tiny packet on Sunday or Monday. 

Meanwhile believe me My Dear Sir very faithfully yours 

Alaric A Watts. 

P.S. I had forgotten to mention in the body of my letter 

what I of course consider a very important piece of infor

mation namely that I have recently had a increase to my 
11 

family in the shape of a fine boy. By the way I am about 

Sir David Brewster. See Appendix II. Watts 
here apparently refers to no specific work of Brewster's. 

^^This would have been Alaric Alfred Watts, 
later his father's biographer. 

X 
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to christen the young urchin and if I did not think you 

might consider that I am taking too great a liberty with 

you I should ask you to allow me to make you by Proxy his 

sponsor. Probably the forms of your church will not allow 

of this. If they did and you find no objection I should 

consider your compliance with my wishes both an honor and 

an obligation as he would upon this principle become in 

some degree related to Magali Joking apart if I do not 

receive your affirmative by an early post I shall receive 

your silence as a denial and say no more about it. I can 

get plenty of sponsors for him such as they are but I want 

a Bookseller and what is more an honest one. Therefore if 

you spurn the honor I have in store for you I shall posi

tively be quite at fault for all the booksellers with whom 

I have hitherto been connected I will bound have only what 

we call in this part of the country honestish which means 

not too honest. Let me have a line if only a line in a day 

or two. 

Letter 28 

Manchester Courier 

May 14 1825 

My Dear Sir 

I left a mass of papers intended to have been 

included in the present parcel at Leeds expecting to having 
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returned the day before yesterday but as I found this 

impossible I send the Lists direct with a few lines. 

I pay the carriage at which I hope you \'fill not be offend

ed, as the delay is entirely mine for they ought to have 

gone through the medium of Cadell on the 8th. My whole 

time has been absorbed for the last ten days in preparing 

and superintending the signature of the petition against 
1 

the Catholic claims from this place which will be dis-
2 

patched to Lord Liverpool this evening with no less than 

Forty-three thousand signatures and which will be presented 

on Tuesday. You can have no idea of the sensation excited 

in this town for the last fortnight. Of this days Courier 

& it is now only four o'clock we have sold upwards of 1900 

copies. Nothing could have happened more fortunately for 

us as the popular feeling is so strong that oiu? opposition 

to the Papist claims has raised us up a host of the most 

zealous friends who are leaving no stone unturned to serve us 

ror a history of the Catholic question, see the 
Cambridge Modem History. X, Chapter XIX, 620-655. For 
remarks on the "Catholic Question," by David Robinson, see 
B.M.. July, 1825, XVIII, 7-20. 

Charles Cecil Cope Jenkinson, third Earl of 
Liverpool, was imder-secretary of state for war and the 
colonies from 1809 until l84l. See DNB. 
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I forgot by the way to mention that Sowler took amiss 
4 

your sending advertisements to Aston's paper and not to 

ours last month and the more so as the number he prints 

is actually under 90. Whilst ours is second only to the 
5 

Guardian, having for the last six weeks circulated more 

than any paper beside in the tovTi, and what is better still 

among the first people. To appease him therefore (and I 

assure you he is very zealous in pushing off your books 

& Maga) I have directed him to insert the Foresters. I 

thank you for your kind present of the books. I shall 

take an early opi^ortunlty of noticing the Foresters. I 
7 

have had the Song from Maga quoted wherever I had the 

least influence. I sent indeed my own paper marked but 

^John Sowler of the Leeds Intelli^Tencer. 
k 
Joseph Aston was editor and publisher of the 

Manchester Exchange Herald. See note 4 to Letter 23 above. 

^See note 122 to Letter 3 above. 

See note 6 to Letter 27 above. 

^This was "'Number a Hundred, A New Song,' by 
Christopher North, Esq., Himself." In reality it was a 
kind of poetic eulogy to B. M. upon having attained its 
100th number. As might be expected, it was not devoid of 
its little thrust at the Cockneys and the Whigsl See B.M.. 
May, 1825, XVII, introductory pages (unnumbered). 
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these poor creatures were afraid to quote the prefatory 

notice lest they should offend Colburn who what with a 

gratuitous Magazine and a judicious douceur in the way of 

advertisements contrives to keep them in most excellent 

humor with me. With regard to the Books you have mistaken 

what I meant to convey to you. The copies I asked for I 

shall receive money for and I could not therefore under 

any circumstances consent to receive them gratuitously. 

I shall have occasion to give away in the Souvenir account 

a good number of books every year and I shall contrive to 

put in as many of yours as possible but unless you will 

charge what I have got and get to me I shall have to buy 

them in London. Of Wilson for instance I shall give away 

some eight or ten sets towards the latter part of the year. 

The two copies of Delta I sold were out of the six I received 

from you. If I really wanted a copy of that or any other 

book to give away on your private account I should have 

no scruple in asking you for one, but on no other principle 

could I consent to receive a volume from you. I shall do 

all in my power to promote the success of Maga here. I 

have already succeeded in kicking out the writer Tom in 
o 

two or three instances. It would greatly aid its circulation 

"The writer Tom" no doubt refers to Thomas 
Campbell, who edited Colburn's N.M.M. Watts meant that he 
had used his influence to have the N.M.M. supplanted by B.M. 
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if the Booksellers would club so as to be enabled to 

furnish it all at the same time. At present Sowler is 

I believe the only person who gets a parcel direct. 

You misunderstood me I think about the Souvenir. 

RZ"o^irison_7 & I^UrstJ? and I have had no open rupture 

as yet and I shall avoid it if possible. I will not 

however suffer myself to be cheated and I think some 

attempt will be made to use me unfairly. I was aware that 

those contemptible quacks Oliver and Boyd^ were at work, 

every thing that succeeds they are sure to attempt to copy, 

but the name they have chosen is damnation itself. They have 

circulated industriously the names of all your friends the 

Professor included as their contributors. By the way will 

you tell me ̂ ThomasJ? Doubleday's address in your next. 

I should like to obtain something from him for my next 
10 

Souvenir. What think you of Croley's pamphlet? There 

°This refers to Oliver & Boyd's bringing out 
"an annual," the Janus, by Wilson and Lockhart. See note 
6 to Letter 32 below. 

Croly's "pamphlet" ostensibly refers to his 
Graces, which Watts held in derision. He says of it, 

lere is really some good stuff in it but the style is 
on the whole too ambitious too much upon stilts for the 
subject." 

This same sentiment is echoed by Watts's biographer 
many years later: "The fact was. 'The Graces' had not been a 
success. The public could not oe brought to favour the 
union of 'Titian's Daughter,' 'Fair one with golden locks' 
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is really some good stuff in it but the style is on the 

whole to/"p_7 ambitious too much upon stilts for the subject 

The public are expecting a good strong article in Maga on 

the subject of the late tergiversations. 

The Morning Papers say Lord Liverpool will turn 

tail upon this subject; but a letter has just been received 

here expressive of the highest satisfaction that we are 

about to forward him our petition for presentation. 

12 
The Public Meeting here was one of the rabble 

and was composed of a majority of Roman Catholics. The 

though she were, with the 'Bankers of the Metropolis:' and 
the connection, if any could be discovered, between 'Gyneth 
starting from Sleep' and the 'Obituary' for the year, was 
of too occult and mystical a nature to be apprehended by 
the general reader." See Watts, op. cit.. I, 17O-I7I. 

This refers to the matter of the Catholic 
question and its concomitant disquietudes. Militant Watts 
took offense at the fact that "a large and influential 
section of English opinion, including members of every 
administration since the \mion £^ot England and Ireland^?, 
wanted to put an end to political disqualifications based 
on religious intolerance, i/hether in England or in Ireland." 
See E. L. Woodward. The Age of Reform. 1815-1870 (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1938), p. 325. 

This was of course a meeting in the interest 
of the Catholic Cause. See note 1 above. 

file:///mion
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requisitionists were almost the only decent people on 

that side who were present. 

Pray pardon this hasty scrawl. 

& Believe me very faithfully yours 

Alaric Watts 

Letter 29 

Manchester 

June 9th., 1825 

My Dear Sir, 

Your parcel crossed me on my way from Leeds and 

I have unfortunately only just received it. I however lose 

not a mail in sending the lists although the shortness of 

the time will not admit of ray writing at length. I wish 

you could make it convenient to pass through Manchester 

either on your road to or from London. I think you might 

do some good. The only Booksellers in Leeds that are of 

the least importance are Robinson and Hernaman but we have 

several booksellers in Manchester in a considerable way of 

business. 

13 
-'The "requisitionists" were those chosen to make 

a formal demand for the government to recognize its obli
gation to the Catholic constituency. 
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By the way you sent me by mistake two copies of 

Veitch and Bell your son having forwarded one copy along 

with the Magazine. I shall hold them for Sowler to be 

placed to your credit in case he should require them. I 

thank you for them. I shall notice them and others which 

I am in arrear with in a week or two. 

The Courier is doing gloriously and now that I 

am on the spot I hope to make it one of the best and most 

useful Provincials published. The agitation of this Catholic 

business has increased our circulation in a most extraordi

nary way and if we go on as I're have done the last four weeks 

we shall in six months circulate as many as the six papers 

published here circulate together. 

If you will take Msinchester in your way I will go 

up to London along as I have it in contemplation to visit 

The two works referred to here were advertised 
in B.M.. June, 1825, XVII, 752, under "Monthly Ust of New 
Publications," as follows: "Observations on Italyy from the 
Journal of the late John Bell /1763-1820/, Fellow of the 
Royal College of Surgeons, Edinburgh, with plates, post 
4to., /edited by R. A. Bell? Edinburgh, 1825;" and "Memoirs 
of Mr. William Veitch ̂ [640-1722?, Minister of Dumfries^ 
and George Brvsson. Merchant in"'Edinburgh, written by 
themselves; with other Narratives illustrative of the 
History of Scotland, from the Restoration to the Revolution. 
To which are added Biographical Sketches and Notes, by 
Thomas M'Crie, D.D. 8vo., 12s." Edinburgh: V/m. Blackwood; 
London: T. Cadell, 182^. 
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the great city soon. As your passage thro will be so 

hurried it may seem but a compliment to ask you to make 

our house your headquarters for the short time you may 

remain here. I need hardly say that it will afford us 

great pleasure to receive you if only for a day or two. 

Any business which I can at any time execute for you here, 

I shall be most happy to attend to. 

Wishing you a pleasant journey Southward I 

remain My Dear Sir in haste 

Yours very truly 

Alaric Watts 

Letter 30 

Grove St. August 13, 1825 

Ify dear Sir 

I have been for some time past so exceedingly 

unwell that I have found it impossible to write you at 

full length agreeably with your request. I have deferred 

the parcel from day to day in hope of being enabled to do 

so, but I am at length constrained to employ my wife as 

my amanuensis to convey to you my thanks for your obliging 

• " ^ 
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letter and present of "Brother Johnathan" which I shall 

notice at some length in the course of a few days. I 

left london a few days after you, and had therefore little 

opportunity of adding to the Literary gossip you yourself 

must have picked up; you mention that it is Constable's 
2 

intention to commence his Miscellaney with "The Crusaders".' 

The truth is he has no power to republish any of the novels 
k 

by the author of Waver ley but the last, without the consent 

of Hurst & Robinson with whom he entered into a stipulation 

to that effect previously to selling them 5000 of the 

""Brother Johnathan; or The New Englanders /"by 
John Neal_/ (Edinburgh, 1825). See the DictionarF"of 
Anonymous^and Pseudononymous English Literature^ i. 255. 
For remarks on the work, by John Neal, under "Late American 
Books," see B.M.. September, 1825, XVIII, 331• 

2 
The "Miscellany," the first issue of which was 

given to the public January 6, 1827, consisted of a series 
of cheap volumes, subsequently set forth under the title 
of "Constable's Miscellany." For a history of the plan 
of the "Miscellany" and its being put into execution, see 
Constable, OP. cit.. Ill, 305, 307-310, 323-331, 336, 
380, 435. 

This refers to Scott's "Tales of the Crusaders 
/The Betrothed — The Talisman?. By the Author of 'Waverley,' 
etc. 4 vols. 1825.^ See British Museum. 

k 
The Crusaders. See note 3 above. 
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5 

Miniature Edition. If he had persisted it was their 

intention to have acted upon this bond. On being pressed 

he very wisely give up the point. 

You will have perceived from the London Maga 

of last month that she is scarcely likely to live out the 

year. I ascertained whilst in London from the very best 

authority that its circiaation had not exceeded SOOil 

for the last two years and was when it was transferred 

to Hurst and Clarke under 600. 

I had intended this should have been a longer 

letter, but I find myself too unwell even to dictate to 

another. You shall however hear from me very soon if as 

I hope will be the case I get better in a week or ten days 

ffeanwhile believe me to be Dear Sir yours 

Very sincerely 

Alaric A. Watts 

^On March 9, 1822, Archibald Constable wrote to 
Sir Walter Scott in part: "it occured to me some months 
ago that there was a large class of readers who might 
desire to possess a uniform edition in a small size, 
beautifully printed, of the Novels, Tales, and Romances 
of the Autnor of Waver ley, and I found no difficulty in 
the disposal of 5000 copies of that work, a transaction 
of which you may perhaps have heard....5000 copies of 
these works would at first sight appear a large undertaking, 
but I obviated this by getting Messrs. Hurst, Robinson, 
and Co.. the pin»chasers, to supply the paper...." See 
Constable, OP. cit.. Ill, 203-204. 
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Wil l you i n your next favor me x l t h the address of Doubleday? 

Letter 3I 

Green near Manchester 

Sep. 12-1825 

My Dear S i r , 

Since Mrs. W. officiated as my amanuensis I 

have been so unwell as to have been rendered quite incapable 

of attending to any literary business even my newspaper or 

you would have heard from me at some length. I am now only 

partially recovered and what with the Lit. Souvenir and what 

with my business here which has increased threefold within 

these last six months I am as you may suppose in something 

like a straight. 

I am sorry you dealt so uncourteously with W.V/. 

jT^m* Wordsworth_J7 in your last Noctes as much for his 

In the Noctes No. XXI, B.M., September, 1825, 
XVIII, 381-382, 'Timothy Tickler "says of 'lordsworth, 
"Wordsworth is a poet—but unluckily is a weak man." To 
this North replies, "...and then how ludicrously he over
rates his own pov/ers. This we all do, but V/ordsworth's 
pride is like that of a straw-crowned king in Bedlam." 
The entire mention of Wordsworth in this Noctes is most 
vitriolic. In this Noctes Wilson also attacked Richard 
Martin, the brisk champion of the Society for the Pre
vention of Cruelty to Animals. Martin considered starting 
a suit against Blackwood; Wilson flew to the lakes and 
threatened to commit suicide. 

^ 
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sake as your own. Seme part of the remarks are evidently 

not meant to be in earnest but the fact is the public 

has not as much shrewdness as you give it credit for. 

Hence the universal cry when Maga praises or dispraises 

loudly is or is not a joke. After the very laudatory terras 

in which the Professor has spoken of Wordsworth on former 
2 

occasions it does seem strangely inconsistent to revile 

him now. And as there are matters mentioned which he 

justly conceives have no reference to him in his poetical 

character he as well as his private friends feel somewhat 

aggrieved by the unprovoked severity with which he is 

spoken of. A joke's a joke no doubt but to tell a man 

that his head was broken in jest will go but a little way 

towards mending it. 

Your friend Delta has given me a splendid ballad 
3 

for the L. S. and your friend Doubleday has also contributed 

2 
Compare the speeches in note 1 above with part 

of Christopher North's "Vindication of Mr. Wordsworth's 
Letter to Mr. Gray, on a new Edition of Burns": "/"Mr. 
Wordsworth is_/ A poet distinguished for the originality 
of his genius7—for his profound knowledge of the human 
heart; —for his spiritual insight into all the grandeur 
and magnificence of the external world....a Bard who is the 
pride of his native land, and a glory to human nature...." 
See B.M.. October, 1817, II, 65-73. V/ilson in the early 
numbers of B.M. alternately praised end attacked V/ordsworth. 

•̂ Qn September 22, 1825, D.M. Moir wrote in part 
to Wm. Blackwood: "I had a proof per post from V/atts the 
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one or two pleasing articles. Tlie Professor and Vx. 

lockhart both promised but I thought it of little use 

writing the latter whilst on his excursion and therefore 

deferred until I fear I leave JIILI but little time to 

consider of it and must publish towards the middle of 

next month. I shall feel particularly obliged if you 

will forward the packets now enclosed for me as soon as 

possible more especially that to Mr. Lockhart. 

I have had so little correspondence x/ith London 

during the last month that I am in perfect ignorance how 

matters are going on there but /"letter incompleteJ7 

other day. He likes my ballad so enthusiastically that 
he compares its author to Coleridgel Ji" Then on November, 
27, 1825, Moir writes again to Blackwood: "Alaric Watts«s 
Souvenir is really a most splendid little book, surpassing 
eoually in plates and papers the brochure of last year 
Z the Literary Souvenir for 1824J7. —In the letter which 
accompanied my copy, he seems ve7y grateful to Gait for 
the patronage of his name, and equally bitter against 
Messrs Wilson and Lockhart for not even answering his 
letters of application. I, myself, think it not altogether 
fair—but to be sure, they may have had reasons about which 
I know nothing. — I expect you to tell me how you like 
my tale and ballad." See unpublished letters of David 
Macbeth Moir to William Blackwood, National Library of 
Scotland, Edinburgh. The "tale" to which Moir referred 
was "The Old Manor House: a Tale." See the Literary 
Souvenir. 1826, op. 181-200. The "ballad" was "The Knight's 
Revenge" (a poem;. Ibid., pp. 286-301. 

4 
Thomas Doubleday's contributions were a poem, 

"Trafalgar." and "Ode to a Steamboat." For the former, 
see the Literary Souvenir^ 1826, p. 256; for the latter, 
pp. 21V217S also B.M. y7anuarvy 1826, XIX, 83. 
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Letter 32 

Manchester Dec 16. 1825 

My Dear Sir 

I have this moment received a few of the earliest 

large Paper Copies of the Lit. Sou. and have selected one 

of which I beg your acceptance. I have also bespoken for 

you a set of the first twenty proofs, large that were taken 

off. In consequence however of the great delay occasioned 

by the neglect of Hurst & Co only very few proofs were taken 

off on a large size. In external appearance and embellish-
^ 1 

ments the volume is all that money and first talent could 

make it. Of its literary contents you will have formed 

your own opinion by this time; but I think it must be admitted 

that it contains some very favorable specimens of several 

2 3 
living Poets. Delta's ballad has been greatly admired smd 

1 
For a description, lengthy and detailed, of the 

embellishments of the second issue of the Souvenir^ see 
Watts, OP. cit.. I, 215-218. 

2 
The "living poets" here referred to were: J. H. 

Wiffen, Mrs. Hemans. Alaric A. Watts, the Rev. V/. L. Bowles, 
James Montgomery, Miss L. E. landon, the Rev. Thomas Dale, 
Bernard Barton, James Hogg, Arthur Brooke, the Rev. Charles 
R. Maturin, the Rev. R. Polwhele, John Gait, Allan Cunningham, 
the Rev. E. Barnard, Archdeacon Wrangham, "Delta", John 
Clare, Thomas Doubleday, Mary Howitt, Mrs. C. B. Wilson, 
Miss E. Roberts, Robert Southey, John Bowring, the Rev. K. 
Howard, the Hon. R. B. Sheridan, Samuel Robinson, the Rev. 
H. H. Milman, Mary Russell Mitford, Samuel Taylor Coleridge. 
See the Literary Souvenir^ 1826, pp. xiii-xvi. 

-"See note 3 of Letter 3I above. 
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so has /"Jeremlal\J7 V/iffens Luck of Eden Hall and there 

are many other matters in the volume which will be found 

to be among the best attempts of their authors. We have 

now nine thousand printed and have sold nearly seven. 

5 

I hope to see a fair notice of the book. I 

ask nothing more in your next number. I am told that both 

Lockhart & V/llson are in London if so can you tell me 

where my packets will reach them. Their affording their 

aid to Oliver & Boyd's Janus, after having volunteered and 

4 
This refers to "'The Luck of Eden Hall: a 

Fairy Legend'. By J. H. Wiffen, Esq." See the Literary 
Souvenir. 1826, T)V,. 26-35* 

5 
The Souvenir was noticed in the next number 

of B.M.. under the caption "Christmas Gifts" /unassigne^7, 
along with three other "annuals." Although this being "" 
classified with or noticed along with other "gift books" 
was not calculated to boost Watts's editorial ego, six 
poetic extracts from his Souvenir. and this mention of his 
editorial ability, no doubt did much to salve his chaffed 
pride: "This year there is no falling off /In the excellence 
of the Souvenir7; on the contrary, the tree has come to its 
full bearing, and the fruit is of brighter hue and richer 
flavour.... And here it gives us pleasure to present our 
readers with one of the very best compositions in the volume, 
from the pen of the editor /a poem. "The Poet's Den^7...." 
See B.M.. January, 1826, XIX, 80-90. 

John Wilson and John Gibson Lockhart were the 
editors of the Janus, an annual, which made its first and 
only appearance in November, I825. It was published by 
Oliver & Boyd, but because of lack of interest it died a 
premature death. See Gordon, OP. cit.. 282-284, 290-292, 
46^-^9? also Lang, on. cit.. I., 356. 
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positively promised to send something for the L. S. to 

which they have contributed nothing is singular to say the 
7 

least of it. Mr Lockhart I can readily excuse because I 
o 

know how much his thoughts have been occupied of late. 

The Coclmeys talk loudly of his promotion to his 

new office; but all the better order of London Litterateurs 

speak of it with evident satisfaction and feel assured that 

he will have it in its /"his_7 power to do a great deal for 
9 "" 

the Quarterly. The feeling in his favor greatly prepond

erates among the numerous literary people v/ith whom I had 

intercourse during my stay in London; but I shall write a 

close foolscap sheet on this and other subjects on Thursday. 

Maga is rising very rapidly in public estimation I assure 
10 

you. Your articles on Combination Catholics & Silk Trade 

7 
See note 3 to Letter 31 above. 
o 
This refers to Lockhart's negotiations with 

John Murray which resulted in his signing with Murray on 
October 20, 1825, the deed by which he became editor of the 
Quarterly Review, superseding John Taylor Coleridge. See 
Lang. OP. cit.. I. 359, 369-371. 

g 
^For objections on the part of the writers and 

reviewers of the Quarterly Review to Lockhart as editor. 
see references, note 8 above; see also Myron F. Brightfield, 
John Wilson Croker (Berkeley: Uhiversity of California Press, 
1940;, pp . 190-203. 

The a r t i c l e s r e f e r r e d to ( a l l by David Robinson) 
were: "The Combinations" /"Combination Laws 7 , B.M., October, 
1825, XVIII . ^ 3 - ^ 7 8 ; "The Ca tho l i c s i" ibidT. ppT479-^87; 
and "The S i l k Tradej" i b i d . , pp. 736-7^0t 
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have done and will do immense service to Maga with the 

mercantile part of the readers of the Magazines. I end 

this in the greatest possible haste wishing to save 

tonights mail. 

Ever my dear Sir 

Most truly yours 

Alaric A Watts 

Letter 33 

Manchester Dec. 16. 1825. 

My Dear Sir, 

I was prevented from writing more than a very 

hasty note along with the L. P. Souvenir, as independently 

of an awful arrear of my own business I had Wrangham 

stopping at my house. Therefore I drop you a line or two 

in addition per post. I hope soon to be in a situation 

to be of some use to you, as I contemplate taking up my 

abode in or very near London again in the course of a few 

weeks. Since I wrote last an advantageous offer has been 

made me for my share in the M^anchesterJ? CoTirier and the 

printing establishment connected with it which has already 

hr ancis Wrangham. See Appendix II. 

1^ 
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become a property of some consequence and as I greatly 

prefer london to either Manchester or Leeds and wish more

over to take the entire management of the h/ltevav^ 

S^uvenix7 both as regards matter and illustrations into 

my hands I have serious thoughts of accepting the offer. 

Had the L.S. been published three weeks earlier & had I 

been on the spot to have prevented Î ûrŝ 7 & Co from 

neglecting it so shamefxilly we might have sold ten thousand 

copies by this time. As it is they have sold nearly seven 

thousand and have orders for nearly two thousand more which 

they cannot supply for at least a fortnight. These and other 

considerations have determined me to become once more a 

resident of Cockneydom. I have at present a remote intention 

of connecting myself with a well known London Newspaper but 

this will depend in some degree upon the extent of occupa

tion consequent on the duties of such a journal. On the 

whole however I have not made a bad year of it for we divide 

i 800 profit independently of the sum I am to receive for 

relinquishing my share in the concern. This is better than 

you apprehended for if you recollect you told me not to be 

too disappointed if instead of getting a profit I had to 

2 
This was the St. James Chronicle, but Watts was 

associated with the Standard, an allied paper, also under 
Baldwin's directorshTFT See Watts, OP. cit.. I, 260-261. 
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sink money. An additional reason for my availing myself 

of the proposal made me is that as a partner I find Sowler 

a very disagreeable person. Brutally ignorant and what we 

call in this country stupid beside, to say nothing of his 

vulgar habits of drinking and his want of all system in 

business. I found him perfectly unmanageable. Our office 

what with the newspaper and what with the immense quantity 

of printing we do ought to realize from a thousand to 

fifteen hundred a year, and would if he had suiy management. 

When I do get to town you shall hear from me regularly every 

fortnight as I shall have abundant leisure my paper & business 

occupying at least three fourths of my time at present. 

You asked me what was said of Mr. Lockharts new 

appointment in your last letter and I forget if I replied. 

The general belief is that he will only act as with the 

present Ed. of the Q. in a subordinate capacity but this 

I am sure cannot be the case. Everybody anticipates great 

things from his connection with the work, saving only the 

more bitter of his political opponents, who mean I hesir to 

make a most furious set at him as soon as the fact is placed 

beyond a doubt. It is universally represented that the 

"5 
•̂ To the editorship of the Quarterly Reviev/. See 

note 8 to Letter 32 above. 
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situation under government to which I am told he is^^as 

beerŷ 'promoted has been given him in consequence of his 
4 

connection with Maga. Some say he has not behaved quite 

handsomely to you but this report has doubtless originated 

with some enemy and has I dare say no foundation. It seems 

that he and the Professor are really the editors of Janus. 

The Coleridge mentioned in the newspaper puffs is Hartley 

Coleridge & not S^amuel7 Taylor? C/plevldge7. 0/[iver7 

B/pyd? will find themselves quite in a mistake as to its 

sale. I will venture to lay a round wager that we sell ten 

times as many. 

I forgot to mention that I have ;]ust bought the 
7 

copyright of a little work called the "Literary Magnet" 

4 
Lockhart had been a trusted and faithful 

contributor to B.M. for some eight years, having contributed 
to the April, 1817, issue. See DNB. 

'̂ See note 6 to Letter 32 above. 

This should be John Taylor Coleridge. See note 
8 to Letter 32 above; also Lang, OP. cit.. I, 359, 369-371. 

'This was the Literary Magnet of the Belles Lettres. 
Science and the Fine Arts, edited by Tobias Merton / pseudonymj?. 
4 vols. London, 1824-1826. After 1826 it was continued as "" 
The Literary Magnet, or Monthly Journal of the Belles Lettres. 
See British Museum. 
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of which between 18 and nineteen hundred are sold monthly 

and I hope in a month or two to increase very materially 

its circulation. In July I shall alter its form and prepare 

and include in it more matter but until I get settled again 

in London I cannot do what I would wish with it. I have 

inserted a list of your advts. this month of course gratui

tously as I wish to make as respectable a display as possible 

in the first No. Hurst & Co will publish it for me. I 

mean it should contain a good deal of gossip of one kind & 

the other. 

Will you tell me where I can send packets to 

Professor Wilson & Lockhart? I shall have another packet 

for you in a few days. By the way you inquire what is due 

my "cara sposa's" handy work. She tells me you sent her 

20 guineas about April 1824 as she believes for the pre

ceding year to December 31, hut there were some advertise-
o 

ments of Mr Roby's book and some other matters which you 

should have deducted. Since then I also stand indebted to 

you on several accounts which will have to be deducted from 

whatever may be due from Dec 31 1823 to Dec 31 1825. Will 

you please to buy me a copy of the Janus & send in your 

o 
This was The Duke of Mantua. See note 10 to 

Letter 22 above; also Jerdan, op. cit.. IV, 24 and I38, note 
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parcel if published on time. Can you tell me what Edinbro 

papers I should send Souvenirs to that I may Include some 

in my next packet. 

Be so good as to advertise the Lit. Souvenir as 

given shortly on the covers of the Monthly Review with the 

addition of a paragraph copied from the notice of it given 

in that work, on the end of this sheet. 

9 

I thank you for the Subaltern. I shall notice 

it next week. In the hope of receiving a line from you by 

the parcel I remain My Dear Sir Your obliged and faithful 

sevt 

Alaric A Watts 

Wordsworth wrote the Professor respecting Phantasmagoria 

by a young woman of great talent in this neighborhood and 

whom you would really find a valuable contributor for many 

Q 
^The Subaltern was a kind of log of an infantry 

subaltern, by G. R. Gleig, which \ms serialized in 24 chapters 
in B.M.. commencing in March, 1825, XVII, and continuing 
through September, 1825, XVIII. 

"Phantasmagoria" was a group of miscellaneous 
sketches and essays, published in 1825. The "young woman 
of great talent" was Maria Jane Jewsbury, a friend of Alaric 
Watts. This work of Miss Jewsbury did not appear in B.M._ 
See V/atts, op. cit.. I, pp. 178-188. See also Apr,on'''ix Ii. 

X 
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of her graphic sketches possess great power. Is there 

know you any chance of her being noticed however slightly 

in Maga. I must tell you that she has always evinced a 

most friendly spirit about Maga and has often noticed it 

on the newspapers in the neighborhood. To follow the Advt. 

The Literary Souvenir produced by Mr V/atts for 

the ensuing year, is the most able and finished work of 

its kind that has ever come under our notice. It has an 

artist like touch about it, which skilfully mingles the 

serious with the gay and disposes the materials of which 

the volume is composed, in the manner best calculated to 

render them attractive. The embellishments considering 

tiie scale to which they are necessarily confined, are 

perhaps with one or two exceptions models of excellence 

and their beauty is for the most part in keeping with the 

many gems of poetry by which they are surrounded. 

^fno signature_J7 

This advertisement of the Literary Souvenir 
does not appear in the bound copies of B.M. See note 2 
to Letter 34 below. 

X 
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Letter 34 

Manchester Jany 9: 1826. 

My Dear Sir 

The preface to your last nuirber-̂  is indeed a 

most admirable production and has created and will create 

a strong sensation in its favor. In this place indeed the 

sale of the work is beginning to improve considerably so 

much so indeed that Sowler had sold all you sent him two 

days after their arrival. Fortunately however I was able 

to supply him with half a dozen of those sent to me which 

by this time I dare say are all sold. 

I am obliged to you for your kindness in wishing 

to get the Literary Souvenir notice in your last number. 

I must say however that it would have been more agreeable 

to me not to have had the book noticed at all than as it 

is. Fortunately however whilst the Professor (desiring to 

avoid invidious comparisons) gives the palm to the prose of 

This "Preface" in B.M.. January, 1826, XIX, 
i-xxxiii, was an innovation. It consisted of a potpom'ri 
of information that related to the politics of Maga. of 
her conflicts with other magazines, and her involvements 
with personalities. It had a twofold purpose: to define 
the position of Maga and to smooth the ruffled feelings 
of anyone whom she had disturbed. 

" \ 
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Friendship's Offering he states that the plates are scarcely 

i£ Si Ma inferior to those of the L. S. a statement so 

directly in the teeth of fact & common sense if he made 

use of his eyes that even the persons benefitted by the 

remark must have laughed in their sleeves at either the 

undeserved partiality shevm them or the want of all connols-
2 

seurship manifested by such a declaration. If you will 

look at the two books you will see that whilst the embellish

ments are with the exception of Lady Russell^ all line 

engravings in the finest possible style of the art, those 
4 

of Relfe are nearly all stipple wretchedly executed at 

watts's diatribe here (and following) was 
occasioned by the review of the Souvenir referred to in 
note 5 to Letter 32 above. He was no doubt disappointed 
not to see included as part of the notice of the Literary 
Souvenir, the advertisement he suggested. See note 11 to 
Letter 33 above. 

One of the figures making up the decorative 
motif of the Souvenir. For a complete description of the 
engravings by Charles Heath and the embellishments that 
ornamented the Literary Souvenir, see Watts, op. cit., I, 
215-219. Of Ladv Russell. B.gThad this to sayl "While 
Lady Louisa Jane Russell, youngest daughter of his Grace 
the Duke of Bedford, from the statue of Chantry at Woburn 
Abbey, calms the spirit with a far different image—that of 
childish delight and love—as the fair creation stands, 
unadorned and innocent as an infant, and presses vdth both 
gentle hands a dove to her sinless bosom." See B.M.. 
January, 1826, XIX, 82. 

4 
Lupton Relfe was the publisher of Thomas K. 

Hervey's Friendship's Offdringi or A Literary Album (London: 
1826). See B.M.. January. 1826. XIX. 80. note. 
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at third of tJie price. If all critics were llle the \/riter 

of the article in "Christmas Gifts"? it would be of little 

use to go to more than a third of the expense we are now 

at in this respect. I send you a copy of the plates on 

Large Paper but this year there have been very fev taken 

off in this size, as the time compelled us to begin as 

soon as possible with the smaller prints. Pray compare them 

with your own eyes, and then Judge of the spirit in which 

the remark to which I refer must have been made. No one 

could think so capable of writing in Maga. Everybody else 

differs as to the price. One half Hervey's volume was 
7 

written by William Ainsworth of vrhose abilities for price 

you perhaps may know something. Two long tales were re

printed out of a Manchester twopenny periodical call J^edJ 
o 

the Beotlan & so on. If however the first had been as 

was suggested, as the prints in which the L.S. were superior 

to the others was not stated the comparison as it regarded 

"̂ This was Professor Vinson's review referred 
to in note 5 to Letter 32 above. 

See note 4 above. 
7 
'See Appendix II. 
Q 

This was the Boeotian, of William Ainsworth, 
which died at the sixth number / n o dates available^?. 
See DNB (William Ainsworth). "" 
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F/"riendship's 7 0/"ffering 7 became the more invidious 

in proportion to the hesitation and delicacy real or assumed 

of the critic. 

As for Mr Wilson I have no right to be very much 

obliged to him. I have a distinct promise from him that 

he would contribute the best £^toJ L. S. and altho he had 

not even time to write me one line in reply to two letters 

I addressed him^ has written I perceive a great deal in 

that dullest & most lumbering of books Boyd's Janus of 

which publication wretched as it is in all respects, you 

will I doubt not receive a splended review for your Mage. 

I imderstand that as yet the only copy of Janus sold in 

this populous district was the one sold to me. You will 

see how these contemptible people are trying to foist the 

book on the public. But all will not do, and although the 

expenses will not be great I will venture a wager they lose 

money by the speculation. 

Wordsworth says Mr Lockhart is editor of the Janus. 

But this is impossible. By the way the Professor told W. 

%ee note 3 to Letter 31 above for D. M. Moir's 
remarks on Wilson's treatment of Watts. 

10 
See note 6 to Letter 32 above. 

*p J 

X 
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that Mr. lockhart was the writer of the article in the 

Noctes that gave him so much annoyance and he believes it. 

I was much obliged to you for your information 

respecting the Lit. Souvenir. Constable's people had 

received 200 copies a month and more before the date of 

your letter another 100 at least a week before. As I 

received another letter from Edinbro to the same effect 
12 

as yours and as I am not a friend of Archy & Co whatever 

13 the people in Waterloo Place may be I wrote them in terms 

of strong indignation having first ascertained the firm 

Hurst & Co where the copies were sent and that their motives 

for thus withholding the book from the Trade was to sell as 

large a number retail as possible. They wrote me denying 

the fact and asserting that they sent the first 150 to the 

country trade and that the whole Edinbro trade were supplied 

long before the 26. I see by the subdued tone of the letter 

that all this is fudge. The book ought to have sold well 

in Edinbro for 8000 are now sold in the teeth of all dis

advantages the book has had to contend with. 

11 
See note 1 to Letter 31 above. 

12 
Archibald Constable & Co. 
-'This refers to Hurst, Robinson & Co., who had 

offices at 19 Waterloo Place. 
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Will you be so good as place the carriage of this 

parcel to my account as I should have sent it whether I had 

been writing to you or not. I have purchased as I think I 

mentioned the Lit. Magnet partly with a view to employ a 

very clever young literary friend and partly because as 

(tho the price is small) the circulation is good and I can 

print it here at small cost, it is likely to yield me some 

profit. Owing however to some mistake on the part of Hurst 

& Robinson, or want of courtesy on the part of the late 

proprietor the usual number of copies have not been sent to 
11? 16 

Robertson & Co of St. Andrews Square -̂  and MacPhun Glasgow 

both of whom sell a considerable number. Will you be so 

good as have the accompanying packets sent as soon as con

venient. You will also oblige me if you will have the loose 

copies handed to the newspapers in your town. 

I have written to all persons with whom I have any 

connection on the subject of the Magazine. In sending Mudford 

^^See note 7 to Letter 33 above. 

15 
'̂ This was David Robertson and Co., Booksellers 

in St. Andrew's Square, Glasgow. See British Museum. 
This refers to Vfilliam Rae MacPhun, who published 

a Glasgow magazine. See British Museum. 

'̂̂ /illiam Mudford. See Appendix II. 

17 
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a copy I would advise you to enclose one for Gaspy the 

sub-editor of the paper as the introduction of extracts 

rests oftener with him than with M/"udford_7. 

I have not yet quite made u]) my mind as to my 

removal to London for the results of my years MOTK here 

turn out so much more profitable than I expected that I 

have really strong temptations to keep my paper in my own 

hands, as with a very fair share of advts. it enjoys as 

large a circulation as almost any paper in the county and 

larger than any in the county save the Manchester Guardian 

a paper of popular politics. 

I have some idea also of taking a neighboring 

paper "The Macclesfield Courier" into my hands altho not 

of course to manage it myself. Macclesfield is 20 miles 

from this. You will see in Saturdays Macclesfield Evening 

Independent Chester Chronicle notices of Maga's new Preface. 

I wish we could get your Magazine a little earlier. I had 

20 
great difficulty in getting an extract into the Courier of 

18 
Thomas Gaspey of the London Courier. See 

Jerdan, op. cit.. Ill, 47, and IV, 337. 
^See note 1 above. 

20 
The Manchester Courier. 

19 

• ^ ^ ^ 
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Saturday week. You will have seen that I recurred to it 

again last week. But I must conclude, for the present with 

a request that you will believe me Ify Dear Sir 

Very faithfully yours 

Alaric A Watts 

May I ask of you the favor to send me per post any balance 

that may be due on the part of Maga to my Wife for her 

handy work in its pages for altho Messrs. HSR /"Hurst & 

RobinsonJ7 have some hundred pounds of mine in their hands 

I cannot get any out Just now, A having a whole years news

paper advts. & printing accts as yet for the most part 

impaid I find myself straightened at the moment. 

Letter 35 

Manchester Feb. 13, 1826. 

My Dear Sir, 

I was much obliged by your kind letter and the 

information respecting Constable & Co. I should have 

written before now but have been so much hampered and per

plexed during the last few weeks that I have really been 

The "information respecting Constable & Co." no 
doubt referred to their business failure in January of 1826. 
For a detailed account of this—one of the first in a series 
of failures that marked the crisis years, 1825 and 1826 — 
see Constable, op. cit.^ Ill, 366-4H-7. 
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almost overwhelmed. Of Messrs. Hurst & Co. until within 

these last few days I have heard almost nothing. I have 

however been severly inconvenienced by their withholding 

from me every sixpence in their hands of mine having a 

years account of printing newspapers &c. as yet uncollected. 

Their traveller Joyce has Just been here and tells me that 
2 

Mr Thomas Hurst has Joined the firm of Hurst & Robinson 

and that consequently all will be quite right in that 

quarter. Why Mr /"ThomasJ? I^urst_7 should leave such a 

business as Longman & Co's for the purpose of entering that 

of HScR's /"Hurst, Robinson^7 is to me quite a mystery. He 

seems to have assisted them to a very large amount and may 

probably have taken the step of Joining them for the purpose 

of protecting as far as may be in his power his own property. 

Whatever may have been his motive his countenance will /"be_7 

of very essential service to his friends in Pall Mall."̂  

Constable <§c Co talk of going on again very shortly, but well 

informed persons in London as well as in Edinbro describe 

this as impossible. I am really sorry for Sir V/alter /"Scott_/ 

2 
Thomas HiiPst was a brother to J . Hurst, of Hurst, 

Robinson & Co. 
-̂ Hurst, Robinson and Co., who had offices in Pall Mall 
4 
Sir Walter Scott was a hidden partner to the firm 

of James Ballantyne & Co.. who were also threatened by the 
financial crisis alluded to in note 1 above. For the story 
of his loss, see reference, note 1 above. 

X 
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but he can certainly afford as well to lose, as any other 

person connected with the parties. 

You will see that I do not forget Maga and the 

very large increase in the circulation of the /•Manchester_7 

Courier owing to the demise of two old Tory newspapers^ 

in this town will make my future notices of it of more use 

than they have hitherto been. You will be surprised at the 

success of my establishment here as you led me to expect 

I should instead of reaping profit the first year have to 

sink a considerable sum of money. The net profits of our 

paper and printing office from Jany. 1825 to Jany. 1826. 

are upwards of h 700. making allowances for considerable 

expenses which are not likely to occur again. We employ 

12 men in our printing office which is now the first in 

Manchester. I had it in contemplation to dispose of my 

interest and return to London, but the favorable results of 

my first years labors afford so strong a temptation to stay 

that I have found myself unable to resist it. With these 

encouraging prospects however the difficulties of the times 

^Qne of these old Tory papers must have been 
Harrop's Manchester Mercury, which saw its last issue in 
February, 1826. See CBEL. II. 726. Neither CBEL. British 
Museum^ nor the Union List of Serials indicate another 
Manchester paper that went out of existence about this time. 

X 
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in this part of the world are so great that having been 

used in so unhandsome a manner by H&R /"Hurst & Robinson_7 

I have found myself very much straightened for the means of 

going on until our accounts are collected. The state of 

trade in this county is really most lamentable. I received 

this morning an intimation of two more large failures in 

Manchester, and three or four Manchester firms of respecta

bility have stopped during the week. At Macclesfield 

Congleton and in this neighborhood there are from 50 to 

60000 poor people utterly destitute of employment and most 

of them, or at least a very large proportion of them silk 

weavers. The manufacturers in this neighborhood who must 

know something of the causes attribute the distress to the 

liberal measures of which so much was said eighteen months 

ago. 

Your Magazine is gaining ground here very fast. 

I forgot if I mentioned having sent Sowler at his request 

4 of the dozen Jany. Number you sent for which he will 

account. The preface has done great good. I have told you 

I think it a pity you have not more short quotable articles 

than Maga usually contains. The avidity with which the 
6 

Nugae Ilterariae have been extracted in the papers altho 

^"Nugae Literariae," by Dr. Gooch, was a series 
of short narratives upon a variety of topics. For the first 
instalment of these, see B.M.. February, 1826, XIX, 133-136. 

X 
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of no very particular interest will have convinced you that 

it is excellent Policy to give short articles adapted for 

newspaper quotation. For the same reason I wonder you do 

not oftener give short poems. Such pieces as "Axel"'' 

however meritorious they be are fitter for the Janus than 

the Magazine. I take this to be a translation from the 

pen of the Professor. 

o 

Is Mr Lockhart really the Ed. of Murrays Rep. 

I know it has been denied but I see it repeated by the 

Cockneys. It is thoiight rather lightly of. 

I4th. 

I was prevented finishing this yesterday by the 

alarming illness of my little boy who has been seized with 

that disease so often fatal to children the Croup. For the 

same reason I am compelled to close my parcel very abruptly 

and trust therefore to your indulgence to excuse me. 

I received the cheque for 20 guineas for which 

I thank you. I have no memorandiim as to the advts. I 

n 
"Axel" was a "popular Swedish poem" /"a free 

translation of 7, by Esias Tegner. For the translation 
/"assigned to ̂ Genevra" (Mrs. Gillespie Smyth) on the MS. 
list_7, see B.M.. February, 1826, XIX, 184-19H-. 

Q 

This refers to John Murray's newspaper the 
Representative. which ran from January 25 until July 29 
of 1826. Actually Lockhart was not the editor, but 

Tyndale, who was succeeded by William Maglnn. See 
Smiles, OP. cit.. II, 182, 186, 208, 209, and 213-215. 

X 
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mentioned but I have one as to the last payment on account 

of the lists. In the early part of 1824 you were good 

enough to send h 21. for the year ending Deer. 1823. Since 

that time we have received nothing save the ib 21. which 

came to hand a month ago. 

I mentioned in a former letter that there were 

three advts. of a Tragedy of the Duke of Matua, and some 

books to be deducted^ if you will let your clerk look to 

what these matters are the Balance whatever it may be 

could Just at this moment be useful to me, but if not take 

off a probable sum say h 5* They would not exceed that siom 

I feel certain. 

In haste my Dear Sir 

Very truly yours 

A A V/atts 

I send you the second number of my wife's Maga. 

o 
^See note 8 to Letter 33 above. 

This refers to Mrs. Watts's Annual, the New 
Year's Gift & Juvenile Souvenir, which she edited from 
1829 \mtil 1835» This is the only reference V/atts makes 
to his wife's publication, and his sci. , in the Biography^ 
only mentions it in passing. See British Museum; also 
Watts, op. cit.^ I, 306. 

file:///mtil
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Letter 36 

March 1826 

}fy Dear Sir 

The last Maga did not reach us imtil the third. 

It would make a difference of half a dozen in sale here 

if you could let us have it a day or two before the first. 

This number has excited quite a sensation among the best 

informed manufacturers in this district and I kept back 

two niambers from those I usually supply for the purpose 

of supplying the Newspapers at Macclesfield and Stockport, 

giving the Editors particular injxmctions to quote the arti

cle on the Liberal System. One of them has devoted nearly 

three columns to the article but you will scarcely credit 

the fact when I tell you that the two Macclesfield papers 

were such consummate Donkies, as to pass over those remarks 

which referred to their own particular interests and select 

those which treated of Agriciiltureli Of such a stamp are 

really a considerable proportion of our Provincial newspaper 

scribe. 

This paper which appeared in B.M.. March, 1826, 
XIX, 287-313, was in actuality entitled "̂ rSgriculture," but 
rio doubt got its name "Liberal System," as used by Watts, 
from this statement: "It is declared by the Government 
that 'the new and liberal system of free trade' is Intended 
to produce the greatest possible degree of general cheapness...." 

•^Wf 
^ 
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Your plan of giving papers on subjects of vital 

interest to large classes of individuals has done you great -

service and will, if you go on giving us such essays as 

those contained in your last few numbers procure you a 

prodigious increase of circulation. By making your Magazine 

as it were locally interesting to various large and important 

bodies of persons you obtain a degree of notice which nothing 

else could be the means of procuring for you from them. As 

a proof the tradesmen who do not buy books generally are 

beginning to buy Maga. An article on the currency giving 

the country bankers a lift would bring you many new readers. 
2 

Professor Wilson's Cottages is a very admirable paper indeed, 

as are several in your present number. By the way I sent 

him thro ^/'urst_7 & R/"obinson^ the Lit/"eraryJ7 s/"ouvenirJ7 

for 1826 but as I have heard nothing from him I conclude I 

must unconsciously have offended him. 

You will have noticed the contemptible conduct of 

the Intelligencer people in refusing (from a feeling of spite 

as I suppose) to take any notice, or make any extract from 

your Mage. I know of no cause for the invidious conduct 

towards myself save that they know that: the M/"anchester_J7 

^This was an article redolent of the Joy of rustic 
living. See B.M., March, 1826, XIX, 241-266. 

• • »i!.,lll • 
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Courier, established little more than 12 months circulates 

upwards of three hundred more than they do. About the time 

I left Leeds two new papers the Bradford Courier & Bradford 
3 

Chronicle were commenced within eight miles of Leeds in 

the very heart of their circulation (and this circumstance, 

added to the conduct of the man who manages it, a person 
4 

of the name of Woods a "gentleman of the press"—le., a 

reporter for one of the morning papers, the M/"orning^7 
5 

Chronicle^ I believe) in abusing the York Festival and 

every thing connected with it because the Committee declined 

giving him a free admission has made said havoc with it. 

In a late paper these gentry had the bad taste to abuse rae 

for not Joining the yell in favor of free trade. 

Hurst and Robinson's Balance Sheet vas to be ready 
6 

today. They owe an amazing deal of money, and their stock 

valuable as it may be must be of very slow sale. I expect 

-̂ Neither CBEL, the Iftiion List of Serialsy nor 
British Museum makes mention of these papers. 

4 
This should be Nicholas Augustus Woods, the 

Crimean expert, of the Morning Herald. See H. R. Fox Bourne, 
English Newspapers (2 vols.; London: Chatto & V^indus, 1887), 
II, 1$4, note. 

•̂ See note 22 to Letter 3 above. 

This was in connection with their failure. See 
note 1 to Letter 35 above. 
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to have considerable difficulty with them. Tliey sold 

between 8 & nine thousand Souvenirs before they stopped 

of which I have received little or nothing. I hear from 

that quarter that Constable's business will be a very bad 

one. I wish I were entirely clear of the whole gang. 

7 
Your castigation of Tory Liberals has given 

the greatest satisfaction to all your friends. When I 
o 

first began to raise my feeble voice against the Huskisson 

& Canning mania I expected to lose some few at least of my 

subscribers. Instead of this, so unpopular are their 

measures really where people are capable of understanding 

and appreciating them that notwithstanding the commercial 

distress here, we have increased from 160 to 180 subscribers 
9 

within the last five weeks. The St. James Chronicle has 

7 
This occurs in "Agriculture", referred to in 

note 1 above. The reference to "liberal" Tory occurs on 
page 312 of reference and reads: "There is not now —whatever 
there was recently— any danger of a V/hig Ministry and we 
shall be somewhat mistaken if a 'liberal' Tory one can 
endure for twelve months longer." 

William Huskisson. See Appendix II. 

The St. James Chronicle was begion in March. 
1761, and ran until 1866, when it wa^ incorporated with 
The Press. It was a tri-weekly (Tuesday, Thursday. Saturday) 
paper, edited by John MacDlarmid (1802;, S. L. Giffard, 
and Thomas Ballantyne (no dates given). See CBEL. Ill, 809. 
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also had a large rise in its sale, and exceeds now I am 

told every other paper in London the Times having dropped 

to a little above 5>000. You need not therefore fear being 

in the minority. The dauntless uncompromising spirit of 

Maga vd.ll soon place her very far above all rivals. Thanks 

for your letter & believe me to be Dear Sir very truly yours 

Alaric A Watts. 

Thanks for your enclosure. 

Letter 37 

8. North Bank 

Regents Park July 12 1826 

My Dear Sir, 

I have delayed sending a day or two in order to 

be able to include in my packet the long promised set of 

proofs I owe you of the Literary Souvenir for 1826, which 

I now enclose. The copy is one of the first twenty taken 

which were sealed up by my order as choice matters to be 

reserved for special piirposes and which I have only now 

10 
The Times was started in 1788 and is yet in 

progress. It was edited by William Combe (1797-1805), 
Henry Crabb Robinson (I8O8-I809), John V/alter, II, J. H. 
Stoddart (I8l4-l8l7), and Thomas Barnes (1817-1841). 
See CBEL. Ill, 887. 

V 
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got out of the hands of H&Co's assignees,^ and to add 

one or two letters which you will oblige me by dispatching 

to their several places of destination. I sent the notices 

you mentioned to Giffard but he has been in Ireland for the 

last month, and to that and to the pressure of Election 

Intelli;^ence do I attribute its not having appeared long 

ago. I have not seen the paper for the last week. But 
3 

your son spends Sunday next with me, and we shall then 

devise a plan for the selection and transmission of Maga, 

to such persons as will notice it regularly and if you let 

/"Jamesj7 Ballantyne /"& Co._7 strike off some fifty or a 

hundred impressions of little abridged interesting paragraphs 
4 

from Brewster adapted for newspaper quotations we will 

write you the results of our deliberations and do all that 

can be done to promote your wishes. 

Hurst, Robinson & Co. had failed in January, 
1826. See Watts, op. clt.^ I, 222-223. Thomas Cadell was 
one of the assignees. See Besterman, op. cit.^ pp. 76-77* 

2 
Stanley Lees Giffard of the Standard. See 

^sitts, OP. cit.y I, 260; also note 8 to Letter 41 below. 

^Alexander Blackwood. See note 1 to Letter 25 
above. 

4 
This refers to The Edinburgh Journal of Science. 

conducted by Sir David Brewster from 1824 until 1829. See 
British Museum. 
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I did not receive Maga this month at all. I have 

seen it and it is a most excellent number, I am glad to see 

the hit at Colburn-̂  and that contemptible scoundrel young 
6 7 

D Israeli the author of Vivian Grey.' Immediately on its 

publications D Israeli commenced a threepenny publication 

called the Star Chamber^ which he called the "Ksy"^ to his 

^In Noctes No. XXVII, B.M., July 1826. XX, 98, 
Christopher North says of Colburn: "But if he / ColburnJ? 
persists in that shameful and shameless puffery, which he 
has too long practised, the public will turn away with 
nausea from every volume that issues from his shop, and 
men of genius...will shun a publisher v^c.has been 
betrayed into a system that...would sink the literary 
character into deep degradation, till the name of "Author" 
would become a by-word of reproach and insult...." 

Speaking of Colburn and Benjamin Disreali's 
Vivian Grey. "Timothy Tickler" says: "Colburn must have 
sent puffs of Vivian Grey to all the newspapers, fastening 
the authorship on various gentlemen....piiff after puff 
continues to excite fading curiosity, and Colburn, knowing 
all the while that the writer is an obscure person, for 
whom nobody cares a straw, chuckles over the temporary sale." 
See Noctes No. XXVII, B.M.. July, 1826, XX 98. 

^Vivian Grey, by Benjamin Disraeli, was a novel 
in five volumes (London, 1826-27). See British Museum; also 
Oliphant, OP. cit.. I, 507-508. 

The Star Chamber was very short-lived, beginning 
April 19, 1826, and ending on June 7 of the same year. See 
British Museum. 

^Although there is no mention of its cornection 
with the Star Chamber, the Kev to Vivian G.ey (10th edition, 
London, 1827) is listed by the British Museum. 
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catchpenny. You are of course aware that this was the 

fellow who was the damnation of poor Murrays Representative. 

Hurst & Co's Assignees are drivelling away what little 

money remains for the creditors in the most absurd manner 

possible. Robinson is after all I believe to be engaged 

to sell the stock and the establishment will be kept open 

another twelve months. Ify Souvenir is in a very forward 

state and will be in all respects an improvement on the 

last. I have not yet decided on a publisher. It will be 

ready this year prob. on the 1st. Nov. When you write 

/"ThomasJ? Doubleday, will you add a line reminding him 
11 

of his promise to me, as time is waning. 

Watts's statement that Benjamin Disraeli was 
"the damnation of poor Murray's Representative" will not 
bear too close scrutiny. It is true that he and J. D. 
Powles were in the projection stages of the Representative 
Joint proprietors of Murray's, and that their subsequent 
failure to furnish their part of the capital for the enter
prise made it difficult for Murray to carry on with the plans 
for the paper. But one is reminded of Mrs. Oliphant's "But 
Watts's notes are never...of an optimistic kind. He has 
a keen eye for the smallness of the great, and those mean 
details into which, with a little care on the part of the 
reporter, the largest transaction may be brought down." 
See Oliphant, op. cit.. I. 508. For the Disraeli-Murray 
trfiuisactions relative to the Representative, see Smiles 
OP. cit.. II, 182-218. 

Thomas Doubleday had no doubt promised another 
contribution for the Literary Souvenir. He had previously 
done Watts the favor of submitting offerings for that 
publication. See note 4 to Letter 31 above. 
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I have been so much occupied in printing while 

working furnishing & selling that I have had few opportuni-

ties of hearing the news of the plan to arrange /"asJ7 

respects the next Maga. 

The author of the article on the book trade in 

the monthly is B/"arryJ7 St Leger.^ I have Just been 

trying my hand at the same subject for my little magazine 

which has now fallen into my hands entirely. I think I 

know a little more about you all than St Leger. 

I am Dear /"torn off_7 

Will you be so good as J^^toJ 

forward the parcel /"torn off_7 

Letter 38 

8. North Bank Regents Pk 

Oct. 7. 1826. 

My Dear Sir 

I was in a state of such distress and perplexity 

for some time before my last parcel was sent that I found 

12 - -, 
This article Aunassigned 7 was entitled "The 

Book Trade." See the Monthly Magazin^^ July, 1826, II, 
17-24. 

X 
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it impossible to write. I mentioned that I had sold my 

share of the Manchester Courier to Sowler for less than 

its value considerably in order to get h 500 of cash into 

my hands by the 24th. June. An agreement was accordingly 

signed to that effect; but unfortunately did not specify 

that if the money was not paid the contract would be void. 

Week after week was the payment of this money deferred on 

various plausible pretenses until the scoundrel had got 

over term, and he now holds me at perfect defiance and 

will I doubt not become a bankrupt make over his property 

or some such thing ere I can bring the law to bear upon 

him. This circumstance has as you may believe greatly 

disconcerted me and made me appear not only neglectful to 

my friends but unmindful of my own Interests in many other 

aspects. For the next two months I shall be pretty \/ell 

employed and I shall then be a little at my ease and a lore 

regular & coherent correspondent. 

Your friend Gait who dined at my cottage along 

with some Literary friends last Friday, and whom I have 

met twice at dinner since is as you are perhaps aware going 

to Canada on Monday next. Maglnn is (I believe) busy for 

Lord Charles Somerset although in v/hat way I cannot exactly 

Lord Charles Somerset. See Burke's Peerage and 
Baronetage. 

• ^ 
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understand. He dined with us on the occasions to which I 

allude. The New Times & Rep/"resentativeJ7 is now mana=:ed 

by /"v/m._7 Mudford, Maglnn v/rlting for it occasionally. 

The account given in the London of the rise and fall of 

the Rep. is not far from the fact. But it is certainly not 

true that the entire loss has come out of Murray's pocket. 
3 h 

Lords Lowther & Hertford have I am confidently informed 

borne a large part of it. Murray was much pleased with 

the Philip /"sic 7 at yoting D'Israeli in the Noctes a 
5 

month or two ago. This fellow has humbugged him most 
6 

completely. After the tricks of which this fellow has 

been guilty he vdii scarcely dare shew his face in London 

again for some time. You are aware I dare say that Vivian 
7 8 

Grey' was palmed off upon Colburn by Mrs. Austin the wife 

See note 24 to Letter 3 above. 

"Villiam Lowther, second Earl of Londsdale. 
See Appendix II. 

^^ancis Charles Seymour-Conway, third Marquis 
of Hertford. See Appendix II. 

See note 6 to Letter 37 above for the "philip" 
at young Disraeli. 

See note 10 to Letter 37 above. 

'̂ See note 6 to Letter 37 above. 
Q 

Sarah Taylor Austin, wife of John Austin (1790-
1859). See Appendix II. 

X 
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Q 

of the Honorable Mr. Ward's lawyer as the production of 
,, ., 10 

the anchor of Tremainel and upon this understanding 

Colburn gave thrice as much as he would otherwise have 

done. When Mr Ward went abroad he allowed young D Israeli 

& his sister to occupy his elegant cottage and during 

his absence (so Murray says) D I. broke open or picked an 

escritoire belonging to Mr. Ward and with his sisters aid 

copied out a private political Diary which had been kept 
12 

by Mr. Ward. The young lady let the cat out of the bag. 

Old D Israeli (wiio defends all that his son has done) was 

asked by Murray what he had to say to this. He replied 

why "I admit it to have been improper." If you should 

allude to this do so carefully. The fact is undoubted but 

the legal proof might be troublesome. 
9 
Robert Plumer Ward. See Appendix II. 

Tremaine; or The Man of Refinement, a novel by 
Robert Plumer V/ard (London: Henry Colburn, 1825). See 
Library of C onere s s. 

•̂ Ŝarah Disraeli (1802-1859). 

"ward, who became under-secretary in 1805* 
served in that capacity until 1811. when he was appointed 
clerk of the ordnance, a position that he held until 1823. 
He began his famous political diary in 1809. See DNB. 
There is no evidence that young Disraeli did steal Ward's 
political secrets. 
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Nothing can be more deplorable than the state 

of the london trade as your son will tell you. There is 

absolutely nothing doing. Murray has had great difficiaty 

in getting off a small edition (I believe 500) of Parry's 

third voyage, being one sixth the number printed of the 

first. I think if you have any books ready you \rlll do woll 

to keep them back a while for literature is really at a 

stand with us. The periodicals are for the most part dying 

or dead. The London is only kept on with monthly loss to 

1^ 1^ 

its proprietors (one of whom is Brewster -^ the Printer 

of Beaufort Buildings) altho it pays next to no tiling for 

contributions. Maga's last few numbers have been super

lative. I have dined in the comx̂ any of from twelve to 15 

well known literary men thrice during the last few days 

and the Hints for the Holidays have been spoken of with 

enthusiastic approbation by all. The author's name is 

13 
This refers to Captain W. Edward Parry's 

Voyages--Polar Expeditions (London: John Murray, 1825). 
See Smiles^ op. cit.. II.""99. 100, 240. 

l4 
"*• In September, 1825, Henry Colburn & Co. 

relinquished directorship of the London, and it passed 
into the hands of Henry Southern, shortly to sink "into 
insignificance. Its end came in 1829." See Graham, 
OP. cit.. p. 282. 

^^In none of the available histories of printing 
and bookselling is Brewster mentioned as a printer nor as 
one of the proprietors of the London Magazine. 

file:///rlll
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no secret. These papers will sell if collected. Your 

last number is found a little heavy in consequence of the 

prevalence of political matters, not by me, however, as 

this sort of subject is particularly interesting to me. 

You may think yourself well off if you keep your ground 

at this very dull time for tis more than Colburn can do. 

I had lately the pleasure of another Interview 
17 

with Mr Peel and conversed with him on many subjects. 

I cannot say (entre nous) most decidedly that you are not 

very wide of his own feelings & sentiments and that your 

political articles may Z'heJ of service to you in more 

ways than one some day or other. I saw Maga open upon 

his Library table when last with him. He rallied me a 

little on becoming infected with the anti-liberal fever 

but it was in a way which led me to infer that he was not 

^^No. I of John Wilson's "Hints for the Holidays," 
an article extolling the Joys of travel, appeared in B.M.. 
July, 1826, XX. 1-12; No. II, a continuation of the first 
instalment, interspersed with episodic narratives of interest 
to the locales mentioned, appeared in August, XX, 255-280; 
No. Ill, on the order of the second paper of the series, 
appeared in September, 1826, XX, 397-^25. 

17 
'̂ Slr Robert Peel (the yotinger). See Appendix I I . 

X 
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1 ft 

quite free from a similar contagion. Mr Canning's Regime 

will not last forever. 

Pray let me have a line to say you forgive me 

my neglect & believe me to be My Dear Sir 

Most truly yours 

Alaric A Watts 

I send the l / ' e e d s j ? M/"ercury_7 t ha t you may see the rub 
19 

you have given Black respecting the Philosophical Jrn. 

He wrote an abusive letter to C/"harlesJ7 Khight. 

Letter 39 

8 North Bank 

Regents ' Park 

Nov 8. 1826 

My Dear S i r , 

I am well aware that I owe to your good offices 

^"George Canning. See Appendix II. Canning 
served as foreign secretary from 1807 until his r-eath in 1827 

19 
^The reference here must be to the Philosophical 

Magazine and Journal (London. 1798-1826), only two editors 
of which are recorded— A. Tilloch, for volumes ̂ 3-59; 
A. Tilloch and R. Taylor, for volumes 60-65; and R. Taylor, 
for volumes 66-68.. See British Museum. The significance 
of Watts's "the rub you have given Black," I have not been 
able to determine. 
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Professor Wilson's communication. It is a very beautiful 

little sketch quite in his best way as the author of Lights 

Sc Shadows. It reached me Just in time. I have also to 
2 "̂  

thank you for Gillies's admirable Tales from the German,"̂  

of which I shall be happy to make a prominent notice directly. 

I enclose herewith the first perfect copy of the 

Souvenir I have had put up. I must caution you to remember 

that as the sheets were put up wet the appearance of the 

present is different from those you will see hereafter. 

I enclose also a set of the proofs for your acceptance. I 

think you will find them more splendid than last years. 

Certain it is that they have cost nearly two hundred pounds 

more. An imperfect copy of the book was subscribed last 

week, and you will be glad to hear that the subscription 

notwithstanding its late appearance trebled that of former 

n^ilson's contribution to the Literary Souvenir 
was "The Two Fathers." listed as "by the author of 'Lights 
and Shadows of Scottish Life.'" See the Literary Souvenir. 
1827, pp. 19-27. 

K. P. Gillies. See Appendix II. 

^This refers to "German Stories; selected from 
the Works of Hoffman, De La Motte Pouque, Pichler, Kreuse, 
and others. By R. P. Gillies. Esq. 3 vols. Blackwood, 
Edinburgh; Cadell, London. I826." For remarks on these 
Tales, see B.M.. December, 1826, XX, 8Mf-858. 
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years. We subscribed between six and seven thousand in 

London in three days. 

I need not tell you that I have had the greatest 

difficulty in carrying on the work in the manner in which 

it has been proceeded in and as I have not yet received a 

far tiling of the t 500 due to me from Sowler of Manchester 

for my half /"ofJ7 the Courier I have been obliged to sell 

one third of the l/"iterary_7 S/"ouvenirJ7 to enable me to 

carry it on. Two thirds still remains my own, and if Long

man & Co only do their duty I must sell some thousands more 

than last year. The work has been kept back three weeks 

by the shameful neglect of two of the Engravers. The expenses 

of the present volume amount to nearly three thousand pounds 

le. calculating for an impression of ten thousand. I hope 

who ever notices these annuals in the Magazine will be enabled 

thus to see the difference between the plates of the L.S. 

and those executed by inferior people at half the cost, or 

this kind of emulation is useless. The Liter airy part of the 

volumes will be found I think very superior to the last. 

You will easily imagine that I have had great difficulty in 

getting what I have as it is not all writers with well known 

h 
names who produce articles. I see your Subaltern has been 

4 
G. R. Gleig. See note 9 to Letter 33 -oove. 

• ^ 
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writing in one of these volumes. I wish I h-o.d known he 

was accessible in this way, as I think his book the most 

admirable book of the kind that has ever been published.^ 

Your friend Delta has been indefatigable for me. Gait 

was running away & could only give me a short sketch. 

Irving sent me his little sketch from Madrid where he has 
7 

been for some months. You will find a very capital acted 

Charade & a Village Sketch in the L.S. by our friend Miss 

Mitford whose play you will be glad to see has succeeded 
8 

so well. She dines with some friends at my house on Monday 

Ibid. 
6 
John Gait's "short sketch" was "The Witch." 

See the Literary Souvenir for 1827, pp. 97-102. 

^Ibid., pp. 1-9* Washington Irving's contribution 
was "'A Contented Man.' By Geoffrey Crayon, Gent." 

Q 

Mary Russell Mitford. See Appendix II. Her 
charade was called "An Acted Charade." It consisted of a 
riddle concerning a word of two syllables, the first 
syllable to be gained from the first scene, the second 
from the second scene, and the third or whole from the last. 
The characters were "Lexington," "Hollis," and "Harley." 
The "Village Sketch" was "The Pishing Seat—White Knights." 
See the Literary Souvenir. 1827, pp. 120-132, and 287. 
Miss Mitford's plav was Foscari. which was produced at Covent 
Garden November 4, 1826, with Charles Kemble as the hero, 
and played fifteen times. See DMB. 

~X 
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when we shall certainly toast Maga with great good will. 

She is a fine creature notwithstanding she is a bit 

whiggish. 

On Dit that Murray is gone mad—^When last I saw 

him he looked & spoke as much like a madman as can well be 

conceived. Half the books announced in his List are not 

so much as written. I mesoit to have told you all the news 

of him in my present short epistle but have been inter

rupted and shall lose the opportunity of sending by this 

conveyance if I do not close my sheet directly. 

I am sending copies of my book & other matters 

to you carriage free on Saturday when I will write you all 

the news and continue to give you a letter once a fortnight 

for the next twelve months. Please to make my respects to 

Professor w/"ilson^7 & say that a packet will, be forwarded 

to him on Saturday. I do not care to send him an imperfect 

copy. 

I mentioned to Longman my wishes as it regarded 

the Souvenir, but I think they said they had accounts with 

everyone in Edinbro. They are however bound to supply the 

book on the first instance 8/6.25 & at 24. Should you 

order from them you can return me any copies you may have 

over. I was obliged to stipulate that I would not supply 

the country trade. 

"X 
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Mrs. W/"atts_7 bids me mention that the Lists 

were not included as you mentioned. The announcements 

of this month are very few; but coupled \/ith those of 

last month will be numerous. 

I will send a fresh advt. of Maga by the parcel. 

I am greatly obliged to you for putting in so striking a 

selection. Your son dines with me on Sunday. I have not 

owing to the harassing situation in which I have been 

placed seen him for a considerable time. 

Ever Dear Sir 

Yours most truly 

Alaric A Watts 

Letter 40 

Nov 26. 1826 

My Dear Sir 

You would have heard from me more than a week 

ago but that I have been waiting in the hope of being able 

to send my Large Paper Edition which is at length ready. 

I have received the Magazine and am obliged by the notice 
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taken of the book. I am quite conscious of its defects 

no one more so but so long as v;orks of tMs kind are catered 

for as they now are it is quite impossible not ':o be com

pelled to print a good deal of execrable stuff. Campbell 

volunteered his services to give an original piece, & 
2 

which is in it. Southey has written for the book two 

successive years and whatx I am determined to proceed 

on a very different plan next year. Having shewn what can 

1 
This notice appears in B.M.. December, 1826, 

XX, 893-89^ xinder the caption "Christmas Presents." Again 
the Souvenir is reviewed along with other annuals—The 
Amulety of W. Baynes and Son; Ackermann's Forget Me Not; 
and Thomas K. Hervey's Friendship's Offering. Watts, however, 
does not seem to mind being this time classed with the other 
annualists. Perhaps the reviewer's "But we must lay down 
the Souvenir, else we should sit up all night long, gazing 
on its embellishments, so rich in fancy and imagination— 
showing the very perfection of the painter's anl graver's 
art*.....and there is a charm about the work altogether. 
:;Iiich not only disarms criticism, but would make criticism 
look and feel like an impertinence" helped to mollify editor 
Watts. 

2 
Thomas Campbell's offering was "Lines on the 

State of Greece: 'v/ritten on having been requested to make 
it a subject of Poetry.'" See the Literary Souvenir. 1827, 
pp. 107-108. 

^This contribution was "'Lines to the Memory of 
a young Officer who was mortally wounded in the Battle of 
Coruna.' By Robert Southey, Esq., Poet Laureate." See 
the Uterary Souvenir. 1826, pp. 3^1-3^. 

X 
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be done as it regards names. I shall make altogether a 

far better book. I have as you are aware been laboring 

under great disadvantages in getting up the present volume. 

I have done the best I could under the circumstances and had 

1 published when Ackermann did I should have sold by this 

time ten or twelve thousand copies, as it is I cannot 

deliver all ordered until I have put out my new edition; 

altho I printed 7500 copies at the first instance besides 

a Large paper Edition. 

All my separate plates were sold before publication 

& the LP /"Large PaperJ7 subscribed for Longman about 3500 

on the first instance certain at 8/ and now have increased 

their order already 1000. 

The Author of the Lovers Quarrel unjustly depreciated 
5 

last year is Robert Sullvan the Author of a very striking 

Jludolph Ackermann of the Forget-Me-Nbt. See 
note 20 to Letter 25 above. 

5 
The chief attraction of the embellishments of the 

Literary Souvenir of 1826 was an engraving of a painting by 
Stewart Newton, called "The Lovers' Quarrel." This, used as 
the frontispiece, was accompanied by the story of the same 
name by Robert Sullvan. See Watts, op. cit.. I, 215. The 
"depreciation of Sullvan" to which Watts refers occurred in 
B.M.'s review of the gift books, or annuals, referred to in 
note 5 to Letter 32 above. What Watts considered a depreci
ation reads: "What delicious engravingI Only look at THE 
LOVERS' QUARRELJ Heavens and earth, quarrel with such a 
bright breathing and beautiful bosoml...in three months 
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little volume of poems reviewed in your Magazine. I think 

the paper bad enough but he is abroad d: I receivad the paper 

too late to be able to supply another illustration of the 
7 

plate. By the way in the paper to vhich I allude you 

talked of the idiotic conduct or the Editor of the Monthly 
8 

Review &c. Now I really think any remark of this kind 

warrantable enough, and the reputed author of it ought 

not to be surprised if the aggrieved person should seek 

after she sa]£ to Mr. Newton for her picture, did she, the 
"Forsaken" /^the feminine character in "The Lovers' Q\iarrel"J7 
elope to Gretna Green...and before the year had expired, was"" 
safely delivered of twins. Notorious facts like these rob 
fiction of half its pathos; nor is it possible to shed tears 
over youth and beauty brought to bed under 3uch circumstances." 
See B.M.. January, 1826, XIX, 82. 

This occurred in June, 1824. See note 10 to 
Letter 25 above. 

'̂ "The paper" here refers to B.M.' s "Christmas 
Gifts", January, 1826. with special emphasis upon what the 
reviewer had to say of "The Lovers' Quarrel." Watts 
indicates that had he had time after receiving the unfavor-
^hle B.M. notice, he would have used some author other than 
Sullvan. 

o 
It was Christopher North who wrote: "But who 

wrote the story to accompany Newton's Lovers' Quarrel? 
The Monthly Review is mad, or rather idiotic upon it—laud
ing it to the skies as if it were absolutely a Tale written 
by some Great Unknown. Now we pledge our critical character 
on the truth of the following sentence:—'It is a piece of 
vile cockney slang, sufficient to turn the stomach of a 
horse.'"--C.N. See B.M.. January 1826, XIX, 84, note. 

X 
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some opportunity of venting his spleen in return. To this 

I attribute the absurd and stupid remarks in the Monthly 
9 10 

Review on the Author of Lights and Shadows. He who 

plays at Bowls must expect rubbers. 

12 With regard to giving this person an order 

for the Magazine I think there must be some mistake in this. 

9 
These "stupid remarks," which formed a part 

of the Monthly Review's notice of Watts's Literary_Soirgenir 
for 1827̂ , said of John Wilson, the author of "The Two Fathers": 
"He does not 'die' but he seems to be always sick 'of the 
roses,' and languishing in 'aromatic pain.' Common phrases 
will not suit his purpose; if his sentence be not elaborate, 
circuitous, and splendid, he fears that it will not be read. 
He has a perpetual ambition to shine: he revels in all the 
luxuries of our language, but never dreams that there is the 
slightest charm in simplicity. He sports his holiday dress 
every day. He is one of the greatest coxcombs we know of 
in literature. This story of 'The Two Fathers,' is one of 
the most specious absurdities which he has yet attempted to 
impose on the world." See the Monthly Review. December, 
1826, III, 392. 

•'•̂ John Wilson (Christopher North). See note 9 
of Letter 9 above for his Lights and Shadows of Scottish 
Ufe. 

This old proverb has several variant forms, 
but runs generally, "They who play at bowls must expect 
rubbers." For a history of this adage, see 0^; also 
Burton Stevenson, The Home Book of Proverbs, Maxims, and 
Familiar Phrases (New York: Macmillan Co., 1948), p. 227. 

^^"This person" must refer to the editor of the 
Monthly Review, who in 1826 was Michael Joseph Quin. See 
CBEL.Ill,822. 
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I remember having given a friend of the same name who edits 

a very excellent Provincial Newspaper the Berkshire Chronicle^ 

an order for two or three numbers of the Magazine and he has 

I have reason to know repeatedly quoted & printed it. I 

remember mien I first came to town being asked something 

about an exchange with your Magazine & the M/'onthly^? 

Review but my recollection on the subject is not very 

definite. This however reminds me to mention to you that 

I think the conduct of Cadell's people as it regards your 

books is calculated by no means to serve them. Whilst 

it is notorious that no publisher is more liberal in the 

distribution of your books among literary people than your

self, there are no books so difficult to be obtained (that 

is merely borrowed) by the Editors of Reviews for the purpose 

often of doing them service than your own. I have knov/n re

peated instances of this occurring to such persons to whom 

I supposed your books were sent regularly. Indeed I have 

myself lent copies of works you have been kind enough to 

send me on several occasions to publications for the purpose 

14 15 
of reviewal. Spooner the young man at Charles Knights 

13 
The Berkshire Chronicle was begun in January, 

1771 > and was published at WorMngham. In 1825 it was trans
ferred to Reading, and continued. It is yet in progress. 
/ N o editors listed^j/ See CBEL. II, 729* 

14 
William Spooner. See Watts, op. cit.. I, 225. 

229, 230, 276, and 279 • 
15 

^Publisher of Knight's Quarterly. See Graham, 
OP. c i t . . p . 288. 
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applied to me a few days ago to ask the loan of Gillies's 

German Stories for Capt. Procter of Sandhurst ' who was 

I believe to review it for the Monthly Review stating at 

the same time that a copy of any one of your books had 

never been sent to that publication and that Cadell refused 

to lend a copy for reviewal on any consideration. Nay the 

Quarterly Review having borrowed one of his books three 

years ago for reviewal he has lately I am told applied for 

payment for it. I need not say that it is of far more 

importance that a monthly publication should have the 

opportunity of noticing a book than the Editor of a Pro

vincial Paper. I give you this hint with no other wish 

than to see your books, which are almost invariably of the 

highest class, fairly dealt by. Again I do not believe 

that the copies supplied by you for such purposes are 

distributed and this is one of my reasons for reverting 

to the subject. 

In a business point of view too your books sustain 

irreparable injury in consequence of the meanness & total 
18 

incapacity of yoiff London kgent. Are they authorized by 

^^See note 3 to Letter 39 above. 

^''colonel George Procter (1795-1824), of the 
Royal Military College, Sandhurst. See S. Austin Allibone, 
A Critical Dictionary of English Literatiû e and British 
and British and American Authors (3 vols.; London: J. B. 
Lippincott Co., 1897), II, 1696. 

^^Cadell & Co. 
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you to refuse the odd book, as they invariably do refuse 

it and the consequence is that where persons would like 

24 they take 12. Another consequence of which is that 

they are /"at^? no pains to push the book. The books you 

send (presentation copies) to London Newspapers are quite 

thrown away. There is a combination amcig the London 

"Gentlemen of the I^ess" against you, and they have sworn 

never to do you the least service if they can help it. 

They are in truth a most despicable gang, and their 

influence perfectly contemptible. I have not sent a copy 

of the Literary Souvenir to one of the London Papers save 

Giffard's.^9 

By the way speaking of gentlemen of the Press 

can you tell me anything about that infamous creature R. 

20 21 

Mudle the Author of The Modern Athens. I have occasion 

to shew this gentleman up somewhere & should like to do it 

effectually. The filthy wretches Ess & Co of venereal 

The Standard. See note 2 to Letter 37 above. 

Robert Mudle. See Appendix II. 

21 
Mudle's "Modern Athens" was an account of 

George IV's visit to Edinburgh, and a description of that 
city generally. 
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22 
disease notoriety have lately established a low & infamous 

paper called the Weekly Times ^ of which this fellow Mudle 
24 

is the Editor, as also of a thing called The Wasp. A 
25 

short time ago he printed a twopenny sheet called the Ass. 

(You have heard perhaps that the London now re

duced to a circulation of less than 900 is about to be 
26 

consigned to the "tombs of the Capulets." Did you notice 

that the last number contained upwards of 90 pages of 

extract.) 

22 
This company was either so insignificant or 

so notorious that they are not Included in available 
histories of printers and printing. 

23 
•̂ The Weekly Times originated in June, 1826. and 

ran until May, 1833* (From April until December of 1829 
it was designated the Liberal.) /^No editors listed._/ 
See CBEL. Ill, 812. 

24 
The Wasp was a Literary Satire containing an 

expose' of some of the most notorious literary and theatrical 
quacks of the day. No. 1-12. London, 1826. See British 
Museum. 

^This was The Asst or Weekly Beast of Burden. 
No. 1-8. London, l82'ST See British Museum^ 

^^atts here quotes from "Annus Mirabilis," 
N.M.M.. 1823, VII, 27. However, the London endured until 
lfl2§. See Graham, OP. cit.. 280-284. 
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Will you be so obliging as to repeat the advertise

ment given in the Literary Gazette of Saturday last (the 3rd) 

in the advertiser of your next Magazine.^^ In the hope 

of hearing from you shortly 

I am 

My Dear Sir 

Very truly yours 

Alaric A Watts 

Letter 4l 

58 Torrington Square 

May 16 1827. 

My Dear Sir 

I wrote you yesterday but having been applied to 

by Mr J. 0. Robinson to give him a line to you I beg to 

27 
'The advertisement referred to appeared in the 

Literary Gazette^ No. 513* November 18, 1826, p. 736: "The 

Ster ary Souvenir; or Cabinet of Poetry and Romance for 
27. edited by Alaric A. Watts... /There follows then a 

listing of the contents, with author, mention of engravings, 
limited number of large paper copies, etCj7 London: printed 
for Longman. Rees, Orme, Brown & Green, and John Andrews, 
167 New Bom St." This notice of the Souvenir is not dupli
cated in the bound copies of B.M. For mention of the Souvenir 
in the December, 1826, issue of B.M.. see note 1 to Letter 
4o above. 

Joseph Ogle Robinson of Hurst, Robinson & Company. 

X 
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trouble you again. I have no wish to extenuate the 

monstrous folly of this unfortunate man. It is not to 

be palliated but he is in a situation now which every 

humane man must pity.^ He has a wife and ten children 

and is not only wholly destitute of the means of provid

ing for them, but can make no effort in their behalf until 

he has obtained his certificate.-^ One Scotch Bank will 

I believe do the business. Can you by your influence so 

far help him as to get him a hearing and an opportunity 

of shewing his documents. This is all he wants. 

The manner in which Longman & Co and the people 
4 

they have appointed as Assignees have persecuted & still 

ror a detailed account of Robinson's embarrass
ment resulting from his business failure, see Constable, 
OP. cit.. Ill, 366-382, and 4lO ff. 

This "certificate," specifically in England, 
is a "paper by which the majority of an insolvent's 
creditors agree to his discharge." See VJebster's New 
International Dictionary. 

Thomas Cadell was one of the Assignees. See 
note 1 to Letter 37 above. Though he does not name them, 
Alaric Alfred Watts says of the Assignees, "Certainly the 
•Assignees of Hurst and Robinson' are remembered by this 
biographer as representing to hJLs youthful imagination some 
mysteriously powerful and perpetually present malefic 
influence." See Watts, OP. cit.. I, 225* 
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continue to persecute both Thomas Hurst & J. 0. Robinson 

is not only unchristian but detestable. They have been 

great gainers by the dô vnfall of this house and ought 

therefore to put some limits to their malice. As for the 

assets I know enough of them to know that they would have 

produced a very respectable dividend, but to particular 

individuals the most valuable part of the property has 

been all but given away. It was only the other day that 

the Assignees sold property that would have produced 

fc 30,000 (the entire residue of the Stock) for h 1500O 

to three persons Messrs. Moon Boys & Grave^ (two of t̂ em 

servants of the estate upon small salaries) and a third 

a person who having a very small sum to pay to me required 

six months to pay it in I ̂ I should have been extremely 

happy to have given h 20,000 for the property upon the 

same principle. However if you can influence any person 

from whom this unfortunate man requires a signature 

^This refers to rir Francis Moon, J. Boys, and 
Henry Graves, who operated as publishers (Moon, Boys & 
Graves) in Pall Mall. See DNB. 

Though there is no proof available to sub
stantiate the sur^gestion, Boyd and Graves must have been 
the "servants of the estate upon small salaries," and Sir 
Francis Moon the one "who having a very small sum to pay 
to me required six months to pay it inJ" 

• ^ 
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consistently with your own views of what Is right I hope 

you will do so if not for the sake of the Individual for 

the sake of his family. I know you are a warm-hearted man 

and I appeal to your feelings of humanity. 

I wrote yesterday on the subject of the standard. 

Every day /"serves nowj? to confirm us in the opinion that 

such a paper is wanted. We have this morning received orders 

from Dublin from two agents for nearly 100 papers altho the 

announcement of our paper could not have transpired in Ireland 

more than a day. Should this Journal succeed as we doubt not 
o 

it will Giffard & myself will have the most powerful literary 

engine for the service of /"our friends and^7 the annoyance 

of our foes of any brace of Editors in London. The united 
9 10 

circulation of the St. James Chronicle London Chronicle 

7 
The Standard was a London dally evening paper 

which began in May. 1827, and ran until 1857. It was con
tinued as the Evening Standard from i860 on. It absorbed 
the Albion and the Star in 1836. and is yet in progress. 
It was edited by Alaric A. Watts (1827), S. L. Giffard 
(1827-1845). See CBEL. Ill, 801; also Watts, OP. cit.. 
260-261; also Oliphant, OP. cit.. I, 510-511. 

o 
Stanley Lees Giffard. See Appendix IIj also 

note 2 to Letter 37 above. 
^The St. James Chronicle. See note 9 to Letter 

36 above. 
10 
The London Chronicle; or Universal Evening 

Post (a London daily evening paper) ran from January, 1757, 

X 
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& Baldwin's Journal is already nearly eleven thousand. 

We divide the imperium of the four Journals between us—no 

sinecure I assure you. Shoidd you have it in your power 

to serve us at this moment I am sure you will do so. I 

am the more anxious you should, because Baldwin has the 

best feeling towards you & Maga, and any thing like the 

disposition to be of use to him at such a time will be a 

sufficient reason to him why we should go on & of inducing 

/"himj? to serve you in return upon the equitable principle 

of quid pro quo. 

I hope the advt. was in time. Will you desire 

12 James Ballantyne to send his paper regularly to our 
13 

office. V/e will settle for it with his agent Mr Baxter. 

until April, 1823, when it was incorporated with the London 
Packet. It was edited by Spens (no other editors 
listed). See CBEL, III, 710-711; also British Museum; also 
Graham, op. cit.. "̂ 83. 

Baldwin's London Journal; or British Chronicle 
was a general weekly paper that was begun In December, I8O3, 
and ran until I836. At that time it was continued as 
Baldwin's London Weekly Journal. See CBEL, III, 8I3. 

^This was the Edinburgh Weekly Journal, edited 
by James Ballantyne from 1817 until 1833. SeeCMij II > 732. 

13 
John Baxter. See Appendix II. 

X 
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I shall send you down a batch of papers on Monday some of 

which you can perhaps /"make use ofJ7 in the Edinbro news 

rooms for us & others sent in your neighborhood as you may 

deem expedient. 

I am sending a parcel of some size tomorrow & 

shall venture lending members of our party not only our 

wellwisher but in immediate correspondence with us /"sic 7. 

The revulsion in public feeling is growing every day 

stronger and stronger, and the disgusting senility and 
l4 

apostacy of the Canning paper have opened a fair field 

for a new journal. Indeed the immense increase of the 

circulation of the St. James Chronicle during the last 

few weeks affords strong ground for the anticipation of 

success for a daily paper under the same superintendence. 

It is of great importance to /"lend_7 us a helping 

hand as soon as possible. We confidently look to you for 

this. 

14 
This was the Courier. See Bourne, OP. cit.^ 

I, 288, 309; II, 23, 26, and 30. Watts's reference to 
the "apostacy of the Canning paper" alludes to " 'che defection 
of the Courier from the Protestant section of the Tory 
party in 1827, which resulted in the founding of the 
Standard." See Andrews, op. cit.. I, 168. 
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You will be glad to hear that the announcement of 

the Standard has been received with great warmth in town. 

The names of persons of the first distinction are pourin,: 

in upon us from all quarters. Pray insert our advt if 

possible & believe me to remain alv^ys My Dear Sir 

Very Truly yours 

Alaric Watts 

The public is looking with great anxiety for 

the next No. of Maga. It is hoped and expected that it 

will contain an article in its best manner on the "disgusting" 

15 
tricks of the Canning faction. I assure you a few such 

papers could be of great use to you just now. The aristo

cracy of the Country are looking to your Magazine with much 

interest. If your Mag. contains any article of a political 

ch/'aracter^7 we shall quote it in our four papers. 

15 
The public was not disappointed. See "The 

Change of Ministry," B.M.. June, 1827, XXI, 7^5-762. The 
Canning faction is here excoriated. 

I^The "four papers" were the St. James Chronicle 
(note 9 above), the London Chronicle (note 10 above), 
Baldwin's Journal (note 11 above), and the Standard tnote 
7 above). 

~x 
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Letter 42 

58 Torrington Square 

Sep. 14, 1827. 

My Dear Sir , 

A variety of circumstances, and among others the 

dangerous illness and confinement of ray wife have prevented 

rae from paying that attention to your lest letter which it 

demanded, the more especially as your silence till then 

had led me to believe that I had somehow or other uninten

tionally offended you. As for the absences of notices and 

extracts from the Magazine &c. in Baldwin's papers of late 

it has arisen as I have before said from some little pique 

on the parts both of B/"aldwin_7 and /'S.L._7 Giffard and 

I sincerely wish you would by a word or two from yourself 

in explanation put an end to the awkwardness to which your 

refusal to take any notice of the Standard in Maga appears 

to have given rise. They argue thus. The three papers 
2 

issued from the St. James Chronicle Office have for several 

years manifested a most ardent spirit of good will towards 

"Baldid.n's papers" would have been his Joignal. 
— -J- ^ames Chronicle, and 
9, and 11 to Letter 41 above. 

2, 

the St. James Chronicle. and the Standard. See notes 

See note 1 above. 

x 
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Maga. Of this you are doubtless aware. On their hand 

they seem to have expected a somewhat more important lift 

for the Standard than you gave them, and to have thought 

your refusal to reciprocate civility someivhat unfair. 

In my own part Individually I of course care little or 

nothing about the Standard. As a speculation it has quite 

answered Baldwin's purpose having already reached a profit

able circulation. It was hov/ever a hard struggle in the 

first instance and he naturally looked for a little of the 

aid 6f all his friends and well wishers. 1 can have no 

doubt but that the mention made of the Standard in Maga 
3 

for June was kindly intended but Giffard seemed to think 

it any thing but a compliment. As for the matter respect

ing which you inquire I really know little about it. The 

last payment on its acct. was I believe in the latter part 

of 1825, but you may probably know better than I for I keep 
4 

no accounts for either my wife or self. At all events 

•̂ The Standard was not mentioned in B.M. in June 
of 1827. V/atts no doubt refers to the mention made in the 
Noctes. No. XXXIV, in July, 1827, when "Timothy Tickler" 
says: "For fifteen years was the Courier laid duly every 
morning on my breakfast table, and I asked no better Journal. 
It is gone—and the Standard has taken its place. But not 
soon—if ever—will the Standard freshen for me even a 
town-bought egg, as the Courier did so long—nor at my time 
of life, am I fond of changing an old friend for a new." 
See B.M.. July, 1827, XXII, 127. 

T?his refers to payment for the "Lists" that Mrs. 
Watts supplied to Blackwood. 
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arrange the matter entirely to your own satisfaction and 

you will arrange it to hers. I think your son can just 

as well attend to this trifle as any one else and I 

wonder this /"hadJ7 not occurred to you before. He should 

get Bents^ Monthly List regularly by Post, and all the 

Magazines and Literary Papers. 

Will you have the kindness to give the advertise

ment of the Literary Souvenir for 1828, as it appears in the 

Lit Gazette of this day as good place as you can award it 

in your Magazine Advertiser. 

I am My Dear Sir 

Yours very truly 

Alaric A Watts 

I shall have a Literary Souvenir Advertiser in neat small 

letters at the end of my present volume principally for 
7 

works connected with the Fine Arts. I should like to have 

''"Bents" Monthly List is nowhere else referred 
to in the correspondence. It may well have been a list 
prepared by Bentley & Co. 

There is no indication that B.M. copied the 
Literary Gazette's notice df Watts's Idterary Souvenir. 
B.M. was, however, in general, charitable toward Watts's 
^oITering during the period of time that he published it. 
See B.M.^ Index. 

7 
'The Literary Souvenir "Advertiser" is not con

tained in the available copies of the Souvenir. 

>«»'*i»-' • -K 
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an advt. of yours as I shall have those of ̂ 11 the London 

booksellers. As between nine and ten thousand of the small 

paper alone were sold last year you will admit that it is 

not a bad medium. 

Letter 43 

58 Torrington Square 

Nov. 6. 1827. 

Hy Dear Sir , 

I have deferred making up my packet to Edinbro 

until I could enclose you a Large Paper Copy of the Literary 

Souvenir and a set of Proofs which you will receive here

with. I have as you may believe had much trouble and 

difficulty in getting out the book since it has fallen 

entirely into my own hands in consequence of the large 

disbursements I have been compelled to make on its account. 

I have however at length accomplished its publication and 

what is still better have sold the entire impression I 

have printed and am preparing a new edition. My rivals 

seem rather to have assisted than injured me. 

I am sorry I have not heard from you of late because 

your silence has left an impression on my mind that I have 

\s 
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unconsciously if at all, given you offense I must in common 

justice to myself request you to believe that I have nothing 

to do with the omission of Baldwin's Papers to quote and 

notice Maga as usual. I have little connection with these 

papers just at present, and know only that /"S.L.J7 Giffard 

is somewhat piqued at some failure of promise on yoiu* part 

to him, and says he has written to tell you so. I explained 

to you what I understood to be his feeling some time ago 

and as a very little would I think remove it I should like 

matters quam primium /"as formerly_J7 between you. 

There is little of novelty stirring In our town 

just now. A new Tory Magazine is talked of in London to be 
2 

published by Saunders and Ottley in which several of your 

old contributors are to be engaged, but this may probably 

end in smoke as many similar projects have done before it. 

You have perhaps heard that the Monthly Magazine 

is about to revert to old Sir Richard again /"incompletej? 

^ee note 1 to Letter 42 above. 
2 
Frederick Saunders and Ottley, publishers, 

who succeeded Colburn as the proprietors of Morgan's Library. 
See Library of Congress (Saunders) and DNB (Colburn). Nowhere 
else in the correspondence, nor in the material covered by 
the research on this study is the projected Tory Magazine 
referred to. 

3 
''Sir Richard Phillips. See note 22 to Letter 

6 above. 
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Letter Mf 

Torrington Square 

Deer. 3. 1833 

My Dear Sir, 

I was very glad to receive your kind note of 

remembrance with Maga. I never lose an opportunity of 

giving a book or periodical of yours a good word; and I 

find that a short notice, with a few carefully selected 

paragraphs (I mean selected with a view to being copied 

agaifl) is far more useful than an elaborate review. Thus 

for example a few lines and some eight or ten pso'agraphlc 

abridgments from Captain Hamilton's Book on America 

made the complete tour of the press and at length returned 
2 

to London and was copied into John Bull and other weeklies. 

You may perhaps have heard that /"HenryJ? Colburn has lately 

"Tor a review, with extracts, of Captain Thomas 
Hamilton's Men and Manners in America (Edinburgh: V/m. 
Blackwood, and London: T. Cadell, 1833)| see B.M.. September, 
1833, XXXIV, 285-308. 

2 
This abridgement appears in John Bull. September 

23, 1833, XIII, 298. There are nine paragraphs in all, 
the titles of which are: Slavery, The Army, The Navy, Female 
Beauty in America. Morality of the Middle Class, President 
Jefferson, Cleanliness, Freedom of Opinion, and the Probable 
Result of Yankee Democracy. These paragraphs appear under 
the caption "Men and Manners in America (By Captain Hajnilton)." 
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made a ridiculous confession to his naval & military readers 

that he has lost an Immense sum of money by his paper*̂  and 

stated his inability to go on any longer at the price (7d). 

Since the price of his journal was raised to a shilling we 

have had an accession of at least half his readers; and you 

will be glad to hear that the United Service promises to 

become shortly a very ,̂ ood and permanent property. I have 

had some fighting first however for he has put me to some 

h 350 law expenses for mistaking the Master for the Man.^ 

Whatever Literary notices appear in the US G. are afterwards 

transferred to the Old England^ and thence to its country 

branches The Dover Telegraph The Bridgewater Alfred Blackburn 

"̂ This was Colburn's The United Service Journal 
and Naval sind Military, a London monthly journal, v:hich, 
begun in l8f9, ran until l84l. See CBEL. Ill, 826. 

4 
This was Watts's United Service Gazette, which 

he subsequently refers to as the USG. the US, etc. The 
first number of the weekly appeared in February. I833. and 
the work continued until 1843. See CBEL. Ill, 821; also 
Watts, OP. cit.. II, 211-222. 

^The litigation betv/een Colburn and Watts here 
hinted at is not to be explained by available sources of 
information. 

The Old England was a general weekly paper, 
that began in London in April, I832, and ran until 1842. 
There was no issue of it from March 12, I836, until Jime 
15, 1839. See CBEL, III, 8I3. 
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^^'red Wiltshire Standard & I am now on the eve of estab

lishing provincial branches of the United Service The 

Portsmouth US G. The Plymouth Do. /"ditto?J7 each of 

which began \̂ dth a circulation of from four to six hundred, 

and which with the exception of two pages will be identical 
o 

with the London US G. Now if Christopher would give me 

a couple of lines of encouragement some of these days in 

the Noctes it would really serve me. As the paper and 

especially our exposures of naval and military jobs have 

been much quoted throughout the country he can hardly fail 

to have heard of us. Our politics I need hardly say are 

his. I have never for the last dozen years lost an opr̂ ortunity 

of putting in a word where my feeble aid was likely to avail 

for him and now that Maga has arrived at the top of her 

strength she should not wholly forget her old friends. 

As for annuals and such trash say nothing at any 

time about them. I send the books as a matter of course 

but not with a view of importuning for notices of them. 

7 
None of these six papers mentioned, the Dover 

Telegraph, etc.. is listed in CBEL, the Union List of 
Serials,""nor British Museum. 

Q 

See note 4 above. The encouragement that Watts 
requested in the following sentence was not forthcoming. 

• ^ 
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Q 

I have a beautiful engraving from Leslie's Sir 

V/alter Scott in my possession of which I should like to 

send you and the Professor /"WilsonJ? Proofs but know 

not how to get them to you. I shall get a tin case made, 

and enclose them on the 8th. along with one for llrs. 

Gillespie Smith which I promised her, and which you 

will perhaps send to her for me. I know not on what terms 

you are with /"Wm.J? Maglnn but I found in a conversation 

I had with an old friend of mine whom you know that he had 

behaved with despicable treachery as it respects Maga. 

You use him if you can no doubt but of course you no 

longer trust him. You will have heard through the newspapers 

of the dreadful catastrophe that has happened in my brothers 
12 family (the name was misspelt I believe) in the melancholy 

^Charles Robert Leslie. See Appendix II. He 
was especially known for his portrait of Sir Walter Scott. 

10 
This refers to Mrs. Gillespie Smyth, a contri

butor to B.M. See B.M.. Index. 

"̂ Irs. Oliphant would have it that this "treachery" 
consisted in Maglnn's talking against the proprietor of B.M. 
Maglnn is reputedly the author of these words: "Mr. Blackwood 
will help you and treat you civilly as long as it suits his 
purpose, but when he has done with you he will neglect you 
and treat you 1111.'.'" See Oliphant, op. cit.. II, 37. 

The name of Watts's brother is nowhere recorded 
in the letters nor in Alaric Alfred Watts's Biography. 

^im - ^ 
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death by fright, of my niece a fine accomplished girl 

of 19. He is a sorry and woeful man some ten years older 

than myself and has realized a considerable property all 

of which was destined for this girl. 

My wife a rosy little girl and a pale thoughtful 
13 child boy of eight years of age my whole family are well. 

Mrs. W/~attsJ7 desires me to present her compliments to 

you. She regrets she has never seen you since that mean-
14 

spirited hound Emerson happened to be at my house. This 

fellow although he has married a woman with from Fifty to 

six/"tyJ7 thousand pounds ^ and become an MP. has never 

had the decency I might say the honesty to pay me the large 
16 

sum of money which her folly occasioned me to expend. 

17 
"̂ These children were Alaric Alfred Watts, the 

author of the Biography (of his father), and the sister 
Zillah, to whom he inscribed the work. See the dedication 
of Alaric Alfred Watts's Alaric Watts. A Narrative of His 
Idfe (London: 1884). 

14 
Sir James Emerson Tennent. See Appendix I I . 

15 
^This was Letitia, only daughter of William 

Tennent, a wealthy banker at Belfast, whose name and arms 
James Emerson assiimed by royal license, in addition to 
his own, in I832. See DNB (Sir James Emerson Tennent). 

There is no available information that sheds 
light on Watts's expending money as a result of this lady's 
folly. 

X 
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Although he actually received nearly a hundred pounds as 

a witness in a trial in which his own character was the 

only one at stake before the verdict had been given in my 

favor. 

I am afraid you will hardly decipher this scrawl 

My best comps to the Professor if he deigns to remember me 

& believe me very faithfully yours, 

Alaric A Watts. 

If Maga should notice at any time the USG. do not speak of 

me as the Editor as that would be no recommendation to a 
18 

naval & Military work. I am only the proprietor and 

manager having two able assists, to whom I look for naval 

& Military matters. 

Letter 45 

58 Torrington Square 

Saturday. /"I833J7 

17 
The reference here is no doubt to the Watts-Baines 

fracas referred to in note 1 to Letter 21 above. No other 
is mentioned. There is no explanation of "Tennent's character's 
being on t r i a l . " 

18 
For a detailed description of what the Iftiited 

Service Gazette contained, see Watts, op. cit.. II, 211-222. 

X 
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My Dear Sir 

I regret very much that I was from home when 

you favored me with /"a_7 call. Should any thing lead you 

my way tomorrow I shall be at home the whole day. I have 

been on the point of writing to you half a dozen times. 

As I am once more in the vortex of newspaper scribbling I 

may perhaps be of use to you. If you think so you know 

you may command me. You will no doubt have seen that I 

never lose an opportunity of giving Maga a lift. I am glad 

to see you getting on so famously in these times when ever/"y_7 

thing else in the periodical way is losing ground. 

The Proprietors of the Old England and myself are 

about to unite the Alfred & that paper next week. The 

latter paper is little known, but as it is connected with 

no less than four provincial journals with an alteration 

of two of its pages the notice of books are not without 

their effect. In the course of three weeks we expect to 

have seven or eight additional branches of this kind. 

I wonder greatly that you do not arrange with some 

honest and active person to collect advertisements for Maga. 

With yotar circulation you ought to have three or four sheets 

The Alfred may have been the Brldgev/ater Alfred 
or the Blackburn Alfred. See note 7 to Letter 44 abovei 
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of ads every month. I know from my own knowledge that 

hundreds of advertisements are lost to you for want of 

some regular agent. 

I am uncertain if your son got our books & prints 

this year. I was from home at the time. If not the omission 

was accidental. 

2 
I hope soon to send you a proof of Leslie's 

Portrait of Sir Walter Scott, (a large print) The picture 

originally belonged to /"HenryJ7 Constable. 

In haste 1^ Dear Sir 

Very truly yours. 

Alaric A Watts. 

Letter 46 

/"This is the last letter that Watts wrote 

William Blackwood. In the following letters the addressee 

will be designated each time^7 

/"Torrington SquareJ7 

/"Sept. 18. I83V7 

2 
See note 9 to Letter 44 above. 

X 
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My Dear Sir 

I hope I ara in time for your present No. & for 

the last Page. If not let the above advts.^ run on in 

the ordinary column. 

We have now Seven Provincial Journals connected 
2 

with the O.E. & US G. and hope soon to have 20. I need 

not remind you that we never lose sight of the interests 

of our old friend Maga. This year the Souvenir, which 

is taken out of the rank & file of Annuals is my own 

property. I am therefore natiffally more anxious than 

ever about it. 

Do what you can for me. I hope and trust your 

health is restored. 

/"no signaturej? 

Letter 47 

/"Alaric A. Watts to Alexander Blackwood _j7 

The advertisements were not included in the 
photostat of this letter. 

2 
The Old England and the Uciited Service Gazette. 

There is no listing in the correspondence of the additional 
journals. See note 7 to Letter 44 above. 

Alexander Blackwood (1806-1845) was the eldest 
of William Blackwood's sons, and played an active part in 
the direction of the Magazine up until his final illness. 
See Oliphant, op. cit,^ "̂i ̂ ^: II, 375, and passim. 
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/"Torrington SquareJ? 

/"October 20, 183^_7 

My Dear Sir, 

The hasty tribute which met your eyes in the 

Oxford Conservative appeared in the Old England and 

indeed all our papers. We copied also the article from 

Maga. I had intended to write you at some length but am 

prevented from doing so for a few days. As there is an 

impression in London that the death of your excellent 
4 

father will make a considerable difference as it regards 
5 

the Magazine for as our mutual friend Mr Howison who 

was with me this morning says, there was no sounder judge

ment in all Edinburgh than his it is of the most importance 

that the interest of the work is not allowed to flag; indeed 

it seems desirable that it should rather be increased. The 

more it contains of the Professor's /"Wilson'sJ7 writing 

the better it is liked, and he will therefore I am sure not 

2 
This paper was one of the "chain" with which 

Watts was identified. See note 3 to Letter 49 below. 

^Ibld. 
4 
William Blackwood. 

^ illiam Howison. 
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relax his exertions for you. But you must have some 

confidential and really intelligent /"personj? to do 

that drudgery about the work which he has neither time nor 

inclination to perform. In the last ten years I have never 

lost an opportunity of serving the Magazine as far as I 

was able and I feel no small anxiety that it should per-

serve its reputation unimpaired. If there is any matter 

in which I can be useful in London command me. I shall 

write again shortly. The meanwhile believe me to remain 

Very truly yours 

Alaric A Watts. 

Mrs /"Fellcia^7 Hemans is writing a volvune of Prose Essays. 
7 

Is it for your House? My book will not be published for 

a month. If you can pick me up two or three short poems 

(of first rate quality) /"fromJ7 any of cir friends I shall 

be glad. 

Pray present my regards to your family. I little thought 

when I penned my last hasty letter that he to whom it was 

addressed was no more. 

This work was not published. If it was under 
way, it was doubtless interrupted by the death of Mrs. 
Hemans in I835. See DNB. 

^This refers to the Literary Souvenir for I835. 
See Letter 48 below. 

6 

X 
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Letter 48 

/"Alaric A. Vfatts to Alexander Blackwood_7 

Torrington Square. 

Nov 28. 18^4. 

My Dear Sir, 

I send herewith a set of the proofs of the forth

coming Souvenir 25» a number which I may safely ask your 

good word for as they are admitted in all hands to be the 

most splendid series of specimens of British Art that ever 

appeared in any single volume at any thing like the price 

of a guinea. 

The proofs I sent I have had struck off on small 

paper for the convenience of transport but I have another 

and choicer set for /'yo\;^7 and the professor /"Wilson_7 

which I will forward for your acceptance in a few days. 
1 

I believe that a little aid from head quarters will soon 

enable us to start some twenty additional branches of the 
2 

Old England, when we may be of more use to Maga than we 

have ever been yet. I am glad to see that you keep up her 

spirit. 

"Headquarters" refers to the offices of Baldwin 
or the St. Jeimes Chronicle. 

2 
See note 3 to Letter 49 below. 

" ^ 
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With haste 

Dear Sir very truly yours 

Alaric A Watts. 

_. _ 3 4 
The Portrait by Chalon so beauti ful ly engraved by Watt 

i s the Portrait of Mr. Alaric Watts 

Letter 49 

/"Alaric A.Watts to Mr. Buckman at Mr. CadellsJ7 

/"Torrington Square_J7 

Dec 31 . 18^4. 

Dear S i r , 

It is important that the enclosed should be sent 
2 

down in the Coach Parcel. We have not received Maga this 

3 
Alfred Edward Chalon. See Appendix II. 
4 
James Henry Watt. See Appendix II. 

buckman was a clerk at Cadell*s. The tone of 
Watts's entire note here is indicative of his impatience 
with Cadell's for the lackadaisical treatment they accorded 
B.M. and all things Blackwood. More than once in the coiirse 
of the correspondence this same feeling on Watts's part is 
reflected. 

The "Coach Parcel" would have been the parcel 
sent by coach to Edinburgh, making possible a somewhat 
earlier delivery than could be expected by post. 
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month. You perhaps fare J not aware how many trumpets 

we now speak thro, and that the late changes have made a 

most Important increase in the value of our property. 

Whenever a notice of Maga appears, it appears in 

The Old England 

Uhited Service 

Oxford Conservative 

Worcester Guardian 

Leicester Herald 

Greenwich Guardian 

Blackboro Alfred 

Dover Telegraph. & -^ 

I think therefore we deserve as early a copy of Maga as 

any one. We certainly do more for her than any other 

newspaper establishment in London. 

I am 

Dear Sir 

Truly yrs. 

A A Watts 

•̂ These are some of the papers alluded to in 
note 2 to Letter 46 above. 

"wr X 
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Letter 50 

/"Alaric A Watts to Alexander Blackwood_7 

Torrington Square 

Decer. 31. 1834. 

My Dear Sir, 

The recent changes have occupied almost my whole 

attention or you would have heard from me before this. My 

newspaper property has been importantly affected by them. 

The power of planting a new Conservative newspaper in any 

part of England at a weeks notice has been felt and appreci

ated and we have now ten and shall shortly have 25. news

papers beside the Old England and United Service; so that 

the notice of Maga which appears in one appears in all, 

and our press becomes thus the most influential as it 

regards books, of any weekly press in London. 

I thank you for your good v̂ishes and note what 

you say with regard to my book. You know well that I 

have not been in the habit of pestering my friends for puffs 

in return for any little aid I could render them; but I do 

say that I deserve a kind word and a kind thought from 

those who have Maga's interests at heart where it can be 

The Literary Souvenir. 

^ 
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given conscientiously. For many years, almost ever since 

I was first at Leeds I have spared no pains to serve the 

Magazine in every way in my power. The time was, when my 

Provincial Journals were the only ones in which any 

regular notices of it appeared. In the last two or three 

years my mode of exhibiting my preference for its pages, 

has drawn upon me the most disgusting personalities from 

pot-house vagabonds of Fraser.-̂  It was only two months ago 
4 

that this precious gang reviewed my book (before a line 

of it was printed) decried it in the most scurrilous terms 

plates and all, and supported their opinions by a series of 

forged extracts to which the names of several illustrious 

"obscures" were attached to give vrai semblance to the 
5 

imposture. Mr Moyes the printer, the only respectable 

2 
The Leeds Mercury, and the Manchester Courier. 
•̂ This refers to Fraser's Magazine for Town and 

Country (I83O-I882), of Hugh Fraser and William Maglnn. 
For a brief history of this magazine, known as "Regina," 
cUid "an avowed imitation" of B.M.. see Graham, op. cit.. 
pp. 290-291. 

k 
This review appeared as a paper entitled "Two 

Articles on the Annuals," in which Barry Cornwall and 
Crofton Croker defended the annuals, and Odoherty lambasted 
them. See Fraser's Magazine. November, 183^, X, 602-624. 

^James Moyes, Castle Street, Leicester Square, 
printer of Fraser'5 I4agazlne. 

X. 
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person of the set will find to his cost that this was 

carrying a joke too far. I have a press, one half of 

which is my own property, under my control, which as far 

as books are concerned is second to no journal in the 

Metropolis in influence. I never let a month pass without 

sending a notice of Maga through all my papers; and I do 

therefore repeat that I have some claim upon her courtesy. 

I neither desire nor expect that she could go out 

of her way to notice me, but as Christopher can sometimes 

do as much good in 20 lines as other critics can do in as 

many pages I hope he will not forget me. As one who has 

fought the Conservative battle with him, side by side, for 

fifteen or sixteen years and established and aided several 

of the most influential papers in the country (and among 

others the Manchester Courier The Essex Standard, & a host 

of journals in connection with my London Press) I deserve 

a good word from a staunch conservative like him. 

The last six weeks have increased my property 

almost tenfold. The week before last I began papers at 

Worcester, & Greenlch. Next week ve publish one at Bristol 

(in connection with Gutch of Felix Farley) at East Bedford 

6 
John Mathew Gutch, of "Felix Farley's Bristol 

Joiarnal." See Appendix II. 

- ^ 
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at Dudley at Portsmouth at Plymouth & several other places 

I send you some of our various papers herewith 

Truly yrs 

Alaric Watts 

Letter 51 

/"Alaric A. Watts to Alexander Blackwood_J7 

Torrington Square 

March /"I835?_7 

My Dear Sir 

Ify cards for Covent Garden Drury Lane Opera 

Adelphi French Play and all the Exhibitions of the day 

are at your service for any days the whole of next week. 

You are engaged to take a beefsteak with me in Torrington 

Square on Monday, and in case you should like to go to 

C.G. or Drury Lane afterwards I will retain my cards. 

Vytrulyrs, 

Alaric A Watts 

This letter shows that Alaric Alexander Watts 
was a man of taste, one who patronized the arts as well 
as delved into literature. See Letter 52 also. 

• ^ 
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Letter 52 

/"Alaric A. Watts to Alexander Blackwood_7 

/"183 5J7 

Dear Sir 

Here is my card. I am glad to find you will 

use it. It will admit two. 

Yours truly, 

Alaric A Watts 

T. R. Italian Opera 

March 26th. 1835. 

Allow the bearer to sign 

for Iftiited Service Gazette 

and Friend.. 

Alaric A Watts. 

Mr Hawkens 

Free List. 

The Free List is the first Box to the right of the glass 

doors on entering the lobby to the Pitt. 

X 
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Letter 53 

/"Alaric A. Watts to Robert Blackwood. (The 

following letter has been used in its entirety by Mrs. 

Oliphant in her William Blackwood and Sons. II, 17^175. )J7 

Torrington Square 

October 5. 18^5. 

Dear Sir, 

In the number of Fraser's Magazine for June 

last there is an attack upon me by Maglnn which for 
2 

venomous falsehood and malignity has seldom been equalled. 

Robert Blackwood, William Blackwood's second 
son, along with his older brother Alexander, shouldered 
the burden of Maga upon the death of their father. See 
Oliphant, II, passim. 

2 
This attack reads in part: "...Watts, having 

a taste for literature was employed to write letterpress 
for the Kit Kat Club, which Croker demolished in quick 
time....He then got employed in the Leeds Intelligencer. 
being sped from which, he tried his hand again in London, 
and got up a Souvenir. It was his intent to improve upon 
Ackermann, from whom, however, he stole the idea. He had 
previously written for Jordan's Gazette in which his chief 
occupation was to prove that Lord Byron was no poet. The 
people in Blackwood' s. who had some reason in those days 
for patronising Byron, tore the poor Goth to pieces; and 
he begged pardon on both knees, which was graciously granted, 
on the condition of his becoming flunky to Mr. North—a 
duty which he very observantly performed. After floundering 
about in various speculations in London, he is now head nurse 
of an hospital of rickety newspaperlings, which breathe 
but to die....There is not a man to whom he has been \mder 
any obligation, from Jerdan to Lockhart, from Theodore Hook 

X 
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The singular audacity with which real names are paraded 

in that attack might delude strangers into the belief that 

there is some one of the many assertions contained in it 

that are really founded on fact. You will not fail to 

observe that a most impertinent and insulting allusion is 

there made to my acquaintanceship with your late worthy 

father, to the vileness of which you will I am sure not 

hesitate to bear your testimony. 

I have a pile of letters from Mr Blackwood which 

sufficiently attest his sense of the zeal with which so 

far as my humble means extended I endeavored to promote 

the success of his Magazine and that I was actuated by 

no mercenary motive in so doing you must be well aware, 

and equally so of the terms of courtesy and friendship in 

which I stood with your father. I ask therefore that you 

will read the paragraph of which I complain and say if 

during a period more than fifteen years that we were acquainted 

he had so far as you are aware any reason to complain of my 

conduct, or if he ever employed me in any menial capacity. 

to Westmacott. from Andrews to V/hittaker, from Crofton 
Croker to Carter Hall, from Wordsworth to Byron, from 
Scott to Southey, from Landseer to V/ilkie, from the man 
who has fed him from charity to the man who has from equal 
charity supported his literary repute whom he has not in 
his poor way libelled." See Fraser's Magazine. June, l835f 
XI, 652. 
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You may form some notion of the position in which 

Mr Fraser and his gang stand at this moment when I inform 

you that there is not a single living British artist who 

wi.ll not make his appearance in the Court of Kings Bench 

when the trial comes on for the purpose of giving the lie 

to their statements respecting /"mej?^ and there is scarcely 

a literary person alluued to in that blackguard lampoon 

who has not already volunteered his testimony. I have now 

fifty letters before me on the subject and all of one tenor. 

An attempt has been made to deter me from going 

on with the proceeding by assuring me that Fraser will be 

unable to meet the consequences of a verdict against him, 

but however this may be I shall do my best to put these 

ruffians down. There will certainly be some expense in 

the affair for I propose calling no fewer than 100 witnesses. 

-̂ Ibid. Accompanying the verbal attack on Watts 
referred to in note 2 above, there was a full page sketch 
of Watts in the act of hurrying away from an artists' 
exhibition with pictures under either sirm—doubtless 
intended as a humorous thrust at his love of art. Of 
this picture the author of the paper says: "We are not 
particularly sure what our friend the Editor meant by 
exhibiting Watts in the position in which he is on the 
opposite page depicted. The attitude cf flying downstairs 
with a picture under either arm, and a countenance indicative 
of caution, is remarkable.... Our artist caii possibly explain 
this as it is all in his and his brethern's way. It is 
their business, and not oiu*s; we know nothing about it." 
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if the Judge will let me, to disprove every syllable they 

have stated. I shall print the Trial separately with the 

host of letters I have received from all quarters, and 

such an exposure of the practices of the mock-Blackwood 

as will leave them but little ground for trlimiph. As 

your fathers name has been thus impudently introduced I 

am anxious to receive a few lines from /"you^7 calculated 

to remove the Impression which the statement referring to 

him is calculated to create. 

I am Dear Sir very truly Yrs 

Alaric A Watts. 

Letter 5*+ 

/"Alaric A. Watts to Alexander Blackwood_J7 

/•1836J7 

My Dear Sir, 

By some extraordinary accident a copy of the 

4 
Timperley lists an interesting little squib that 

spells finis to this altercation. Dated December 5« l835j 
it reads7 "Alaric A. Watts, proprietor and editor of the 
Literary Souvenir obtained a verdict with h 159 damages 
against Mr. Fraser. the publisher, and Mr. Moyes, the 
printer, of Fraser's Magazine, for an illiberal critique 
upon the Literary Souvenir which appeared in Fraser's 
Magazine.*" See Timperley, op. cit.. p. 9^1. 

X 
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Uterary Souvenir & Cabinet of Modern Art with a letter 

enclosed addressed to you has been lost, and I am only now 

made aware under what circumstances. The parcel designed 

for Edinbro with enclosures for the Professor, Mr Moir 

and yourselves was sent to Dublin and I have never received 

it. 

Will you explain the cause of the delay to my 

good friends to whom I am much indebted for their kindness. 

I am My Dear Sir 

Very truly yours, 

Alaric A Watts. 

Letter 55 

/"Alaric A. Watts to Messrs. Alexander and 

Robert Blackwood_7 

/•1837J' 

Dear Sirs, 

I have received the third volume of Warren's Diary 

In 1835 Watts changed the name of the Literary 
Souvenir to the Literary Souvenir and Cabinet of Modern Art. 
In 1836 the original title Literary Souvenir was dropped, 
leaving only the title The Cabinet of Modern Art. See 
Watts, OP. cit.y II, 165-167. 
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of a Physician, but thro some mistake I suppose I have 

never received the two preceding volumes. Will you be so 

kind as to send them to me, and I will notice all together. 

Formerly a Magazine used to be sent to the Surrey 

& Middlesex Standard & its branches papers and one as usual 

to me which was always used for the United Service Gazette, 

now a journal of large and for books beneficial circulation. 

I am Dear Sirs, 

Yours truly, 

Alaric V/atts. 

United Service Gazette Off. 

1. Crane St. 

Fleet W. 

Letter 56 

/"Alaric A Watts to Messrs. Blackwood_7 

Ember Cottage. Thames Dalton 

Febr. 3- 1838. 

"This refers to Samuel V/arren's Passages from 
the Diary of a Late Physician, the first two volumes of 
which appeared intermittently in serial form in B.M., 
from August. I83O, until October. I83I; volume III, from 
September, 1832, until August. 1837» These were collected 
and published (London: I832-I838) as three volumes. See 
British Museim. 
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My Dear Sir, 

I thank you for your letter. Your Magazine usually 

comes safe to hand, but not so vdth your books if therefore 

any of them be overlooked the fault is not mine. By an 

oversight, I received a duplicate copy of Vol V of Alison.^ 

I returned it to Cadell's with a note requesting the seventh 

volume, but never received any answer. Indeed their inatten

tion and incivility have become proverbial. You might as 

well publish through the medium of machinery; for unless 

there happens to be a pressing and extraordinary demand for 
2 

the work it is all but burked the instant it enters their 

shop. This of course cannot apply to the Magazine which is 

always looked for at a certain time. 

You will be glad to learn that the United Service 

Gazette has become a valiiable property and you will see from 

the press generally that it is the only publication of the 

kind of any authority. We now average a sale of from 1800 

TPhis refers to Archibald Alison's the History 
of Europe during the French Revolution, embracing the period 
from the Assembly of the Notables in 1/89 to the establishing 
of the Directory in 1795» This v^rk was offered to the 
public in two volumes in 1833 > hut was later expanded into 
nine volumes. It was reviewed serially in B.M.. XXXIII, 
XXXVIII, XLII, XLVI, and XLVIII. 

2 
Strangled. See the English Dialect Dictionary. 
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to 1900 copies, as you v/ill see by the ensuing "returns," 

and when I remind you that t-o thirds of this number average 

from 50 to 100 readers of the educated classes as its chief 

circulation after the higher grades of the Army and navy 

as in Mess Libraries, News Rooms, Colonial Libraries, and 

newsrooms as well as the leading newsrooms of almost all 

the Capitals in Europe, you will not discredit my assertion 

that no weekly newspaper, of whatever circulation, can give 

the notice of a book a wider publicity. 

I have now been a warm supporter of Blackwoods 

Mage for twenty years, have written some hundreds, I might 

almost say thousands of notices of it, and I think I may 

therefore ask a slight favor of its Editor. Will you back 

my application. 

I have succeeded, against the opinions of all my 

friends, in establishing a thorough going Tory Naval & 
3 

Military Newspaper with sources of information which in 

spite of the hostility of the Admiralty are such as are 

enjoyed by no other newspaper of the kind. There is not 
4 

a paragraph or an argument in the Letter of a Flag Officer 

3 
The United Service Gazette. 
4 
This was a series of articles on naval subjects, 

written by Admiral Edward Hawker, under the name of "A 
Flag Officer," for the Times. See DNB. 

• ^ 
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which had not been previously touched u-ion in the United 

Service Gazette and the Tables contained in my prer>ent number, 

will shew you that I have access to every thing that is 

known upon the subject. 

To come to the point I ara about to do what I 

have never yet done, to spend a considerable sura of money 

in making the Gazette more widely known in India and else

where by advertisements and other means, and I want a few 

testimonies from the leading periodicals of the day in its 

favor to back it. Will Christopher^ give me a passln̂ i 

paragraph of promise. If he v/ill it will serve me materially 

and I think I deserve it from him. 

6 
The late important news of the March on Cabul 

appeared in the Gazette before it was known to any cc'ier 

newspaper establishment in England, and the Standard borrowed 

it from me with a very handsome compliment. 

5 
John Wilson. In the last paragraph of this 

letter Watts reiterates his request for Wilson's help. 
There is no indication in B.M. that Watts's plea was heeded. 

^Por "The State of Cabul in 1827," from Dr. 
McNeill's "Invasion of India," see B.M.. September. 1827. 
XXII, 278-280; for a sketch of its history /imassigned 7 
see B.M.. January, 1829, XLV, 98-105. 

"X 
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What I want set forth is that I have succeeded 

in establishing a sound conservative newspaper for the 

Army and Navy in spite of the most venomous hostility 

from the government, - and the Admiralty more especially. 

Three years ago I was prosecuted for copying part of a 

speech of Mr Wood the Secretary of the Admiralty in the 

House of Commons v^ich appeared in every newspaper in 

^^<^on in the same words by the ruffian whose conduct it 

described. Mr Wood admitted that he had used even stronger 

language but averred that it was true. I asked of course 

for access to the documents at the Admiralty which would 

have enabled me to support a justification and Lord Minto 

refused me because I was a "bitter opponent of his Lordships 

Naval administration." The consequence was that after 

spending a large sum of money in collecting evidence 

elsewhere my plans of justification did not agree in all 

POlÊ ts and the plaintiff obtained a verdict with h 30 

damages, thus putting me, with my own costs and his, to 

nearly h 500. expense, not one sixpence of which has ever 

^Sir Charles Wood, first Viscount Halifax. 
See DNB. No other mention of this trial is made in the 
correspondence, nor is it alluded to in Alaric Alfred 
Watts's biography of his father. 

^Gilbert Elliott, second Earl Minto. See DNB, 

• ^ 
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been repaid rae. Had I consented to have left off my 

exposures of Admiralty practices I might no doubt have 

been repaid. 

Under all these circumstances therefore I think 

I have a claim on my Tory contemporaries not to say friends. 

If Christopher thinks so he vdLll give me a few words (I do 

not want many) and make me greatly his debtor. With best 

regards to your brothers 

I ara Dear Sir Very truly yrs 

Alaric A Watts. 

Do you know my good friend Col. Mitchell^ (now in Edinbro) 

the author of Tactics Wallenstein <&c. He could give you 

an admirable article on Military affairs. He is the ablest 

writer on Military affairs of the day. 

Letter SI 

j^'Alaric A. V/atts to Messrs. BlackwoodJ? 

^This was Colonel John Mitchell. For a review 
of his The Life of V/allenstein. Duke of Friedland (London: 
Fraser. 1837)y by George Moir. see B.M.. January. I838, 
XLIII, 46*63. The other work referred to by Watts was 
Thoughts on Tactics and Military Organization; together with 

Iry into the Power a ' '' ' 
See British Museum. 

an inouiry Into the Power and Position of Russia (London, 

"X 
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London 

17 Berners St 

July 26. 1845 

Dear Sirs, 

A very charming volume of Lyrical Poetry, in 

manuscript, has been placed in my hands from the pen of 

the daughter of General Ross,''" and thinking that a few 

of the poems might expect with my worthy friend Christopher's 

approval find a place in The Magazine I have sent them 

for his Imprimatin? or rejection. The verses will speak 

for themselves and it would be impertinent in me to add a 

word in their recommendation. Should the sample be liked 

I hope to be able to send two or three more batches equally 

good. I may add that they are /'aJ7 free-will offering 

unless, indeed, you might choose some day or other to 
2 

send the fair authoress the Professors 2 vol. edition 

and Mrs. Hemans,*̂  but let this await the verdict of the 

reader with whom I think they will find favor. 

•̂ Alexander Ross (17^2-1827). See Appendix II. 
2 
This doubtless refers to John Wilson's Poems. 

a new edition in two volumes (London and Edinburgh, 1825). 
See British Museum. 

-'This reference is doubtless to "The V/orks of 
Mrs. Hemans; with a Memoir of her life by her sister Mrs. 
Hughes (Edinburgh and London: William Blackwood and Sons, 
1844-46)." See Library of Congress. 

•tRit 
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If you should mention the name, it is Miss. G.F. 
4 

Roas daughter of General Ross. Having a high opinion of 

this lady's verses myself I should be pleased to find that 

they had been approved by the Editor. 

With the exception of a Poem which has run through 

all the papers entitled the "Dressmaker" I have not publish

ed, and shall not publish, any thing from the volume until 

I hear from you, as she prefers making her Debut in Maga 

to making it siny where else. 

I have been long so much occupied with politics 

and newspapers that friend Christopher may treat my recom

mendation as little worth but if he will but condescend 

to read the Poems I forward for his opinion he is sure to 

like them. 

I heard from our friend Delta a few weeks ago 

good accounts of the Professor. I have nothing whatsoever 

to do with the literature of either the Standard or 

J^orning^7 Herald. my labors being altogether political. 

4 
Mss G. F. Ross is not listed with her father. 

General Alexander Ross, in £•!©. Neither is she listed in 
Allibone. British Museum, nor Library of Congress. Evidently 
this "find" of Watts's did not impress Professor Wilson and 
the public. Her poems did not appear in B.M. 
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I will however take care that Maga has -ore notice than it 

has hitherto had so soon as Parliament is up. 

The literary notices are a disgrace to our daily 

newspapers but as you perhaps know penny a liners sent to 

report fires and murders are often allowed to slaughter 

the Queen's English in the way of literary criticism in 

the daily papers. 

I am My Dear Sirs 

Very truly yrs. 

Alaric A Watts 

Letter 58 

/"Alaric A. Watts to Alexander Blacki>roodJ7 

17 Berners S t . 

Oxford S t . Nov l4 th . 

/"1845?J7 

Ify Dear Sir 

Some months ago I sent some poeras from the pen 

of Miss Ross to Professor V/ilson through you. I do not wish 

to bore the Professor but if you could get them and return 

them to me I should really feel it an obligation. I think 

I mentioned so at the time. I say so on the presumption 

that they are not considered up to the mark as I suppose 

^ 
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from their not having appeared must be the case. If they 

should have been destroyed and you will just oblige me with 

a line to say so, your note will be my voucher for not 

having neglected the author's request. 

I am My Dear Sir 

Very faithfully yours, 

Alaric A Watts 

Letter 59 

/"Alaric A. Watts to Robert Blackwood_7 

19 Cheyne Walk 

Chelsea Deer. 9th. 

/"I85li7 

My Dear Sir 

By your parcel on Saturday, you will have received 

a copy of the Illustrated edition of my Poems for Maga, 

and one for Professor Wilson. Now I cannot help thinking 

that I have some little claim to a good word from Christopher 

North on many grounds. 

1 
This refers to Watts's Lyrics of the Heart; 

with Other Poems (London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, 
1851)• See British Museum. B.M. did not praise Watts's 
publication as he had requested. 
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When Maga was first published, I endeavored to 

be as useful to it as I coiUd, and some himdreds of letters 

from your late excellent father are in my possession, many 

of which attest the zeal with which I devoted myself to 

its interests for several years. I remember, as an 

instance of my desire to be of use, and to promote by 

such humble means as were in my power, the circulation of 

writings that I admired, having written and published in 

various quarters no fewer than eight notices of Professor 
p 

Wilson's new edition of his Poeras when they first appeared, 

and of the Magazine for many years I invariably wrote from 

two to three notices of each number. 

Christopher has now an opportunity of stretching 

forth his hands and giving me a lift, when it would be of 

importance to me. Worn down by nearly seyei, years of 

anxiety in the Court of Chancery, and driven by the iniquitous 

conduct of my oppressors before the severest Commissioner of 

the Court of Bankruptcy, he not only stigmatised my opponents 

in strong severe leuiguage but declared that during the period 

he had presided in that Court (25 years) he "had never had a 

gentleman before him so well entitled to a First Class 

Certificate^ as I was. Driven from the vice Chancellors 

2 
See note 2 to Letter 57 above. 
^See note 3 to Letter 4l above for an explanation 

of the "certificate" needed. 
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Court where I had succeeded in obtaining a most favorable 

judgement, by an appeal, instituted for the sole purpose 

of exhausting my resources, I obtained a fresh judgement 

from the Lord Chancellor, coupled with most severe remarks 

on the conduct of my opponents and expressing his Lordships 

entire disbelief of their affidavits. This judgement pro

fessed to indemnify me by giving me all costs, but finally 

left me six hundred pounds out̂  of pocket in that one suit. 

With foin: Chancery Suits going on at the same moment, all 

of which had been forced upon me for the purposes of ex

hausting my means, and allowing my oppressors to retain the 

property of which I had been plundered, it was as the 

Commissioner justly remarked not strange that I should have 

been driven into that Court. 

4 
Charles Christopher Pepys, first Earl of 

Cottenham (I78I-I851). See DNB. For his ruling in Watts's 
favor, see Watts, OP. cit.. ll, 245. 

^There is no available record of what the suits 
were all about, nor who Watts's opponents were in any of 
the proceedings. For the most complete—though highly 
unsatisfactory—record of Watts's being subjected to court 
action, see Watts, OP. cit.. II, 238-250. Of his father's 
trouble, the son says in part; "Into the details of these 
lawsuits, extending over and wasting the energies and 
resources of some seven years, I have little heart to 
enter; nor could I render a record of them of the smallest 
interest or utility to any human being. They resolve them
selves practically into a nightmare,—a shifting picture, 
as it were, of painful and profitless vicissitude; of 

^ 
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I have now, thank God, been released from their 

clutches, leaving behind me, to be sure, every thing but 

my s}^, and my character. I am now at 52 years of age 

constrained to begin the world again. 

The volume of poems to which this letter refers 

fell into the hands of creditors, but although I shall 

obtain a mere trifle from its proceeds I ara as anxious 

for its success as if it were still my property. 

The engravings will speak for themselves. They 

were executed in the palmiest era of Book Illustrations. 

They are from the pencils and brushes of the most eminent 

artists of the last twenty years. Many of the poems are 

well known; several of them have been highly praised in 

Maga, and have been most warmly estimated by Scott, Words

worth, Coleridge, Southey, Rogers, Campbell Montgomery (James) 

and your own Hemans. I am not without hope therefore that 

if Christopher will handle the book himself. he may be able 

to say a good word for it and thus give an old friend and 

adherent of the Magazine, a lift when he most needs it. 

Such a word would be really in season just now and would 

alternate expectation and disappointment; of endless 
iteration and reiteration; of delay and postponement, 
(for evervbody's convenience except that of the parties 
concerned); of wearing suspense and realization without 
result; of reverses that seemed to do no mischief, and 
of triumphs which seemed to do no good." 

^ 
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render me an important service when most wanted. I have no 

reason to doubt that the volume will be favorably received 

elsewhere, but I attach more importance to Maga than all 

the rest together. The Book has already largely ordered, 

but such has been the original expense incurred that every 

copy of the impression printed will have cost two guineas. 

That edition will I have reason to believe be exhausted in 

the first week, but whatever be the profits, I have with 

the exception of a small contingency nothing in a pecuniary 

point of view to look for. All who have seen the book in 

London seem to admit that a more beautiful volume as it 

regards embellishment has never issued from the press. 

That Christopher may see how I have uniformly 

behaved to the literary men and artists with whom I have 

been associated, I enclose a mutilated copy (the only one 

I have) of a series of letters, most of which were addressed 
6 

me on the occasion of the foul attack upon me in Fraser. 

Half a dozen copies were reprinted for the use of counsel 

in one of my chancery suits, in reply to an allegation of 

my opponents foimded upon that libel. They have never 

been published in any way; and I think I may say that few 

literary men of my standing could shew more honorable 

6 
See note 2 to Letter 53 above. 
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testimonies. It will be seen by this correspondence that 

I never lost an opport̂ onity of rendering services to others 

when it was in my pov/er, and I now \mnt Christophers finger 

(his fore finger I mean) stretched out for my own behoof. 

I heard with regret that your brother Robert was absent 

on account of ill health and have consequently addressed 

this letter to you. 

Will you be so kind as to send the copy of my 

Book enclosed in your Saturday's parcel for the Professor, 

to him. A second copy was enclosed for Maga, or whoever 

might take the book in hand. 

I am Dear Sir 

Yours very truly 

Alaric A Watts. 

In turning over my letters lately I find a letter from 

Alexander Blackwood conveying the thanks of his family for 

the tribute I paid to your fathers memory in two of the 

sketches \^ich appeared in the London papers being from my 
7 

pen. 

P.S. I write in the greatest haste having only just time 

to save the Post. 

7 
This letter would have been dated some seventeen 

years before, for William Blackwood died in 1834. See 
Oliphant, OP. cit.^ I, 127-128. 
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APPENDIX I ; PUBLISHED VTORKS OF ALARIC AIEXANDER WATTS 

A. INDIVIDUAL PRODUCTIONS; 

P o e t i c a l Sketches; with Stanzas for Music, and Other 
Poems. London; S. «S: R. Bent ley , 1822. / O n l y 100 
cop ie s printed for Private C i r c u l a t i o n . ^ / 

P o e t i c a l Sketches; the Profession^ the Broken Heart, e t c . 
London; Hurst Chance & Co . , 1823. 

Lyrics of the Heart; with Other Poems. London: Longman, 
Brown, Green, & Longmans, 1851. 

B. WORKS EDITED BY WATTS: 

The Literary Souvenir, or Cabinet of Poetry and Romance. 
10 v o l s . London; 1825-1834. 

/"cont inued as;^7 

The Literary Souvenir, and Cabinet of Modern Art. 
New S e r i e s . 1 v o l . London, 1835* 

^fcontinued as :J7 

The Cabinet of Modern Art , and Literary Souvenir. 
Second and Third S e r i e s . London, 1836-1837. 

The P o e t i c a l Album, and Register of Modern Fugi t ive 
Poetry. 2 v o l s . London: Hurst, Chance & Co . , 1828-1829. 

Scenes of Life and Shades of Character. 2 v o l s . Hurst, 
Chance & C o . , 1831* 

The La-urel and Lyre; Fug i t ive Poetry of the Nineteenth 
Century.' Or ig ina l ly s e l e c t e d by A. A. Watts. New 
e d i t i o n , r e v i s e d with addi t ions and i l l u s t r a t i o n s , 
London; Longman, Green, Brown and Longmans, 1867• 
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C . WCRKS TO WHICH WATTS CONTRIBUTED: 

Ritchie, Leitch. Liber Fluviorum: or River Scenery 
of France depicted in sixty-one line engravings from 
drawings by J.M.W. T\n*ner. With descriptive letter
press by Leitch Ritchie; and a biographical sketch 
/"of Turner^/ by A. A. Watts. London: H. G. Bohn, 

«^ Turner's 'Rivers of France.' with an 
Introduction by John Ruskin. A Series of ... steel 
engravings ... described by L. Ritchie. With a 
biography of the artist by A. A. Watts. London: 
J. S. Virtue & Co., I887. 

D. WATTS'S POETIC CONTRIBUTIONS TO BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE. 
THE GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE AND THE LITERARY GAZETTET 

1. To Blackwood's Magazine; 

"To Octavia." April, I823, XIII, 460-461. 
"To a Girl in a Florentine Costume." December, 

1826, XX, 893-89^. 

2. To the Gentleman's Magazine: 

"To Octavia." June, I8I8. LXXXVIII, 617. 
"To J. H. Wiffen, on receiving a copy of his 
'Aonian Hours.'" August, 1819, LXXXIX, 162. 
"Music." July, 1822, XCII, 71. 
"Music" (from Stanzas for Music^ and Other Poems). 
October, I823, XCIII, 359. 
"Kirkstall Abbey Revisited." November, 1824, 
XCIV, 456. 
"The Lady and Merlin, a Pictiu*e of Newton." 
February, 1826, XCVI, 168. 
"Stanzas to Emily." November, 1833, CIII, 442. 

3. To the Literary Gazette: 
"Stanzas written near La Croix de la Flegere. in 
the Vale of Chaumoni." July 22, 1820. p. 475. 
"Stanzas for Music." September 9, 1820, p. 509. 
"The Closing Scene: A Sketch from Real Life." 
September 23, 1820, pp. 621-622. 
"Stanzas for Music." February 3? 1821, p. 72. 
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"Mirzala." February 17, 1821, pp. 108-109. 
"I Think of Thee." March 3, 1821, p. l40. 
"Stanzas for Music." March 17, 1821, p. 17 
"Sacred Melody." November 3, 1821, p. 700. 



APPENDIX II: ALPHABETICAL LIST OF 
PERSONS MENTIONED IN WATTS'S lETTERS 

Ackermann, Rudolph (1764-183^), fine-art publisher and 
bookseller. The establishment of lithography in England 
was due to him. He introduced from Germany the fashion 
of the illustrated annual, upon which, between 1822 
and 1856. English publishers expended large sums for 
illustrations and literary contributions: DNB. 

Ainslie, George Robert (1776-1839). lieutenant-general. 
Entering the army in 1793, Ainslie became colonel in 
1810. and was made governor of the island of Eustatius 
in lol2. He was made major-general in I813 and lieu
tenant-general in 1825. After 1825 Ainslie was no 
longer on active duty; DNB. 

Ainsworth, William Harrison (1805-1882), novelist, and 
contributor at an early age to the Edinburgh Magazine 
and the London Magazine: DNB. 

Andrews, Henry C. (fl. 1799-1828), botanical artist and 
engraver. He published the following works: The 
Botanist's Repository for New and Rare Plants cl799-
1811); Coloured Engravings of Heaths (1802-30); The 
Heathery (1804-12): Geraniums (1805); Roses (l8o5^8); 
DNB. 

Ariosto, Lodovico (1^7^1533)i an Italian poet, particularly 
famous for his Orlando Furioso; Encyclopedia Britannica. 

Austin, Sarah (1793-1867), translator and wife of John 
Austin, the jurist. She wrote for the Edinburgh Review 
and the British and Foreign Review. Mrs. Austin did 
much to make the best minds of Germany familiar to 
Englishmen, and she left a literary reputation due as 
much to her conversation and wide correspondence with 
illustrious men of letters as to her works; DNB. 

Baillie, Joanna (1762-1851), dramatist and poet. Her first 
published work was Fugitive Verses (1790). In 1798 she 
issued the first volume of her Plays on the Passions. 
Miss Baillie became a warm friend of Sir Walter Scott's, 
and wrote on until an advanced age: DNB. 
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Baines, Edward (177^-1848). journalist. At the age of 
eight Baines was apprenticed to a printer of Preston. 
At the expiration of his apprenticeship he was employed 
by the firm of Binns & Brown, printers and booksellers, 
and proprietors of the Leeds Mercury. In 1801 he became 
the proprietor of the Mercury, and it soon became recog
nized as the leading whiggish paper in Yorkshire. During 
the period of the reform Bill agitation Baines was in 
frequent consultation and correspondence with leading 
members of parliament as a person of wide information 
and sound judgment. In 1834 Baines was elected by the 
liberal element, and represented Leeds in parliament 
until his health failed in l84l: DNB. 

Baldwin, William, brother to Robert Baldwin of the firm 
of Baldwin & Co.; Besterman, op. cit.. pp. xvi, 52, 
63, 84. ' ' ' 

Ballantyne, James (1772-1833), the printer of Sir Walter 
Scott's works. His friendship with Scott began in 1783 
at the grammar school of Kelso. In I8O8 the firm of 
John Ballantyne & Co., booksellers, was started, Scott 
having one half share, and James and John Ballantyne 
one fourth each. In 1826 the firm of James Balantyne 
& Co. went bankrupt; DNB. 

Ballantyne, John (177^1821). publisher, and yoimger brother 
of James Ballantyne, printer of Sir Walter Scott's works. 
DNB. 

Barton, Bernard (1784-1849), quaker poet. Poetry was a 
side line with Barton, who earned his livelihood as a 
bank clerk. In 1812 he published his first volume of 
verses. Metrical Effusions. Barton was a friend of 
Southey, Lamb, James Montgomery, Hogg; DNB. 

Baxter, John (1781-1858). printer and publisher. Early 
in life Baxter settled in Lewes as a bookseller and 
printer, and was the first printer to use the inking 
roller, which was made under his superintendence by a 
saddler at Lewes. With his son, W. E. Baxter, he started 
the Sussex Agricultural Express; DNB. 

Beckford, William (1759-l8Vf), author and collector of books 
and paintings. In I78I or 1782 Beckford wrote Vathek. 
an oriental romance in French. He was M.P. for Wells 
(1784-90) and Hindon (1790-4), but having no taste for 
public life retired in 179^. Extravagance and inatten
tion to financial affairs forced him in 1822 to dispose 
of Fonthill Abbey to John Farquhar: DNB. 
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Bentley, Richard (179^-1871), publisher. Having learned 
the art and business of printing from his uncle, John 
Nichols, Bentley joined his brother Samuel in his 
printing office in Dorset Street. In 1829 Richard 
Bentley joined in partnership with Henry Colbtirn, the 
publisher of fashionable novels. Bentley's Miscellany 
was begun in I837. Bentley himself edited it until 
1839, when W. H, Ainsworth became the editor. The 
issue of 127 volumes of Standard Novels broTight Bentley 
great success: DNB. 

Bentley. Samuel (1785-1868), printer and antiquarian. 
In 1819 he joined his brother Richard, and when the 
latter took over the business of Colburn, he established 
the firm of Samuel and John Bentley, Wilson, & Fley 
(John being his nephew): DNB. 

Bexley. Lord (Mr. Nicholas Vansittart), first Baron Bexley 
(1706-1851), chancellor of the exchequer. After an 
association with a somewhat gay set in fashionable society, 
he turned seriously to politics and proved himself a 
useful pamphleteer in support of Pitt's government. He 
sat in the House of Commons for twenty-six years until 
he was made a peer; DNB. 

Black, John (1783-1855)• journalist, editor of the Morning 
Chronicle. The Morning Chronicle was the most uncom-
pr oral sing of all the opposition papers, and Black main
tained its position, being much assisted by the counsels 
of Mr. James Mill. Black remained with the Chronicle 
through three changes of proprietors: DNB. 

Blackwood, William (1776-1834), publisher and founder of 
Blackwood's Magazine. At the age of twenty Blackwood 
was entrusted with the management of the Glasgow branch 
of an Edinburgh publishing firm. In 1804 he began 
business on his own account, dealing chiefly in old books, 
and soon became head of that branch of the trade in 
Scotland. Blackwood became the Edinburgh agent of the 
first John Murray and published some of Scott's works. 
On April 1, 1817, he issued the first number of the 
Edinburgh Monthly Magazine, a magazine intended to 
combat the influence in politics and literature of the 
Edinburgh Review, The Edinburgh Monthly Magazine was 
redesignated Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine, as of 
October 1, Ibiy, and is yet in progress under that name; 
DNB. 
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Boone, James Shergold (1799-1859), miscellaneous writer. 
Boone was an Oxford graduate, and a poet of some reput
ation before he became editor of The Council of Ten 
in 1822. He was practically the sole contributer to 
this periodical, and it died at its twelfth nunber. 
At one time he was editor of the British Critic and 
Theological Review: DNB. 

Bowles. William Lisle (1762-1850), divine, poet, and 
antiquary. Bowles was a true though not a great poet, 
having neither depth of thought nor vigour of imagination. 
In 1806 Bowles issued in ten volumes his memorable edition 
of Pope; DNB. 

Bowring, Sir John (1792-1872), linguist, writer, and 
traveller. As an intimate friend of Jerem̂ '' Bentham, 
ha founded, in 1824, the 'Westminister Review', intended 
as a vehicle for the views of the philosophical radicals. 
Bowring not only wrote many of the political articles 
for the 'Review', but also papers on the runes of Finland, 
the Frisian and Dutch tongues, Magyar poetry, and a 
variety of other literary subjects: DNB. 

Brewster, Sir David (I78I-I868), natural philosopher. 
In 1802 Brewster, who had been for some time a regular 
contributor to the Edinburgh Magazine, became its editor. 
About 1807 Brewster was induced to undertake the editorship 
of the Edinburgh Encyclopedia which occupied him for 
twenty-two years. In 1816 brews ter invented the Kaleido
scope. By virtue of some patent difficulties, this 
invention was pirated, and he never realized anything 
by it. The Edinburgh Magazine was published from I8I7 
under the name of the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal: 
DNB. 

Britton, John (1771-1857), antiquary, topographer, and 
miscellaneous writer. In 1799 Britton produced his first 
book. The Adventures of Pizarro. and in I8OI published 
a topographical work. The Beauties of Wiltshire. Britten's 
Architectural Antiouities of Great Britain (1805-1^) 
was followed by Chronological History and Graphic Illustra
tions of Christian Architecture in England (1818-26): 
DMl 
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Brown, James Baldwin, the elder (1785-1843), miscellaneous 
writer. He was called to the bar at the Inner Temple in 
I8l6, and practiced on the northern circuit and at the 
Lancashire quarter sessions. He was appointed judge of 
the Oldham court of requests in l84o, and died in November 
1843. His 'Memoirs of the Public and Private Life of 
John Howard, the Philanthropist.' London. 1818. was 
dedicated to William Wilberforce, M.P.: DNB. 

Buckingham, James Silk (1786-1855), author and traveller. 
After passing much of hHis early life at sea, Buckingham, 
in 1818, established the Calcutta Journal in Calcutta. 
In London Buckingham began in 1824 his Oriental Herald 
and Colonial Review, which he conducted until it ceased 
in 1829. In 1830 he began his Oriental Quarterly Review, 
only two numbers of which were published. In 1827 he 
began a weekly journal of politics, literatin?e, and news. 
The Sphvnx. which lasted less than two years; DNB. 

Burgess, Thomas, D. D. (1756-1837), successively bishop of 
St. David's and Salisbury. In 1864 he established the 
'Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge and Church 
Iftilon in the Diocese of St. David's,' which aimed at 
raising the standards of classical education. In 1822 
he laid the foundation-stone of St. David's College at 
Lampeter in Cardiganshire. In 1804 he took a prominent 
share in establishing the Bible Society. In 1823 he 
drew up, at the king's command, a plan for the foundation 
of the Royal Society of Literature, of which he was the 
first president: DNB. 

Cadell and Davies - Thomas Cadell, the younger (1773-1836) 
took over his father's (Thomas Cadell, the elder) book
selling and publishing business upon the retirement of 
his father in 1793 and conducted it with great success. 
Thomas Cadell, the elder, chose William Davies as his 
son's partner, and the firm was called Cadell & Davies 
until Davies's death in 1819 when it became Cadell and 
Company; DNB. 

Cadell, Robert (1788-1849), publisher. He was a close 
associate of Walter Scott and published his works 
exclusively. He and Scott formed a partnership and 
bought a majority of shares in the poetical works, and 
issued a \miform edition of the 'Waverley Novels'. After 
the death of Scott, Cadell purchased from Scott's creditors 
the copyrights and literary remains of Scott's works; 
DNB. 
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Campbell, Thomas (1777-1844), poet, born in Glasgow. After 
some early poems, he began to do some miscellaneous literary 
work for Mundell & Co. He was engaged by Colburn in 1820 
to edit the New Monthly Magazine. This position he held 
for ten years, though as an editor of a periodical 
he was not a success. However, he was able to secure 
the assistance of eminent writers: DNB. 

Canning, George (1770-1827), statesman. He was first seated 
in the House of Commons in 179^. In 1796 he was made 
under secretary of state for foreign affairs. He 
contributed to the Anti-Jacobin, but never used his 
name with the articles which he wrote. He was one of 
the greatest orators England has ever produced and was 
head of the foreign affairs for many years: DUB. 

Chalon, Alfred Edward (I78O-I86O), portrait and subject 
painter. In I8O8 he became a member of the Society of 
Associated Artists in Water Colours. In that same year, 
with seven others, he founded the "Evening Sketching 
Society," which continued for forty years. In 1810 
Chalon exhibited his first picture at the Royal Academy. 
In 1812 he was elected an associate of that body, and 
in 1816 became a full member. Chalon was the first to 
paint Queen Victoria after her accession to the throne: 
DNB. 

Clare, John (1793-1864), poet. His Poems of Rural Ufe and 
Scenery (1820) was warmly praised by all the reviewers, 
Gifford and Gilchrist of the Quarterly Review, confirming 
the general verdict. John Wilson praised Clare warmly 
in Blackwood's Magazine. August, 1835: DNB. 

Claris. John Chalk (1797-1866), journalist and poet. In 
l82o he became editor of the Kent Herald and held the 
post of editor until 1865« As a. journalist he was 
devoted to the cause of reform, and wrote eagerly in 
favor of catholic emancipation and the first Reform 
Bill. Under the name of "Arthur Brooke", Claris published 
poetical works; DNB. 

Clowes, William, the elder (1779-18^7), printer. He appren
ticed to a printer and began his own business in I803. 
In 1823 he was the first to make use of steam machinery 
for bookwork printing; DNB. 

Cobbett, William (1762-1835), essayist, politician, and 
agriculturist. After eight years of army life, Cobbett 

emigrated to Philadelphia, and as a teacher of English 
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and French refugees published Le Tuteur Anglais (1795). 
He then took to politics, and in 1796 began publishing 
a monthly tract. The Censor, which upheld the federal 
side in American politics. In 1802, having returned to 
London, Cobbett began his Cobbett's Weekly Political 
Register, which ran until his death thirty-three years 
later; DNB. 

Colburn, Henry (d. 1855), started in I8l4 The New Monthly 
Magazine and Uhiversal Register (with Mr. Frederick 
Shoberl). in opposition to the'old Monthly Magazine 
of Sir Richard Phillips. Dr. V/atkins and Alaric V/atts 
were among the first editors. The magazine came to an 
end in 1875* On January 25, 1817, he brought out the 
first copy of the Literary Gazette. After having worked 
as an assistant at Morgan's Library in London, he became, 
in 1816, the proprietor. In 1829 Richard Bentley (179^ 
1871) joined Colburn as a partner. When Colburn retired 
in 1832, Bentley continued the business. Colburn shortly 
afterward set up his own business which was taken over in 
I84l by Messrs. Hurst and Blackett; DNB. 

Collyer, William Bengo (1782-185^), minister of the congre
gational church and religious writer. In I8OO he began 
his ministry at Peckham, and was ordained in December 
of the following year. In I808 he received the degree 
of D.D. from the university of Edinburgh: DNB. 

Colton. Charles Caleb (1780?-l832), Author, and Canon of 
Salisbury. His first publication was a sermon. Plain 
and Anthentic Narrative of the Sampford Gô ^̂ . U8O9), 
and Hypocrisy; a Satire in Three Books. (1810). only 
one book was ever published. In 1820 appeared the first 
volume of his Lacon. a sixth edition appeared in 1821, 
A second volume was added in 1822, and it has been 
frequently reprinted; DNB. 

Condor. Josiah (1789-1855), London bookseller and author. 
At the age of ten he contributed essays to the Monthly 
Preceptor. At thirteen he left school and entered the 
bookselling business of his father, Thomas Condor. 
In I8l4 he became proprietor of the Eclectic Review and 
retained the management of it until 1837: DNBI 

Constable, Archibald (1774-1827). Scottish publisher. 
After six years with the stationer Peter Hill of Edinburgh, 
Constable set up his own business in 1795. He dealt 
to a large extent in old and rare books, and his Edinburgh 
shop became the place of resort for the book collectors 
of Edinburgh. In I800 he commenced the Farmer's Magazine. 
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a quarterly publication, and in I8OI became proprietor 
of* the Scots Magazine. It was, however, with the 
publication of the Edinburgh Review, the first number 
of which appeared in October, 1802, that Constable came 
into prominence as one of the principal publishers of 
his time: DNB. 

Croly, George (I78O-I86O), author and divine, born in Dublin. 
He received the greater part of his education at Trinity 
College. After being ordained in 1864, the obscurity 
of his curate became distasteful to him, and about 
1810 he settled in London and devoted himself chiefly 
to literary pursuits. He became dramatic critic to the 
New Times, and was a leading contributor to the Literary 
Gazette and Blackwood's Magazine from their commencement. 
He contributed to periodical literature, being principal 
leader writer to the Britannia newspaper for seven years. 
Croly is a characteristic example of the dominant literary 
school of his youth, that of Byron and Moore: DNB. 

Cromek, Robert Hartley (1770-1812), engraver. In I8O8 
he published Grave, with etchings by Blake. In I8IO he 
published some of curns' works and in the same year. 
Remains of Nithsdale and Galloway Song, from contributions 
by C"unningham: DNB. 

Crossley, James (I8OO-I883), author. Before he was out of 
his teens he began writing for Blackwood's Magazine, 
his first article appearing in January, 1820. He rendered 
great assistance to the editors of the Retrospective 
Review when it was started in 1820. It is said that 
some years later he assisted Lockhart in the Quarterly 
Review. He went to London in 1822 and entered as a 
pupil in the office of Jacob Phillips, who was a noted 
conveyancer in King's Bench Walk: DNB. 

Cunningham, Allan (1784-1842), miscellaneous writer. When 
in 1809 Cromek did not like Cunningham's poems, he hit 
upon the plan of disguising them as old songs. These 
were accepted readily and Cunningham, at Cromek's request, 
came to London. In I8IO, a volume called Remains of 
Nithsdale and Galloway Song appeared. Cunningham stated 
upon its publication that he had contributed all but 
two little scraps of his work. He contributed to Day 
and later to the Literary Gazette. In 1819-21 he con
tributed to Blackwood's Magazine, but later gave this up 
to contribute to the London Magazine; DNB. 
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Dale, Tliomas (1797-1870), dean of Rochester. His first 
poetical work. The Widow of Nain and other Poems. 
appeared in 18171 The Outlaw of Taurus appeared in I0l8, 
and was succeeded by Irad and Adah^ a tale of the flood, 
with specimens of a new translation of the Psaliis. The 
success of his first publication enabled him to complete 
his education at the university, and he \ras ordained 
in 1822* He published upwards of seventy works: DNB. 

Davies, William (d. 1820), bookseller. For many years a 
partner of Thomas Cadell the younger, Davies had long 
held an important position in the employment of the 
elder Cadell and was for many years one of the stock-
keepers of the Stationers' Company: DNB. 

Dibdin, Thomas Frognall (1776-1847), bibliographer. V.Tiile 
young he contributed some scattered essays to tho European 
Magazine and a periodical called The Quiz, which came to 
an untimely end in 1798. He began hin career as a 
bibliographer in 1802 with his Introduction to the Know
ledge of Rare and Valuable Editions of the Greek and Latin 
Classics^ In 1817 appeared the most amusing and most 
successful of his works, (from a pecuniary point of view) 
the Bibliographical Decameron> consisting of gô .sip 
about books, printers, collectors, and book auctions: 
DNB. 

Disraeli, Benjamin, first Earl of Beaconsfield (1804-I88l), 
statesman and man of letters, son of Isaac D'Israeli. 
In 1826, his poem The Modern Dunciad appeared, as did 
his novel Vivian Grey. He obtained a seat in parliament 
in 1827, and became the party (Tory) leader in 1847. 
As a yoimg member of parliament, his brilliant oratory 
impressed his older colleagues. In 1867 he became prime 
minister of England: DNB. 

Disraeli, Isaac (1766-1848), author. His first published 
works was written in vinaication of Dr. Johnson's Character 
in 1786, and printed in the Gentleman's Magazine, and in 
1787 he published some poor verse in the St. James's 
Chronicle. and in 1789 he published in the Gentleman's 
MsLgazlne^for July an anonymous attack on Peter Pindar 
(Dr. John Wolcot;, entitled. An Abuse of Satire. In 
1791 he issued anonymously the first volume of his 
Curosities of Literature. Consisting of Anecdotes^ 
Characters. Sketches, and Observations. Literary. Critical. 
and Historical. A second volume was added in 1793 and a 
third volume in 1817, two more in I823, and a sixth and 
last in 1834. In 1820 Byron dedicated to Disraeli 
"Observations on Blackwood's Magazine.": DNB. 

^ 
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Dubois, Edward (177^-1850), wit and man of letters. His 
art notices, dramatic criticisms, and verses on the 
topics of the day were his principal contributions. 
For a few years he was the editor of The Lady's Magazine. 
ĝ ffOPeo-n Magazine^ Monthly Mirror, and Morning Chronicle: 

Ebers, John (I785-I830?), operatic manager. In 1828 Ebers 
published his Seven Years of the King's Theatre. This 
book was put together with some skill, giving an interest
ing history of his career, which was a valuable contri
bution to the history of the Italian Opera in England; 
DNB. 

Elliott, Ebenezer (1781-1849), the "corn-law rhymer." 
When seventeen he wrote his first poem. The Vernal Walk. 
"The Corn-law Rhymes," which gave Elliott his nlcknameV 
he produced in I83I. These "rhymes" represented the 
feelings of the opposers of the com laws. Similar 
to the "Corn-law Rhymes" in tone were "The Ranter," 
and "The Village Patriarch" (1829) and "The Splendid 
Village," describing life among the poor in England: 
DNB^ 

Elton. Sir Charles Abraham (1778-1853). author. He served 
with the 4th regiment in Holland under the Duke of York, 
and was later lieutenant-colonel of the Somersetshire 
militia. Elton was a strong whig, and spoke at the 
Westminster hustings on behalf of Romilly and Hobhouse. 
Among his published v/orks were Poems (1804). Specimens 
of the Classical Poets (I8l4 - reviewed in the Qus^terly 

Farquhar, John (1751-1826). millionaire. V/ounded in India, 
he was discharged from the array and became a free merchant 
in Bengal. He was made superintendent of the gunpowder 
factory at Pultah, and became rich, enjoying the special 
confidence and favor of Warren Hastings. In 1822 Farquhar 
piû chased Fonthill Abbey from William Beckford, and made 
his home there until 1825. Though of penurious habits, 
he was attracted to sales, and was a keen bidder for 
whatever struck his fancy; DNB. 

>>v 
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Fitzgerald. William Thomas (1759?-1829), versifier. His 
more notable productions are either prologues for plays 
or appeals to England's loyalty and valour. These latter 
he was in the habit of reciting, year after year, at the 
public dinners of the Literary Fund, of which he was one 
of the vice-presidents: DNB. 

Gait, John (1779-1839)• novelist born in Ayrshire. He 
contributed verses to local newspapers and to an Edinburgh 
magazine. In the period of revolutionary excitement Gait 
displayed his toryisra. He received in 1812, in the 
Quarterly Review^ a contemptuous notice for his attack 
on continental aristocracies and priesthoods (based upon 
his travels). In I8l4 in the same magazine, Scott pro
nounced Gait's tragedies to be 'the worst ever seen.' 
In 1812 he edited for a short time the Political Review. 
In I8l4 he persuaded Colburn to commence a monthly 
publication^The Releeted Theatre, containing dramas which 
had been refused by London Managers, and other unacted 
dramas. Beginning in I8l6 he contributed to Sir Richard 
Phillips' magazine. In 1820 Blackwood accepted for his 
new magazine^ The Ayrshire Legatees. Gait's first literary 
success. A completely original work. The Annals of the 
Parish, was published separately in 1821: DiffiT 

Giffard, Stanley Lees (1788-1858), editor of the Standard 
newspaper. After some gmonymous hack-work in the classics 
and Hebrew he began his journalistic career by an engage-
raent on the St. James Chronicle, of which paper he was 
editor for some years. Chosen editor of the Standard 
when it was founded in 1827, he filled that post for more 
than a quarter of a century. During this tirae he opposed 
catholic emancipation, championed the cause of the Irish 
state church, and defended the corn and navigation laws: 
DNB. 

Gifford, William (1756-1826), editor of the Quarterly Review. 
Matriculating in Exeter College, Oxford, in 1779, Gifford 
received the B.A. in 1782. and first became known by two 
satires, the Baviad (179^5, and the Maevlad (1795), pub
lished together in 1797. He was appointed editor of the 
journal, the Anti-Jacobin, or Weekly Examiner, which ran 
from November, 1797,iHitll Jxily of 179». Gifford became 
the editor of the Quarterly Review when it was started 
in 1809. and continued as editor until 1824, when his 
health forced hljn to retire; DNB. 

^\ 
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Gillies, Robert Pearce (1788-1858). was the author of Memoirs 
of a Literary Veteran Childe Alariaue. Recollections of 
Sir Walter Scott. Bart., and edited \qeveral earlv Scottish 
works. He was one of Blackwood's early contributors, the 
"Kemperhausen" of the Noctes Ambrosianae. and was a 
translator of German literature: DNB. 

Godwin. Mrs. Mary Wollstonecraft (1759-1797), miscellaneous 
writer. She became friends with Dr. Johnson, and was 
employed by him as reader and in translating from the 
French. She also translated Salzmann's Morallsches 
Elementrabuch in 1790: DNB. 

Godwin, William, the elder (1756-1836), author of Political 
Justice. He was 'famous for his calm and dispassionate 
discussions'. He counted among his friends Wordsworth, 
Lamb and Coleridge. Shelley was his son-in-law. He 
published numerous works, some of v/hich were under the 
pseudonym, Edward Baldwin: DNB. 

Graham, James, third Duke of Montrose (1755-1836), was 
elected M.P. for Richmond in Yorkshire in 1780. He 
joined Pitt's administration in I783 as a lord of the 
treasury, and held that post until 1789* He was lord 
chamberlain, in succession to the Marquis of Hertford, 
from December, 1821. until May, 1827, and from February, 
1828, until July, I83O: DNB. 

Grenville, George Nugent, Baron Nugent of Carlanstown, 
Westmeath (I788-1850). He was a member of parliament 
from 1812 to I832 for the borough of Aylesbury. In 
later years, he was defeated upon three occasions to 
return to the parliament for Aylesbury, but in 1847 
finally he was successful. Nugent was an extreme whig, 
or whig-radical, in politics; DNB. 

Griffiths, George Edward (d. 1829), edited the Monthly 
Review, which he sold in 1825. and was known as a horticul-
turist. He was a man of considerable literary ability, 
and wrote epigrams and society verse; DNB. 

Gutch, John Mathew (1776-1861), journalist. Gutch was a 
school fellow of Coleridge and Lamb at Christ's Hospital. 
In 1803 he left Oxford for Bristol and became proprietor 
and printer of Felix Farley's Bristol Journal, with which 
he was connected \mtil his death. Gutch was instrumental 
in starting the London Morning Journal, but the paper was 
suppressed after Gutch was tried and convicted for libel
ling George IV and Lord-Chancellor Lyndhurst in 1829: DNB. 

file:///qeveral
file:///mtil
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Hastings, Thomas (fl. I813-I83I), amateur etcher, was collector 
u 5?^^^°^^ ^^ Liverpool, and is known as Captain Hastings. 
He did some good work as an etcher, and was an associate 
of the Liverpool Academy. He published the following 

Haynes, James (I788-I851). author of Conscience; or. The 
BridalM^Jit; a tragedy in five acts, and In verse 
(1821;5 Dp^zzo; a tragedy in five acts, in verse (1823); 
and Mary Stuart: an historical tragedy in five acts, 
and in verse (l84o); British Museum. 

Hazlitt, William (I778-I83O), essayist. He first resolved 
to follow in his brother John's steps as a painter of 
miniatures, but gradually became convinced that he could 
not succeed so far as to satisfy his own ambition. He 
then began to turn his early studies into accoiint and 
in I803 published his Principles of Human Action. About 
1815 he became a parliamentary reporter for the Morning 
Chronicle. After a quarrel vdth the proprietors of the 
Chronicle, he wrote for John Scott, publisher of the 
Champion {afterwards editor of the London Magetzii^) then 
for the Times. He was a contributor to the Edinburgh 
Review at intervals till his death. He was driven to 
isolation by his wayward temper and obstinate adherence 
to his peculiar political creed. He despised the whigs, 
loathed the tories, and vehemently attacked the radicals 
of Bentham's school: DNB. 

Heber, Reginald (I783-I826), bishop of Calcutta. In I8OO 
he won a prize for the Carmen Seculare. a Latin poem on 
the commencement of the new century; and in I803 the 
prize for English verse on the subject of Palestine,which 
was first printed in 1807. and has been several times 
reprinted. In 1812 he published a single volume of 
poetry. His prose works include his Bampton lectures, 
preached in 1815 and published in I8I6. After his death 
in 1826. several of his unpublished sermons and a 
collection of his poems was edited and published by his 
widow: DM. 
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Hemans, Dorothea Felicia (1793-1835), poetess. At the age 
of fourteen Mrs. Hemans published her first work. Poems. 
Undaunted by the harsh criticism accorded this volume 
by the critics, she continued to publish poetry, some 
essays, and translations, some of which were printed 
In the Edinbiargh Monthly Magazine. A collective edition 
of her works, with a memoir by her sister, Mrs. Hughes, 
was published in I839, in seven volumes: DNB. 

Herbert, Algernon (1792-1855)* antiquary, and author of some 
remarkable works replete with abstruse learning. His 
works were: Nlmrod. a Dlscdurse upon Certain Passages 
of History and Fable, 1826; an article on Werewolves in 
The Ancient English Romance of William and the V/erwolf. 
1832; Britannia after the Romans. 18^6-41. and others: 
DNB. 

Heron, Robert (1764-1807), miscellaneous writer. Heron's 
first literary venture was a small edition of Thomson's 
Seasons, in I789. All of Heron's works bore evident 
marks of superficial knowledge and hurried composition. 
From 1799 Heron contributed to London periodicals, the 
Globe, the British Press and other newspapers, ana also 
acted as parliamentary reporter: DNB. 

Hervey. Thomas Kibble (1799-1859), Poet and editor. He 
contributed novelettes and poems to several of the annuals 
of the day. He edited the Friendship's Offering for 1826 
and 1827, and the Amaranth for 1839.After contributing 
to the Athenaeum for many years, Hervey was appointed 
editor of that journal in 1846 and edited it until 1853; 
DNB. 

Hobhouse, John Cam, Baron Broughton (1786-1869), statesman. 
He was an intimate friend of Lord Byron. The year follow
ing Napoleon's escape from Elba, Hobhouse wrote an account 
of the Hundred Days, in which he displayed his marked 
dislike of the Bourbon dynasty. The book was severely 
criticised in the Quarterly Review, and the French trans
lation of it was seized by the government. He published 
several works on reform measures and speeches made in the 
House of Commons: DNB. 

Hodgson, Francis (1781-1852), author, wrote many reviews, 
verses, translations, and rhyming letters. He was 
appointed provost of Eton; DNB. 
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Holland, Sir Henry (1788-1873), physician. In 1816 he 
became a licentiate of the Royal College of Physicians, 
and in the same year was admitted to a fellowship in the 
Royal Society; in 1828 he became a fellow of the College 
of Physicians; DNB. 

Hook, Theodore Edward (1788-1841), author and editor. Hook 
became treasurer of Mauritius in 1813: but when the 
treasury showed up to be short in 1817, Hook's property 
was confiscated, and he was forced to retvirn to England. 
For a time he wrote in order to provide himself with a 
living. He contributed to B.M. In 1820 he became editor 
of the John Bull; DNB. 

Hope, Thomas (1770?-1831), author and vituoso. Hope was 
a fellow of the Royal Society and of the Society of 
Antiquaries. Hope's best-known work is the romance, 
Anastasius. or Memoirs of a Greek, which appeared anony-
mously in 1819.A review in Blackwood's Magazine ridi
culed the notion that Hope could be the autnor. Hope 
replied in the next issue of the Magazine claiming the 
authorship. This work was praised enthusiastically in 
the Edinbiirgh Review in 1821, and was also noticed with 
some favor in the Quarterly Review: DNB. 

Howison, William (fl. 1823), a poet and philosopher, who 
lived in Edinbtirgh. He was a friend of Sir Walter Scott. 
During the early years of B.M.. Howison was a contributor. 
His review of Gait's The Earthquake was published in B.M.. 
January, 1821: DNB. 

Hunter, John Kelso (1802-1873), artist and cobbler. Hunter 
taught himself portrait-painting, and attained to a res
pectable position as an artist. He published his first 
book in 1868, The Retrospect of an Artist's Life, and 
was known for his st\n*dy Independence and his wide circle 
of friends; DNB. 

Huskisson, William (1770-1830), statesman. He early became 
interested in politics and began his participation in 
governmental affairs in 1793, when he was appointed to an 
office created to direct the execution of the Aliens Act. 
In 1823 he was given a seat in the cabinet. In the same 
year he was sent to Parliament as Canning's successor 
because he was the only man who could reconcile the 
Tory merchants to a free trade policy: Encyclopaedia 
Britannica. 
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Irving. Washin-ton (1783-1859), American journalist, author, 
,̂? ' and man of society, was known for his early 
wit and humor and his later portrayal of the romantic 
and picturesque in his sketches and histories. He was 
enthusiastic about European culture and was influenced 
by the English essayists Addison and Steele, and to some 
extent by Sir Walter Scott; Encyclopaedia Britannica. 

Jordan, William (1782-1869), journalist, born at Kelso, 
Roxburghshire. He settled in London in 1806 and began 
his long journalistic career by joining the reporters' 
staff of the Aurora. When this venture failed, he trans
ferred himself to the Pilot, an evening paper started in 
1807 by E, Samuel. Later he was employed on the Moriiing 
Post and the British Press. In 1812 Jerdan purchased 
from George Manners the copyright and business premises 
of a periodical entitled The Satirist, a Monthly Meteor. 
This publication ceased to exist in 1814. In the mean-
while, in I813, Jerdan had secured the more responsible 
post of editor of the Sim, a high tory daily paper, and 
a vigorous champion of "Pitt politics." In I817 Jerdan 
retired from this editorship and sold his interest in 
the concern. In 1817 he purchased a third share in 
Henry Colburn's Literary Gazette, and later was installed 
as its editor. He was Identified with this enterprise 
for thirty-three years. During this time he gathered 
around him a very accomplished band of writers, including 
Crabbe, Barry Cornwall, Dr. Croly, Miss Mitfora, Alaric 
Watts, Maglnn, Mrs. Hemans, and Thomas Campbell. In 1821 
Jerdan helped to found the Royal Society of Literature: 
DNB. 

Ker, John Bellenden (1765?-18^), botanist, wit, and man of 
fashion. He was first known as John Gawler, but later 
was granted a license to take the name of Ker Bellenden. 
However, he was invariably known as Bellenden Ker. In 
1801 he began to contribute to Curtis's Botanical Magazine. 
In 1812 the Botanical Register was started in opposition 
to the Botanical Magazine, and Ker became the first editor: 
DNB. 

Kltchiner, William, M.D. (1775?-l827), miscellaneous writer. 
He inherited a handsome competence from his father and, 
therefore, was iidependent of his profession and devoted 
himself to science. He experimented with cookery and 
soon attained considerable culinary skill. He likewise 
studied optics and wrote in this field. He had a taste 
for music and collected with care a library of manuscript 
and printed music; DNB. 
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^^^l^t. Charles (1791-1873), author and publisher. In 
1820 in conjunction v/ith Edward Hawke Locker, Knight 
produced the first number of the Plain Englishman, 
containing original compositions and selections from 
the best writers. Later he started the Knights Quarterly 
Magazine y Quarterly Journal of Education, the Penny 
Encyclopaediaf the Gallery of Portraits^ besides smaller 
works; DNB. 

Lamb. Charles (1775-183^), essayist and humourist. From 
his school days he formed a long-enduring friendship with 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Lamb's first appearance in 
print came in 1796, when a volume of Coleridge's poems 
was published in which credit was given Lamb for four of 
the sonnets contained therein. He contributed for three 
years to the Morning Post. Morning Chronicle and the 
Albion. For William Godwin, Lamb and his sister. Mary, 
agreed to write the Tales from Shakespeare, published 
in 1807, with Lamb doing the tragedies and Mary, the 
comedies. This was Lamb's first success; DNB. 

Landon. Letitia Elizabeth, afterwards Mrs. Maclean (1802-
1838). poetess, and famous in her day under the initials 
"L.E.L." About 1815 she made the acquaintance of William 
Jerdan, who exercised a decisive influence on the future 
career of the poetess. As a poetess. Miss Landon had too 
little culture, too little discipline, and too low an 
ideal of her art, to produce anything of very great value: 
DNB. 

Lawrence, Sir Thomas (1769-I83O), painter. At seventeen 
Lawrence began to paint in oils, having done pencil 
sketches for years. To the Royal Academy exhibition in 
1786 he contributed "A Mad Girl," "A Vestal Virgin," 
and five portraits. After 1797 Lawrence turned completely 
to portraiture. In 1815 he was knighted by the prince 
regent, and in 1820 he became President of the Royal 
Academy; DNB. 

Leslie, Charles Robert (179^-1859), painter. Leslie was 
admitteci as a student of the Royal Academy in I8II, and 
was early interested in "high art." His production was 
not large because the popularity of his work led to 
frequent demand for repetition of the same subject. 
As well as being a painter, Leslie was a pleasant and 
able writer. His Handbook for Young Painters (1855) 
and his Life of Constable (1843) are both excellent; 
DNB. 
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Uoyd, Charles (1775-1893), poet. As early as 1795 he 
published a volume of poems at Carlisle, which displays 
a thoughtfulness unusual at his age. The folloi.dng year 
he made the acquaintance of Coleridge. Lloyd and Coleridge 
became very close friends and vrarked together for many 
years. Lloyd's v/rltings are the reflection of an interest
ing personality. His best poem is "Desultory Thou-hts 
in London"; DNB. 

Lockhart. John Gibson (179^f-l85^), biographer of Scott. A 
juvenile Illness made him partially deaf for life. 
He became a contributor to Blackwood's Magazine, started 
in April I817. In May, I8I8, Lockhart met V/alter Scott, 
and the two became warm friends. Lockhart later married 
Scott's eldest daughter, Sophia. In 1825 he became the 
editor of the Quarterly Review. His greatest book was 
The Life of Scott, published in seven volumes, the last 
of which appeared in I838: DNB. 

Lowther, William, second Earl of Lonsdale (I787-I872). In 
1814 Wordsworth dedicated his Excursion to Lowther. 
Lowther is remembered as a great patron of the arts. 
In 1808 he entered parliament as M.P. for Cockermouth; 
DNB. 

Luttrell, Henry (1765?-l85l), wit and poet of society. He 
published in 1819 some elegiacs entitled Lines written at 
Ampthill Park in the autumn of I8I8. In 1820 his Advice 
to Julia, a Letter in Rhyme was published: DNB. 

Maclaren, Charles (1782-1866), editor of the Scotsman. 
In 1820 Archibald Constable employed him to edit the 
sixth edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, and to 
revise the historical and geographical articles. He 
was elected F.R.S., Edinburgh, in I837, F.G.S., London, 
in 1846, and was president of the Geological Society 
of Edinburgh from 186^ to liis death: DNB. 

Maglnn, William, LL.D. (1793-18^2), with Theodore Hook, 
began the John Bull. He was a voluminous contributor to 
B.M. and originated the title for the "Noctes." In 
T850 he and James Fraser began Eraser's Magazine, at 
first an imitation of B.M.. but soon the leading periodical 
in England; DNB. 

Maturin, Charles Robert (1782-1824), novelist and dramatist. 
Pie successively produced three romances: The Fatal Revenge. 
or the Family of Montorĵ o (I807), The Wild Irish Boy. 1808. 
and The Milesian Chief^ 1812. These works appeared under 
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the pseudonym of Dennis Jasper Murphy. His Bertram and 
Manual were produced at the Drury Lane theater in 1816 
and 1817 respectively. He again returned to novel-writing, 
and in 1820 appeared his masterpiece, Melî .oth the Wanderer: 
DNB. ' 

Maimder, Samuel (1785-1849), compiler, and partner in the 
publishing business in London with William Pinnock. 
He compiled and issued numerous dictionaries, chiefly 
for educational purpose, and also prepared a school 
edition of R. Montgomery's 'Omnipresence of the Deity,' 
and a revised edition of Shakespet̂ -e's plays: DNB. 

Medwin, Thomas (1788-1869) was the author of Journal of the 
Conversations of Lord Byron at Pisa, published in 1824 
in three volumes; CBEL/ III, 224. 

Milman. Henry Hart (1791-1868), dean of :̂:t. Paul's. In 
1812 he won the Oxford Newdigate prize with an English 
poem on the Apollo Belvidere. Though an ordained 
minister, Milman continued for some tirae to be known 
principally as a poet. It was the day of Scott, Byron, 
and Moore to which Milman's poetical gift certainly 
belonged. He rendered an important and an unprecedented 
service to English poetry by his translations from the 
Sanscrit. His intimate friends included Macaulay, 
Hallam, Sydney Smith, Lockhart, and his publisher, John 
Murray; DNB. 

Mitford, Mary Russell (1787-1855)« novelist and dramatist. 
Miss Mitford produced her first published work in 1810, 
Miscellaneous Poems. A close friend to James Perry, she 
met through him Lord Ersklne, Sir Samuel Romilly, Dr. 
Parr. Lord Brougham, and Thomas Moore. Miss Mitford's 
first dramatic efforts were rejected, but her Julian 
was produced at Covent Garden in 1823. Another of her 
dramas, Foscari. was pro'uced at Covent Garden in 1826. 
However, the best of her plays was Rlenzi. a poetic 
tragedy of merit, produced at Drury Lane in 1828: DNB. 

Moir, David Macbeth (1798-1851), a physican and author. 
Moir, known as'Oelta", was a contributer to Constable's 
Edinburgh Magazine. the forerunner of B.M., and to B^I* 
after having begun his regular practice. It was through 
B.M^ that he was introduced to Gait, for whom he wrote 
the concluding chapters of The Last of the Lairds: DNB. 



Moir, George (I8OO-I87O), advocate and author. In 1824 
Moir was writing for the Edinburgh Review. In 1825 
he was admitted advocate, and in 1827 published some 
translations of Schiller. About thl.s time, Moir, who 
had been a whig, threw in his lot with the tories, and 
became a regiaar contributor to B^M.: DrJB. 

Montgomery, James (1771-185^), poet. The collective edition 
of his poems, edited by himself, appeared in four volumes, 
London, l84l: DNB. 

Moore, Thomas (1779-1852), poet, bom in Dublin. In I807 
Moore entered upon the path in which he found his truest 
title to remembrance, and which at the same time procured 
him for many years a considerable income, by the publi
cation of his Irish Melodies^ with music by Sir John 
Stevenson. Thus was established his reputation as the 
national lyrist of Ireland. V/hen his Lalla Rookh was 
published in I817, Moore's success rivaled that of Scott 
and Byron; DNB. 

Morgan, Lady Sydney Owenson (1783?-l859). novelist. She 
published her first volume (a collection of sentimental 
verse) in I8OI. Excited by the reports of Fanny Burney's 
gains, she, too, took to fiction, and in 1804 appeared 
her St. Clairy or the Heiress of Desmond. In 1805 she 
published the Novice of St. Dominick iiT'fom' volumes. 
Lady Morgan's O'Donnel. a National Tale, appeared in I8l4 
and was fiercely attacked by the Quarterly Review because 
it was popular with the "patriots." fee Qiiartefly con
tinued its attacks, savagely reviewing her subsequent 
works. In 1837 Laay Morgan received a government pension 
of h 300, "in acknowledgement of the services rendered 
by her to the world of letters." This was the first 
pension of the kind given to a woman; DNB. 

Morgan, Sir Thomas Charles, M.D. (1783-1843), philosophical 
and miscellaneous writer. In I809 Morgan was admitted 
a candidate, and in 1810 a fellow of the College of 
Physicians. Between I8l5 and 1824 he spent a great deal 
of time abroad with Lady Morgan, and to her "Prance" 
(1818) and "Italy" (1821) he contributed appendices on 
law. medicine and other matters. For many years he con
tributed slight essays, or causeries. to the New Monthly 
Magazine. the best of which were collected into the Book 
wlthm^t"A ifaTWft (l84l), to which Lady Morgan also contri-
DUted; DNB.""^ 
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^^^o^d, William (1782-1848), author and journalist. He 
4 5?^ Joiu'nalistic career as a parliamentary reporter 

with the Morning Chronicle. Later he was appointed 
assistant editor, and afterwards editor of the Courier, 
an evening journal which had acquired popularity and 
influence, and which maintained upon no equal terms a 
rivalry with the Times. Declining to support a change 
2^,P°^i^y on the part of the proprietors of the Courier. 
Mudford publicly withdrew from the paper. The Courier 
steadily declined in circulation, and finally expired, 
after some unsuccessful efforts had been made to induce 
Mudford to resume his editorship. At the age of 40 
he became the editor, and subsequently the proprietor 
of the Kentish Observer. He was a regular contributor 
^o Blackwood's Magazir^e. In l84l Mudford succeeded 
Theoaore Hook as editor of the John_Bull. but still 
maintained his connection with the Kentish Observer: 
DNB. 

Mudle, Robert (1777-1824), miscellaneous writer. An ardent 
reformer in politics, he was engaged as reporter for the 
Morning Chronicle. In the capacity of reporter he went 
to Edinburgh, and on Q^rge IV's visit to that city, des
cribed the King's visit in Modern Athens. Mudle was 
subsequently editor of the Sunday Times, and also wrote 
largely for the periodicals of the day: DNB. 

Murray, Hugh (1779-1846), geographer. In 1804 appeared his 
The Swiss Emigrants, a tale, and in 1805 two philosophical 
treatises. In 1816 Murray was elected a fellow of the 
Royal Society of Edinburgh, to whose Transactions he con
tributed, among other papers, one in 1818. On the Ancient 
Geography of Central and Eastern Asia. Similar works 
by hira on Asia and North American follô vred. Miu'ray was 
for a time editor of the Scots Magazine, and was a fellow 
of the Royal Geographical Society of London. His connection 
with Constable's Edinburgh Gazetteer caused him to figure 
in the celebrated tory squib. The Chaldee MS.. which 
appeared in Blackwood's Magazine for October, 1817: DNB. 

Murray, John (1778-1843), publisher. In I803, Murray became 
London agent for the publications of Archibald Constable, 
Edinburgh publisher. For a time, Murray acted as London 
agent for the Edinburgh Review, of which he was part pub
lisher from 1807 to 1808. In I8O8, Murray endeavored to 
begin an opposition review on tory principles, securing 
for this effort Scott and Southey, both of whom had ceased 
to contribute to the Edinburgh Review. For many years the 
new Review appeared very irregularly and did not prove a 
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paying venture. Then this Quarterly Review finally 
began to prosper, partly due to favorable political 
circumstances stemming from the overthrow of Napoleon. 
For a time Murray became a joint publisher of Blackwood's 
Magaziî ê  but relinquished it after a while from disappro
bation of its personalities: DNB. 

^^?Si»^°^®^^» Archdeacon (1753-1829), philologist. In 
1784 he published his first philological work. The 
Elements of Ortl̂ oepŷ  which was highly commended by 
Boswell.In 1793 Nares established the British Critic, 
and edited the first forty-two numbers (May, 1/93 -
December I8I3), in conjunction with the Rev. William 
Beloe, his life-long friend. He was a founder of the 
Royal Society of Literature and vice-president in I823. 
He was a contributor to the Gentleman's ?iagazine. the 
Classical Journal, and the Archaeologla; DNB. 

Nichols, John (17^5-1826), printer and author. Nichols's 
important literary work began In 1775, when he edited 
an additional volume of Swift's Works. In 1776 he edited 
the Original Works of William King, D.C.L., in three 
volumes.In 1778 he joined a friend, David Henry, in 
the management of the Gentleman's Magazine, and from 
1792 until his death he was solely responsible for that 
important periodical, and himself was one of its con
tributors: DNB. 

Patmore, Peter George (1786-1855), author, and intimate 
friend of William Hazlitt and Charles Lamb. He was 
best knovm in connection with the New Monthly Magazine, 
of which he was editor from Theodore Hook's death, in 
l84l, until 1853* He was also a frequent contributor 
to the Liberal, the Westminster, and Retrospective 
reviev/s, and to Blackwood' s and the London and Monthly 
magazines in their early and best days: DNB. 

Peacock, Thomas Love (1785-1866). novelist, poet, and official 
of the East India Company. His first published works in 
1804 and I8O6 were two small volumes of poetry. The Monks 
Of St. Marks and Palmyra. In I837 appeared his lightsome 
Paper Money Lyrics and Other Poems. It was soon after 
this that he made contributions to Eraser's Magazine, 
and in that period appeared his entertaining and scholarly 
Horae Dramaticae. and his reminiscences of Shelley: DNB. 
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P&el, Sir Robert, the younger (I78--I850). statesman. 
He was first lord of treas\iry, chancellor of exchequer, 
and prime minister (I84l). Peel reorganized the Bank 
of England, initiated reforms in Ireland, supported free 
trade and emancipation of the Jews. As chief secretary 
for Ireland (I8I2-I8I8) he Instituted the Irish constab
ulary, from whic:i carae the nickname "peelers," after
wards also applied to the London police: DNB. 

Perry, James (1756-1821), journalist. In 1777 he wrote 
essays and pieces of poetry for a paper called The 
General Advertiser, He assisted in bringing out the 
London Evening Post^ and was the originator and first 
editor of the European Magazine (I782), conducting it 
for twelve months. He moved on to the editorship of 
the Gazieteer, which he published for eight years. In 
1789, with James Gray, Perry purchased the Morning 
Chronicle. which he managed until his deathT^M/ 

Phillips, Sir Richard (1767-1840), author, bookseller, and 
publisher. In 1790, after other commercial ventures, 
he began business as a stationer, bookseller, and patent 
medicine vendor. He soon added a printing press and sold 
music and prints. In 1792 he founded the Leicester 
Herald and acted as editor. In 1793 he was foimd guilty 
of selling Paine's Rights of Man and was sentenced to 
eighteen months' imprisonment. In 1795 he added to 
his other ventiu*es a fortnightly magazine of semi-scienti
fic nature, entitled The Museum. A disastrous fire 
brought both this magazine and the Herald to an end. 
In July, 1796. Phillips established the Monthly Magazine. 
which was edited by John Aiken. In I807 he was elected 
sheriff of London, and in I808 was knighted by the King: 
DNB. 

Pinnock, William (1782-1843), publisher and educational 
writer. He and Samuel Maunder bought the business 
premises of the Literary Gazatte in 1817, and took 
shares with Jerdan and Colburn in that periodical. 
Pinnock and Maunder printed the Gazette through its 
hundred and forty-sixth number and then entered upon 
the publication of a series of educational works: DNB. 

Pringle, Thomas (1789-1834), Scottish poet. A contribution 
to Hogg's Poetic Mirror. I8I6, brought him the friendship 
of Scott, whose manner his poem imitated. Pringle and 
his friend Cleghorn produced the first number of the 
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Edinburgh Monthlv Magazine for ^Illiam Blackwood. 
Pringle and Cleghorn edited about six nurabers of this 
magazine, but resigned through disagreement with the 
publisher. The chief result of the quarrel was the 
establishment by the publisher of Blackwood's Magazine. 
of which the first number appeared in October, 1817, 
and which was managed by Blackwood himself. Pringle 
next edited the Edinburgh Star newspaper and also 
Constable's Edinburgh Magazine, neither of which pros
pered: DNB. 

Procter, Bryan Waller (1787-187^), poet, writing many of 
his works under the pseudonym of Barry Cornwall. In 
1815 he began to contribute to the Literary Gazette. 
Some of his works include: Dramatic Scenes (1819). 
Marclan Colonna (1820), A Sicilian Story C1821). Mirandola 
(1821).The success of this last mentioned work, a 
tragedy, and the establishment of the London Magazine 
in 1820, introduced Procter to a wider literary circle: 
DNB. 

Raffles, Thomas (I788-I863), independent minister. He 
succeeded Thomas Spencer as minister of Newington Chapel, 
Liverpool, in I8II. His ministry in Liverpool lasted 
imtil 1862, establishing a record for nonconformist 
ministers. In 1816, along with George Hadfield, he 
founded the Blackburn Academy of independent ministers. 
He published sermons, lectures, and, in I813, a volume 
of poems, Poeras of Three Friends. Raffles was one of the 
editors of the Investigator, the London quarterly, begun 
in 1820; DNB. 

Reade, John Edmund (I8OO-I870), poetaster and novelist. 
His first published work was The Broken Heart (1825). 
He developed a remarkable capacity for plagiarism, with 
Byron serving as his chief model. His poems and plays, 
however, are full of sentiments and phrases taken undis-
guisedly from the best-known writings of Scott, Wordsworth, 
Ben Jonson, Croly, and others. His ablest work, Cain. 
The Wanderer, was published in I83O: DNB. 

Redding, Cyrus (1785-1870), journalist, and editor of the 
New Monthly Magazine. The English Journal, and London 
Journal. His best book was his History and Description 
of Modern Wines, based upon personal observation and 
gieanings from many sources: DNB. 
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Reynolds, John Hamilton (1796-1852), poet. In I8l4 two 
volumes of verse by him appeared. In 1816 Reynolds 
formed a friendship with Keats, probably through Hunt. 
In 1821, his The Garden of Florence^ and other Poems 
appeared under the pseudonym of John Hamilton. He 
wrote in the London Magazine imder the signature Edward 
Herbert until the end of 1824. After this date he con
tributed to the Edinburgh. Westminster^ and Retrospective 
reviews: DNB. 

Rivington, Charles (175^-1831), and Rivington, Francis 
(17^5-1822). brothers, who together carried on a pub
lishing business. In 1793 they began the British Critic, 
and in 1820, a second-hand book business. When Francis 
died, Charles became the master of the company: DNB. 

Rogers, Samuel (1763-1855), poet who modeled his work on 
Johnson, Goldsmith, and Gray. In 1781 he contributed 
several short essays to the Gentleman's Magazine, and 
the following year wrote an unacted opera. The vintage of 
Burgundy. Rogers has a place among the representatives 
of the most brilliant age of English poetry, due in great 
measure to two fortunate accidents: the establishment of 
his reputation before the advent, or at least the recog
nition, of more potent spirits, and the intiraate associ
ation of his name with that of greater men: DNB. 

Roscoe, William (1753-1831), historian. In 1773 Roscoe 
was one of the founders of a Liverpool society for the 
encouragement of the arts of painting and design. In 
1774 he was admitted an attorney of the court of King's 
Bench. In I78I Roscoe began the collecting of rare books 
and prints. Among his numerous published works appeared 
The Works of Alexander Pope, edited by "W.R." (1824): 
DNB. 

Rose, William Stewart (1775-18^3), Poet and translator. 
When Scott visited London in I8O3, he made the acquain
tance of Rose, and a cordial friendship grew up between 
them. In 1819, Moore mentions in his Diary, under date 
of 14 April, that Murray had offered Rose h 2.000 for a 
version of Ariosto. The first volume of his translation 
appeared in I823. In I83I the final volume of his trans
lation of Ariosto came out, eight years after the first: 
DNB. 
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Ross. Alexander (17^2-1827), general. After a successful 
military career of some forty years, Ross was promoted 
lieutenant-general in 1802. and general in 1812. He 
was one of the most intimate friends of Lord Cornwallis, 
whose correspondence, in three volumes, was edited in 
1859 by his son, Charles Ross: DNB. 

Russell. Lord John, first Earl Russell (1792-1878), statesman. 
In 1828 he entered the House of Commons as one of the 
members. He held this seat until 1842, when, on the 
death of his elder brother, Francis Russell, he succeeded 
to the dukedom. In his earliest as in his latest years, 
literature had as many attractions for hira as politics: 
DNB. 

Rutter. John (1796-1851), a Quaker topographer of Bristol. 
Having met William Beckford and been invited to Fonthill 
Abbey, in 1822 Rutter published Delineations of Fonthill 
Abbey and Desmesne^ which ran to a sixth edition in the 
same year. Among his other published works were History 
of Wardour Castle (I823), Delineations of North - West 
Somersetshire (1*529). and The Westonian Guide (1829): 

St. Leger, Francis Barry Boyle (1799-1829), Irish-born 
novelist. Resigning his post with the East India 
Company in 1821, St. Leger returned to England, where 
he edited from 1822 onward the fashionable annual called 
The Album. He was also the author of a volume of poems, 
and some prose works. In 1826 he was editor of The 
Brazen Head. Shortly before his death in I829 he pub-
11shed Tales of Passion; DNB. 

Scarlett, James, first Baron Abinger (1769-1844), lord 
chief baron of the exchequer. Taking his B.A. in 1789, 
Scarlett became the pupil of George Wood, the special 
pleader. He was called to the bar in 1791, and received 
his M.A. in 179^. He joined the Lancashire sessions, but 
ultimately confined himself to the court of King's Bench. 
He became a king's counsel in I8I6, and enjoyed a long 
success in this capacity. As chief law officer he ex
hibited much hostility to the press. Scarlett was appoint
ed lord chief baron of the exchequer in December, 1834, 
and held that post until his death; DNB. 

Scott, John (1783-1821), editor of the London Magazine at 
its beginning in 1820. He first started a weekly paper 
called The Censor, and successively edited the Statesman 
and the Stamford News. He quarreled bitterly with Lockhart 
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and was killed in a duel fought with Jonathan Henry 
Christie, friend of Lockhart's; DNB. 

Seymour-Conwav, Francis Charles, third Marquis of Hertford 
^777-1842). He represented the family boroughs of 
^ o r d . Lisburne, and Camelford. He was created K. G. 
in 1822, shortly after succeeding to the peerage. He 
Is best remembered as the original of the^"Marquis of 
Steyne" in Thackeray's Vanity Fair and "Lord Monmouth" 
in Disraeli's Conlngsbv: DNB. 

Shelley, Harriet Westbrook (179^?-l8l6), the first wife 
of P. B. Shelley, whom she met after his expulsion from 
Oxford. The couple wandered about the British Isles 
for a while after their marriage, but were never happy, 
and he left her in I8l4. Shelley married Mary Godwin, 
and Harriet after much unhapplness finally committed 
suicide in 1816: DNB. 

Shelley, Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin (1797-1851), authoress, 
the second wife of Percy B. Shelley, and daughter of 
William Godwin and Mary Wollstonecraft. In 1816 she 
married Percy B. Shelley, whose genius she never wholly 
understood. In I8l8 was published her horror tale, 
Frankenstein; her Valperga. an historical romance of the 
fourteenth century followed in 1823. Then came The Last 
1 ^ (1826), Falkner (I837), and Lodore (1835). After that 
Mrs. Shelley contributed to the annuals of the day: 
DNB. 

Shiel, Richard Lalor (1793-1851), barrister, dramatist, and 
member of the British Parliament. He is the author of 
several well known dramas, and his articles in the 
New Monthly Magazine attracted considerable notice, 
especially his able sketches of the Irish Bar: Bates, 
OP. clt.f p. 187. 

Shore, John, (first Baron Teignmouth) 1751-1834. Telgmouth 
was a hard-working and useful administrator. His talents 
were moderate and his religious views x-̂ere strong; but of 
his integrity, humanity, and honour it is impossible to 
speak too highly. He was elected president of the Royal 
Society of Literature, but declined the office in favour 
of Bishop Burgess. He published Memoirs of the Life. 
Writings, and Correspondence of Sir William Jones. London, 
1»04; DNB. 
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Smith, Horatio (1799-1849), poet and author. The class 
Of poems in which he excels are those halfway between 
the serious and the humorous. One of these. An Address 
to a Mummy^ is an admirable example of wit and feeling. 
Leigh Hunt, Shelley and Thackeray wrote warmly of 
Smith's truth and loyalty as a friend: DNB. 

Smith, James (1782-1867), geologist and man of letters. 
Though a sleeping partner of the firm of Leitch & Smith, 
West India merchants. Smith was more interested in science, 
literature, the fine arts, and the collecting of rare 
books. After visiting Madeira, Gibraltar, Lisbon, and 
Malta, where he had made geological studies. Smith commun
icated his findings to the Geological Society of London. 
He was elected F.G.S. in I836, and F.R.S. in I83O, and 
was for a tirae president of the Geological Society of 
Glasgow: DNB. 

Sotheby, William (1757-1833), author. At the age of seven
teen he purchased a commission as ensign in the 10th 
dragoons, and while stationed with his regiment in 
Edinburgh made friends with Walter Scott. In 1792 he 
joined the Dilettante Society; in 179^ he was elected 
to the Royal Society and of the Society of Antiquaries. 
Among his close friends were Scott, Wordsworth, Coleridge, 
Samuel Rogers, Sir George Beaumont, Mrs. Siddons, Joanna 
Baillie, Maria Edgworth, Byron. Thomas Moore, Southey 
and Hallam. Byron, on some trivial pretence, seems alone 
of Sotheby's early acquaintances to have renounced friendly 
relations with him: DNB. 

Standish, Frank Hall (1799-18^), connoisseur and author. 
He was a collector of books, manuscripts, prints, pictures, 
and drawings. His picture collection was especially rich 
in paintings by Murillo and other Spanish artists. His 
principle works were: The Life of Voltaire, and The Shores 
of the Mediterranean; DNB. 

Stoddart, Sir John D. (1773-1856), journalist, born at 
Salisbury. From 1812 to I8I6 he was a leader-writer on 
the Times. In 1817 he had a difference with the Times. 
and started a rival daily, entitled The New Times, which 
soon was amalgamated with the Day. For a short time it 
appeared as the Day and New Times, but dropped the first 
half of the title in I8I8, and survived as the New Times 
until about 1828. During the period of his editorship 
he was scurrilously known as "Dr. Slop", and was the 
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subject of several satires. His connection with the 
New Times probably ceased in 1826 with his appointment 
as chief justice, and justice, of the vice-admiralty 
court in Malta. In 1826 he was knighted by George 
IV at St. James's Palace: DNB. 

Talfourd, Sir Thomas Noon (1795-185^), judge and author. 
He became a pupil of law in I8I3, but continued to 
devote time to literature. He became connected with the 
Pamphleteer. In this publicaticn appeared essays by 
Talfoiu'd on the Roman Catholic question, on the Royal 
Marriage Act. and on the punishment of the pillory. He 
became acquainted with Charles Lamb through the editor 
of the Pamphleteer^ William Evans. He later found 
friends among Wordsv/orth, Coleridge, Godwin, and Hazlitt. 
The dramatic department of the New Monthly Magazine was 
entirely under his direction for several years. vThen the 
Retrospective Review was established in 1820 Talfourd 
became a leading contributor* He was probably best known 
for his tragedy. Ion (I836): DNB. 

Taylor, Ann (Mrs. Ann Gilbert — 1872-1866), writer of 
poetry for children, is better known by her maiden name, 
Ann Taylor, her most popular works having been written 
in conjunction vdth her younger sister Jane. In 187^ 
the Autobiography and other Memorials of Mrs. Gilbert, 
edited by Josiah Gilbert, was published; DNB. 

Taylor, Jane (1783-1824), writer for the young, and the 
second daughter of Isaac Taylor of Ongar. At the age of 
eight or nine she began drafting prefaces, title-pages, 
introductions and dedications of a singular precocity. 
She entered into collaboration with her sister, Ann, to 
publish many children's works. Perhaps most conspicuous 
of the two sisters' successes was their Hymns for Infant 
Minds ̂  published in 1810. In February 1816 she co-̂ jnenced 
her regular contributions to the Youth's Magazine,which 
continued until December 1822: DNB. 

Taylor, John (1757-1832), miscellaneous writer, eldest son 
of John Taylor, the younger. He was for some years 
dramatic critic to the Morning Po^t, and about I787 he 
succeeded William Jackson (1737-179$) as its editor. 
Subsequently he purchased the True Briton, and lastly 
became in I8I3 proprietor of the Sun, a violent tory 
paper. The editor, William Jerdan, owned a share in the 
Sun, but a quarrel led to two or three years' litigation, 
and Jerdan was bought out by Taylor in 1817; DNB. 
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Tennent, Sir James Emerson (1804-1869), traveller, politician, 
and author. In I83I Tennent was clled to the bar at 
Lincoln's Inn, and in I832 he was elected to the House 
of Commons from Belfast. He held the office of secretary 
to the India board from September, l84l, until August, 
1843. He was secretary of the poor-law board in 1852, 
and later secretary to the board of trade. Having 
traveled a great deal, Tennent published works on Ceylon, 
Greece, and countries of continental Europe: Dlffi. 

Tomline, Sir George Pretyman (1750-1827), bishop of Win
chester. Until 1803 Tomline bore the name of Pretyman. 
He was a tutor of William Pitt and the two developed a 
close friendship. He campaigned against Calvlnlstlc 
doctrines and in I803 published A Refutation of Calvinism. 
The memoir of Pitt, by Tomline, in two quarto volumes, 
appeared in 1321; a second edition, in three octavo 
volumes, appeared in 1822: DNB. 

Turner, Charles (177^1857), engraver. Turner carae to 
London from Old VJoodstock, Oxfordshire, in 1795 and 
studied in the schools of the Royal Academy. He worked 
in stipple, aquatint, and mezzotint, producing more than 
six hundred plates, of which about two-thirds were 
portraits; DNB. 

Ward, Robert Plumer (1765-1846). novelist and politician. 
In 1795 he published An Inquiry into the Foundation and 
History of the Law of Nations in Europe from the Time 
of the Greeks and Romans to the Age of Grotius, which 
served to establish his reputation. At Pitt's Invitation, 
he accepted a seat in the House of Commons in 1802. 
During this period he published several political works 
and began a political diary. In 1825 he published 
anonymously a novel, Tremaine; or the Man of Refinement. 
A second novel. De Vere; or the Man of Independence, was 
published in 18271 Apparently, his hero in this novel was 
sketched bearing in mind Pitt, Canning, and Bolingbroke: 
DNB. 

Warren, Samuel (1807-1877), author of Ten Thousand a Year. 
Twenty-eight of his Passap:es from the Diary of a late 
Physician appeared in Blackwood's Magazine from 1830 
to 1837. The first chapter of Ten Thousand a Year appear
ed in Blackwood's Magazine in October, 1839: ffiB*" 
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Watkins, John (fl. 1792-I83I), miscellaneous v.Titer, born in 
Devonshire. His first independent publication appeared 
in 1792, entitled An Essay towards the History of Bideford. 
In 1796 appeared The Peeper: a collection of Essays, 
Moral. Biographical^ and Literary. In 1800 appeared his 
Universal Biographical and Historical Dictionary. He 
was the author of quite a number of other works, among 
them Memoirs of Sheridan (1816). This was the first 
life of Sheridan to appear and was censored by Croker in 
an article in the Quarterly Review (LXXXIII, 561): DNB. 

Watt, James Henry (1799-1867), line engraver. Watt was a 
pupil of Chso'les Heath and engraved many vignettes for 
the Amulet. Literary Souvenir, and similar productions. 
His larger works, executed in pure line on copper, were 
significant for their taste and power: DllB, 

Westmacott, Charles Molloy (fl. 1799-1868), editor. As the 
editor of The Age newspaper, Westmacott left a choice 
collection of all the exquisite and extraordinary articles, 
leux d* esprits, epigrams, parodies and political satires 
that appeared in weekly succession in The Age (London, 
1829): DNB. 

Westmacott, Richard (1799-1872), sculptor. His only important 
public work in London was the sculpture in the pediment of 
the west front of the Royal Exchange, erected l842. He 
was a fellow of the Royal Society, and v̂ as well known as 
a writer and lecturer on art; DNB. 

Wiffen, Jeremiah Holmes (1792-1836), translator of Tasso. 
His youngest sister, Prlscilla, married Alaric Alexander 
Watts. His first appearance in print was in the European 
Magazine in 1807. In 1820 his Julia Alpjnula and other 
Poems was published and was dedicated to his brother-in-
lawT Watts. In 1821 he issued his Proposals for publish
ing by subscription a new translation of Tasso in 
Spenserian verse. Hogg, in the Noctes Ambrosianae. 
refers to Wiffen as "the best scholar among a' the 
quakers" and "a capital translator. Sir Walter tells me, 
o' poets wi' foreign tongues, six as Tasso, and wl' 
original vein, too": DNB. 

Wilson, John (1785-185^), author, the Christopher North of 
Blackwood's, and professor of moral philosophy In the 
university of Edinburgh. Wilson and John Gibson lock
hart were the most conspicuous members of Blackwood s 
staff. Wilson's overpowering animal spirits and Lock-
hart's deadly sarcasm were the main supports of Blackwood s 
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Magazine. Most of his Lights and Shadows of Scottish 
JLlfe appeared in Blackwood's Magazine prior to their 
collective publication in 1822. It was not until 1822 
that Wilson found where his real strength lay, and began 
to delight the public with his Noctes Ambrosianae: DNB. 

Wooler, Thomas Jonathan (1786-1853), journalist and politician. 
He began a periodical of radical tendencies, called The 
Stage, which acquired celebrity not only from the spirit 
of criticisms, but from his unusual habit of setting up 
the type without first cor-mlttlng his articles to writing. 
He succeeded Cobbett as editor of The Statesman, and In 
1817 published the Black Dwarf on Sunday raornlngs in Sun 
Street, Flnsbury. He conducted for sometime a Sunday 
paper called the British Gazette: DNB. 

Wrangham, Francis (1769-1842). classical scholar and 
miscellaneous writer. In 1793 Wrangham was ordained by 
the Archbishop of York, and served as curate of the 
parish of Cobham in Surrey. He was a constant figure 
in the most intellectual life of London. In 1804 he was 
elected F.R.S., and a member of the Bannatyne and Rox-
burghe clubs: DNB. 

Wraxall, Sir Nathaniel William (1751-1831), baronet, author 
of historical memoirs. At an early age he obtained em
ployment in the civil service of the East India Company 
from 1769 to 1772. In I78O he was elected a member of 
parliament, where he served until 179^. After this 
time he devoted himself mainly to compiling his historical 
memoirs; DNB. 

Wyatt, Matthew Cotes (1777-1862). sculptor, youngest son of 
James Wyatt. He was a favorite of the King and Queen 
and through their influence gained a reputation. From 
1803 to I8l4 he was exhibitor at the Royal Academy of 
portraits and historical subjects in oils. After the 
death of Princess Charlotte, he executed a marble bust 
of her, and in I832 executed a bronze equestrian statue 
of the King, which was his best work: DI©. 
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